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Abstract
The present work describes different techniques to control some major parameters of colloidal
nanocrystals. The individual techniques rely on the manipulation of the nucleation event. The
sensitive control of the nanocrystals’ size and shape is discussed. Furthermore the formation of
hybrid nanocrystals composed of different materials is presented. The synthesis technique for
the production of the different samples involves organic solvents and surfactants and reactions
at elevated temperatures.
The presence of magic size clusters offers a possibility to control the size of the nanocrystals
even at very small dimensions. The clusters produced comprise ca. 100 atoms. In the case
of CdSe, nanocrystals of this size emit a blue fluorescence and therefore extend the routinely
accessible spectrum for this material over the whole visible range. Samples fluorescing in the
spectral range from green to red are produced with standard recipes. In this work a reaction
scheme for magic size clusters is presented and a theoretical model to explain the particular
behaviour of their growth dynamics is discussed. The samples are investigated by optical
spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and elemental analysis.
Shape controlled nanocrystals might be of interest for a variety of applications. The size
dependent properties of nanocrystals are dominated by their smallest dimension. Therefore
anisotropically shaped nanocrystals exhibit similar optical and electronic properties as spheri-
cal nanocrystals with a compatible diameter. This makes nanorods and nanowires an appeal-
ing object for electronics. Another possible application for these materials is to incorporate
them into synthetic materials to influence their mechanical stability. Here, a method to form
branched nanocrystals is discussed. It turned out that the presence of small impurities in the
reaction vessel triggers the formation of branching points. Furthermore this synthesis tech-
nique offers some insights into the architecture of the branching point. The branching point is
analysed by high resolution transmission electron microscopy and proves for the occurrence of
a multiple twinned structure are strengthened by simulation of the observed patterns.
Incorporation of a second material into a nanocrystal adds different functionality to the entire
object. Ideally both materials contribute with their own functionality and they are not affected
by the presence of the other material. Two different techniques to generate nanocrystals of
this type are presented. The first relies on a seeded growth approach in which the nucleation
of the second material is allowed only on defined sites of the seeds. Anisotropic nanorods
show a reactivity that varies for the individual facets. Using such nanorods as seeds dumbbell
structures are formed. The second technique uses the tips of pre-formed nano-dumbbells as
sacrificial domains. The material on the tips is replaced by gold.
In any of the processes a different aspect of the nucleation event or the earliest stage of
the growth is of relevance. In the growth of the magic size clusters the nucleation event itself
is slowed down to a pace at which the experimenter can follow any step. The occurrence of
branching can be traced down to the emergence of defects in the crystalline structure in the
earliest stage of the growth. Hybrid materials are formed by a seeded-growth mechanism.
Pre-formed nanocrystals provide the nucleation sites for the second material.
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Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden verschiedene Techniken vorgestellt, mit denen wichtige
Eigenschaften von kolloidalen Nanokristallen variiert werden ko¨nnen. Sie beeinflußen den
Keimbildungsprozeß auf verschiedene Arten. Neben der Kontrolle von Gro¨ße und Form der
Nanokristalle ko¨nnen auch Hybride aus verschiedenen Materialien hergestellt werden. Die hier
dargestellten Techniken beschra¨nken sich auf Synthesen, die in organischen Lo¨sungmitteln mit
entsprechend angepaßten Netzmitteln durchgefu¨hrt werden.
Besonders kleine, aber sehr stabile Nanokristalle lassen sich dank der Existenz von Clustern
mit hoher Symmetrie, den sogenannten Magic Size Clustern, herstellen. Diese Cluster enthalten
etwa 100 Atome. Cluster dieser Gro¨ße aus CdSe zeigen eine blaue Fluoreszenzlinie, so daß mit
ihrer Hilfe das mo¨gliche Emissionsspektrum von CdSe Nanokristallen u¨ber den gesamten sicht-
baren Spektralbereich ausgedehnt wird. In dieser Arbeit wird ein Protokol zur Synthese dieser
Klasse von Nanokristallen vorgestellt und fu¨r die spezielle Dynamik des Wachstumsprozeßes
wird ein Modell aufgestellt. Die optischen Spektren, transmissions-elektronenmikroskopische
Aufnahmen, Ro¨ntgenbeugungsexperimente und eine Elementaranalyse der Cluster werden
diskutiert.
Etwas komplexere Nanokristalle ko¨nnen erzeugt werden, wenn auch die Form der Kristalle
eingestellt werden kann. Nachdem die optischen und elektronischen Eigenschaften von Nano-
kristallen vor allem von der kleinsten charakteristischen La¨nge dieser Strukturen bestimmt
werden, fluoreszieren Nanosta¨bchen in etwa bei derselben Wellenla¨nge wie kugelfo¨rmige Nano-
kristalle mit dem gleichen Durchmesser. Somit sind Nanosta¨bchen und Nanodra¨hte von großem
Interesse fu¨r Anwendungen als elektroische Bauteile. Ausserdem wird erwartet, daß der Ein-
schluß von anisotropen Nanokristallen in Kunststoffen Einfluß auf deren Stabilita¨t nehmen
kann. In dieser Arbeit wird eine Methode zur Erzeugung von Nanokristallen mit einer ver-
zweigten Geometrie dargestellt. Es wird gezeigt, daß kleine Verunreinigungen in der Synthese
sind fu¨r diese Verzweigungen verantwortlich sind. Durch die Mo¨glichkeit, die Zahl der Verzwei-
gungen zu kontrollieren, besteht auch die Mo¨glichkeit, die kristallographische Struktur des
Verzweigungspunkts zu untersuchen. Dies geschieht vor allem mit Hilfe von hochauflo¨senden
Transmissions-Elektronenmikroskopaufnahmen. Zwillingsebenen ko¨nnen in einfachen Struk-
turen direkt beobachtet werden, in komplexeren Kristallen kann deren Existenz mit Hilfe von
Simulationen der Aufnahmen nachgewiesen werden.
Wird ein weiteres Material in einen Nanokristall eingebunden, dann addieren sich ide-
alerweise die Eigenschaften der einzelnen Materialien ohne Abstriche. So ko¨nnen Hybrid-
Materialien hergestellt werden, deren Eigenschaften exakt auf mo¨gliche Anwendungen zu-
geschnitten werden. Hier werden zwei Techniken zur Herstellung solcher Materialien vor-
gestellt. Die erste Technik nutzt fertige Nanokristalle als Keime fu¨r das Wachstum des zweiten
Materials. Speziell bei anisotrop geformten Keimen ist es mo¨glich, die unterschiedliche Reak-
tivita¨t der Seiten– und Grundfla¨chen auszunutzen, um hantelfo¨rmige Nanokristalle zu syn-
thetisieren. Die zweite Technik geht von solchen Hanteln aus, und ersetzt die Ko¨pfe der Hantel
durch Gold.
In jedem dieser drei Prozesse wird ein anderer Aspekt der Keimbildung und der fru¨hen
Wachstumsphase der Nanokristalle beleuchtet. Bei der Synthese der Magic-Size Cluster wird
die Keimbildung selbst so weit verlangsamt, daß einzelne Schritte in diesem Prozess sicht-
bar werden. Verzweigte Nanokristalle entstehen durch das Auftreten von Fehlstellen vor allem
wa¨hrend der ersten Wachstumsphase. Hybride aus mehreren Materialien werden durch hetero-
gene Keimbildung erzeugt. Vorhandene Nanokristalle werden als Kondensationskerne benutzt.
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1 Introduction
1.1 General Interest in Nanocrystals and Applications
Nanotechnology is considered a key-technology for the upcoming century. As it unites
many different fields, it is quite an appealing and challenging branch of science. Chem-
istry with preparation methods, physics with investigation methods and biology with
a wide range of functional molecules contribute all together to the development of the
field. Influences are taken even from astronomy. [1] And in the same way each of the dis-
ciplines can take some profit from the others. For instance chemically prepared colloidal
nanocrystals can be used as probes in living cells [2–4]. An example for the interaction
between physics and chemistry are single molecule based transistors. [5, 6] Since ca. 20
years an important branch of the nanotechnology research is occupied with the synthesis
and characterisation of colloidal nanocrystals.
Colloidal nanocrystals are small, soluble crystals, which comprise a few hundred to
several thousands of atoms. [7] They are obtained by interrupting the crystal growth
at a very early stage and can be synthesised for a wide variety of materials. [8, 9] The
property that makes these objects attractive for a great variety of fields is in fact their
flexibility. Already in the early eighties it was pointed out that semiconductor crystals
of a size below the Bohr-radius of the bulk materials exciton exhibit a strong dependence
of their properties on the size. [10] For instance the Bohr radius of bulk CdS is of the
order of 60nm. So, particles of a size below ca. 50nm experience already the confine-
ment of the exciton. In a simple way the dependence of the energy of an exciton in these
structures can be explained by the behaviour of a particle in a box. [7,11–13] The energy
levels are discrete and their spacing depends inversely on the particles size. Therefore
semiconductor nanocrystals can be considered as an intermediate species between the
molecular regime with its well-defined energy levels and the bulk material with continu-
ous bands. [14,15] As an example in Figure 1.1 the absorption and fluorescence spectra
of different samples of CdTe-nanocrystals are shown. They show a strong dependence on
the size and furthermore discrete levels can be discerned. Also the properties of metallic
nanocrystals show a dependence on the size, as for instance the susceptibility and the
specific heat of Pd. [16] It is also interesting to note the strong size-dependence of the
the melting temperature of nanocrystals. [7, 17] Ideally, the chemical behaviour of the
nanocrystals remains unaffected by the variation of their size. Nanocrystals of CdSe
with a diameter of ca. 5 nm emit red light, whereas nanocrystals of the same material,
only with a smaller diameter of ca. 2 nm emit green light. The chemical properties,
i.e. the chemical interaction with the surrounding, of the two types of nanocrystals are
unaffected as they depend only on the surface-properties. Due to their versatility, nano-
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Figure 1.1: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images and optical spectra of
CdTe-dots. The dots on the TEM images have a diameter of ca. 4 nm (left panel) and 5.5 nm
(middle panel). Absorption (bottom) and fluorescence (top) spectra for a series of spherical
CdTe-nanocrystals are shown in the right panel. The smallest nanocrystals (4 nm) show
the first exciton peak in the absorption-spectrum at 640 nm and the fluorescence peak at
650 nm. The largest nanocrystals of this series (6nm) show the exciton peak at 700 nm and
the fluorescence peak at 705 nm. In the absorption spectrum of the smallest nanocrystals
(blue line) the higher energy levels of the exciton can be identified clearly.
crystals offer a wide spectrum of possible applications, spanning from the construction
of photovoltaic devices [18, 19], to medical applications [4]. Also, nanocrystals are em-
ployed to produce antireflective glasses [20], and transistors with single nanocrystals as
active elements have been realised. [21–23]
In addition to the size-dependency, also the shape of the nanocrystals might be taken
into account when designing nanomaterials for special applications. In the easiest case,
the anisotropy of the crystals might be tuned, changing the shape of the crystals from a
sphere to a rice-structure and even to a rod- or wire-shape. [24–26] Finally an even higher
level of complexity can be reached by uniting different materials in only one nanocrystal.
These hybrid materials promise to offer an even higher flexibility for applications. [27–29]
1.2 Synthesis Technique
The nanocrystals presented in this work are synthesised exclusively in an organic solvent.
For certain purposes the synthesis may also be performed in aqueous solution [30, 31]
or in reverted micelles. [32]Using organic solvent has the advantage that one can tune
the reaction temperature over a wide range, and also in this environment the specific
reactants are exhaustively explored. As we will explain later, temperature and compo-
sition of the solvent are taking strong influence the growth-kinetics and on the shape
of the crystals. [33, 34] Also, through the reaction environment the crystal-phase of the
material can be influenced. For instance, CdTe nanocrystals generally grow in wurtzite
structure. [35] But by a careful control of the reaction conditions, the crystalline phase
can be selected between either zinc-blende or wurtzite. [36]
In general the solvent serves two purposes. Evidently its main purpose is to solubilise
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Figure 1.2: General setup for the syn-
thesis. The reaction line is connected to
a Schlenk-line and can be evaporated to
remove residual air and volatile impurities.
The reaction is carried out under inert con-
ditions either in an argon or a nitrogen
atmosphere.
the crystals and the reactants involved in the growth. The second task is to control
the speed of the reaction. To do so, the solvent-molecules need to bind and unbind
dynamically on the surface of the growing crystals. Once a molecule detached from
the surface of the crystal, new atomic species (monomers) can be incorporated into the
crystal, thus it can grow. When referring to these characteristics of the solvent molecules,
they are termed “surfactant”. In a synthesis the solvent can be a mixture of the different
species, including pure solvent and pure surfactants.
Especially the role as surfactant is of great interest. In general the surfactant molecules
exhibit two domains, one non-polar, generally a long alkyl-chain, and a polar head-group.
As it will be described in chapter 3 their functionality depends on both domains. The
shape of the non-polar group as well as the binding strength of the polar group influence
on the growth dynamics. Briefly, the non-polar tail biases the diffusion-properties (a
consequence of this effect is demonstrated in article B.1), whereas the polar head-group
mainly affects the binding-efficiency.
The most frequently used surfactants comprise tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO),
tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP) as used in the work of Murray et al. [35]. But also different
amines and carboxylic acids are frequently used as surfactants. [37, 38] Most of these
compounds are solid at room-temperature, and melt only at ca. 50◦C.
The reaction is performed in a 3-necked-flask connected to a Schlenk-line with one of
the necks, as displayed in Figure 1.2. The remaining two necks are sealed with rubber
septa and serve for the measurement of the temperature inside the flask and for the
injection of reactants. The reaction is carried out under an inert atmosphere, as some
of the reactants are pyrophoric and also the nanocrystals are sensitive to air. After
loading the flask with the reactants, the organic reactants are molten and the flask is
evacuated and kept under vacuum at ca. 130–180◦C for 10–20 minutes to remove volatile
impurities. This step is crucial for most synthesis. Before starting the actual reaction
the flask is flushed with an inert gas (generally nitrogen or argon).
The monomers can be introduced in many different ways. At least one species should
be in liquid form. Through this the experimenter can start the formation of nanocrystals
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by the quick injection of this compound and thus determine a sharp nucleation event.
The chalcogens are introduced into the reaction as a complex with either TOP or tri-
n-butylphosphine (TBP). The complex is formed by mixing the chalcogen in form of a
power and the liquid TOP or TBP. Generally, for the formation of the complex it is
sufficient to simply vortex this solution for some minutes. Only for the preparation of a
Te-solution this solution has to be heated to above 200◦C for at least one hour. Residual
undissolved tellurium-powder is removed by centrifugation. In the early synthesis of CdE
(E= S, Se or Te) nanocrystals dimethyl Cadmium was used as precursor. [35] This liquid
compound along with Se:TOP is injected into the reaction-solution to initiate the growth
of CdSe-nanocrystals, but unfortunately it is unstable, highly toxic and pyrophoric. In
the following this compound was replaced by CdO. At a temperature of ca. 300◦C
the Cd-ion binds to the surfactants, which are either phosphonic acid like tetradecyl
phosphonic acid (TDPA), octadecyl phosphonic acid (ODPA) or dodecyl phosphonic
acid (DDPA) [37, 39, 40] or oleic acid (OA) [37, 41]. This reaction is accompanied by
formation of steam and a colour-change of the solution, which turns from dark red to
translucent. In this reaction scheme only the chalcogen-complex is injected and the
nucleation sets in shortly after this injection.
1.3 Nucleation
The first step in the growth of any sort of crystal is evidently the nucleation. Through
a density-fluctuation of the medium several atoms assemble to a small crystal that is
thermodynamically stable, and thus does not decay to free atoms or ions. In that sense
the nucleation can be understood as the overcoming of a barrier. This section will
explain briefly the origin of this barrier. In the following we will distinguish between the
crystalline phase, in which the atoms are bound to a crystal, and the solution phase,
in which the atoms are dispersed freely in the solution. The nucleation in a solution
at constant temperature and constant pressure is driven by the difference in the free
energy between the two phases. At the simplest the driving forces in the nucleation
event can be reduced to two, the gain in the chemical potential and the increase of the
surface energy. The gain in chemical potential can be understood as the energy freed by
the formation of the bonds in the growing crystal. The surface term takes into account
the correction for the incomplete saturation of the surface bonds. Upon formation of a
nucleus consisting of n atoms the total free energy of the system changes by the value
∆G = n (µc − µs) + 4pir2σ (1.1)
(µc and µs are the chemical potentials of the crystalline phase and the solution-phase,
respectively, r is the radius of the nucleus and σ the surface tension.) In this equation the
surface-term constitutes the main difference between nanomaterials and bulk crystals.
Bulk materials are dominated by the volume-effects and thus the surface energy can
be neglected, whereas in nanocrystals the majority of atoms might be situated on the
surface.
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Figure 1.3: Sketch of the potential landscape for the nucleation. as described in equation
(1.2). Only at small values of the radius r the r2-term of the surface energy outcompetes the
r3-contribution of the chemical potential, so that a barrier is imposed at the critical size rc.
In equation (1.1) the surface energy σ is assumed to be constant for any size and
morphology of the crystal, which is a very rough approximation. The surface tension
definitively depends on the class of the limiting facets. The individual facets have differ-
ent densities of atoms and also different arrangements of the dangling bonds. Therefore
it is comprehensible that the surface energy should be different for the individual facets
of the nucleus. And certainly it also depends on the size of the particle. When consid-
ering the surface tension as the interaction of the surface atoms with the bulk of the
crystals, it is evident that it is actually reduced for smaller crystallites as there are no
long-range-interactions. It has been calculated that under the assumption of a Lennard-
Jones interaction between the atoms the surface energy of a general cluster of 13 atoms
(as sketched in Figure 2.1) is reduced by 15% with respect to the surface energy of a
plane surface. [42] The uniformity of the surface energy in equation (1.1) refers to a
liquid bubble model for the nucleation. In a more refined model also geometric pecu-
liarities of the nucleating crystal have to be considered. An example of this effect is
discussed qualitatively in chapter 2 and in article A.1.
Assuming a spherical shape for the nanocrystals and neglecting any variation of the
surface energy σ, the number of atoms n in the first term of equation (1.1) can be
expressed by the radius r of the crystal, taking into account the density dm of monomers
in the nanocrystals. Then the equation reads:
∆G =
4pidm
3
r3 (µc − µs) + 4pir2σ (1.2)
In the case that the chemical potential in the solution is inferior to that of an atom of the
crystal, the minimum of the free energy is given when all atoms are unbound, and so no
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stable crystals are formed. Here we are interested in the opposite case with the chemical
potential of atoms in solution being greater than that of bound atoms. In that case the
first term becomes negative, and thus the free energy reaches a maximum for a certain
radius rc, termed critical size, at which a nucleation barrier is imposed, see Figure 1.3.
For small nuclei the surface energy dominates the free energy, whereas only for crystals
much larger than rc the growth is dominated by the gain in chemical potential and in
principle the crystals grows to an infinite size. The amplitude of the nucleation barrier
controls the rate at which crystals nucleate. [43]
1.4 Growth
The actual process of the deposition of monomers onto the growing nanocrystal can
be split into two steps. First the monomers have to be transported onto the surface
of the crystal and in a second process they have to react with the crystal. Generally
the first process is accomplished through diffusion and thus at a rate dominated by the
diffusion-constant D, whereas the speed of the second process is given by the rate of
reaction between free monomers and the crystal-surface.
In the following the dynamics of the growth-process will be outlined briefly. The
discussion will start from a mechanistic view of the growth in which the growth rate r˙ of
a crystal of radius r depends only on the rate at which monomers are incorporated into
the crystal. This later rate is simply the time-derivative of the number of monomers n in
the crystal and it describes the number of monomers that go through the two processes
mentioned above (diffusion and reaction) during a unit of time. We can write the growth
rate r˙ as:
dr
dt
=
n˙
4pir2dm
(1.3)
In this equation dm denotes the density of monomers in the crystal, thus the inverse
of the volume occupied by one monomer. This equation is the time-derivative of n
solved for r˙. In the following the behaviour of the deposition rate of monomers n˙ will
be discussed for two extreme cases.
In an experiment, generally a huge amount of free monomers is injected to initiate
the growth process. Under these conditions the effect of the diffusion process can be
virtually neglected due to the high concentration of monomers. Monomers are available
whenever there is a free site for their incorporation into a growing crystal. In this case
the incorporation rate n˙ depends only on the rate of the reaction monomer – crystal.
This rate is proportional to the surface area of the crystal. Therefore the growth rate
r˙ in equation (1.3) is independent of the radius of the crystal. This growth regime is
called reaction-controlled growth and it is important only at very high concentrations of
monomers. In this regime the width of the size-distribution ∆r does not vary with time.
Only the relative width ∆r/r¯ decreases with time. (r¯ denotes the mean radius of the
crystals) [44]
After a while the reservoir of monomers is partially depleted and the growth rate is
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dictated by the rate at which monomers reach the surface of the crystal.1 The flux J of
monomers towards a growing crystal is driven by a gradient of the concentration C of the
monomers. The surface of a nanocrystal represents a sink for free monomers and thus
a minimum for the monomer-concentration. In the model the monomer concentration
is assumed constant on any sphere of radius x (greater than r) around the crystal. On
the surface of the crystal the flux J is equal to the incorporation rate n˙ of monomers:
J (x = r) = n˙ (1.4)
For any radius greater than r the flux through a spherical surface is determined by Fick’s
law of diffusion:
J (x > r) = 4pix2D
dC
dx
(1.5)
Here D is the diffusion constant. In a steady state, this flux J is independent of the
distance x:
dJ
dx
(x > r) = 4piD
(
2x
dC
dx
+ x2
d2C
dx2
)
= 0
⇒ d
2C
dx2
= −2
x
dC
dx
(1.6)
Once the profile of the concentration is calculated from this differential equation, it can
be inserted into equation 1.5 to quantify the flux J . To solve (1.6) boundary conditions
are imposed. The monomer-concentration Ci on the surface of a crystal as well as the
monomer-concentration Cb in the bulk of the solution, i.e. far from any crystal, are
considered.2 Then equation (1.5) for the flux towards a crystal of radius r reads:
J = 4piDr (Cb − Ci) (1.7)
With this result the growth rate of a crystal in (1.3) can be written as:
dr
dt
=
D
rdm
(Cb − Ci) (1.8)
To this point an infinite stability of the nanocrystals is assumed. This assumption
cannot be maintained. The Gibbs-Thompson effect actually introduces a competing
effect to the growth. [43] Crystals – or particles and droplets in general – have a higher
vapour pressure the smaller they are, and thus monomers evaporate more easily from
smaller crystals than from larger ones. This can be understood on a molecular level
when considering the higher curvature of smaller crystals. Due to this the surface-atoms
are more exposed to the surrounding and at the same time experience a weaker binding-
strength to the smaller crystal core. Experimentally this effect is seen in the lower
melting temperature of smaller nanocrystals. [7, 17]
1The following can be understood as the limit of a infinite diffusion layer in the argumentation presented
in reference [44].
2From equation (1.6) the general form the concentration-profile around a crystal is derived as:
C(x) = Cb − r (Cb − Ci)
x
and thus the derivative of C reads: dC
dx =
r(Cb−Ci)
x2
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Figure 1.4: Sketch of the growth rate of the nanocrystals in units of the critical size (r∗).
As examples two size-distributions are displayed and how they develop with time. Note that
in the example for the broadening regime, the smallest particles are larger than r∗. Therefore
the mean-size of the particles still increases. The situation would be different if the size-
distribution would comprise nanocrystals smaller than r∗.
With the help of the Gibbs-Thompson-equation the vapour pressures of a crystal of
radius r can be calculated. Through the general gas-equation these vapour pressures
can be expressed as the concentrations of monomers in the vicinity of the surface:
Ci = C∞ exp
2σ
rdmkBT ≈ C∞
(
1 +
2σ
rdmkBT
)
(1.9)
In this equation C∞ is the vapour pressure of a flat surface, σ is the surface energy.
Formally the same reasoning is applied to the concentration Cb. The radius of a crystal
in equilibrium with the concentration of monomers in the bulk is introduced as the
critical size (r∗) of the growth process [44]:
Cb = C∞ exp
2σ
r∗dmkBT ≈ C∞
(
1 +
2σ
r∗dmkBT
)
(1.10)
With these two quantities the growth rate from equation (1.8) can be calculated as:
dr
dt
=
2σDC∞
dm2kBT
1
r
(
1
r∗
− 1
r
)
(1.11)
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Figure 1.5: Effect of size-focussing in the
synthesis of CdSe nanocrystals. The syn-
thesis was performed at very high temper-
ature (370◦C). Aliquots were taken every
20 seconds during the run of the synthe-
sis and fluorescence spectra were recorded.
The first aliquot (leftmost spectrum) shows a
broad fluorescence spectrum and thus a wide
size-distribution, whereas the fluorescence
line of the latest aliquot (rightmost spectrum)
is very narrow with a FWHM of 28nm.
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The critical size is characterised by a zero growth rate, as a crystal of this size is in
equilibrium with the solution. For crystals smaller than r∗ the growth rate is negative,
the dissociation of monomers is more important than the supply of fresh monomers, and
therefore these crystals melt. Here it becomes evident that the quantity r∗ is actually
equal to the critical size rc that characterises the position of the energy barrier in the
nucleation event.
The general dependence of the growth rate on the radius of the crystal is illustrated in
Figure 1.4. It is interesting to notice the presence of a maximum at a radius of 2r∗. If all
crystals present in the solution have a radius larger than this value, the smallest crystals
grow the fastest, and therefore the size-distribution becomes narrower over time. The
value of r∗ depends mainly on the overall concentration of free monomers, but also on the
reaction temperature and the surface energy. Especially the latter effect will be discussed
in chapter 3. During the run of the reaction the concentration of monomers decreases
and the critical size shifts to higher values. If r∗ is sufficiently small, as discussed above,
the system is said to be in the narrowing– or size-focussing regime. As soon as 2r∗ has
reached a value situated in the lower end of the size-distribution of crystals, the system
enters in the broadening regime. Ultimately, when r∗ is larger than the radius of the
smallest crystals present, the system enters into the Ostwald-ripening-regime, which is
characterised by an large broadening of the size-distribution and – more important – by
a decrease of the total concentration of the crystals. The smallest crystals melt to free
monomers that are incorporated into the larger crystals.
In an experiment the effect of the size-focusing is limited by the broadness of the initial
size-distribution, in other words, the nucleation event has a strong influence on the size-
distribution of the final sample. [45] Ideally the nucleation-event should be finished well
before the system enters into the diffusion-controlled growth regime. The sharpness of
this event is therefore of great importance.
In the case of fluorescent nanocrystals, the width of the fluorescence line is a good
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Figure 1.6: Effect of the size-selective precipitation. By careful addition of methanol
to samples of CdSe nanocrystals with a bimodal (left) or simply broadened (right) size-
distribution the largest particles, i.e. those with an emission at higher wavelength, can be
precipitated by centrifugation while the smaller particles remain in solution. The upper spec-
tra show the fluorescence of the initial samples, whereas the lower spectra show the flu-
orescence of the supernatants. In the right example a further contamination of small, i.e.
blue-fluorescent, nanocrystals has been removed by a second precipitation.
indicator for the for the quality of the size-distribution. Samples of CdSe or CdTe
nanocrystals generally have a linewidth of ca. 30nm or less. In Figure 1.5 an example
for the focussing of the size-distribution is displayed. In this example the the synthesis
was carried out under conditions that favour the size-focussing. The nanocrystals were
synthesised at a very high temperature, which reduces the nucleation-event to a very
short time-span. Also, the concentration of monomers was sufficiently high to prevent
the system to enter into the broadening-regime.
In some synthesis schemes it is inevitable to consume the reservoir of monomers and
thus obtain a broadening of the fluorescence lines. In these cases the system can be
maintained in focussing-regime by repeated injections of fresh monomers. [35,46] Exper-
imentally it is not always possible to obtain a perfect size-distribution. In some cases
the distribution is broadened or shows several distinct peaks. A possible – but laborious
– way to improve the size-distribution is to perform a size-selective precipitation after
the synthesis is completed. In order to do so, a non-solvent is added slowly and care-
fully. The larger particles become unstable in the solution at lower concentrations of the
non-solvent than the smaller particles, and thus they precipitate first. [47] This process
has been successfully applied for instance in the synthesis of CdTe [48] and CdSe [35].
In Figure 1.6 an example of a size-selective precipitation is shown.
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1.5 Contribution of this Work
This work is divided into three parts. Each of them is describing a different aspect of the
nucleation event. And in each of the steps a different level of complexity is introduced
into the geometry of nanocrystals. Size, shape and composition of the nanocrystals are
controlled.
Chapter 2 presents a process in which the nucleation event is slowed down signifi-
cantly. By this the mechanics of the growth at this stage can be studied nicely. In the
particular synthesis scheme presented a series of energetic barriers is found that leads
to the formation of several particularly stable nanocrystals, the so-called MSCs. The
growth mechanism is discussed and a model is proposed.
In chapter 3 first a modification to the classical growth-model is shown. The focus
of this chapter is on a different aspect of the early stage of the growth of nanocrystals.
A too large oversaturation of free and reactive monomers can lead to the introduction
of defects in the crystalline structure. In this chapter a process is demonstrated that
exploits these defects to form nanocrystals of a complex geometry.
In chapter 4 a strategy to control the composition of the nanomaterial is presented. In
the case that preformed nanocrystals are present in the growth solution the event of free
nucleation can be suppressed and instead the preformed nanocrystals serve as nucleation
sites. In certain processes this might enhance the monodispersity of the sample as the
system immediately enters into the size-focussing regime. The process presented in
chapter 4 exploits this scheme to control the site on which a second material is deposited
on the shape-controlled nanocrystals.
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2 Size Control - Magic Size Clusters
For many applications it is of interest to have materials at hand that exhibit a high
fluorescence yield and at the same time can be packed very densely. Through this many
light emitting units can be packed into a small volume and the overall fluorescence yield
of the material is enhanced as an eventually low fluorescence quantum yield might be
overcome by a larger number of light emitting sites. Also, in applications as markers
the size of the fluorophore is a limiting factor. Most techniques to produce water-
soluble nanocrystals involve the generation of a shell of organic molecules around the
nanocrystals. [4,49] This additional shell contributes to the total size of the nanocrystals.
The sole core has a molecular weight ranging between 30kDa for green emitting CdSe
nanocrystals with a diameter of ca. 2nm and a several hundred kDa for red emitting
CdSe nanocrystals. The contribution of the surfactants is certainly of the range of several
10kDa. In comparison to this fluorescing molecules are quite small, Rhodamine 6G has
a molecular weight of 480Da, and the green fluorescent protein GFP has a molecular
weight of ca. 27kDa.
With published synthesis schemes for CdSe particles [35, 40] generally nanocrystals
with a diameter of 2-8nm are produced. To synthesise routinely nanocrystals with a
smaller diameter, a different concept has to be employed. Already in the reported
synthesis-schemes of the CdSe-nanocrystals the existence of highly stable and very small
CdSe-clusters was observed. [50] In the size-regime below 2nm the stability of these
clusters can be explained with the concept of magic sizes. Several clusters exhibit a
higher stability as compared to others. Generally their high stability coincides with a
high symmetry in their structure. The magic size clusters (MSCs) could be considered
as those clusters that possess complete shells of atoms. [51] A classical example is the
series of truncated octahedra (“cubo octahedra”). The first member of this series is a
single atom along with its 12 nearest neighbours in the fcc-structure. The larger clusters
can be constructed from the previous ones by covering each of the exposed facets with
one layer of atoms. Thus the smallest cluster contains 13 atoms, the second 55 atoms
and the third 147 atoms, as sketched in figure 2.1. [52] These clusters differ only little
from a sphere and therefore minimise the contribution of the surface atoms to the entire
structure. On the larger clusters the surface structure is obvious. Two types of facets are
exposed: The (111)-facets with a triangular shape and the (100)-facets with quadratic
shape. Clusters comprising 13 atoms have been shown for instance for Au and Rh
. [53,54] The cluster Au55 has been identified by Mo¨ßbauer-spectroscopy [55] and it has
been proven to be exceptionally stable against oxidation [56]. The same cluster has
been prepared for several other metals. [57] Larger clusters with a forth shell have been
synthesised of palladium [58] or platinum [59]. Clusters with different geometry can be
constructed with a similar approach. [51]
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Figure 2.1: A series of different clusters. Cubo-octahedra of 1, 13, 55 and 147 atoms in
fcc-structure. Each of the presented clusters represents the core of the subsequent cluster.
Note that the percentage of surface atoms is far above 50% for all structures.
In this chapter and in article A.1 a synthesis scheme for the production of MSC of
CdSe is presented and discussed. Due to their small size the CdSe-MSCs emit blue
light. Therefore these clusters extend the spectrum of the accessible fluorescence colours
of CdSe-nanocrystals. A method to exploit this for the production of blue emitting
diodes is presented in article A.2.
2.1 Synthesis of Magic Size Clusters
In literature one can find protocols for the synthesis of several magic-size-clusters. [60–63]
In these reaction schemes for each different cluster size a different technique is employed.
For this reason also the structure and nature of the surfactants is different for each of
the different clusters. In article A.1 we present a reaction scheme through which a series
of magic-size-clusters can be synthesised sequentially one after another with only one
synthesis-scheme. The size of the cluster is determined only by the reaction time.
The synthesis as described in article A.1 is derived from the standard synthesis [35,39,
40] of the green to red nanocrystals, i.e. of nanocrystals with a size of 2-6nm. The most
important difference between this synthesis and the synthesis of the magic size cluster
is the reaction temperature. In general the synthesis of semiconductor nanocrystals in
organic solvents is performed at temperatures between 200 and 300◦C.
Apart from the difference in temperature, the cited protocols also use either highly
flammable or expensive precursors to introduce Cd-ions into the synthesis. In the early
recipes [35] dimethyl-cadmium was used, which is a very unstable compound. In later
protocols this was replaced by a complex formed by Cd and a long-chain phosphonic acid,
usually tetradecyl phosphonic acid (TDPA) or dodecyl phosphonic acid (DDPA). [39,40]
The disadvantage of the phosphonic acids is that the reaction-solutions tend to form a
gel after the synthesis. In some reaction schemes this event is quite uncontrolled. A
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Figure 2.2: Characteristic absorption spectra of the CdSe-magic size clusters (MSCs).
Absorption spectra of aliquots taken during the synthesis of magic-size-clusters in two dif-
ferent representations. In both cases the spectra are normalised to the amplitude of the
dominant peak. At the early stage of the reaction, only distinct peaks are visible at 330 nm
(family 1), 360 nm, 384 nm, 406 nm, 431 nm and 447 nm (family 6). In the upper right part
of (b) the transition from the discrete growth-dynamics to a continuous-growth-mode can be
observed.
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Figure 2.3: Size-selective precipitation of two sample of magic size clusters. Methanol
was added carefully to the cooled-down reaction solution (upper spectra) and the mixture was
centrifuged. In the spectrum of the first precipitates (black lines) the amplitude of the first
peak is increased with respect to the other peaks. In the spectrum of a later supernatants
(red lines, lower spectra) the situation is inverted and the second peak is more pronounced
than the first.
possible way to suppress the formation of the gel is to add a carboxylic acid in a large
excess to the reaction solution after it is cooled to ca. 100◦C. At this temperature in
the pure reaction solution the growth is virtually stopped. But upon addition of the
carboxylic acid in some cases a second fluorescence line appears as shown in Figure 1.6.
In the same way as the position of the absorption peak is related to the size of the
crystals, also the position of the fluorescence peak is an indication for the size.
It has been proven experimentally [37] and theoretically [64] that a carboxylic acid is
a weak ligand that enables the rapid growth of CdSe nanocrystals. In the present case
we can therefore assume that new crystals with carboxylic acid as a ligand nucleate and
grow even at that low temperature and thus give rise to the second fluorescence peak.
A synthesis of CdSe nanocrystals in carboxylic acid (nonanoic acid) and amine (do-
decyl amine) (see article A.1) at relatively low temperatures (ca. 80◦C) shows a quite
remarkable result. In the absorption spectra, instead of a continuously shifting peak one
can find a series of peaks that appear one after another and only vary in their relative
amplitude. The position of the individual peaks remains almost constant over time. As
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Figure 2.4: Fluorescence spectra of the growing magic size clusters. Fluorescence
spectra (a) were recorded at difference instances of the growth process and for comparison
the relative absorption spectra are shown in (b). For clarity the spectra recorded at later stages
of the growth are shifted upwards. Even though not as clearly as in the case of absorption, the
fluorescence spectra are composed of discrete peaks. The first (lowest) fluorescence spec-
trum shows a strong peak centred at ca. 430 nm with a small shoulder at higher wavelengths.
The latest spectrum has a strong peak at ca. 450 nm and a shoulder at lower wavelengths.
Intermediate spectra show a broadened peak. By comparison with the amplitude of the first
two absorption peaks, one can infer that the quantum yield of the larger clusters, i.e. those
fluorescing at 450 nm, is superior to that of the smaller clusters.
the position of a peak is related to the size of the absorbing nanocrystal, this result
points towards the sequential appearance of different sizes. The co-existence of clusters
with different sizes in the solution can be proven by a size-selective precipitation. It is
possible to separate the fraction of the solution that is producing the peak situated at
red edge of the spectrum. This fraction is found to be the clusters that precipitate the
first, thus the largest particles. By a careful treatment of the remaining supernatant it
is even possible to eliminate the peak related to these large clusters almost completely,
as shown in Figure 2.3(a). In the following the clusters are divided into six families, each
of them characterised by a different peak in the absorption spectrum (see Figure 2.2).
In the spectra of the size-selected sample and generally in spectra recorded after a
purification of the MSCs a red-shift of the peaks can be noticed. This shift is most likely
due to the partial stripping-off of some surfactants from the clusters. The shift is of the
order of ca. 10 nm. Upon addition of free surfactants to the solution the peaks can be
shifted back. The recovery is not complete and also it bears the disadvantage that fresh
organic material is introduced into the solution as impurity.
Another indication for the discontinuous size-distribution can be found in the fluo-
rescence spectra. As shown in the Figure 2.4 the fluorescence spectra at late stages
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of the reaction, i.e. when the families 4–6 are present, are composed of a series dis-
tinct peaks, similar to the behaviour of the absorption spectra. The observation of the
discontinuity in the fluorescence spectra is limited by the low fluorescence efficiency of
the bare clusters. Especially the smallest clusters (families 1–3) show almost no sharp
band-edge-fluorescence. For applications (as shown in article A.2) the fluorescence-yield
is enhanced by covering the clusters with a shell of ZnS. Generally this process strongly
influences the position of the absorption features.1
Once a cluster has reached the size relative to family 6, the growth mode changes.
The further growth proceeds in a classical continuous mode as normally observed in the
nanocrystal-growth [46]. This behaviour is clearly evident in the colour plot in Figure
2.2(b). At the first stage of the synthesis, the behaviour of the spectra is discontinuous.
The vertical features represent the appearance and disappearance of the peak along with
their stability in position. At later stages, i.e. after more than 1000 minutes of reaction
and once family 6 is populated the principal absorption feature shifts continuously to
larger wavelengths with the proceeding of the reaction, as can be discerned from the
diagonal feature in the plot.
2.2 Growth-Mechanism of the Magic Size Clusters
It is of great interest to understand the mechanism of formation of the magic size clusters.
In the preceding section it was shown that the individual peaks actually point towards
the non-continuous size-distribution. In this section the mechanism of growth will be
discussed under the assumption of this non-continuous size-distribution. Certainly it is
different from the standard models for the growth of nanocrystals. One can imagine two
several reasonable, but yet competing models to rationalise the behaviour of the spectra.
Coalescence model Two or more clusters coalesce to form a bigger cluster.
Continuous growth Growth proceeds through continuous addition of monomers, but
there is an energy barrier between the individual particle-size which has to be
overcome through thermodynamic fluctuations.
These two models state that there has been a nucleation event as described in section
1.3. In both cases the appearance of the smallest cluster size is a spontaneous event.
According to the coalescence model, first some very small building blocks nucleate, and
then these entities fuse together to form a nanocrystal of a second family. Then either
two particles of the second family fuse to form a particle of a third family or a cluster of
the first family is deposited onto one of the second family. This model is widely applied
for observed growth processes, the so-called oriented attachment. [65–68] In 1998 a model
1An alternative to a shell of ZnS is the growth of a shell of CdS. For this the MSC are dissolved in
TOP. A flask containing CdO, TOPO and ODPA is prepared, and after removal of the volatile
impurities in the reactants heated to 370◦C. Then the solution of the MSC along with Se:TOP is
injected rapidly and the heating source is removed immediately. Even though with this process
the exact fluorescence colour of the resulting sample is relatively unpredictable, it yields brightly
fluorescent particles with a narrow fluorescence line centred in a range between 470 nm and 500 nm.
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for CdSe-MSCs was proposed that described the clusters as composed of pyramids fused
at their edges (Koch-pyramids) so that in the centre a void is generated. [69] In this case
four subunits need to coalesce in order to give rise to the subsequent cluster-size.
The second model is a variation of a continuous-growth-model. The growing crystal is
exposed to a flux of monomers. And in the same way as in a normal growth-model, the
monomers dynamically bind and unbind onto the crystal. Only here the ratio between
binding– and unbinding-rate depends on the size of the crystal. The magic sizes represent
sizes of extraordinary stability. If the crystal is slightly larger than a magic-size-cluster,
the release of the outer atoms is more probable than the deposition of other monomers.
Accordingly, crystals slightly smaller than a magic-size-cluster have a high affinity for
monomers to reach the closed-shell-structure. In the normal growth-model in contrast,
generally the binding-rate dominates for all crystal-sizes above the critical size, so that
the crystals grow continuously.
To decide between the two models a control-experiment was carried out. Magic size
clusters were synthesised and then purified. The purification was performed in a way
to ensure the complete precipitation of all clusters present in the solution. For this aim
an unusually large amount of methanol was added and the solution was centrifuged for
a long time. Then a reaction flask containing only surfactants and no monomers was
prepared and the purified MSCs were injected into the solution. Absorption spectra were
recorded, but the spectra remained unchanged for several hours. This actually cannot
be explained by the coalescence-model. In this case the growth would have continued.
This behaviour can only be explained by the continuous deposition of monomers onto
the particles.
A way to rationalise the stability of the MSCs is to introduce a slight modification
to the energy landscape as presented in section 1.3. The MSCs represent minima in
the potential landscape as sketched in figure 2.5. The sketch is a simplified model for
the one-dimensional case. In principle the modified growth-model can be understood
as a subsequent nucleation. The growth proceeds only through a series of jumps over
potential barriers. In the potential a preferential direction is inscribed. A given MSC
can evolve only into a larger MSC. The melting, i.e. the evolution to a smaller MSC, of
the MSCs is virtually suppressed. Clusters that grow leave their own family i and after
they have overcome the potential barrier, they become part of the subsequent family
i+1. In the same way the depopulation of the preceding family i−1 feeds the population
of family i. Therefore the evolution of the concentration ci of MSCs of family i can be
described by only two rate-constants. The concentration of MSCs of family i grows at
the rate αi−1ci−1 and decreases at the rate αici:
dci
dt
= αi−1ci−1 − αici (2.1)
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of the potential landscape in the growth of CdSe magic-size-clusters.
For simplicity it is sketched only in one dimension. The model is to be understood as a
modification to the classical nucleation-potential as shown in Figure 1.3.
The differential equations for the individual families can be summarised in a vectorial
form:
d
dt

c0
c1
c2
...
cn
 =

−α0 0 0 0
α0 −α1 0 . . . 0
0 α1 −α2 0
...
. . . 0
0 0 0 −αn


c0
c1
c2
...
cn
 (2.2)
In the coefficient matrix it is interesting to notice the singular role of the families 0
and n. Family n is exceptional only for a trivial reason. It represents the last family
described by the matrix. Clusters that leave this family enter into a different growth
regime. From the data represented in Figure 2.2(b) it can be deduced that this growth
regime is a continuos growth. More interesting is family 0. It is not fed by any other
family, thus the clusters of this family must exist from the beginning of the reaction.
At that moment only free monomers are found in the solution. Therefore the clusters
of family 0 can at maximum be single atoms, which actually cannot be discerned from
the other atoms. It is difficult to find a physical relevance for the number c0. But
actually the rate of depopulation of family 0 can be interpreted nicely. It is also the rate
at which clusters of family 1 appear. In other words the rate α0c0 can be interpreted
as the nucleation rate of the system. This becomes evident when calculating the total
concentration of MSCs:
ctotal =
n∑
i=0
ci (2.3)
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As long as the largest family n is not populated, this number is constant over time. A
reasonable boundary condition to solve equation (2.2) is to set all concentrations to zero
at t = 0, except for c0, which will take a finite value. If we would exclude family 0
from the sum, the total concentration of clusters would be zero at the beginning of the
reaction and then increase until it reaches a saturation value. It will remain stable until
the first clusters appear in family n.
In article A.1 it is shown that with the solutions of equation (2.2) it is possible to
reproduce the general behaviour of the absorption spectra shown in Figure 2.2. Actually
through this explanation the coalescence model is not entirely excluded. One can still
imagine the existence of small entities such as molecules consisting of few atoms (rings
of the form (CdSe)3) that are deposited as building block onto the clusters.
2.3 Structural Analysis
So far the analysis of the MSCs was restricted to optical measurements. In this section
some methods for a more detailed analysis will be presented and also some plausible
atomistic models for the structure of the MSCs will be shown. The experimental methods
used to determine the size of the MSCs comprise X-ray diffraction (XRD), elemental
analysis, TEM and mass spectroscopy.
XRD-spectra were recorded on dried samples of MSCs of different sizes. Unfortunately
these spectra cannot be interpreted unambiguously to reveal the precise structure of the
clusters. The signal, as displayed in the supporting information of article A.1, shows
relatively broad peaks. This broadness is partially due to the small size of the clusters
and most probably also to effects of surface-reconstruction. [62, 70, 71] Nevertheless,
the spectra can be fitted better assuming a cubic zinc-blende (ZB)-structure than a
hexagonal WZ-structure. This observation of the ZB-structure is in agreement with
the general observation of a higher stability of ZB-structure with respect to the WZ-
structure. [72] Especially at the low temperature of the growth it is more probable to
find the clusters in this ZB-structure.
A second insight into the structure of the MSCs was gained by an elemental analysis.
In principle with this technique the total number of atoms of one species in the sample
can be determined. For the measurements, fresh samples of different MSCs were pro-
duced and a size-selective precipitation was performed to isolate only the largest clusters
present in the solution. As the concentration of the MSCs is unknown, only the ratio
Cd:Se in the individual samples could be determined. In all samples a higher concentra-
tion of Cd than of Se was found. This imbalance is also found in larger CdSe-nanocrystals
with a different technique [73] and can be explained by an overrepresentation of Cd on
the surface of the clusters due to the higher affinity of the surfactants to the Cd atoms
than to the Se atoms.
TEM-measurements of the MSCs were limited by the difficulty to descry between the
actual particles and the modulations of the image due to the support. Only the largest
clusters (family 6) could be identified clearly (see Figure 2.6). From the TEM-images a
diameter of these clusters could be determined as 2.1nm. Due to the limitations in the
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Figure 2.6: Low resolution TEM-images of MSC of family 6. Individual MSCs can be
identified in (a) and (b). Their diameter is measured as ca. 2.1nm. (c) On the TEM-grid
frequently rod-like structures are observed, which probably represent a matrix of residual or-
ganic molecules with MSCs incorporated. Generally these aggregates hinder the observation
of individual particles especially when they are of small sizes. Also in (a) and (b) this matrix
can be seen as a slight shadow. The scale-bars represent 20 nm.
imaging system of the TEM this value is to be considered as an upper limit.
In previous publications mass-spectroscopy was employed to characterize MSCs of
CdSe. [62, 74] Unfortunately this technique does not seem to be appropriate for the
MSCs presented in this work. Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time of flight
(MALDI-TOF) experiments were performed on size-selected and purified samples. As
shown in the supplementary information of article A.1 the mass-spectra show peaks
relative to clusters of the type (CdSe)13, (CdSe)33 and (CdSe)34 like those found also
by Kasuya and co-workers. [62,74] But actually these clusters were found for any CdSe
sample exceeding a certain size (i.e. with an absorption peak at a wavelength of 432nm
and greater, families 5 and 6). But the fact that we find the same clusters for any CdSe
sample larger than MSCs of family 4 and even in classical nanocrystals with a diameter
of ca. 3nm must be interpreted as a general limitation of the technique for the inquiry of
our samples. It seems that the clusters actually become reshaped under the strong laser
excitation, most probably by stripping off of the outermost atoms and the surfactants.
The peak relative to the cluster (CdSe)13 appears for clusters of the families 5 and 6 but
only very weakly – if at all – for clusters of family 4, whereas the peaks of (CdSe)33 and
(CdSe)34 do not appear at all for this sample. From this we can deduce that MSCs of
family 4 are smaller than (CdSe)33.
From the absorption spectra one can infer the size of the nanocrystals. In literature
one can find a reference curve that attributes a size to the position of the first exciton
peak in the absorption spectrum. [75] When assuming a perfect zinc-blende structure
the size gives an indication of the number of atoms in the individual MSCs. These
results are reported in Table 2.1. The size of the clusters of family 6 determined by this
technique correlates nicely with the TEM measurements.
Given the results summarized in the upper part of Table 2.1 one can try to develop
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Figure 2.7: Mass spectra of large magic size clusters. Matrix-assisted laser desorption
ionization time of flight spectra (MALDI-TOF) were recorded on samples of families 5 and 6.
The peak at ca. 2500 mass units can be attributed to clusters of the form CdSe13, the peaks
around 6500 mass units are relative to clusters CdSe33 and CdSe34. Mass spectra of larger
nanocrystals show a similar pattern (see article A.1).
models for the structure of the MSCs. The measurement of the ratio Cd:Se has turned
out to be the most valuable information for this purpose. As mentioned above the
imbalance between Cd and Se can be explained by the number of the relative atoms on
the surface. A way to rationalize this imbalance in models is to restrict the number of
allowed dangling bonds for the surface atoms. If Cd-atoms are allowed to have 2 or less
dangling bonds, Se-atoms only 1 dangling bond, clusters can be generated that show
a higher number of Cd atoms than of Se atoms. This model reflects the behaviour of
the surfactants. We can speculate that the carboxylic acids offers two binding sites for
the Cd-atoms, whereas the Se forms only a single bond with TOP. The cluster models
were generated by a perl script, which randomly generated clusters of a given size and
geometry (spheres, tetrahedra, cubes) in perfect ZB structure. Subsequently Cd surface
atoms with 3 dangling bonds and Se surface atoms with 2 or 3 dangling bonds were
removed so that the surface atoms of the remaining cluster showed the imposed number
of dangling bonds. With this approach ca. 400 different clusters containing less than
200 atoms and having the restricted amounts of dangling bonds were found. Out of
these models six clusters fulfilled the stronger restriction that Cd-atoms have either two
or no dangling bonds, but not just one single dangling bond. This series actually has
sizes similar to those determined by the optical absorption measurements. Furthermore
the clusters are based on a tetrahedral architecture. Similar clusters could be identified
in previous works by crystallization of the clusters and X-ray diffraction. [60, 61, 76, 77]
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Table 2.1: Overview of the characteristics of the different magic size clusters (MSCs).
The positions of the absorption– and fluorescence-peaks are measured on non purified sam-
ples. From the position of the absorption peak the diameter of the particles is estimated
through a calibration curve from literature. [75] Assuming a perfect ZB-structure the number
of atoms per cluster can be estimated from the diameter. The ratio Cd:Se is measured by
elemental analysis on purified samples. In the lower part the characteristics of the proposed
models are summarised (see Figure 2.8).
Family 1 2 3 4 5 6
Measurements
Absorption peak (nm) 327 360 384 406 432 447
Fluorescence peak (nm) – – – 430 450 475
Diameter (nm) 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 1.9
Number of atoms 13 31 53 78 113 135
Measured ration Cd:Se – – – 1.10–1.22 1.28–1.29 1.24–1.26
Proposed models (see Figure 2.8)
Number of atoms 10 29 59 75 102 142
Ratio Cd:Se 1.50 1.23 1.11 1.34 1.04 1.29
In those reported cases, however, the Se- or S-atoms were overrepresented on the surface
of the clusters, which is due to the employment of strong ligands for Se or S. Therefore
the tetrahedra in those reports can be understood as the inverted structure of those
proposed here. In this series (See Figure 2.8) the smallest cluster has the structure of
adamantane. The two subsequent clusters are obtained basically by the addition of a
triangular layer on the base of the precedent cluster. This geometrical feature would
nicely explain the existence of the barriers in the growth-process. To grow from one
tetrahedral size to the next, a new layer has to be added. The addition of the less
atoms than necessary for the entire layer produces an unstable cluster. Only when a
sufficient number of atoms is assembled in the layer, it is likely that the missing atoms
are added to form the complete layer before the unstable atoms are removed. This can
be understood as a nucleation barrier for the growth of the individual layers.
In the model-structure for larger cluster intermediate clusters between two full tetra-
hedra have to be introduced. These clusters (clusters 4 and 6) show small cage-like
structures on their four flat surfaces. A possible explanation for these structures is that
the entire cluster restructures when this size is reached. In this case not only the barrier
for the nucleation of a new shell but also a barrier for the conformational change would
have to be overcome to reach this size. Another explanation would be that this structure
is intermediate in the sense that not the entire triangular layer has to be deposited onto
one facet. Once a certain size is overcome, domains smaller than a full facet could be
stable. In the case of cluster 4 in Figure 2.8 this is an adamantane cage in the centre of
the triangular facets. One can also imagine that this cage is formed only on one of the
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Figure 2.8: Possible models for the first five magic size clusters. A series of clusters in
ZB-structure that show similar architecture so that the addition of few atoms onto one clus-
ter can lead to the subsequent structure. The series meets the observed ratio Cd:Se, the
estimated sizes of the clusters.
four facets. The subsequent cluster size is then reached by completion of the layer.
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3 Shape Control
The nanocrystals discussed so far were of almost spherical shape. But already in very
small nanocrystals such as the magic size clusters presented in the previous chapter
different crystalline facets can be identified. But due to the small size of these facets
the deposition of only few atoms onto one of them changes its nature completely. In
Figure 3(a) an example of an almost spherical nanocrystals is shown. In this nanocrystal
the hexagonal facets can be identified clearly. On larger nanocrystals the faceted shape
becomes more obvious, as for instance on PbSe-nanocrystals (see Figure 3(b)). [67]
Indeed the growth of perfectly spherical crystals is more an exception than the rule. For
instance macroscopic quartz is frequently found in an elongated shape with six large
facets that intersect under an angle of 120◦. The tip of the crystal shows a series of
facets, all inclined with respect to the long axis of the crystal. Generally the shape
of a crystal depends on the relative speeds at which the individual facets grow. Here,
the speed of growth of a facet is measured as the speed at which the distance of its
centre to the centre of the entire crystal increases. The faster a crystal grows on one
facet the more likely to disappear is this facet. [78] To rationalise the differences in
the growth speeds let us reconsider the discussion of section 1.4 on the growth process.
There the exact nature of the surface or the existence of facets of the growing crystal
was not taken into account. The introduction of the critical size (r∗) in the growth
process was actually based on the values of the vapour pressure of a flat surface (C∞)
and the surface energy (σ), but in equation (1.10) implicitly these values were assumed
constant for all facets. In fact these two quantities depend strongly on the exact nature
of the facet in consideration. Especially the surface energy of the different facets can
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Examples of faceting of nanocrystals. TEM-images of a hexagonally shaped
CdSe-dot in WZ-structure (a, picture taken from reference [7]) and of a sample of octagonally
shaped PbSe-nanocrystals. (b)
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Figure 3.2: TEM-images of nanocrystals with different aspect ratios. Spherical CdTe-
nanocrystals (left), rice– and rod-shaped CdSe-nanocrystals
be influenced strongly by the choice of the surfactants. [64, 79–81] If the surfactants
bind stronger to one facet than to its neighbouring facets, new monomers are more
likely to be incorporated into these neighbouring facets. In other words, those facets
onto which the surfactants bind stronger have a lower surface energy, as the area of
this facet is extended easier than that of a facet with weak ligands. In literature this
relation between growth-speed on the different facets and their individual surface energy
is known as the Curie-Gibbs-Wulff-theorem. [44]
This effect is seen on many different nanomaterials, where nanocrystals of different
shapes can be synthesised, as for instance cubes can be formed from Cu2O, gold, silver
or PbSe [82–84], stars from PbSe and PbS [85, 86], disks of cobalt, silver and iron
oxide [87–90], rods or wires of gold [91,92].
In the wurtzite (WZ)-structure the choice of the growth axis is relatively straight-
forward. Through its high symmetry the unique c-axis is distinguished from the other
axes. In CdE nanocrystals it serves as the directional axis for the asymmetric growth. [93]
In the case of Co-nanocrystals in the -phase growth along this axis is suppressed. [87]
But the asymmetric growth is not restricted to materials that expose a hexagonal struc-
ture. [94] CaF2-nanorods grow in the cubic fluorite structure along the (111)-axis [95].
PbSe grows in the highly symmetric cubic rock salt structure, but by the help of bulky
surfactants a unique growth-direction can be assigned and nanowires are formed. [84] For
the materials of interest in this chapter (CdS, CdSe and CdTe) generally the crystalline
structure is the WZ-structure. For instance, nanorods of CdSe (as shown in Figure 3.2)
preferentially grow in WZ-structure, as can be inferred from XRD-measurements and
high-resolution-TEM. [96] A nice demonstration of the existence of the well-developed
facets in the rods can be seen in honeycomb-structures, in which the nanorods align
vertically and in TEM-images the rods can be seen along the long axis, or parallel to
the lateral facets. In this case the hexagonal boundaries of each rod can be observed
clearly. [96] It is interesting to notice that for thin nanorods the WZ structure is favoured
even in conditions where the bulk material favours the cubic ZB-structure due to the
reduced number of dangling bonds on the surface. [97, 98]
A higher level of complexity is observed in branched nanocrystals (see Figure 3.3. An
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Figure 3.3: TEM-image of
tetrapods of CdTe. The particles
consist of four rods that are fused
together in one point and that
span the tetrahedral angle be-
tween two legs. In the projection
of the TEM, three legs can easily
be identified, the forth legs points
directly upwards. Due to the
longer distance that the electron
beam has to travel through the
material this leg appears as a
dark spot.
intriguing example of such structures is the tetrapod. It is composed of four rods that
are fused together in a central core. This shape is observed in several materials, such
as ZnO [99], ZnSe ( [100] and article B.2), ZnS [101], CdSe ( [102,103] and article B.7),
CdTe ( [104] and article B.1), Pt [105] and Fe2O3 [106]. Generally, the growth mode
of the tetrapods is driven by the same mechanism as the growth of the rods. During
growth monomers are deposited onto the high-energy facets of the arms, that is on their
tips, whereas deposition of monomers onto the lateral facets of the arms is hindered.
The main difference in the growth process resides in the nucleation event and the very
early stage of the growth, when the core of the tetrapod is formed, as will be discussed
in the following sections and article B.1.
Shape controlled nanocrystals are interesting for many aspects. The nanorods show
linearly polarised emission [107] and are proven of advantage in solar cells [19,108]. The
appealing feature of the nanorods is their behaviour as quasi one-dimensional objects.
Their quantum-properties can be tuned merely over the diameter, the total length of the
nanorods affects its electronic properties only for nanorods with a low aspect ratio. [109]
That makes them an appealing system for electronic devices. For instance nanowires1 of
different materials can be embedded into electric circuits to act as transistors or other
active elements [110, 111], electroluminescence is observed from CdSe-nanorods [112]
and CdSe– and CdSe/ZnS-nanorods have been proven to be of advantage as lasing
medium [113, 114]. Their symmetry facilitates the alignment of nanorods. In some
cases it is sufficient to slowly evaporate the solvent to obtain large areas of aligned
rods. [115–118] Better results are achieved when the nanorods are oriented by an electric
field. (See references [119–122] and articles B.8 and C.3)
Tetrapods offer the possiblity to expand this spectrum of applications. When three of
the arms are contacted electrically, one of the arms can be used as a gate to control the
1The terms nanowires and nanorods are used interchangeably here. There is no strict differentiation
between the two terms. A tendency is to call long nanorods, i.e. with a length superior to ca.
500 nm, nanowires.
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current through the entire structure. [23] Also, these nanocrystals can be of advantage
in solar-cells. They exhibit a large surface on which charges can be separated, and still
provide through their complex and extended geometry a pathway to transport charges
to an electrode. [123] Furthermore tetrapods exhibit an interesting structure of their
excited states. Electrons and holes can be localised in the core-region of in the arms and
the overlap between the two wave-functions differs considerably from one excited state
to another. [124]
Contribution of this work
In articles B.1 and B.2 synthetic methods to obtain branched nanocrystals of CdTe and
ZnSe are described. In article B.1 a model for the origin of the branching is proposed.
The architecture of the tetrapods according to this model and the experimental evidence
for it are also presented in the present chapter.
In article B.3 the presence of two radiating levels in the tetrapod is demonstrated.
This effect is explained by the high overlap of the wave-functions of the second excited
level, compared to the overlap between these wave-functions with first level.
Article B.4 deals with the polarisation-effect on the absorbance of a tetrapod. By
means of time-resolved spectroscopy the decay of the excited states can be observed.
Interestingly, at short time delays (several picoseconds) after the excitation, the exited
state is still localised in one arm of the tetrapod. Only after a few tens of picoseconds the
energy is spread over the entire structure and therefore the probed levels are anisotropic.
A series of Raman-experiments is described in the articles B.5–B.8. In article B.5
resonance of confined phonon modes with different exciton levels in CdTe tetrapods is
detected, article B.6 describes the influence of the shape, especially the anisotropy, on
the measured Raman-spectra.
In article B.7 the sensitivity of surface-optical phonons on the dimensions of rod– and
tetrapod-like CdSe nanocrystals is shown.
In article B.8 we describe a method to align CdSe-nanorods by means of a strong
field. The success of this alignment is demonstrated directly by SEM– and also by
Raman-measurements. In aligned nanorods those surface-optical phonons with a poten-
tial extended significantly to the surrounding of the rods are suppressed by the influence
of the neighbouring nanorods on the dielectric medium. Furthermore the dependence
of Raman-lines on the polarisation of the exciting laser provides an additional evidence
of the success of the alignment. Low-frequency-modes appear only when the incident
laser-light is polarised perpendicularly to the axis of the nanorods.
3.1 Origin of Branching – Polymorphism vs. Octa-Twin
To understand the dynamics of the growth of tetrapods, first the intrinsic structure of
these peculiar nanocrystals should be discussed. One can actually find two competing
models to rationalise the four-arm shape. One model – the octatwin model – has been
discussed and supported since the early nineties for tetrapods of ZnO and ZnS. [100]
This model is based on the controlled formation of twin-planes. The second model –
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the polymorphism model – relies on the polymorphism of the materials and has been
assumed to describe the formation of CdTe-tetrapods. [104] In this model the core of
the tetrapod is grown in Zinc Blende structure, whereas the arms grow in Wurtzite
structure.
3.1.1 Polymorphism Model
Being a tetrahedrically coordinated binary compound, CdTe can grow either in the
hexagonal Wurtzite or the cubic Zinc Blende structure. The different structures have
different energies of formation. Thus, at lower reaction-temperatures growth in the
zinc-blende-phase is favoured, whereas at higher temperatures the crystals preferentially
grow in the wurtzite structure. [72, 125] The injection of precursors induces a drop in
temperature and thus enables the formation of zinc-blende-nuclei. Due to the small
difference in energy the later growth – after the temperature has recovered – takes place
in the wurtzite-phase, giving rise to the development of the arms. Apart from the
temperature-effect, the change in the crystalline phase is also supported by the affinity
of the ligand – namely the phosphonic acids – to the lateral facets of the rods in WZ-
structure, i.e. to the arms of the tetrapod. [126] At the very early stage the surfactants
are too bulky to efficiently bind to these facets and thus support their formation.
The fact that only four out of the eight {111}–facets of ZB-structure allow for the
growth of the arms is explained by the atomic difference between the (111) and the
opposed (1¯1¯1¯) facets. In the same way as in the WZ-structure on one of the facets the
Cd–atoms expose three dangling bonds, whereas on the other facet they expose only
one. The later can be efficiently passivated by surfactants and thus the growth on this
facet is hindered. [126] Therefore only on four of the eight facets of the {111}-family a
wurtzite arm can grow.
This polymorphism model is accepted widely in literature for the growth of CdE-tetra-
pods. [102,104,127]
3.1.2 Octa-Twin Model
A different model describes the tetrapod as composed of several domains that are exclu-
sively in wurtzite-structure. According to this twinning-model, the core is composed of
eight WZ-domains. These domains have a tetrahedral shape and can be of two different
types. In one type (type A) the basal facet is a (0001)-facet of the WZ-structure, in
the other type (type B) it is a (0001¯)-facet. The other three facets of the tetrahedra
are either of the family {112¯2¯} (type A) or of the family {112¯2} (type B). Two tetra-
hedra of different type are interconnected through a twin-plane as shown in Figure 3.4.
This twin-structure shows an inverted symmetry. As domains of type A are connected
preferentially to domains of type B and vice versa, the octahedron formed by eight
of these domains exposes an alternating pattern of (0001)– and (0001¯)-facets. These
facets exhibit hexagonally organised atoms, identically to the ±(111)-facets of the ZB-
structure. Therefore this octahedron is chemically identical to an octahedron formed of
ZB-structure. In both cases the Cd-atoms on the individual facets exhibit one dangling
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Figure 3.4: Model of a (112¯2) twin bound-
ary in the WZ structure. The symme-
try operation necessary for the formation
of this structure involves mirroring on the
(112¯2) plane, exchange of the atom-type
and a shift along the c-axis. Due to the ex-
change of the type of atoms the twin bound-
ary shows an inverted symmetry. If the c-
axis in the left domain points upwards, it
points downwards in the right domain. Con-
sequently the two fused domains are of dif-
ferent type (see text).
bond on four facets of the octahedron and on the remaining four facets three dangling
bonds.
The octa-twin-model (“octahedral multiple twin model”) was first proposed to de-
scribe the architecture of ZnO and ZnS tetrapods. [99,128] The structure of the core, as
constructed according to this model, does not necessarily fill the volume of the octahe-
dron. In fact it is very likely that the individual domains are formed such that, when
assembling eight of them, they do not perfectly fill the volume. The stress induced by
this mismatch is released in the formation of cracks along the twin-planes leading to a
deviation from the ideal tetrapod-shape, in the sense that the angles between the arms
are different from the tetrahedral angle. The successful measurement of this deviation
on ZnO-tetrapods supports the octa-twin model. [129]
Figure 3.5: Comparison between the polymorphism and the octa-twin model. An octa-
hedral core can be formed either in ZB-structure (a) or out of eight tetrahedral WZ-domains
(b). In both cases only four of the eight facets allow the growth of a rod, so that a tetrapod (c)
can be formed. A detail of the different architectures are sketch in (d) and (e) on the example
of a dipod, i.e. a junction of two rods.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of methyl phosphonic acid (MPA) on the growth of CdTe-tetrapods.
For the synthesis of the different samples the molar ratio [MPA]:[ODPA] was adjusted to: (a)
0%, (b) 2.6%, (c) 5.3%, (d) 8.1%, (e) 9.3% and (f) 17.6%.
3.2 Synthesis of Tetrapods
Experimentally tetrapods of CdTe are synthesised in a mixture of phosphonic acid,
TOPO and TOP. [104] Through the ratios of the surfactants (mainly the phosphonic
acid) and the precursors of Cd and Te, the length and the width of the arms of the
tetrapods can be regulated. A high concentration of precursors or monomers enables the
growth of long arms [104], quite in the same way as it is observed also in the formation
of CdSe-nanorods [34]. In the early recipes for the synthesis of CdTe-tetrapods only
one type of phosphonic acid was used, octadecyl phosphonic acid (ODPA). In 2004
the supplyer for this reactant changed its production-process and delivered the reactant
in a higher purity. It turned out that actually the impurities were responsible for the
success of the tetrapod-synthesis and this finding led to a deeper understanding of the
mechanism of growth and motivated a deeper investigation on the crystalline structure
of the CdTe-tetrapods, as discussed in article B.1
The impurities present in the old batches of ODPA comprised phosphonic acids with
short alkyl chains and esters of the different phosphonic acids. By the addition of
a short-chain phosphonic acid, in particular methyl phosphonic acid (MPA), to the
reaction solution, the number of arms in the tetrapod can be controlled. If no MPA is
present in the solution, the CdTe-nanocrystals grow in almost spherical shape (see Figure
3.6). When increasing gradually the molar ratio of MPA/ODPA the nanocrystals first
grow into elongated structures (ratio of ca. 5%) and at even higher ratios branched
structures dominate the sample. At a ratio of ca. 9% the sample is rich in tetrapods.
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Given the difference in molecular weight the mass of the MPA used in a synthesis
of tetrapods is about 3% of the mass of the ODPA. In that sense the MPA can be
regarded as an impurity in the synthesis. When employing even higher concentrations,
nanocrystals with an even higher number of arms can be synthesised. The synthesis
scheme is presented in more details in article B.1. A similar behaviour is reported for
the use of a slightly longer phosphonic acid, propyl phosphonic acid, as impurity. [130]
The knowledge on influence of this impurity on the branching can be also employed
in the synthesis of CdSe-tetrapods. The first successful synthesis of CdSe-nanorods
was performed in technical grade TOPO. [96] Again, in this case the technical grade
compounds supplied the impurities necessary for the growth of the nanorods. This
impurity was, as explained in the introduction to this chapter, a phosphonic acid. Later,
a better control over the anisotropy of the nanorods was achieved by the use of two types
of phosphonic acids, namely hexyl phosphonic acid (HPA) and tetradecyl phosphonic
acid (TDPA). In this synthesis TDPA can be exchanged by ODPA. Addition of a high
quantity of MPA actually leads to the formation of tetrapods also in CdSe. Nanocrystals
of this type have been investigated by Raman-spectroscopy, as described in article B.7.
3.3 Structure of the Tetrapod-Core
An evidence for the nature of tetrapods core is given already by the ability to tune the
number of arms per nanocrystal with only one parameter, i.e. with the amount of the
short-chain phosphonic acid MPA. Given the high symmetry of a ZB-core as proposed
in the polymorphism model, this effect is hard to explain. If one of the four equal arms
is affected by the presence of the MPA, the same should count for the remaining three
arms. Thus, the polymorphism model could only account for arms of different length,
but not for the complete absence of several arms, i.e. the selective formation of rods,
dipods etc. In the octa-twin-model in turn, one can actually ascribe the probability
of twin-formation to the presence of the MPA. In this model a minimum of two twin
planes, i.e. of three twin-domains, has to be formed to give rise to the simplest branched
structure, the dipod.
But this discussion is just an indication for deciding for one or the other model. For
a deeper insight a crystallographic determination of the cores’ structure is necessary.
The samples were examined by XRD and high-resolution TEM. XRD-measurements
on branched CdTe-nanocrystals show only peaks relative to the wurtzite-structure. But
the absence of signals from the ZB-core cannot be considered as an ultimate proof for
the non-existence of this phase in the tetrapods. As most of the material is found in the
arms the reflexes of the core-region might be too weak to be discerned from the strong
WZ-signal of the arms. In one-dimensional CdTe-nanostructure such as matchsticks
and dipods the presence of type-(112¯2) twin boundaries in CdTe-nanocrystals can be
shown directly by means of high-resolution-TEM (see Figure 3.8b). Unfortunately in
tetrapods such direct observation of the core region is not feasible. The view onto the
core is hindered by the presence of the upstanding arm. Only by tilting of the sample
in the electron-beam this problem could be partially overcome. But still no direct
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Figure 3.7: High-Resolution TEM images of a branching region. (a) Some matchstick
structures like in Figure 3.6c. The scalebar represents 5 nm. (b) Magnified view of a
3.5 nm × 3.5 nm area from the head-region of the nanocrystals marked in (a). The pattern
shows the same symmetry as the model represented in Figure 3.4 and thus can be identified
as a twin-plane with inverted symmetry.
and unambiguous identification of the twin-boundaries is possible. One reason is the
difficulty to align the zone-axis of the observed tetrapod with the twin-planes. Another
reason is the general complexity of the structure. In most cases other domains of the
tetrapod hide the interesting regions. Therefore the TEM-images have to be analysed
more carefully. In the present case the TEM-image of a tilted tetrapods core could be
simulated by a dipod-structure consisting of three wurtzite domains, thus by the most
elemental branched structure accessible in the framework of the octa-twin model. The
result of the simulation is shown in Figure 3.8g. The main characteristics of the TEM
data are reproduced nicely by the simulation.
In conclusion the data presented here and in article B.1 is supporting strongly the
octa-twin-model. But the proof is mainly based on high resolution TEM images, i.e.
on the measurement on individual nanocrystals. Therefore the possibility to find also
individual tetrapods formed according to the polymorphism model cannot be excluded.
In different works the authors come to the conclusion that the polymorphism model
is the dominating architectural principle for CdE tetrapods. [104, 127] And in fact the
crystalline phase could be varied from ZB to WZ by only minor modifications in the
synthesis scheme. [36] Therefore none of the two models can be considered as the unique
model. Instead the samples might consist of a mixture of nanocrystals based on both
architectures. To ultimately decide for one model a deeper analysis would be necessary,
for instance by a statistical analysis of the angles between the arms of a large number
of tetrapods as it was demonstrated in the case of ZnO-tetrapods. [129]
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Figure 3.8: High-Resolution TEM images of a tetrapod’s core. (a) A tetrapod in high
resolution. On the upstanding arm the hexagonal structure can be recognised clearly. (b) The
same tetrapod as in (a), only tilted with respect to the electron beam. (The insets in (a) and
(b) illustrate schematically the orientation of the sample.) (c) Enlarged view on the tilted core,
as marked in (b). The central region of this image could be simulated using a dipod-model
such as shown in Figure 3.5(e). The result of the simulation is displayed in (d). The scale-bars
represent 5 nm.
3.4 Discussion of the Growth-Mode
In the previous sections it was shown that the peculiar shape of the tetrapod is the
result of the formation of twin-planes and that the growth of tetrapods can be triggered
by the presence of a specific molecule. In this section we will discuss a possible model
for the growth of the tetrapods.
Evidently the shape of the tetrapod is determined already at the beginning of the
growth-process, i.e. during the nucleation of the particles or shortly after this event.
First the tetrapod-cores have to form, and only after this stage the arms can grow
to their final length. And apparently the short-chain phosphonic acid MPA plays an
important role in this process. Its influence on the nucleation process is also supported
by the observation of an acceleration of the nucleation-event at higher concentrations of
MPA. The event of nucleation can be identified from the colour change of the reaction
from clear to black or dark-brown. When no MPA is present the nucleation occurs only
after ca. 60 seconds and later, whereas at high concentrations nucleation is observed
within the first 30 seconds after the injection of the Te-TOP.
MPA is introduced into the synthesis as a precursor for the Cd-ions. The reactants
present in the flask before the injection of tellurium comprise TOPO, ODPA, MPA
and CdO. At high temperatures the CdO decomposes, but only in the presence of the
phosphonic acids in sufficient amount, if the molar ratio phosphonic acid:Cd is higher
than 2. The decomposition can be inferred from a colour change and the release of
water, i.e. the formation of steam. After all CdO is decomposed, tellurium is injected
in the form of Te-TOP. Therefore at the early stage of the reaction the monomers are
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Figure 3.9: Sketch of the architecture of the tetrapod. The multiple-twin model describes
the core of the tetrapod as composed of several wurtzite domains, but only every second of
these domains is able to grow into a nanorod. There are two types of domains (type A and
type B) and only domains of different type can be interconnected through a twin plane. Only
domains of type B can evolve into a rod. The shape of the evolved nanocrystal, as sketched
in the rightmost column at the base depends on the number of twins in its core. To form a
dipod at least two twin planes have to be present as shown in the second line. The role of the
MPA in the experiments is to trigger the formation of twin planes. The number of branches in
the nanocrystal increases with the concentration of MPA. (see Figure 3.6)
present as complexes of the form Cd-ODPA, Cd-MPA and Te-TOP.
The principal difference between MPA and ODPA is the length of the alkyl chain.
The ODPA is relatively bulky and heavy compared to the small MPA. The molecular
weight of the complex Cd-ODPA is more than the double of that of Cd-MPA, and the
volume (as estimated from the number of atoms other than H) is scaled by a factor
of more than 4. From this we can assume that the diffusion coefficient of Cd-MPA is
inferior to that of Cd-ODPA. Thus, especially at the beginning of the growth-process,
we can expect that the Cd-monomers deposited onto the nanocrystal are mainly those
bound to the shorter phosphonic acid. Due to the higher diffusion-coefficient their
rate of deposition is much higher than that of the Cd-monomers stemming from the
complexes Cd-ODPA. Overall the deposition-rate of Cd is the higher the more MPA
is present. Here we assume that the reaction rate of Cd is much lower than that of
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Te, therefore whenever a Cd-atom is deposited onto the crystals, also an atom of Te
will be deposited. Under normal growth-conditions, the formation of twin-planes is
actually not favoured energetically (see article B.1). But under the influence of the high
deposition rate apparently it is favourable to form twin boundaries instead of growing
on the lateral facets of the hexagonal structure. In fact, it is known that the formation
of defects – and as such we have to consider the twin-boundary here – occurs when the
growing crystal is not in thermodynamic equilibrium with its surrounding. [131] By the
introduction of the twin planes the growth becomes more or less anisotropic. Instead
of only one fast-growing facet in the case of non-twinned nanocrystals the number of
fast-growing facets increases with the number of twin planes and thus material can be
deposited more rapidly. A similar behaviour has also been reported on the growth of
CdE-nanocrystals. [34, 50, 132] In these reports the shape-evolution was reduced to the
effect of the monomer-concentration. By increasing the total concentration of available
monomers the growth could be tuned from dots over rods to tetrapods.
Here, we should note that the presence of a small amount of MPA apparently offers
a possibility to influence selectively on the early stage of the growth process. As soon
as the MPA is consumed, i.e. when the complexes Cd-MPA are broken, the growth
proceeds as the normal rod growth and only the arms of the tetrapods grow in their
length.
4 Composition Control - Hybrid
Materials
The relative ease to tune the properties of the nanocrystals is considered their main
feature. But actually the range of accessible properties for one type of material is still
relatively limited. Semiconductor nanocrystals function nicely as fluorescence markers,
but it is still difficult to direct them specifically towards areas of interest. It would be
therefore of advantage to design nanostructures that consist of different domains, each
of these domains contributing with its particular properties to the entire object. There
are several strategies to reach this target. A simple approach is to assemble different
nanocrystals through pairs of complementary biomolecules such as single strands of
DNA into larger structures. [133] By a more careful choice of the DNA-sequences, even
dimers or chains of nanocrystals can be formed. [134,135] The big disadvantage of these
nanostructures is their instability. The linker is stable under precisely defined conditions,
otherwise it just releases the individual nanocrystals. A more promising approach is to
fuse two materials together into a covalently bound object. This idea arouse already
shortly after a stable synthesis scheme for semiconductor nanocrystals was established.
The fluorescence yield of these samples is relatively low, but it can be enhanced by
covering the nanocrystals with a shell of a different material with a higher bandgap.
By this the confinement can be improved and more importantly the surface of the
luminescent core-material is more defined. Fluorescence quantum yield is reduced mainly
due to nonradiative recombination of the exciton on sites of distorted lattice structure.
Their number is reduced by the epitaxial deposition of a second material with a higher
bandgap onto the surface of the nanocrystals, as demonstrated for core-shell-nanocrystals
of CdSe/ZnS [136, 137] and CdSe/CdS [138]. In this case the band-edges of the core
material are situated inside the bandgap of the shell, so that a stronger confinement of
the exciton is achieved. But the shell-material also contributes as a passivation layer
to the overall property of the nanocrystal (see article E.2). If the bands of the two
material are aligned in a staggered way, such that only one band-edge is placed in
the bandgap of the other material, the fluorescence line is drastically red-shifted as
recombination can occur in the interfacial region from the lower conduction-band to
the higher valence-band. [139, 140] These core-shell-nanocrystals are the demonstration
of the manipulation of only one property of the material, in the case mentioned above
the fluorescence quantum yield is increased or shifted. But also hybrid nanostructures
with a more sophisticated geometry have been prepared that meet the claim of uniting
the functionality of two domains in one particle. Heterodimers of a fluorescent and a
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of dumbbell-structures. as discussed in this chapter. The central nano-
rod is of either CdS or CdSe, the tips are of either PbSe (in rock-salt structure as sketched),
CdTe or Au.
magnetic fraction have been prepared. [141]1 Other dimer structures involve domains
of gold, which are of advantage for the attachment of functional molecules, such as
Au-CoPt3 [142] or Au-Fe3O4 [143, 144] Also heterodimers of materials with different
wettability can be prepared. In this case the interfacial tension between a hexane– and
water-phase can be influenced. [145]
Especially for the construction of hybrid nanocrystals based on spherical units there
are different strategies. [29] In this chapter we will discuss two different approaches to
synthesise hybrid nanocrystals based on a rod-structure. Nanorods are decorated with
tips of a different material to form nanodumbbells. Examples of these structures are also
discussed in more detail in the articles C.1 and C.2. Another way to circumvent the
problems of an extended nucleation event is shown in article C.3. Here the synthesis of
nanorods with a narrow size distribution is demonstrated. Spherical nanocrystals are
used as seeds for the rods. By this the nucleation event for the nanorods is suppressed
and the growth time is similar for all nanorods leading to very homogeneous samples.
4.1 Strategies for the Growth of Hybrid Materials
The techniques presented here rely on the heterogeneous nucleation of some material on
nanocrystals present in the growth-solution. The first technique (see article C.1) is a
pure demonstration of this principle. The second technique (see article C.2) is partially
an extension of it and also an application.
It is known that in the presence of inhomogeneities or impurities the formation of nuclei
is favoured. This can be observed as a hindrance in the synthesis of gold-nanocrystals
according to the protocol of Brust et al. [146], in which slight impurities result in a
broad size-distribution, as the nucleation event is no longer restricted to a short moment
of high oversaturation in the liquid. The height of the nucleation-barrier is reduced
1It is actually under discussion in our group if the synthesis described in this reference [141] can be
reproduced. It seems that the measurement of fluorescence from these nanostructures is impossible
or simply stems from isolated CdS domains.
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by the presence of nucleation-sites. [43] In the case of bubble-formation in a liquid this
can be understood in a quite intuitive way. Small gas-filled cavities on the surface of
the vessel are considered as the impurities. These cavities are initially filled with gas
by simply flowing the liquid over the surface. If the radius of the meniscus of the gas
bubbles is superior to the critical radius of the nucleation event (see Figure 1.3) the
nucleation barrier is basically by-passed and the visible formation of free bubbles is
controlled only by the growth of the bubbles in and on the cavity to a size sufficient for
their detachment. After detachment some gas remains in the cavity as a seed for the
subsequent bubble. [147] Generally, when depositing one material on top of another, the
effect of the seed is to manipulate the curvature of the nucleus’ surface. In dependence
of the wettability of the nucleating material on the seed, the surface exhibits a more or
less flat surface and in the nucleation event less material has to be assembled to obtain
this curvature. [43]
In the experiments demonstrated in article C.1, the nucleation sites are the tips of
nanorods. It has been discussed in the previous chapter that the binding strength of the
surfactants depends sensitively on the type of the facet. Phosphonic acids bind strongly
to the lateral facets of the rod, but only weakly to their basal facets. In the synthesis
of the rods this enables the growth of these structures. In the experiments shown here,
PbSe is grown on nanorods of CdS or CdSe. Due to the effect of the surfactants the
lateral surfaces of the rods are completely passivated for the nucleation of PbSe as they
offer no binding sites. As a result of this selective nucleation, dumbbell -structures of the
form PbSe-CdSe-PbSe can be produced.
In article C.2 the starting point are dumbbell-structures as prepared in article C.1. In
a subsequent step the material on the tips can be exchanged by gold-tips. This offers
the possibility to access gold-tipped nanostructures based on materials on which the
direct deposition of gold is impossible or relatively hard to achieve, as for instance on
CdS-nanorods.
4.2 Synthesis of PbSe-Tipped Nano-Dumbbells
The synthesis of PbSe-tipped CdSe and especially CdS nanorods offers some insights into
the growth mechanics of the nanorods. In both cases first the nanorods were prepared
and purified. Then the synthesis of PbSe was carried out in the presence of the nanorods.
As a solvent for the synthesis of PbSe diphenyl ether was used. It turned out that
in this solvent the nanorods show a high stability. In higher co-ordinating solvents
such as TOPO these nanostructures actually undergo a change of the shape at high
temperatures. The solution in diphenyl ether instead could be heated to above 200◦C
without any visible effect on the shape of the nanocrystals. In the case of the synthesis
of CdSe-based dumbbells, the Pb– and Se-precursors had to be injected slowly at a
moderate temperature (130◦C) to obtain samples with few loose PbSe-dots and a high
yield of dumbbell-structures. An example of the structures synthesised with this method
is shown in Figure 4.2.
In a different synthesis CdS-nanorods were used as nucleation sites for the PbSe. In
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Figure 4.2: Nano-dumbbells of PbSe-CdSe-PbSe. The left panel shows pure CdSe-rods.
These rods were used as backbone for the synthesis of PbSe-CdSe-PbSe dumbbells. The
PbSe-fraction of the nanostructures can be identified from the slight broadening and darken-
ing of the tip.
this case the slow injection of PbSe yielded almost only separated PbSe-dots and CdS-
nanorods. The nucleation of the PbSe-dots sets in after a considerable amount of PbSe-
precursors was injected. In order to grow the PbSe onto the tips of the CdS-nanorods,
the entire stock of the PbSe-precursors had to be injected rapidly into a hot (ca. 180◦C)
solution of CdS-nanorods. This process is always accompanied by the formation of free
dots of PbSe, which are partially removed during the washing process. By variation
of the amount of precursors a different coverage could be obtained, i.e. in one case
the majority of nanocrystals showed a dumbbell-shape (PbSe-CdS-PbSe), in the other
case the majority was in matchstick-shape (PbSe-CdS, see Figure 4.3). When a higher
amount of precursors was used, the formation of dumbbells was preferred.
Apart from TEM-measurements also by means of optical absorption spectroscopy a
sample of CdS-based matchsticks can be discerned from a sample of dumbbells. The low-
bandgap material PbSe shows an absorption-feature in the infrared spectral region, in
the range 1300–1800 nm, whereas the absorption feature of CdS– and CdSe-nanorods is
situated between 400nm and 600nm. In the case of the PbSe-CdSe-PbSe-dumbbells the
absorption peak relative to CdSe disappears entirely (see article C.1). We can speculate
that the band-structure of the whole dumbbell is dominated also in the higher levels by
the PbSe-sections. Furthermore it is interesting to notice that the nanocrystals can be
excited in both the CdSe– and the PbSe-section, but electrons and holes will localise
in the tips. [148] In the case of CdS-based matchsticks and dumbbells the influence of
the CdS on the absorption is partially preserved, i.e. the absorption peak of the CdS--
domain is still visible after the addition of the PbSe-dots. The difference between the
two materials is certainly due to the different efficiency to form dumbbell structures. In
the CdS-based samples always a considerable amount of matchstick is present, and the
matchsticks are likely to show absorption features similar to the bare CdS nanorods.
A clear difference between the deposition of PbSe onto CdS and CdSe can be noticed.
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Figure 4.3: Formation of matchsticks of PbSe-CdS. (a) CdS-nanorods before the reaction
with PbSe. (b) Area showing a high percentage of matchstick-structures. (c) Wide-field TEM-
image of the sample shown in (b).
Apart from the different reaction-conditions also the morphology of the obtained samples
is quite different. The tips of the CdSe-nanorods are completely covered with PbSe,
whereas the PbSe-dots share only little surface with the CdS-nanorods. In the later
case the PbSe-dots are almost spherical and are interconnected with the CdS-nanorods
seemingly only in one point. This drop-formation is the general behaviour of liquids
that do not wet their surface. From this we can infer that the PbSe shows only a
reduced wettability on the CdS-nanorods. This reduced wettability can also explain the
difficulty to nucleate the domains of PbSe onto the CdS. As discussed in the previous
section the nucleation barrier, in this case is reduced only by a small amount due to the
low wettability. Therefore nucleation of PbSe on the tips of CdS does not take place
during the slow addition of the precursors. It only occurs when the supersaturation of
PbSe is sufficient to allow also the nucleation of free PbSe-nanocrystals. During the slow
addition of monomers the supersaturation approaches slowly the value necessary for an
efficient nucleation of PbSe-dots.
4.3 Synthesis of Au-Tipped Nano-Dumbbells
Gold nanocrystals are frequently used as model-systems for envisaged applications. [133,
134,149,150] The synthesis of these nanocrystals is developed for both organic [146,151]
and aqueous solutions [152,153], they are relatively inert and furthermore this material is
of great interest due to its surface-chemistry. Through a thiol-group, organic molecules
and biomolecules can be easily reacted with gold-surfaces [151] whereas the bond between
thiols and CdE-sections is stable only under well-defined conditions, such as a high pH-
value [154, 155]. Also the electronic contact between CdE-nanocrystals and metallic
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Figure 4.4: Gold tips grown on nanorods with different methods. Au-tips can be grown
either directly (b,c) onto semiconductor nanorods (a shows CdS-nanorods) or through a sac-
rificial domain such as CdTe– or PbSe-tips (d,e). The scale bar is 100 nm.
electrodes is relatively weak but it might be improved by the epitaxial deposition of
metals onto the nanocrystals.
The deposition of gold-tips on nanorods is relatively simple when CdSe-nanorods are
employed. In this case the addition of a small amount of gold-ions leads to the formation
of the tips. [156] An example is shown in Figure 4.4(b). By a careful adjustment of the ex-
perimental conditions one can produce either dumbbell– or matchstick-structures. [157]
Only here the mechanism for the formation of the dumbbells is different from the mech-
anism for the formation of matchsticks of CdS-PbSe. First dumbbells of the form Au-
CdSe-Au are produced which transform into Au-CdSe-matchsticks upon the continued
addition of gold-precursors. In reference [157] the reason for this transformation is as-
cribed to a ripening-process in which one tip grows at the expenses of the other tip.
In the same way as in the case of PbSe-CdE-PbSe-nanodumbbells, the efficiency of
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formation of these tips depends strongly on the material employed as template. The
reaction between gold and CdS-nanorods is relatively slow, opening up the possibility
to discern between the reactivity of the two different basal facets of the nanorods. [158]
An example of CdS-Au-matchsticks is shown in Figure 4.4(c). In the case of CdTe, the
growth of the Au-tips is possible only under highly controlled conditions. A too high
amount of gold ions added to the CdTe-nanocrystals leads to agglomeration and dissolu-
tion of the CdTe-nanocrystals. This might be avoided by carrying out the reaction on a
surface, see Figure 4.5. This synthesis-scheme is limited in as far as the nanocrystals are
fixed on the surface. Another difficulty of the reaction of gold with CdE, but especially
with CdTe-nanocrystals, is the fact that the nanocrystals might be strongly oxidised
and thus lose length.
In article C.2 a different approach for the deposition of gold-tips on CdE-nanorods is
described. It exploits the fact that CdTe and PbSe is easily oxidised by the gold-ions.
In principle the CdTe or PbSe acts as a sacrificial material and is replaced by a gold-
domain. The reaction-scheme is as follows. First rods of CdS or CdSe are synthesised.
In case CdTe-tips should be grown onto the rods, the growth of the rods is quenched
by the injection of a high quantity of Te:TOP. This complex has a reactivity that is
higher than that of the corresponding complexes of selenium or sulphur and thus the
material deposited after the injection is CdTe. This process is similar to that described
in reference [159], only the surfactant ODPA is now used in a higher purity. In the same
way as described in chapter 3 the CdTe therefore grows in a spherical shape instead of
the branched morphology described in the reference. PbSe-tips are grown in the two-step
synthesis as described in article C.1.
After the semiconductor tips are deposited, the sample is washed carefully and then
reacted with gold. The stock solution for gold is prepared according to the protocol
of reference [156]. This solution is relatively unstable and can be conserved only for a
few hours before gold dots nucleate freely. Stable stock-solutions can be produced by
splitting it into two parts. The gold-ions are dissolved separately from the surfactant
dodecylamine. In one vial 6 g toluene, 80 mg chloroauric acid (HAu(III)Cl4) and 200 mg
didodecyldimethyl ammonium bromide (DDAB) are mixed and sonicated to obtain a
clear red solution. In a separate vial 350 mg dodecylamine are dissolved in 6 g toluene.
In order to obtain a reactive solution the two solutions are combined in equal parts. After
a while the colour of the mixture turns to pale yellow. This solution is added dropwise to
a diluted solution of semiconductor dumbbells. A darkening of the nanocrystal solution
indicates the formation of the gold-tips. On the TEM-images the success of the process
can be inferred from the darkening of the tip-region (see Figure 4.4e).
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Figure 4.5: Highly branched CdTe-nanocrystals with gold dots on their tips. The reac-
tion was carried out by first depositing the CdTe-nanocrystals on a surface, in this case on
a TEM-grid. In a second step a solution of gold-ions was prepared and the TEM-grid was
dipped into it for ca. 30 seconds. The scale-bar represents 100 nm.
Conclusions
In this work the control over three different parameters of colloidal nanocrystals is
demonstrated and discussed. These parameters comprise the size, the shape and the
composition of the nanocrystals.
With standard protocols the size of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals can be con-
trolled relatively precisely for sizes above 2 nm. In this work a method for the synthesis
of even smaller nanocrystals has been discussed for the case of CdSe. By this the acces-
sible spectral range for the fluorescence of this material spans the entire visible spectrum
from ca. 450 nm to ca. 700 nm. Contrary to the classical growth-mode that ultimately
leads to the Ostwald-ripening, the growth of the smallest nanocrystals proceeds step-
wise. Only several crystal-sizes are stable, the so-called magic size clusters. In this work
their growth mechanism has been described experimentally and theoretically. Plausible
models for the atomic structure of the individual clusters have been proposed. Future
studies should primally investigate on the exact structure of the clusters for instance
by means of X-ray-diffraction. Ligands seem to have a strong influence on the optical
properties of the magic size clusters. The investigation on this effect and its correlation
with eventual structural changes might be of great interest also for the understanding
of the growth process. One could imagine that structural fluctuations induced by the
binding and unbinding of ligands play an important role in this process.
Nanocrystals with an anisotropic shape can be synthesised. By controlling carefully
the composition of the reaction solution the nanocrystals can be grown into a branched
structure, of which the tetrapod with four arms joined in a central point is the most
symmetric. One of the contributions of this work is the experimental identification
of a dominant chemical additive that triggers the branching in CdTe nanocrystals, a
phosphonic acid with a short alkyl chain, and the crystallographic discussion of the
architecture of the branching point. In the future, research on these structures should
be focused on applications. CdTe as a material is of interest for solar cells as it shows a
broad absorbance over the entire visible spectral range. But to achieve higher efficiencies
the individual nanocrystal need to be interconnected to ensure the transport of generated
carriers onto the electrodes. Also, the exact nature of the branching point needs to be
understood in more detail. For this aim extensive TEM-studies are necessary. Besides,
it is also challenging to find optical or electronic properties that help to distinguish
between the two models for the branching point.
A higher level of complexity can be attained by introducing domains of a different
material into the nanocrystals. Two techniques to realise this formation of hybrid struc-
tures have been presented. The hybrid nanocrystals are based on rod-shaped backbones
of CdSe or CdS. The tips of these rods are decorated with different materials, compris-
ing metals (Au) and semiconductors (PbSe and CdTe). These materials are promising
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candidates for many applications. For instance the semiconductor dumbbells PbSe-
CdSe-PbSe with the wide bandgap material CdSe in between two domains of the low
bandgap material PbSe could be exploited as nano-transistors. Efficient transport along
the rod is possible only in the excited state. The synthesis scheme might be extended also
to different materials. For instance one could imagine to use seeds of a more symmetric
structure, as for example the fcc– or the rock-salt structure. In the case of fcc seeds
one would expect that arms in the wurtzite structure would grow in four or even eight
directions, similar to the polymorphism model presented for the growth of tetrapods.
Rock-salt seeds should lead to the formation of six branches.
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Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals have been exploited
in several applications in which they serve as fluorophores, be-
cause of the tunability of the wavelength of the emitted
light.[1–3] The possibility of exactly controlling the size of
nanocrystals is of great importance in the development of
these materials, as this will lead to nano-objects with well-de-
fined and reproducible properties. Whereas this goal seems to
be hard to achieve with large nanocrystals, it might be viable
for clusters consisting of a few tens or hundreds of atoms, as
in this size regime a handful of structures can have an excep-
tionally high stability and therefore would form preferentially
over any other combination of atoms. This concept is already
well-known for several metal clusters, as for some of them
several “magic” structures exist that are formed by closed
shells of atoms.[4–7] Cluster molecules that can be considered
as the smallest building units of semiconductors have been in-
vestigated in the past.
As an example several tetrahedral cluster molecules based
on the general formula [EwMx(SR)y]
z– (where E=S or Se;
M=Zn or Cd; and R= alkyl or aryl) or similar were reported
some years ago.[8,9] The series was formed only by clusters
containing a well-defined number of atoms, and therefore,
characterized by particularly stable structures; thus, these
structures can also be termed “magic-size clusters” (MSCs).
Different families of almost monodisperse CdS clusters of
sizes down to 1.3 nm were reported by Vossmeyer et al.,[10]
whereas CdSe MSCs were observed later in the solution
growth of colloidal nanocrystals[11] and the various cluster
sizes found were explained as arising from the aggregation of
smaller clusters. Soloviev et al. synthesized and crystallized a
homologous series of CdSe cluster molecules[12,13] (very simi-
lar in structure to those reported earlier[8,9]) that were capped
by selenophenol ligands. Also in many high-temperature or-
ganometallic syntheses of colloidal CdSe nanocrystals, either
the transient formation of ultrasmall, highly stable CdSe clus-
ters was noticed,[14,15] or these clusters could be isolated using
size-selective precipitation.[16,17] Recently, one type of CdSe
MSC has been synthesized in a water-in-oil reverse-micelle
system.[18]
Here, we report a method for controlling the sequential
growth in solution of CdSe MSCs of progressively larger sizes.
Each of these types of clusters is characterized by a sharp op-
tical-absorption feature at a well-defined energy. During the
synthesis, the relative populations of the different families of
MSCs varied, as smaller MSCs evolved into larger MSCs. We
can model the time evolution of the concentration of the var-
ious magic sizes using a modification of a continuous-growth
model, by taking into account the much higher stability of the
various MSCs over nanocrystals of any intermediate size.
For the synthesis of the CdSe MSCs reported here a mix-
ture of dodecylamine and nonanoic acid was used to decom-
pose cadmium oxide at 200 °C under an inert atmosphere.
The resulting solution was stabilized at 80 °C and a stock solu-
tion of selenium in trioctylphosphine was injected into the
flask. The temperature was kept at 80 °C throughout the syn-
thesis. The low temperature ensured both slow nucleation and
growth, as it produced large activation barriers for the two
processes. The optical spectra of several aliquots taken during
the synthesis are shown in Figure 1a. Some minutes after the
injection, two well-defined absorption peaks appeared at 330
and 350–360 nm, as well as a shoulder around 384 nm. Over
time, the peak at 330 nm disappeared, the peak at 360 nm
kept losing intensity, the shoulder at 384 nm became a well-
distinct peak, and a new peak showed up at 406 nm. Later, an-
other shoulder appeared at longer wavelengths, which devel-
oped into a new absorption peak centered at 431 nm, fol-
lowed by yet another peak at 447 nm. The position of all
these peaks remained constant over time, whereas their rela-
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70 Appendix A. Magic Size Clusters
tive intensities varied so that the peak at the longest wave-
length exhibited increasing intensity with respect to those at
shorter wavelength, which eventually disappeared.
This behavior points to a size evolution through different
families of increasingly larger clusters with high stabilities. If
in fact these peaks corresponded to various excitonic transi-
tions of a single family of cluster sizes in solution, and these
clusters were steadily growing in size, then the spectral posi-
tions of the peaks would be shifting gradually towards longer
wavelengths, and in addition their relative separation and
their width would change (as their electronic structure is
strongly sensitive to size[19]). Instead, the time evolution of
the optical spectra did not point to a continuous growth but
rather to the formation of new families of MSCs having larger
sizes. Also the optical emission spectra of diluted samples of
the growth solution showed the contribution of different fa-
milies of MSCs (see Supporting Information). Over time, the
average cluster size within each family remained constant,
whereas the relative population of the various families
changed in favor of the one with the largest size.
The graph in Figure 1b is built by stacking several horizon-
tal stripes on top of each other, each of which corresponds to
a color-coded plot of an optical absorption spectrum that had
been collected at progressively longer reaction times. Each
spectrum, that is, each horizontal stripe, is normalized to the
intensity of its dominant peak. Spectra were recorded roughly
every 15 min. On the overall plot, therefore, the wavelength
is reported on the horizontal axis, whereas the reaction time
is reported on the vertical axis. At shorter reaction times
(t< 102 min) only a limited number of spectra could be col-
lected and therefore the corresponding plots were replicated
along the time scale until a new plot was available. As a con-
sequence of this approach in constructing the overall plot, ar-
tificially sharp transitions are seen in it at these short times.
The overall plot shows clearly the persistence over time of the
peaks at 350–360 nm, 384 nm, 406 nm, and 431 nm, which
therefore appear as vertical stripes. Once the various families
of MSCs have evolved such that the peaks at 431–447 nm are
the most intense ones, the overall spectral trends reflect rather
the “continuous” size evolution of traditional nanocrystal
growth kinetics.
The width of the various absorption peaks (see Fig. 1a) sug-
gests that the size distribution within each family was quite
narrow. As an example, the width-at-half-maximum of the
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Figure 1. a) Absorption spectra of the growth solution recorded at different times and containing different populations of MSCs. b) This graph is built
by stacking several horizontal stripes on top of each other, each of which corresponds to a color-coded plot of an optical-absorption spectrum, which
were collected at progressively longer reaction times.
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peak centered at 406 nm was approximately 20 nm
(150 meV), which is rather close to the one reported by Ka-
suya et al.[18] for ultrasmall, extremely monodisperse CdSe
nanoparticles prepared in reverse micelles and absorbing
strongly at 415 nm (also approximately 20 nm or only slightly
narrower). The overall growth kinetics did not change much
neither for syntheses carried out at lower temperatures (peak
widths could not be narrowed further) nor at moderately
higher temperatures (peak widths were slightly broader), as in
both cases the changes over time in the relative populations
of the various families of MSCs followed the same trend as
above.
The mechanism by which the growth of these clusters pro-
ceeded in solution is definitely fascinating. At the very sim-
plest level, the size evolution of a nanocrystal can be thought
of as being the result of a competition between the attach-
ment and detachment of single atoms to its surface. Based on
this picture, we have developed a growth model that repro-
duces the time evolution of the relevant absorption features
of the various families of MSCs. The experimental parameters
for the various families of MSCs were extracted by perform-
ing a Gaussian deconvolution of the absorption spectra. For
this fit we assumed that the contribution of a single family of
MSCs consisted of a narrow Gaussian function that represents
the lowest exciton peak and of a much broader Gaussian that
models the absorbance at shorter wavelengths (see the Sup-
porting Information for details). The key assumption of our
model states that once a cluster has grown to a magic size,
such a size is so stable that no atoms can detach from it.
Therefore it can only grow further, but it cannot shrink. Any
cluster with a size intermediate between two magic sizes can
either grow to reach the larger of the two magic sizes, or
shrink to the smaller one. Figure 2 reports with different mar-
ker types the intensities of the exciton peaks from the various
families of MSCs over reaction time as derived from the fit to
the experimental spectra, whereas solid lines represent the
trends in the intensities of such peaks as derived from the pro-
posed growth model. This fitting procedure reflects qualita-
tively the actual trends in the growth of the various families of
MSCs.
A control experiment that supports our model was carried
out. A synthesis of MSCs was performed and thereby the
nanocrystals were extracted from the solution using precipita-
tion and purified by repeated washing. This sample, which
contained different families of MSCs, was redissolved in the
same mixture of surfactants used for the synthesis of MSCs
and the mixture was heated at 80 °C for several hours. There-
fore, all conditions were similar to those used for the synthesis
of MSCs, with the only difference being that no free mono-
mers were present in this experiment. Optical-absorption
spectra on aliquots taken from this mixture at different times
during the heating did not show any remarkable variation in
the intensity of the various peaks, nor any shift in their posi-
tions, indicating no further evolution in the distribution of the
families of MSCs. The results of this control experiment have
two important implications. One is that the various MSCs
were stable and that they did not undergo any shrinking or
ripening process, as opposed to the classical case of a sample
containing a wide distribution of colloidal crystal sizes, for
which Oswald-ripening processes dominate if there is a short-
age of monomers.[20] The other is that no aggregation oc-
curred among smaller clusters to form larger clusters. Both
implications support our growth model.
The novelty of the synthetic approach developed here is
that it yields only MSCs. These are not a side product of a syn-
thesis that yields much larger nanocrystals, nor are much larg-
er nanocrystals formed as a side product in our syntheses.
Furthermore, as the growth is slow, the synthesis is reproduc-
ible and indeed it can be stopped whenever a given distribu-
tion of various families of MSCs is reached. Then, from this
final solution, the largest family of MSCs present can be
isolated using a size-selective precipitation. A typical set of
optical absorption spectra before and after size-selective pre-
cipitation is reported in Figure 3a. The isolation of MSCs of
smaller sizes from this solution is in principle possible but la-
borious, as they are contaminated by a small percentage of
the largest MSCs.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis on ali-
quots extracted from the growth solution and on size-selected
samples revealed that these MSCs have roughly spherical
shapes and that they are not aggregated. However, a more de-
tailed analysis based on electron microscopy and aimed at de-
termining average sizes and size distributions was strongly
limited by the extremely small sizes of such clusters. Wide-an-
gle X-ray diffraction analysis on size-selected samples indi-
cated cluster sizes ranging from 1.5 to 2.0 nm for the families
of largest MSCs (those absorbing strongly at 406, 431, and
447 nm, respectively) and elemental analysis of these size-se-
lected and purified clusters showed that they are all Cd-rich,
with Cd/Se ratios ranging from 1.1 to 1.3. No further structural
information could be inferred from mass spectrometry, as the
ionization of these samples in a matrix-assisted laser desorp-
tion ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-
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Figure 2. Development over time of the intensities of the individual ab-
sorption peaks from the various MSCs. These were extracted from the
normalized optical absorption spectra, as shown in Figure 1. The families
of smallest MSCs as identified from the optical spectra (those showing a
peak at 330 nm) were not considered in the fit, as their absorption spec-
tra became too weak a few minutes after their formation. Solid lines rep-
resent the fits to these trends using the proposed growth model.
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TOF-MS) setup yielded very similar fragmentation patterns,
even for nanocrystals as large as 3 nm in diameter, but did not
yield any clear fingerprints of the original clusters.
The synthesis of different families of MSCs is of technologi-
cal interest as it yields nanocrystals that always have the same
sizes and, therefore, reproducible optical properties, such as,
for instance, the range of emitted light. The CdSe clusters re-
ported in this work displayed considerable emission from trap
states (see Fig. 3a) and band-edge emission was only clearly
visible at very high dilutions. So, after size-selective precipita-
tion, the absorption features were slightly broadened and red-
shifted. Both effects could be the result of stripping off of
some molecules from the surface of the MSCs during clean-
ing. This might have resulted in a partial reconstruction of the
nanocrystal surface, with a concomitant variation of the over-
all electronic properties of the clusters.[21,22] By adding fresh
surfactants, we could partially cancel this effect. Light emis-
sion from these clusters occurred almost exclusively from trap
states. However, when a ZnS shell was grown on the size-se-
lected nanocrystals, such as, for instance, on those originally
absorbing at 406 nm, the resulting core/shell nanocrystals
emitted only from band-edge states (Fig. 3b). The photolumi-
nescence (PL) quantum yield from these samples varied from
synthesis to synthesis (in the range between 35 and 60%), but
remained constant for each sample, even for a few months
after the synthesis.
A potential application of the blue-light-emitting nanocrys-
tals synthesized in this work is, for instance, a light-emitting
diode. There have been several studies of nanocrystal-based
light-emitting diodes in the last years,[23–28] but only a few de-
vices have been reported so far in which the blue emission ori-
ginated from nanocrystals.[26] We built a blue-light-emitting
diode in which the active layer was a blend of the blue-light-
emitting CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals, prepared as described above,
and 4,4′,N,N′-diphenylcarbazole (CBP). The device, whose ge-
ometry and characteristics are displayed in Figure 3c, showed
an electroluminescence (EL) peak at 485 nm, which is attrib-
uted to the emission of the CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals, in agree-
ment with the PL spectra from a solid film of the same nano-
crystals (Fig. 3c). The red-shift in the emission for the clusters
in the film relative to that for the clusters in solution is attrib-
uted to the energy transfer within the sample.[29] The increase
in peak width of the EL is likely to be an effect of both envi-
ronmental broadening and local heating of the sample under
current flow.[25]
In conclusion, we have reported a method to control the se-
quential growth of CdSe magic-size clusters of progressively
larger sizes. We modeled the time evolution of the concentra-
tion of the various magic sizes using a slight modification of a
continuous-growth model. After the synthesis, we could iso-
late MSCs of a given size and grow a ZnS shell on them. Final-
ly, we demonstrated the fabrication of a hybrid organic/inor-
ganic light-emitting diode based on these nanocrystals with
blue-light emission. The concept of sequential growth of dif-
ferent families of MSCs reported here is of general interest
and can be potentially extended to other materials, provided
that suitable conditions are found to slow down the nucleation
and the growth rate of the nanocrystals. In addition, we be-
lieve that this approach can be followed to synthesize more
elaborate nanostructures, such as, for instance, doped nano-
crystals.[30–36] A route to prepare doped nanocrystals could for
instance be through the controlled formation of extremely
small clusters, such as those reported in this work, but having
a certain number of doping atoms already embedded in them.
It might be likely, for instance, that such small cluster mole-
cules could gain an additional stability (and therefore could
be formed preferentially) if one or more “impurity atoms”
were present in their structure. This possibility is currently un-
der investigation in our groups.
Experimental
Synthesis of Magic-Size CdSe Nanocrystals: 1 g of cadmium oxide
(99.99%), 4 g of dodecylamine (98%), and 4 g of nonanoic acid
(97%) were mixed in a three-necked flask. The flask was pumped to
vacuum at 100 °C for 15 min and then heated to above 200 °C under
nitrogen to decompose the CdO. The temperature was then lowered
to 80 °C and 20 g of a solution of Se in trioctylphosphine (10% in
weight of Se) was injected. After the injection the temperature
dropped and it was allowed to recover to 80 °C (but not higher). Dur-
ing the growth, 0.1 mL of the growth solution was extracted at time
intervals ranging from 3 min (at the early stages of growth) to several
hours (after several hundred minutes of growth) and diluted into a
known amount of toluene. Therefore, all spectra could be scaled ac-
cording to the dilution factor.
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Figure 3. a) Optical absorption spectra of a sample (yellow) before
size-selective precipitation, and optical absorption (green) and fluores-
cence spectra (blue) after size-selective precipitation. b) Optical ab-
sorption (red) and fluorescence spectra (cyan) of the CdSe/ZnS core/
shell nanocrystals prepared from the size-selected sample of MSCs
shown in (a). c) Photoluminescence from a film of core/shell nano-
crystals (light brown) and EL (brown) from a light-emitting diode based
on these nanocrystals. The inset displays the schematic layout of the
EL device.
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Size-Selective Precipitation: After the synthesis, the growth solution
was transferred to a glove-box. Ethyl acetate was added to this solu-
tion, followed by methanol until a persistent cloudiness was observed.
An amount of methanol ranging from 50 to 150 mL was required,
depending on the distribution of MSCs present in the solution. Ethyl
acetate was needed to prevent phase segregation, as methanol and tri-
octylphosphine have a low miscibility. This solution was centrifuged
and the precipitate was washed again by adding few milliliters of ethyl
acetate and methanol. The final precipitate was redissolved in tolu-
ene. By using this procedure, the largest MSCs are almost quantita-
tively separated from the smaller MSCs present.
ZnS Shell Growth: This was carried out following standard pub-
lished procedures [37], except for the shell-growth temperature, which
was set at 80 °C for the first injection and then steadily raised to
120 °C during the following injections. The starting MSCs could not
resist the heating in trioctylphosphine/trioctylphosphine oxide above
80 °C for too long.
Fabrication and Characterization of the Electroluminescent Devices:
Devices consisting of ITO/PEDOT-PSS/CBP:CdSe/ZnS/Al were fab-
ricated as follows. A hole-transporting layer (100 nm) of poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), used
to lower the hole-injection barrier at the indium tin oxide (ITO) sur-
face, was spin-deposited onto a cleaned ITO-coated glass substrate
(120 nm, 15 X square–1). The layer was then heated at 110 °C for
10 min to remove residual solvent. Then, a layer of a blend of CdSe/
ZnS nanocrystals and CBP (100 nm) was spin-coated from a chloro-
form solution on the surface of the PEDOT:PSS layer. Finally, a
150 nm thick Al layer was deposited by thermal-evaporation at a
pressure of 4 × 10–6 mbar (1 bar= 105 Pa). PL spectra were recorded
on thin films and CHCl3 solutions, by using a Cary Eclipse fluo-
rescence spectrophotometer with an intense Xenon flash lamp. Ab-
sorption measurements were carried out using a Cary 5000 UV-vis
spectrophotometer. The EL spectra were measured by a Spectroradi-
ometer OL 770. All the measurements were carried out at room tem-
perature under air.
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21. Estimation of the concentration of the various nanocrystal families in solution
Modeling the time evolution of the absorption spectra. In order to extract the concentration of the
various clusters present, we attributed to each magic cluster size an absorption spectrum similar to that
of a highly monodisperse nanocrystal sample of relatively small size.[1, 2] This is roughly characterized
by a strong exciton peak and by a broad, rising absorption towards shorter wavelengths. We modeled
the exciton peak with a sharp Gaussian function and the broad contribution with a broad Gaussian
function whose peak is at a variable position below 300 nm, in order to place it relatively far from the
exciton peak. The width of this broad Gaussian is varied in order to make it vanish for wavelengths
longer than those corresponding to the exciton peak position. The curves shown in Figure S1 are
examples of how the modeled absorption spectra look like for two different families of MSCs.
Figure S1. Modeled absorption spectra of two different families of MSCs.
The optical absorption spectrum of an aliquot extracted during the synthesis contained the contribution
of several families of MSCs. Therefore, this spectrum had to be fitted with several Gaussian functions.
The most important constraint of the fitting procedure was that the position of the individual peaks was
kept almost constant for all spectra. The peak positions could vary only in the range of a few
nanometers. Also, the peak widths could vary only by a relatively small amount. The short wavelength
part of the spectrum was fitted by a single, broad Gaussian function, centered far apart from the area of
interest. Through this approach, we could extract the absorption spectra of the single families of
clusters. An example of this fit is shown in Figure S2.
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3Figure S2: Example of a fit of the optical absorption spectrum (top, the black line is the experimental spectrum, the red line
is the result of the fit) with a collection of Gaussian functions (bottom).
2. Simulation of the nanocrystal growth
General description of the model. The basic concept of the model is that the size evolution of a cluster
in solution is a process governed by  the addition (as well as by the removal) of atoms to (from) its
surface. The model describes certain cluster sizes as much more stable than others, so these clusters are
actually the “magic size clusters” (MSCs) that we observe in our experiments. The key assumption of
the model is that once a cluster has reached such a magic size, it cannot shrink to  sizes smaller than
this one. Any cluster whose size is intermediate between two magic sizes is unstable and its lifetime in
solution will be relatively short. Therefore, either such cluster will grow, by adding a sufficient number
of monomers to reach its nearest larger magic size, or it will shrink ultimately to its nearest smaller
magic size. As a consequence of this assumption, the dynamics of the growth of a cluster can be
considered as unidirectional: Throughout a series of events, a cluster will evolve from one magic size
to a larger magic size, and so on.
Let us consider a series of families of MSCs of increasing sizes, with the index i indicating the ith
family of this series (a larger i refers to a family of larger MSCs). Let us define with iα  the rate at
which a MSC belonging to the ith family evolves to a MSC of the (i+1)th family. This rate can be
understood as the depopulation rate of the ith family, and at same as the population rate of the  (i+1)th
family.
Let us indicate with ic  the concentration of the MSCs belonging to the i
th
 family. In general, the time
evolution of ic  is described by the following differential equation:
iiii
i cc
t
c
αα −=
−− 11d
d
The first term indicates the rate at which clusters of the (i-1)th family evolve to the clusters of the ith
family, while the second term describes the depopulation rate of the ith family. This set of differential
equations can be solved analytically. The solutions consist of a sum of differently weighted exponential
decays, with decay rates equal to the rate constants iα .
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4Fitting the model to the experimental results. In applying the fitting procedure to extract the
concentrations of the various magic clusters, we considered only the first five families of magic clusters
that we observed experimentally. The family of the smallest MSCs (denoted with the index 1) was
assumed to be the one absorbing strongly at 330 nm. Therefore, the families of the larger MSCs
considered here were the ones absorbing at 360 (family 2) , 384 (family 3), 406 (family 4) and 431 nm
(family 5), respectively. This assignment was based on the fact that no transient peak below 330 nm
was observed in our experiments.
Solution of the differential equations. In order to solve the set of differential equations we had to
introduce one initial species, denoted with the index 0, whose population is not fed by any smaller
clusters. This species was assumed to be the only family present in the solution at time t=0. Therefore
this species can be regarded as the subset of monomers that evolves into MSCs. More importantly, the
rate of depopulation of this species, which is equal to the rate of population of the family of the
smallest MSCs (family 1), can be interpreted as the nucleation rate in the system.
Estimation of the extinction coefficients. In order to fit the optical absorption data reported in Figure 2
of the manuscript, we had to take into account the fact that the individual families of MSCs have
different extinction coefficients. Unfortunately, reliable experimental data exists only for larger
clusters. For instance, the calibration curve reported by Yu and co-workers[3] is reliable only for
nanocrystals with diameters down to 2 nm. However, as we were interested only in the relative
concentrations of the various MSCs in solution, we decided to set the extinction coefficient of the
largest MSCs equal to an arbitrary value, and assumed that the extinction coefficients of all MSCs
depend linearly on the spectral position of their exciton peak. We were able to fit accurately the time
dependence of the optical spectra (Figure 2 of manuscript) even if we varied the slope of this linear
dependence over a wide range. The only constraint was that the extinction coefficient ε of the smaller
clusters had to be larger than the extinction coefficient of the larger clusters. For the maximum slope
that we considered, the extinction coefficient of the smallest MSCs (those absorbing at 360 nm) was
6.6 times larger than that of the MSCs absorbing at 431 nm. For the minimum slope, this was only 1.5
times larger. Such trends in the extinction coefficients are in qualitative agreement with those reported
by Soloviev and co-workers.[4]
3. Fluorescence spectra of MSCs
Multimodal distributions in fluorescence. In addition to optical absorption spectra, the presence of
different families of MSCs in the growth solution can be inferred from the fluorescence spectra of
diluted aliquots. Figure S3 reports a set of fluorescent spectra (a) and of  absorption spectra (b) for
aliquots extracted at different times during the growth and diluted in toluene. In order to be able to
record fluorescent spectra that showed significant emission from band-edge states, the samples had to
be significantly diluted, such that for instance the optical  density at the exciton peak centred at 406 nm
(in absorption) was well below 0.1. In these experiments, the excitation wavelength was peaked at 400
nm.
In principle, a diluted solution containing a sample of fluorescent nanocrystals with a multimodal
distribution of sizes would show distinct fluorescence peaks, each corresponding to the band-edge
emission from a subset of nanocrystals sizes, if excited with a radiation having an energy higher than
all the band gaps present. Indeed, the fluorescence spectra of figure S3 clearly show the contribution
from two distinct peaks, whose weight varies over the synthesis in favour of the peak centered at longer
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5wavelengths, as this is clearly due to a increasing enrichment in the population of the family of largest
MSCs during the synthesis run.
Each of the fluorescence spectra reported in Figure S3(a) was fitted with two Gaussians functions, one
centered at 528-532 nm (this corresponds to the emission from the family of MSCs absorbing at 406
nm), and the other one centered at 550-552 nm (this corresponds to the emission from the family of
MSCs absorbing at 431 nm). The peak heights of the two Gaussian functions for the various spectra are
reported in Figure S3(c). As the fluorescence quantum efficiency for the different families of MSCs is
not known, we cannot estimate the relative population of the two families of MSCs from this
interpolation, so that the trends reported in the left plot of figure S3 are simply indicative of depletion,
over time, of the smaller family of MSCs in favour of the larger family. Nevertheless, one should
notice that the larger family of MSCs shows a significant contribution in the fluorescence spectrum
even when in absorption its contribution is still low (therefore when the population of this family is still
relatively small). Consequently, we can easily infer that in this sample the larger MSCs have a much
higher fluorescence quantum yield than the smaller MSCs.
Figure S3: Fluorescence spectra (a) and the corresponding absorption spectra (b) of aliquots extracted from the growth
solution at different stages of the synthesis. Spectra recorded at later stages of the reaction are shifted vertically. The
fluorescence spectra are normalized to the maximum intensity, the absorptions are normalized to the amplitude of the peak
at 406nm. (c) Trends in the relative amplitudes of the two Gaussians functions used to fit the fluorescence spectra shown in
(a).
Band-edge and trap emission. One remarkable aspect of the fluorescence spectrum from a solution of
MSCs is that at concentrations of MSCs higher than the ones discussed in the previous section, for
instance when the optical density of the solution is around 0.2 at 406 nm, this is dominated by a broad
band that spans the whole visible range (see for instance the spectrum 1 of Figure S4 or the one shown
in Figure 5 of the paper). This band can be attributed to emission from trap states. However, when this
solution is diluted further (roughly by a factor of 10-20) the band-edge fluorescence increases in
intensity over the broad band, as can be seen in the spectra 2 and 3 of Figure S4.
To our opinion, it is unlikely that the almost complete suppression of band edge emission from
moderately concentrated samples is due to some self-absorption effect, since at optical densities around
0.2 self-absorption should be still  negligible. On the other hand, we know that the solution of MSCs is
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6contaminated by several un-reacted chemical species and surfactants, which might be adsorbed to the
surface of MSCs and which might somehow suppress their band-edge emission. This effect should be
less relevant at higher dilutions. This interpretation is however only speculative and more detailed
studies are under way in our groups.
At wavelengths below 400 nm the dominant contribution to the fluorescence spectra is the emission
from toluene, which takes place between 330 nm and 390 nm. In the range around 600 nm and above in
addition to the original signal we find as a main feature the replica of the scattered incident excitation
light (peaked at 600 nm), and the replicas of any signal between 300nm and 400nm. This becomes
more obvious in spectra 3 and 4.
Figure S4: Series of fluorescence spectra (coloured) from the same sample of MSCs in toluene (absorption spectrum in
black) but at different concentrations. The concentration of MSCs is reduced gradually from spectrum 1 to spectrum 4 by
addition of toluene. The concentration used for spectrum 1 is slightly lower than that used for the spectrum shown in Figure
5a of the paper.
4. Size Selective Precipitation
When the synthesis of MSCs is stopped, the growth solution contains a given distribution of various
families of MSCs. In principle, in order to isolate the various families of magic size clusters, a so-called
“size selective precipitation” can be carried out, a method that is widely used to isolate  monodisperse
nanocrystals from a batch containing a broad distribution of sizes. The idea behind this type of
separation is that nanocrystals are coated with hydrophobic stabilizing molecules, which cause them to
be soluble in non-polar solvents. In a non-polar solvent (such as toluene), surfactant-coated
nanocrystals are stabilized by means of hydrophobic interactions between the tails of the surfactant
molecules coating the nanocrystals’ surface and the solvent molecules (surfactant-solvent interactions).
In addition, the inorganic cores of the nanoparticles cannot touch each other as they are ultimately
stabilized by the hydrophobic layers of adjacent nanocrystals. If a polar solvent (such as methanol) is
gradually added to this solution, the surfactant-solvent interactions are progressively disrupted. As soon
as a certain threshold of solvent polarity has been crossed, the nanocrystals start aggregating. This
happens because the hydrophobic interactions among the surfactant tails of different nanocrystals
(surfactant-surfactant interactions) become much more favourable than the surfactant-solvent
interactions. As a consequence of this aggregation, the nanocrystals start precipitating from the
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7solution. Since larger nanoparticles have a larger radius of curvature than smaller crystals, inter-particle
aggregation between larger particles will be significant already in a moderately polar solution. Upon
addition of a polar solvent, the larger nanoparticles precipitate first, whereas the smaller particles are
still soluble. When large particles are precipitated, the solution is centrifuged so that the larger
nanoparticles settle down as a compact precipitate, whereas the smaller ones remain in the solution.
The precipitate is then separated from the solution that now contains only the smaller particles (the
supernatant). Finally, the precipitate is re-dissolved in a fresh organic solvent, yielding a solution that
contains only the largest nanoparticles from the original sample. This process can be applied again to
the supernatant obtained from the centrifugation, and so on, so that fractions with different
nanoparticles sizes can be obtained form a starting batch of nanocrystals.
In the present case of a solution containing different families of MSCs, the first step of the size-
selective precipitation procedure aims at isolating the largest family of MSCs present. Typical optical
absorption spectra of an aliquot of the growth solution prior to size selective precipitation, and of the
corresponding size-selected largest MSCs, for syntheses stopped at different stages of the growth, are
reported in Figure S5.
Figure S5. Optical absorption spectra of an aliquot from the growth solution prior to size selective precipitation, and of the
corresponding size-selected largest MSCs, for three syntheses stopped at different stages of the growth. The spectrum of
each solution before size selective precipitation (diluted in toluene) is reported in blue, while the spectrum of the size-
selected largest MSCs, re-dissolved in toluene, is shown in red. The possible reason for the red shift in the absorption
spectra of the size-selected samples is discussed in the main paper.
One general limitation of the size selective precipitation is that such a separation procedure is not
quantitative and therefore a sample of size-selected nanocrystals is always contaminated by a small
fraction of nanocrystals having significantly different sizes. This limitation is particularly critical for
the separation of different families of MSCs and this can be seen clearly in Figure S6. The figure
reports, for two different syntheses (a, b), the optical absorption spectra of an aliquot from the growth
solution prior to size selective precipitation (top), and of the corresponding supernatant solution as well
as the solution containing the size-selected, largest MSCs (bottom).
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contaminated by a tiny fraction of smaller  MSCs. However, more critical is the contamination of the
supernatant by the family of largest MSCs (so the precipitation of that family was not quantitative).
Consequently, a new size selective precipitation carried out on this supernatant solution yields a
precipitate that is certainly richer in the MSCs with intermediate size, but that contains inevitably
fractions of both larger and smaller MSCs.
Figure S6: Exemplary optical absorption spectra of precipitate and supernatant solutions after size-selective precipitation.
The upper spectra are recorded from the growth solution before size-selective precipitation. The lower spectra are those of
the precipitate, i.e. the largest MSCs, (black) and of the supernatant (which contains mainly the families of smaller MSCs,
red).
The results of these experiments therefore show that the isolation of a sample that contains virtually
only one family of MSCs may be quite laborious. In addition, the size selective precipitation of magic
size nanocrystals requires large amounts of methanol, and therefore becomes increasingly unpractical
for isolating smaller MSCs from a starting batch. Moreover, MSCs of extremely small sizes, such as
those absorbing below 400 nm, cannot be precipitated even by large additions of methanol (several
hundreds of ml). As a consequence of these intrinsic difficulties, we found out that it is more favorable
to simply carry out a synthesis and stop it when the required family of MSCs is the one present with the
largest size. This family will be easy to isolate and will contain as contaminants only smaller MSCs.
5. Elemental analysis and Mass spectrometry
An inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometer (Varian Vista AX) was used to
investigate the elemental composition of the nanocrystals. Samples were dissolved in HCl/HNO3 3:1
(v/v) by using a CEM “MARS 5” microwave digester. For a control experiment, elemental analysis on
large CdSe nanocrystals (6 nm diameter) yielded a Cd:Se ratio equal to 1.06, in close agreement with
the values reported earlier on large CdSe nanocrystals with the aid of other techniques.[5] Elemental
analysis of size-selected and purified clusters (for instance those absorbing strongly at 406, 431 and
447 nm, respectively) showed that they are all Cd-rich, with Cd:Se ratios ranging from 1.1 to 1.3 (see
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work, as for instance Rosenthal and co-workers found that CdSe nanocrystals are in general Cd-rich.[6]
Mass Spectra were recorded on a MALDI/TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics autoflex II)
without use of a matrix substance. A sample solution was deposited on an anchor chip target plate,
dried at ambient temperature and then ionised. Mass spectra of MSCs absorbing at 431 nm and 447 nm,
as well as of larger nanocrystals (of roughly 3 nm in diameter) showed that the ionization of all these
samples yields naked (CdSe)13, (CdSe)33 and (CdSe)34 clusters, regardless of the starting type of cluster
(Figure S7). This indicates that a complete stripping off of surfactant molecules occurs from the surface
of the nanocrystals, and that fragmentation of the MSCs could not be avoided, even with such a soft
ionisation source as the one used in MALDI/TOF. Similar spectra had been observed previously, with
the same technique, on CdSe MSCs prepared in reverse micelles.[2] Such clusters represent very stable
aggregates of atoms in the gas phase, as already postulated and observed for similar systems (i.e.
ZnS[7]).  As these clusters have no direct relation with the CdSe MSCs synthesised in solution, we
deduce that the latter might have a rather different structure. Mass spectra on smaller MSCs, those
absorbing at 406 nm, did not show any of the characteristic peaks of the (CdSe)13, (CdSe)33 and (CdSe)34
clusters. We deduce therefore that the stripping off of surfactants from these smaller MSCs and their
fragmentation leads to the formation of clusters that are even smaller than the smallest “magic”
(CdSe)13 clusters observed in the gas phase.
Figure S7. Mass spectra samples of three different MSC families and of a reference sample (bottom) which is based on
CdSe nanocrystals having  a diameter of about 3 nm.
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6. X-ray diffraction spectra
X-ray diffraction spectra were collected with a D8 Bruker diffractometer equipped with a Goebel
mirror and a two-bounce V-groove monocromator on the primary beam and a scintillator counter as
detector. Samples were deposited on miscut silicon and measured in reflection geometry. The
diffraction spectra of these size-selected clusters resemble a zinc-blende like structure. However, for
clusters with diameters in the 1-2 nm range, as those reported here, the ratio of surface-to-volume
atoms can exceed 50%, adding important surface stress contributions that can strongly affect the
internal structure of these clusters.[1, 2, 8, 9] Therefore, the present data cannot be used to fully identify
the correct structural model of these clusters. Work is in progress to carry out diffraction experiments
with a synchrotron source, in order to possibly distinguish among several structural models.
Figure S8. Wide angle, XRD spectra of three different size-selected families of MSCs.
7. Transmission electron microscopy analysis
The samples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were prepared by dispersing dilute solutions
of nanocrystals onto carbon-coated copper grids. Low-magnification TEM images were recorded on a
Jeol Jem 1011 microscope operated at 100 KV. TEM observations were particularly difficult due to
extremely small size of such clusters, for which the contrast variation under the beam often did not
differ sufficiently enough from the normal fluctuations of the carbon support film. In the case of
samples absorbing at 406 nm, which have a size around 1.5-1.6 nm (close to the resolution limit of the
microscope) we did not succeed to identify clearly the particles. Figure S9 reports TEM micrographs of
two different aliquots extracted at different times during the growth, one in which the largest MSCs
present are those absorbing at 431 nm (left), and the other in which largest MSCs present are those
absorbing at 447 nm (right). On these images it is not possible to carry out a reliable statistical analysis
that reveals the relative population of the various families of MSCs, neither we could determine their
sizes with an acceptable margin of error. One reason is the limited resolution of the instrument, as the
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uncertainty in the size measurement on these images is definitely higher than the separation of two
adjacent sizes. Also, as said before, at such small sizes the contrast variation of the carbon support itself
introduces critical artefacts in the analysis. Despite these limitations, the TEM images show that MSCs
are well dispersed (no aggregation is seen) and that they have a roughly spherical morphology.
   
Figure S9: Transmission electron micrographs of a sample with the first absorption feature centred at 431 nm (left) and of a
sample with the first absorption feature centred at 447 nm (right). The scale bar is 10 nm.
Peak
position
(nm)
Diameter
(Peng)[3]
(nm)
Calculated
number of
atoms
Cd:Se ratio
from
elemental
analysis
330 0,898 14 -
360 1,185 31 -
384 1,410 53 -
406 1,606 78 1.10 - 1.22
431 1,817 113 1.28 - 1.29
447 1,929 136 1.24 - 1.26
Table 1. Comparison of experimental data with data from the literature. Starting from the measured peak position in the
optical absorption spectra of aliquots extracted from the growth solution (Column 1), and by assuming clusters with
spherical shape, we estimated a cluster diameter using the calibration curve reported by of Yu co-workers[3] (Column 2) and
the number of atoms in each cluster (Column 3). Column 5 reports, for each size-selected family of clusters, the Cd:Se ratio
as derived from the elemental analysis.
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The authors report on the blue electroluminescence from CdSe/ZnS core/
shell nanocrystals prepared from ultrasmall, magic size CdSe clusters that
have a diameter of less than 2 nm. The light emitting device consists of an ac-
tive layer of nanocrystals blended with 4,4’,N ,N ′- diphenylcarbazole and an
evaporated electron transporting/hole blocking layer made of 2,9-dimethyl-
4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline. A blue, stable electroluminescence at 485
nm from the hybrid device was observed, in good agreement with the pho-
toluminescence spectra of a solid film of the same nanocrystals used for the
device.
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The authors report on the blue electroluminescence from CdSe/ZnS core/shell nanocrystals
prepared from ultrasmall, magic size CdSe clusters that have a diameter of less than 2 nm. The
light emitting device consists of an active layer of nanocrystals blended with 4 ,4 ,N ,N-
diphenylcarbazole and an evaporated electron transporting/hole blocking layer made of
2,9-dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline. A blue, stable electroluminescence at 485 nm from
the hybrid device was observed, in good agreement with the photoluminescence spectra of a solid
film of the same nanocrystals used for the device. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
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Over the last few years, colloidal semiconductor nano-
crystals, also termed as colloidal quantum dots QDs, have
attracted much interest because of their high potential for
optoelectronic applications such as organic light emitting di-
odes OLEDs1–3 and solar cells4. The appealing features of
these materials, when properly synthesized, are their high
fluorescence efficiency,5 their narrow band emission,5 their
chemical stability,6 and their tunable light emission. Among
the various types of fluorescent colloidal nanocrystals, core/
shell CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals are of peculiar interest for
practical applications due to the possibility to finely tune
their emission wavelength in the visible spectrum by varying
their size.5,7
Different approaches have been reported so far for
the fabrication of light emitting diodes LEDs based on
colloidal QDs. Hybrid organic/inorganic LEDs, for instance,
were fabricated using host/guest systems consisting of a
polymer doped with CdSe or CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals.1
Bilayer structures were also reported which were based on a
hole transporting layer made of conductive polymers and
an electron transporting layer of QDs.2 Coe-Sullivan et al.
have fabricated high luminance devices with electrochemical
emission in the green-red region by exploiting the
phase segregation between organic molecules, such as
4 ,4 ,N ,N-diphenylcarbazole CBP and N ,N-diphenyl-
N ,N -bis3-methylphenyl - 1, 1 -biphenyl -4 ,4 -diamine,
and aliphatically capped QDs.3,7 In this approach the prob-
lem of poor charge conductivity of QDs, due to the insulat-
ing layer of surfactants that coat their surface, was in fact
overcome elegantly by the formation of a single monolayer
of QDs sandwiched between a hole and an electron trans-
porting organic layer. This geometry separated the charge
recombination process which occurred in the QD layer
from the charge conduction process which occurred in the
two organic layers.
Despite the reported advances in the field, to date LEDs
based on core/shell CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals that emit pure
blue light have remained difficult to fabricate. This is due to
the lack of appropriate synthetic routes to synthesize CdSe
nanocrystals with diameters that are sufficiently small of the
order of 1.5 nm to shift their light emission to the blue-UV
region of the visible spectrum, which in addition have a nar-
row size distribution, good quantum efficiency, chemical sta-
bility, and which can be routinely prepared in high yields.
These limitations prevent the exploitation of the nanocrystal-
based technology in full-color flat display applications, for
which chromophores emitting in all the three primary colors
are required in order to obtain white light.
In a recent work we have reported a synthetic approach
to blue emitting CdSe/ZnS QDs which was based on the
sequential growth of CdSe magic size clusters MSCs with
progressively larger sizes.8 The method allowed us to grow
extremely small colloidal CdSe nanocrystals in a mixture of
three surfactants trioctyl phosphine, dodecylamine, and
nonanoic acid at temperatures 80 °C that are much lower
than those involved in conventional organometallic syntheses
of CdSe nanocrystals. Small nanocrystals can be grown as
both nucleation and growth rates are considerably reduced,
due to the large activation barriers for the two processes at
such low temperature.
In order to synthesize blue emitting nanocrystals, we in-
terrupted the growth when the largest MSCs present were the
one characterized by an absorption peak at 406 nm. These
clusters, which had a diameter of approximately 1.5–1.6 nm,
were isolated from smaller MSCs present in the growth so-
lution by size selective precipitation with methanol,8 and a
ZnS shell was grown on them in order to passivate defects
and to enhance their band-edge emission. In Fig. 1 we report
the absorption and the photoluminescence spectra of core/
shell CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals that were prepared from such
size-selected MSCs. In a chloroform solution the absorption
and PL showed maximum peaks at 427 and 454 nm, respec-
tively. In the solid state, for samples prepared by drop casting
the solution of nanocrystals in chloroform on a cleaned
aAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed; FAX: 0039-0832-
298238.
bElectronic mail: aurora.rizzo@unile.it
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quartz glass, the PL spectrum showed a 30 nm redshift Fig.
1. It is likely that this shift is due to the Förster energy
transfer from smaller donor to larger acceptor dots within
the film, and in nanocrystals it increases with increasing non-
homogeneity of the sample.9 In the present case, the process
of ZnS shell growth leads inevitably to a broadening of the
size distribution of the clusters, which is initially remarkably
narrow. The Förster theory relates the efficiency of energy
transfer due to donor-acceptor dipole-dipole interaction to
the spectral overlap of donor emission and acceptor
absorption.10 For a random orientation of transition dipoles,
the rate of this process is given by
kF = D
−1R0
r
6, 1
whereas the Förster radius is
R0  D
n4

0

FD˜A˜
d˜
˜4
1/6. 2
In the former expressions, D is the lifetime of the donor
in the absence of the acceptor, r is the distance between the
donor and the acceptor, D is the luminescence quantum
yield of the donor, n is the refractive index of the QD solid,
FD˜ is the normalized spectrum of the donor emission, and
A˜ is the molar extinction coefficient for acceptor absorp-
tion. R0 is a measure of transfer efficiency and defines the
distance at which kF equals the rate of donor deexcitation by
competing mechanisms. In our samples, we estimated a
Förster radius of about 23 Å from the spectra in Fig. 1, by
assuming n2.26,11 and a molar extinction coefficient at the
peak of the first excited state of 2.4104 M−1 cm−1.12 In a
recent report by Kasuya et al., the nearest-neighbor interpar-
ticle distance for close-packed films of MSCs that were very
similar in size to the size-selected MSCs prepared by us was
of the order of 16 Å.13 Such interparticle distance certainly
increases in close-packed films of core-shell nanocrystals, as
in the present case, but should not be larger than 20 Å, and is
therefore shorter than the Förster radius estimated above. We
want to remark, however, that the estimate of such Förster
radius is certainly affected by large errors, which are due
mainly to the large uncertainties in the values of the refrac-
tive index and the molar extinction coefficient for nanocrys-
tals with such small sizes. In addition, it is likely that other
effects are also responsible for the observed shift. We ob-
served in the absorption spectrum in the film a broadening as
well as a very small redshift about 1.4 nm of the first ab-
sorption peak as compared to the spectrum recorded on the
same sample in solution data not shown. The latter effect
can be justified by considering the formation of delocalized
states due to the interactions among nanocrystals.14,15 The
small redshift can be explained by considering the changes in
the surrounding environment,15–17 such as the dielectric con-
stant discontinuity at the QD boundary, which is known to
increase the exciton ground state energy significantly.17
However, in our case the effect might be strongly reduced by
the presence of the organic surfactants.18
PL efficiency of CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals in chloroform
solution varied from synthesis to synthesis, in a 30%–60%
range. These blue emitting nanocrystals, dispersed in a ma-
trix of CBP, were used as active emissive layer in OLED
devices with a multilayered structure Fig. 2 inset. In
particular, in order to increase the hole injection from the
indium tin oxide ITO anode into the active materials and
also to improve the film forming properties, a thin layer
of poly3,4-ethylenrdioxythiophene:polystyrenesulfonate
PEDOT:PSS was spin deposited onto the cleaned ITO-
coated glass substrate and then heated at 110 °C for 10 min.
The nanocrystals and the host material CBP were deposited
in a single spin-casting step from a chloroform solution.19 To
improve the electron injection in the nanocrystals layer a
35 nm electron transporting/hole blocking layer of 2,9-
dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline BCP was
evaporated. Finally, a Ca/Al 50 nm/150 nm cathode was
thermal evaporated at a pressure of 410−6 mbar using a
contact shadow mask.
The electroluminescence spectrum of the device is re-
ported in Fig. 3. It is peaked at the same wavelength as the
PL spectrum, although it has a broader line shape. Differ-
ences between photo- and electroluminescence are attributed
FIG. 1. Color online Optical properties of the materials involved in the
fabrication of the LED. a Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of
CBP in chloroform. Inset Molecular structure of CBP. b Absorption and
photoluminescence spectra of core/shell CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals in chloro-
form solid and in film dash dot. Inset Simplified structure of a CdSe/
ZnS nanocrystal.
FIG. 2. Color online Proposed energy level diagram of the device:
ITO	PEDOT:PSS	CBP:MSCs	BCP	Ca/Al. Inset Sketch of the device.
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to the environmental effects, such as energy and charge
transfer among nanocrystals or between nanocrystals and the
organic molecules.20 The small shoulder located at 390 nm
from CBP is probably due to incomplete exciton energy
transfer from CBP molecules to the nanocrystals. We report
in Fig. 2 the energy level diagram of the device in order to
clarify the processes occurring in the device. Work functions
, band gaps Eg, ionization energies IE, and electron
affinities EA of ITO =−5.0 eV, PEDOT IE=
−5.2 eV, Al =−2.9 eV, Ca =−4.1 eV, CBP Eg
=3.1 eV, IE=−6.3 eV, and BCP Eg=3.5 eV, EA=
−2.9 eV were taken from literature.1,21,22 The IE of the
nanocrystals can be obtained approximately by adding the
quantization energy to the bulk CdSe IE.23 For simplicity we
treated the nanocrystals as a CdSe sphere of diameter of
1.6 nm and neglected the influence of the ZnS shell on the
effective band gap. Atomistic calculations predict for this
system a hole quantization energy of about 0.7 eV.24,25 The
resulting IE is thus −7.3 eV, and by subtracting the nanoc-
rystal’s optical gap 2.9 eV estimated from the absorption
measurements, we obtain a value of −4.4 eV for the EA.
Based on this diagram, the generation of excitons in the
nanocrystals can occur either through direct charge injection
or by the Förster energy transfer from the organic molecules.
Electrons are injected from the Ca/Al contact through the
BCP, due to the energy alignment of the EA of the nanocrys-
tals and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals of CBP
and BCP. They are eventually transported to the nanocrys-
tals, where they are better confined due to their higher elec-
tron affinity. In charged nanocrystals the barrier for hole in-
jection from CBP is reduced, and therefore the holes injected
from the anode ITO through the PEDOT:PSS into the CBP
layer can be trapped on the nanocrystals. By this mechanism
excitons are formed on nanocrystals by direct charge injec-
tion from CBP and BCP. Excitons as well can be formed on
the organic molecules placed in the interstitial spaces of the
MSC layer, and then transferred to the nanocrystals by the
Förster energy transfer process. According to the Förster en-
ergy transfer theory, one of the necessary conditions for an
efficient process is a strong overlap of the acceptor absorp-
tion and donor photoluminescence spectra.26,27 As is shown
in Fig. 1 this condition is satisfied in the case of the reported
device, as the PL of CBP donor and the absorption of nano-
crystals acceptor are well overlapped.
In conclusion, we have fabricated a blue light emitting
device based on blue emitting CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals
blended in a host material CBP. A thin layer of a hole
blocking/electron transporting material BCP is used to con-
trol and to balance the emission process. This work demon-
strates the potentiality of colloidal semiconductor nanocrys-
tals as blue emitters for light emitting diodes. Furthermore,
when mixed with nanocrystals emitting in other colors, they
can be exploited for full-color displays and lighting
technology.
This work was supported by the European project
SA-NANO contract number STRP 013698 and by the Ital-
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ergy RBNE03S8XZ and FIRB NG-LAB contract number
RBLA03ER38.
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B Tetrapods
B.1 Multiple Wurtzite Twinning in CdTe Nanocrystals
Induced by Methylphosphonic Acid
L. Carbone, S. Kudera, E. Carlino, W.J. Parak, C. Giannini, R. Cingolani,
L. Manna
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 128(3), pp. 748–755, 2006
Branching in semiconductor nanocrystals, which leads to tetrapods and to
more complex architectures, is the subject of intensive investigation. Here
we support the model according to which branching in CdTe nanocrystals
is driven by the formation of multiple wurtzite twins. This is in contrast
to previous models for this material. We found that twinning, as well as
anisotropic growth, can be triggered by the presence of suitable molecules,
such as for instance methylphosphonic acid. In the case of CdTe nanocrys-
tals, we designed a robust growth scheme in which the variation of a single
parameter (the concentration of methylphosphonic acid in solution) leads to
the controlled formation of nanocrystals with shapes ranging from spheres to
anisotropic structures with varying level of branching, as both twinning and
anisotropic growth are progressively favored. We believe that these concepts
can be extended to other nanocrystal systems.
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Abstract: Branching in semiconductor nanocrystals, which leads to tetrapods and to more complex
architectures, is the subject of intensive investigation. Here we support the model according to which
branching in CdTe nanocrystals is driven by the formation of multiple wurtzite twins. This is in contrast to
previous models for this material. We found that twinning, as well as anisotropic growth, can be triggered
by the presence of suitable molecules, such as for instance methylphosphonic acid. In the case of CdTe
nanocrystals, we designed a robust growth scheme in which the variation of a single parameter (the
concentration of methylphosphonic acid in solution) leads to the controlled formation of nanocrystals with
shapes ranging from spheres to anisotropic structures with varying level of branching, as both twinning
and anisotropic growth are progressively favored. We believe that these concepts can be extended to
other nanocrystal systems.
Introduction
The synthesis of nanocrystals with complex shapes is an
exciting development in nanoscience1 as it paves the way to
materials with tailored, geometry-dependent properties and to
new concepts of self-assembly arising from the mutual interac-
tion of such nanocrystals. The tetrapod, for instance (Figure
1), is a shape that occurs frequently in several materials
(ZnO,2-11 ZnSe,12 ZnS,13 CdS,14-16 CdSe,17 CdTe,18-20 CuCl,21
and Pt22) and is formed by four arms that branch out at
tetrahedral angles from a central region. Tetrapod-shaped
nanocrystals present promising potential for building blocks in
solar cells,23,24 as active components in nanoscale transistors,25
as field emitters, and might open up new possibilities to create
unique architectures that cannot be realized with spherical or
rod-shaped nanocrystals.
Understanding the mechanism of branching in colloidal
nanocrystals is of fundamental importance, as this is a prereq-
uisite for unfolding the detailed structure and the intrinsic
electronic properties of these nanocrystals26 and for achieving
a better control over the fabrication of more elaborate nano-
particle shapes. In the case of solution-grown nanocrystals of
II-VI semiconductors, several reports have proposed the model
of the tetrapod (Figure 1f) as formed by a sphalerite nucleus
(Figure 1a), onto which wurtzite arms have developed by
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continuation of growth from four equivalent {111} facets. This
occurs through generation of stacking faults (Figure 1b).14,15,17,18,20
This model is plausible, since the coexistence of wurtzite and
sphalerite phases in II-VI semiconductors is frequent, due to
the low energy of formation of stacking faults in these
materials.27,28 However, this model has not been fully proven
thus far, due to the lack of detailed TEM investigations. Data
from existing studies either do not allow for a unambiguous
conclusion about the structure of the tetrapod because the central
seed is too small to be clearly identified as a sphalerite domain,15
or can be interpreted by different models.
Another popular model that rationalizes the tetrapod shape
(for instance, in ZnO and ZnSe4-7,12,29,30) proposes that the initial
nucleus is formed by eight wurtzite domains connected to each
other through (112h2) twin boundaries (Figure 1c,e). For each
couple of domains sharing a twin plane there is a head-to-tail
configuration of the polarity (Figure 1d). This particular type
of boundary has a low energy of formation (higher, however,
than that of a stacking fault) because it does not involve the
creation of dangling bonds and requires little lattice distortion.
Ideally, the multiple-twin nucleus is then terminated by four
(0001) and by four (0001h) wurtzite facets. The growth rate
between these two groups of facets is remarkably different;17,31
hence, four out of the eight domains making up the nucleus are
“fast growing”, and the remaining four are “slow growing”.
Therefore, the initial nucleus evolves to a tetrapod (Figure 1f).
This more elaborate model has been supported by the statistical
analysis of the inter-leg angles in ZnO tetrapods6 (which agree
with the angles that are generated by complete relaxation of
the octahedral nucleus32) and has been confirmed in part also
by transmission electron microscopy.7
The synthesis of tetrapod-shaped CdTe nanocrystals is well
documented,18-20 and as such this material can be considered
as a model system for studying the branching in nanocrystals.
In the present work, we support the model according to which
the branching in colloidal CdTe nanocrystals is due to the
formation of multiple wurtzite twins, which we are able to
trigger. The nanocrystals were synthesized at high temperatures
in a mixture of surfactants. We show that a small molecule,
such as methylphosphonic acid (MPA) is a powerful additive
to control both branching and anisotropic growth. When no
MPA was added, roughly spherical nanocrystals were always
formed. When MPA was present, the shape of the synthesized
nanocrystals varied from short, pear-like shapes to structures
that were progressively more branched and that grew more
anisotropically, depending on the concentration of MPA. High-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) revealed
that the branching region in tetrapods is characterized by the
presence of multiple wurtzite domains. In structures with a
number of arms lower than four this region could be studied in
more detail and showed the occurrence of twins. In particular,
the 112h2 twin boundary with a head-to-tail polarity configuration
was identified clearly and unambiguously in nanocrystals in
which a single arm departed from a multiple-twinned region.
Other types of wurtzite twins could be present in CdTe
nanocrystals, although among them the 112h2 twin boundary has
the lowest energy of formation and therefore the highest
probability of occurrence. Twinned wurtzite regions were also
observed by HRTEM in tetrapods. Due to the more complicated
geometry of the latter experiments, the HRTEM images were
compared to the relevant simulations of the twinned core of a
branched nanocrystal generated by using atomistic models based
on multiple wurtzite domains joined by 112h2 twin boundaries.
Therefore, we are confident that these data can explain the
tetrapod shape in the light of the multiple-twin model, although
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disrupts the perfect tetrapod geometry, which has indeed never been
observed in actual samples.
Figure 1. Two different models that rationalize the tetrapod shape. (a) A sphalerite nucleus with four equivalent {111} facets and four equivalent {1h11}
facets. (b) By generation of stacking faults on the four fast growing facets, the growth on these facets would continue in the hexagonal phase, leading to a
tetrapod shape (f). (e) A multiple-twin nucleus formed by eight pyramid-shaped wurtzite crystals (c). (d) Structural details of the (112h2) twin boundary
present in this type of nucleus. The lattice boundary is observed from the (101h0) zone axis. The arrows in (d) indicate the direction of the polarity in the two
wurtzite domains.
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we cannot rule out that some branched nanocrystals form as a
consequence of wurtzite-sphalerite polymorphism. We believe
that these concepts can be applied also to other nanocrystalline
materials that show similar shapes in solution (i.e., CdSe and
CdS), and as such they can deepen our knowledge on the
formation of these systems.
Experimental Section
Chemicals and Stock Solutions. Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.999%),
trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO 99%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 97%),
and tellurium (99.999%) were purchased from Strem Chemicals.
Octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA, 99%) was purchased from Poly-
carbon Industries. Methylphosphonic acid (MPA, 98%) was purchased
from Aldrich. All solvents used were anhydrous and were manipulated
in a nitrogen drybox. A stock solution of MPA in distilled water (18.2
M¿) was prepared as 2.9% in weight. A solution of Te in TOP (10%
in weight) was prepared by mixing 1 g of Te powder with 9 g of TOP
under nitrogen, and then by heating the mixture to 250 °C for several
hours until the tellurium was completely dissolved. When cooled to
room temperature, the resulting yellow solution was centrifuged at 4000
rpm for several hours to separate it from undissolved products, which
were collected as a tiny, white-grayish precipitate.
Synthesis of CdTe Nanocrystals. All syntheses were carried out
under nitrogen atmosphere. In all experiments, the molar ratio of
cadmium to phosphonic acids (ODPA + MPA) was set to 1.0:3.2, the
molar ratio of cadmium to tellurium was set to 3.5:1.0, and the total
amount of surfactants (TOPO + ODPA + MPA) was kept to 4.1-4.2
g. The only parameter that was changed was the MPA:ODPA molar
ratio, which was varied from 0 (only ODPA present) to 0.18. As an
example of a typical synthesis of CdTe nanocrystals that yielded mainly
tetrapods, 52 mg of CdO were mixed in a 50 mL three-neck flask with
3.75 g of TOPO, 0.385 g of ODPA, and 0.358 g of the MPA solution.
The resulting solution was pumped to vacuum for 30 min at 100 °C.
To decompose the CdO, the solution was heated to 350 °C under
nitrogen until it turned completely transparent and clear. The temper-
ature was stabilized at 320 °C and 0.146 g of the Te:TOP solution,
diluted with additional TOP (to a total weight of 0.450 g) was quickly
injected in the flask. In all syntheses, the crystals were allowed to grow
for 10 min at 320 °C, after which the reaction was stopped by removing
the heating mantle. When the solution was cooled to 50 °C, 3-5 mL
of chloroform was added to it and the whole content of the flask was
transferred in the drybox. The nanocrystals were purified by repeated
precipitation with methanol and solubilization in chloroform.
Transmission Electron microscopy (TEM). The samples were
prepared by dispersing dilute solutions of nanocrystals onto carbon-
coated copper grids. Low-magnification TEM images were recorded
on a JEOL Jem 1011 microscope operated at 100 KV. Further TEM
and scanning TEM (STEM) experiments were performed at room
temperature on a JEOL JEM 2010F UHR TEM/STEM electron
microscope, with field-emission gun, operating at 200 kV (ì ) 0.0025
nm), with a measured spherical aberration coefficient Cs of 0.47 (
0.01 mm and producing a relevant interpretable resolution limit in
HRTEM of 0.19 nm.33 For Z-contrast imaging, the STEM attachment
was equipped with a YAP high angle annular dark field (HAADF)
detector. The theoretical resolution achievable in Z-contrast mode with
the available electron optics is 0.126 nm.34 Z-contrast micrographs were
recorded with a collection angle 84 e 2ı e 224 mrad. TEM/STEM
observations were performed to identify unambiguously the crystal
Bravais lattice of the branching region and thus to assess whether this
had wurtzite or sphalerite structure. For this purpose, several nano-
crystals were imaged which were oriented along some particular zone
axes that allowed distinguishing between the two types of lattices from
the analysis of their diffraction patterns. This differentiation is
straightforward: for instance if the orientation of the particles is such
that the symmetry of their diffraction pattern is characterized by six
diffraction spots placed on the vertex of a regular hexagon. This pattern
symmetry is peculiar of both the 〈111〉 zone axis of the sphalerite
structure and of the 〈0001〉 zone axis of the wurtzite structure. However,
in the sphalerite case the diffraction spots are due to the six {2h02}
families of planes, which are spaced by 0.229 nm, whereas in the
wurtzite case they are due to both the {100} and the {1h10} families of
planes, which are spaced by 0.398 nm. Hence, by measuring the lattice
spacings, the two structures can be distinguished from each other.
X-ray Diffraction (XRD). XRD measurements were performed with
a D8 Discover-Bruker diffractometer equipped with a 3 kW ceramic
tube with a copper anode, a Goebel type parabolic mirror and two-
bounces monochromator (V Groove) as primary optics, and a NaI(Tl)
scintillator detector. A coupled ı-2ı movement was chosen for data
collection. Concentrated nanocrystal solutions were spread on top of a
silicon substrate and then the sample was allowed to dry and was
measured in reflection geometry.
Calculations. The simulations of the HRTEM images were carried
out in the framework of the Multislice approach.35 This approach allows
managing supercells containing thousands of atoms, which are necessary
to correctly describe the central region of the tetrapods. In practice,
the simulations were performed using the program MACTEMPAS
(www.totalresolution.com).
Ab initio, DFT calculations of the twin formation energy were
performed using the PEtot software, which is based on a plane wave
expansion and uses the density functional theory.36 The exchange-
correlation functional was evaluated within the local density approxima-
tion (LDA).37,38 Pseudopotentials39 for Cd and Te atoms were generated
according to the improved Troullier and Martins method,40 with the
Ceperly-Alder exchange-correlation function41 and using 12 valence
electrons for Cd (4d105s2) and 6 valence electrons for Te (5s25p4)
without core correction, respectively. For Cd, the 5s electrons were
used for the local part of the pseudopotential. The plane wave cutoff
energy for the wave function was set to 45 Ryd, while the cutoff energy
for the charge density was set to 150 Ryd. The cell used to model the
twin boundary contained 64 atoms (for a total of 576 valence electrons)
and was adapted from the cell used by Yan and co-workers to model
the same type of defect in ZnO.42 Eight symmetry-reduced special
k-points for the supercell calculations were used. The atomic positions
were optimized to minimize the forces acting on the atoms.
Results
The results of the syntheses performed at MPA:ODPA molar
ratios ranging from 0 to 0.18 are summarized in Figure 2. The
clear trend here is that the higher the MPA:ODPA ratio, the
more branched and elongated the nanocrystals grow. A statistical
analysis was also carried out on the TEM images of these
samples to determine the average number of branches per
nanocrystal (Figure 2, inset). From this analysis and from an
overall glance at Figure 2, one can deduct that tetrapods (four
branches per nanocrystal) are best synthesized at MPA:ODPA
ratios around 0.08-0.09 (Figure 2d,e). Slightly lower ratios
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ed.; Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1988; p 87.
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New York, 2002; Vol. 123, p 140.
(35) Goodman, P.; Moodie, A. F. Acta Crystallogr., Sect. A 1974, A30, 280-
290.
(36) Wang, L. W. Petot: A Parallel Plane WaVe Pseudopotential Program for
Atomistic Total Energy Calculation Based on Density Functional Theory,
Version 2; Berkeley, 2004.
(37) Hohenberg, P.; Kohn, W. Phys. ReV. 1964, 136, 864B.
(38) Kohn, W.; Sham, L. J. Phys. ReV. 1965, 140, 1133A.
(39) Heine, V. In Solid State Physics; Ehrenreich, H., Seitz, F., Turnbull, D.,
Eds.; Academic Press: New York, 1970; Vol. 24, pp 1-36.
(40) Troullier, N.; Martins, J. L. Phys. ReV. B 1991, 43, (3), 1993-2006.
(41) Perdew, J. P.; Zunger, A. Phys. ReV. B 1981, 23, (10), 5048-5079.
(42) Yan, Y. F.; Al-Jassim, M. M.; Chisholm, M. F.; Boatner, L. A.; Pennycook,
S. J.; Oxley, M. Phys. ReV. B 2005, 71, (4), art. no.-041309.
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(0.05-0.08) will tend to yield more regular tetrapods but
accompanied with a large number of nanocrystals having a lower
number of arms (rods, dipods, tripods).
When only ODPA was used in the syntheses, almost spherical
nanocrystals were obtained (Figure 2a and Figure 3a,b). X-ray
diffraction (Supporting Information) indicated that this sample
contained a mixture of wurtzite and sphalerite nanocrystals. The
formation of branched nanocrystals was rarely observed. On
the other hand, the nanocrystals showed a remarkable occurrence
of stacking faults. In Figure 3c,d two representative nanocrystals
from this sample are shown which present a “branching region”.
In the nanocrystal of Figure 3d, the central region between the
two lobes can be indexed as the (214) zone axis (or (101h4) in
the Miller-Bravais notation) of the wurtzite structure. Also,
the two arms have wurtzite structure, and therefore the whole
nanocrystal represents a multiple twin.
At a molar ratio of MPA to ODPA as low as 0.026
(corresponding to a weight percentage of MPA in the mixture
of phosphonic acids of less than 1%) the nucleation rate
increased with respect to the previous synthesis, as a color
change of the solution from pale yellow (the color of the injected
Te:TOP solution) to brown (nanocrystals) occurred much earlier
after the injection. The synthesis yielded mainly anisotropic
nanocrystals with pearlike shapes, along with dipods, tripods
and some tetrapods (Figure 2b and Figure 4). These nanocrystals
were either single wurtzite domains or were made by wurtzite
Figure 2. Low-magnification TEM images and results of statistical analysis
of a series of samples prepared at increasing MPA:ODPA molar ratios. (a)
0, (b) 0.026, (c) 0.053, (d) 0.081, (e) 0.093, (f) 0.111, and (g) 0.176. All
syntheses were run for 10 min. In the statistical analysis, the number of
branches for each nanocrystal was assigned as follows: zero for spherical
nanocrystals; 1, 2, 3, and 4, for rods, dipods, tripods, and tetrapods,
respectively, while multibranched objects were simply assigned five arms.
The large errors are due to the fact that often the determination of the number
of branches in a nanocrystal is not straightforward, especially for highly
branched structures. Also, highly branched structures are not weighted
adequately by the analysis, leading to an artificial shift toward smaller
numbers on average.
Figure 3. (a) Low-magnification HAADF image of nanocrystals grown
in the absence of MPA, which shows that the shapes of most clusters are
roughly isotropic and that there is no contrast variation inside them. (b-d)
HRTEM images of some representative nanocrystals, highlighting the
presence of stacking faults (b), and of occasional wurtzite twins (c, d).
Figure 4. HRTEM images of some representative nanocrystals of the
sample grown at MPA:ODPA molar ratio equal to 0.026 (see also Figure
2b). In the branched nanocrystals shown in (c, d) the spacings in the arms
can be compatible with the sphalerite structure, except for the arm pointing
upward. It is very unlikely that the structure of this fourth arm is different
from that of the other arms in both nanocrystals, whereas it is more plausible
that the peculiar spacing of the wurtzite structure for the arms touching the
substrate are not clearly distinguishable under this orientation.
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twins (Figure 4). In all cases the domains were elongated along
the c axis. The presence of sphalerite nanocrystals was very
seldom observed. This in addition indicates that the presence
of MPA decreased the probability of formation of sphalerite
phase considerably.
At higher MPA:OPDA ratios, the branching increased further,
as well as the anisotropic growth (Figure 2c-g). Ratios in the
range 0.08-0.09 yielded mainly tripods and tetrapods, whereas
nanocrystals with multiple branching points dominated at ratios
higher than 0.10.
X-ray diffraction spectra of the branched samples (for
instance, the samples shown in Figure 2d and 2f, see Supporting
Information), resembled in their shape those of wurtzite nano-
rods.17,43 They show, in fact, a high degree of distortion of the
intensity ratios due to shape anisotropy, in particular with an
enhancement of the reflections associated with crystalline
domains along the c axis of the wurtzite structure.
Extensive HRTEM observations were carried out on nano-
crystals. To uncover the nature of the branching in tetrapods, it
would be desirable to image the central region. Unfortunately,
such a direct observation is often made difficult by the presence
of the arms, which hinder most of this region. A more straight-
forward analysis can be carried out on structures missing several
arms, such as tripods, dipods (Figures 3d and 4b), or matchstick-
shaped nanocrystals, often present together with branched
nanocrystals (Figure 2c-e). These latter structures are charac-
terized by the presence of easily identifiable twinned domains,
of which only one has been able to grow anisotropically and
has developed to an arm. Therefore, the twinned region is always
localized on one side of the CdTe rod, and so it forms the head
of the resulting matchstick shape. One of these matchsticks is
shown in more detail in Figure 5a. In particular, the region
indicated by the arrow is close to the [11h00] zone axis. The
twin of interest can be seen at higher magnification at Scherzer
defocus in Figure 5b. Here, the defect contrast is the same as
the one reported recently by Yan et al. for wurtzite ZnO42 and
can be identified as a (112h2) twin boundary. The different
positions of the fringes at the opposite sides of the twin boundary
indicate that the two domains are not mirror images of each
other, but instead the arrangement of the atoms corresponds to
the one shown in the model of Figure 1d. Therefore, this is a
(112h2) twin boundary with a head-to-tail configuration of the
polarities of the two wurtzite domains.
Branching in CdTe nanocrystals is occurring only if more
than two wurtzite domains are present in the nanocrystal, such
as for instance in the dipod shown in Figure 3d. In that case,
the central wurtzite domain is a “slow growing” domain (as
discussed in the Introduction), and this is attached to “two fast
growing” wurtzite domains. Therefore, at least two twin planes
are present in a branched nanocrystal (in this case the branched
nanocrystal is a dipod). Unfortunately, the visualization of these
planes from a favorable zone axis is made difficult by the
orientation of the nanocrystal with respect to the electron beam,
and a tilting experiment rarely improves this view.
In the case of a tetrapod, a view of the central core region
can be obtained by tilting the particle from its natural orientation
on the substrate (which is the one with one upstanding arm as
in Figure 6a), so that its TEM image is, for instance, that shown
in Figure 6b (the core region is seen at higher magnification in
Figure 6c). Due to the small size of the structures studied here,
it is not possible to align precisely a convenient zone axis, but
it is only possible, with great efforts, to tilt the region of interest
close to a zone axis with an uncertainty of a few degrees. In
the present case, the two arms that point downward are as
sketched in the model shown in the inset of Figure 6b. In such
a nanocrystal, the geometry of the HRTEM experiment is more
(43) Peng, X. G.; Manna, L.; Yang, W. D.; Wickham, J.; Scher, E.; Kadavanich,
A.; Alivisatos, A. P. Nature 2000, 404, (6773), 59-61.
Figure 5. (a) Matchstick-shaped nanocrystal revealing several twins in the
head of the matchstick. The region indicated by the arrow is shown in (c)
at higher magnification. This area is close to the [11h00] zone axis. The
defect contrast can be identified as a (112h2) twin boundary, with a head-
to-tail configuration of the crystal polarity. The arrangement of the atoms
close to the boundary corresponds to the one shown in the model of Figure
1d.
Figure 6. (a) HRTEM image of a CdTe tetrapod with one arm pointing
upward. (Inset) Orientation of the nanocrystal with respect to the electron
beam (white arrow). The analysis of the symmetry and of the lattice spacing
of the arms of several tetrapods indicates a wurtzite structure (space group
(P63mc) with lattice parameters corresponding to a ) 0.458 nm and c )
0.75 nm, respectively). (b) Tilted tetrapod. (Inset) Orientation again of the
nanocrystal with respect to the electron beam (white arrow). In particular,
in this geometry two arms are superimposed. (c) Central region of the
tetrapod shown in (b) is imaged here at higher magnification. The rectangular
contour is the region that is the object of the image simulation. (d) Supercell
containing the atomistic model used to simulate the HRTEM image of the
central region of the tetrapod, viewed along its 247 zone axis and rotated
around this axis (which is perpendicular to the plane of the image) so that
the model has the same orientation as the real nanocrystal in the HRTEM
image in (c). (e) Simulated HRTEM image of the core region of the tetrapod
contoured in (c).
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complicated with respect to the case shown in Figure 5, and to
understand the HRTEM image contrast it is necessary to have
a comparison with the relevant simulated image. Hence, a
simulation of the HRTEM image of the central region between
the two lower arms was carried out (Figure 6e). The atomistic
model (Figure 6d) was built by joining three hexagonal domains
sharing the (112h2) twin boundary, the same as the one present
in the matchsticks of Figure 5. Two domains represent the arms,
joined to a central domain. The atomistic model used for this
purpose is actually a dipod, as this contains the minimum
number of twins necessary to model the region of interest (in
this region, the electron beam would cross only these three
domains). As can be seen from Figure 6e, the calculated
HRTEM image qualitatively reproduces the experimental image.
Considering the supercell structure used to model this image
(Figure 6d) the HRTEM image has been successfully simulated
by considering such supercell as oriented along its [2h4h7h] zone
axis. In this projection, the domain on the left (the left arm) is
hiding part of the central domain. It is worth noting that this
simulation shows how a tilt of the structure produces a not
intuitive image of the tetrapod and in particular of the twinned
region. Therefore, the way to proper understand a HRTEM
image contrast of such a complex object is to compare the
experimental image to the relevant simulation.
The occurrence of twins in CdTe must be promoted if their
energy of formation is low, or if the growth environment
contributes to lower such energy of formation. Although several
types of wurtzite twin planes have been observed in other
materials (such as ZnO5) and are likely to be present also in
CdTe, we choose to focus on the (112h2) twin boundary. Our
LDA-DFT calculations show that in bulk CdTe the energy of
formation for the (112h2) twin boundary with a head-tail polarity
configuration is of the order of 70 mJ/m2, which is intermediate
between that of ZnO (40 mJ/m2) or InN (51 mJ/m2) and that of
other wurtzite semiconductors, such as AlN and GaN (109 and
107 mJ/m2, respectively), as reported by Yan et al.42 Therefore,
(112h2) twinning should not form in CdTe easily, unless the
presence of an additional perturbation could promote somehow
its formation. This seems to be the effect of adding MPA in
our syntheses, together with the enhancement of anisotropic
growth (these two features could be interconnected). The
possible roles of MPA in this process are highlighted in the
discussion section. We point out that (112h2) twin boundaries,
with tail-to-tail or head-to-head configuration would have a
much higher energy of formation, in analogy with other
materials,42 as they would involve the formation of unsaturated
bonds and the build-up of considerable strain at the twin
interface. The occurrence of these types of twins in CdTe would
be justified if we could find dipods with only one twin plane
(i.e. two fast growing wurtzite domains joined together). This
twin plane would be localized at the center of the branching
region of these dipods. However, we did not find such types of
dipods in our samples.
Discussion
The synthesis of colloidal CdTe nanocrystals in a mixture of
surfactants highlights the intrinsic complexity of the crystal
growth process and how this can be influenced by the presence
of impurities. Several reports on the growth of CdTe tetrapods
have appeared recently.18-20 In one of them,20 tetrapods of
varying arm length and diameters were synthesized in a mixture
of TOPO, TOP, and ODPA. Later, we found out that the
commercially available ODPA contained, until recently, various
impurities.44 When we performed the synthesis of CdTe
nanocrystals in a purer ODPA (99%, prepared by Polycarbon
Industries according to a new protocol), we could obtain only
roughly spherical nanocrystals (Figures 2a and 3). The series
of experiments reported in this work, in which MPA is present
at a known concentration in the mixture of surfactants, reveals
that the active component that controls branching and anisotropic
growth can be a phosphonic acid with a short alkyl chain. We
cannot exclude that other molecules, as for instance alkyl
phosphonic acids with intermediate chain lengths, or closely
related molecules, might have comparable effects. As an
example, syntheses performed with propylphosphonic acid
yielded similar results (data not shown).
On the basis of the experimental evidence, we are confident
that twinning is responsible for the branching of CdTe nano-
crystals. The nanocrystal shapes observed in our experiments
indicate in fact that, the higher the concentration of MPA in
the growing medium, the higher the average number of twins
in the starting nuclei will be, and also the more anisotropically
the nanocrystals will grow. Following these observations, we
can propose a model that explains the branching behavior.
According to this model, which is sketched in Figure 7, the
number of arms formed in the nanocrystals depends on the
number and on the type of twins present in the starting nucleus.
When no MPA is present, twinning has low probability of
occurrence. Also, the formed nuclei will grow more or less
isotropically, yielding roughly spherical or faceted nanocrystals
(as for instance in Figure 2a). At low concentrations of MPA,
the nuclei either will be still single domains or will be formed
mainly by two wurtzite domains sharing a twin plane (Figure
7a). Both types of nuclei will expose, in addition to other facets,
one polar (0001) facet and one polar (0001h) facet. Of these two
polar facets, one will grow much faster than the other, resulting
in a pear- or matchstick-shaped nanocrystal (Figure 7a). These
shapes can be seen in most nanocrystals of Figure 2b (pears)
and Figure 2c (matchsticks). At higher concentrations of MPA,
the nuclei will be formed by a higher number of twins (Figure
7b,c). Therefore, these nuclei will show more than one fast
growing facet and so will develop more arms, becoming for
instance a dipod (Figure 7b), a tripod, or a tetrapod (Figure
7c). At even higher concentration of MPA, twinning will be
favored not only at nucleation but also during growth. In these
cases, each arm can branch further, as in the hyper-branched
structures of Figure 2f,g.
We would like to stress that the proposed mechanism, with
perfectly shaped and nicely matching domains, all developing
boundaries at the same time (as shown in Figure 7), represents
a highly idealized view of the structure of the initial nucleus
and of the overall shape evolution. More irregular shapes, often
observed in our samples, indicate that the actual branching
mechanism is likely to be more complex than the one depicted
here. It is quite likely that additional branching pathways exist,
which are based on the formation of multiple twins other than
those due to the (112h2) type. This is particularly true for
nanocrystals in which there is a high level of branching. In
addition, we cannot exclude here the formation of branched
(44) See the Supporting Information for the description of impurities present in
ODPA.
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structures also based on the occurrence of wurtzite-sphalerite
polymorphic modifications.
A small molecule such as MPA can play different roles in
the growth kinetics of CdTe nanocrystals. We can try to
elucidate these possible roles based on our experimental results
and on previous work on nanocrystals. First of all, the Cd
precursor in solution is a complex of Cd2+ with phosphonate
molecules.45 Therefore, the higher the concentration of MPA
relative to that of ODPA, the more likely it will be for Cd2+ to
be bound to methyl phosphonates. This sort of complex will be
much more mobile than the bulkier complex formed by Cd2+
with octadecylphosphonate molecules, and in addition the Cd2+
ions will be less hindered and so more reactive (in other words
they will be more aVailable). This accounts for the observed
increase in nucleation and growth rate of the nanocrystals at
increasing concentration of MPA. It can also account for the
elongated growth that is observed in the nanocrystals. Looking
at the series of TEM images from Figure 2, a-c, it is clear that
long arms are formed at higher concentrations of MPA.
Anisotropic growth, in fact, can be sustained only if there is
fast supply of monomers from the bulk of the solution.46-48 In
addition, crystal defects are generated more easily at high growth
rates,49 and therefore the presence of MPA could also rationalize
the much higher probability of formation of twins, which are a
particular type of planar defect. This behavior is consistent with
earlier observations on a similar system (CdSe nanocrystals47),
in which an increase in the concentration of precursors resulted
in higher nucleation and growth rates of nanocrystals, but also
promoted the formation of multibranched nanocrystals.
Another (or an additional) mechanism by which we can
imagine that the presence of MPA induces twinning could be a
templating effect mediated by the MPA molecules that are
passivating the surface of the nanocrystals during nucleation
and growth. In other words, it might possible for these MPA
molecules to promote an arrangement between the atoms on
the surface of the crystal and those approaching the surface from
the solution, which could favor the formation of a twin
boundary. To decide by which mechanism the formation of
twins occurs, extensive studies would be necessary, which go
beyond the scope of this work.
Conclusions
In this work, we have reported a simple and robust protocol
for the synthesis of CdTe nanocrystals with a good control over
their branching. Detailed HRTEM experiments and HRTEM
image simulations have revealed that the branching region is
characterized by the presence of multiple twins, among which
the 112h2 twin boundary with a head-to-tail polarity configuration
was identified in matchstick-shaped nanocrystals. The presence
of this type of twin supports the tetrapod shape on the light of
(45) In the synthesis, CdO dissolves in the mixture of surfactants via decomposi-
tion by alkylphosphonic acids. The reaction leads to the formation of a
cadmium phosphonate complex and releases water as a byproduct.
(46) Peng, Z. A.; Peng, X. G. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2001, 123, (7), 1389-1395.
(47) Peng, Z. A.; Peng, X. G. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2002, 124, (13), 3343-3353.
(48) Peng, X. G. AdV. Mater. 2003, 15, (5), 459-463.
(49) Markov, I. V. Crystal Growth for Beginners: Fundamentals of Nucleation,
Crystal Growth, and Epitaxy; World Scientific: Singapore, 2003.
Figure 7. Sketch of the multiple-twin model. The left column shows an exploded view of three different types of nuclei (middle column) that could
rationalize the formation of rods (a), dipods (b), and tetrapods (c). Two types of domains are considered in this model (as shown in a, left side). One domain
exposes a (0001h) facet (we call it type I domain), whereas the other domain exposes a (0001) facet (type II domain). In a multiple-twin nanocrystal the two
types of domains are connected to each other by a twin boundary. Of these two types of domains, only one can grow to an elongated structure, although our
present knowledge does not allow us to identify which one of the two domains this will be. To help the reader understand the model better, we assume here
that the “fast growing” domain is of the type I. Therefore, the nucleus from which a rod (or a matchstick) evolves is composed of at least one domain which
is of type I. This domain can be joined to one type II domain (as shown in a) or to more type II domains (up to three) by (112h2) twin boundaries. These
will be the slow growing domains. Then, if a second twin boundary is generated between any of these type II domains and yet a new type I domain, a second
arm will form (a possible case for this situation is shown in b). In the most crowded situation, eight domains can join together to form an octahedral crystal
(as shown in c). Four of these domains can be of type I, and four of type II, and in this case four arms will branch out from this core, forming a tetrapod.
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the multiple-twin model discussed above and facilitates the
rationalization of other shapes obtained in these types of
syntheses, such as matchsticks, dipods, tripods, and multi-
branched nanocrystals. The formation of these shapes would
be difficult to explain by the model based on a cubic sphalerite
nucleus. A sphalerite nucleus exposes four equivalent, fast
growing facets, and therefore this type of object would naturally
evolve into a tetrapod shape. There is apparently no reason why
only some of these four equivalent, fast growing facets, would
grow much faster than the others, generating structures with a
number of arms lower than four.
We found that twinning, as well as anisotropic growth, can
be favored by the presence of suitable molecules, such as MPA.
We have also drawn some hypotheses on the possible micro-
scopic mechanisms that trigger the formation of twins and,
consequently, of branched nanocrystals. Additional studies (both
theoretical and experimental) by our group on this matter are
in progress and will be the subject of a future work.
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Impurities in old batches of Octadecylphosphonic acid 
The impurities previously present in ODPA, as declared by the vendor (Polycarbon Industries Inc.), 
were the following: ethyl phosphonic acid, ethyl esters of ethyl phosphonic acid (mono and di-
esters), octadecyl esters of ethyl phosphonic acid (mono and di-esters), mixed esters of the above, 
ethyl esters of ODPA (mono and di-esters), octadecyl esters of ODPA (mono and di-esters), mixed 
esters of the above. It is likely that other vendors provided ODPA with similar impurities in the 
past. 
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Diffraction Data 
Figure S1. We report here the XRD spectra of the samples shown in Figure 2a, 2d and 2f of the 
manuscript. These samples are prepared at the following MPA:OPDA ratios: (a) 0.026; (d) 0.081; 
(f) 0.111. At the bottom of the plot, on the x-axis, the red lines correspond to the positions of the 
peaks in bulk wurtzite CdTe, while the blue lines correspond to the positions of the peaks in bulk 
sphalerite CdTe. On the top of the plot, these diffraction peaks are indexed. 
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Model of a multiple wurtzite twinned nanocrystal (a dipod) viewed at different tilts 
 
Figure S2. Different views of a dipod based on a multiple wurtzite twinned nanocrystal (the one 
used for the HRTEM image simulation, see figure 6 of the manuscript). The images have the 
purpose to show that the unambiguous identification of a given type of twin plane is difficult to 
achieve, unless the crystal has a particularly favourable orientation. This favourable orientation is 
for instance the one depicted in Figure S2-d. In this case, the domain on the left and the central 
domain are both viewed along their ( )0110  zone axes (the same as in figure 1d of the manuscript). 
Unfortunately, the central domain overlaps with the domain on the right and this makes the view 
less clear. Moreover, this orientation is rather difficult to achieve in a real TEM experiment, as the 
domain on the right should be pointing upwards (or downwards), while the domain on the left 
should lie flat. The atomic positions near the twin boundaries have not been relaxed, as opposed to 
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the case depicted in figures S3 and S4. As a consequence, some stretched or compressed bonds are 
present in the model (See also the structure file of the dipod included as supporting material).  
 
Geometrical details of the LDA-DFT computations 
We report here the geometrical parameters of the orthorombic supercell used to model the 2211  
twin boundary, along with the atomic positions in the cell. The supercell used to model the twin 
boundary contained 64 atoms (for a total of 576 valence electrons) and was adapted from the 
supercell used by Yan and coworkers to model the same type of defect in ZnO. If we indicate with 
a  and b  the lattice parameters for the hexagonal cell of bulk wurtzite CdTe, the lattice parameters 
for the supercell are calculated as follows: 
( )( )
( )( )
( )6cos2
arctansin
arctancos8
3
2
1
π⋅=
=
⋅=
al
caal
caal
 
As can be seen from Figures S3 and S4, each cell intersects two twin planes. Therefore, the twin 
plane formation energy is calculated as follows: 
( ) AEEE bulkercellboundary 2sup −=  
Here, bulkE  corresponds to the energy per unit cell of bulk wurtzite CdTe, and A is the twin plane 
area intersected by a single supercell, which corresponds to 32 ll ⋅ . 
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Figure S3. Lattice used to model the 2211  twin boundary, side view. The shaded area corresponds 
to a single supercell. It contains 64 atoms (32 Cd and 32 Te). The blue arrows indicate the positions 
of the twin planes in the lattice. 
 
Figure S4. Lattice used to model the 2211  twin boundary, top view. The shaded area corresponds 
to a single supercell. 
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Cell parameters: l1= 31,167 Å 
l2=   8,777 Å 
l3=   7,897 Å 
 
 
Atomic positions in the cell (along l1, l2, and l3, respectively): 
 
  Te     0.484792276    0.633448318    0.324374777                  
  Te     0.233392040    0.604490987    0.166535178                  
  Te     0.733472620    0.515843578    0.166811465                  
  Te     0.608373364    0.797662140    0.165787235                  
  Te     0.233379049    0.104510736    0.333489332                  
  Te     0.173644375    0.468289588    0.666978980                  
  Te     0.858289392    0.240028713    0.169650262                  
  Te     0.985103391    0.481757787    0.323249028                  
  Te     0.298257572    0.746371744    0.666868506                  
  Te     0.357990061    0.880996596    0.169781022                  
  Te     0.484790563    0.133538251    0.175475216                  
  Te     0.985108023    0.981646755    0.176654796                  
  Te     0.923687838    0.089965769    0.665745972                  
  Te     0.108712461    0.316856571    0.165816202                  
  Te     0.423143530    0.029659331    0.664457596                  
  Te     0.048567065    0.213537898    0.663091435                  
  Te     0.673477765    0.648150368    0.666419799                  
  Te     0.798451074    0.372105969    0.666741280                  
  Te     0.858281818    0.740041814    0.330316217                  
  Te     0.923696982    0.589943934    0.834213598                  
  Te     0.733463989    0.015816978    0.333195193                  
  Te     0.548306016    0.401534209    0.837154643                  
  Te     0.423155068    0.529593575    0.835656800                  
  Te     0.673470407    0.148162723    0.833614020                  
  Te     0.798433581    0.872113709    0.833210129                  
  Te     0.608375126    0.297563898    0.334124197                  
  Te     0.298266182    0.246378969    0.833223467                  
  Te     0.548316701    0.901520767    0.662924548                  
  Te     0.357988170    0.380999617    0.330297088                  
  Te     0.048557743    0.713554190    0.836929973                  
  Te     0.173628787    0.968322287    0.833040397                  
  Te     0.108698262    0.816892118    0.334182017                  
  Cd     0.686618827    0.243985207    0.167595774                  
  Cd     0.436411445    0.410196024    0.165305761                  
  Cd     0.626940885    0.376372416    0.669010243                  
  Cd     0.876104177    0.818334074    0.664720095                  
  Cd     0.561195117    0.525452266    0.164364859                  
  Cd     0.311289989    0.653441076    0.332069133                  
  Cd     0.811383223    0.967764761    0.167411188                  
  Cd     0.311295934    0.153412033    0.168008686                  
  Cd     0.186642217    0.876791973    0.168241434                  
  Cd     0.251591100    0.018322254    0.666437799                  
  Cd     0.000573802    0.493013763    0.669020638                  
  Cd     0.811375055    0.467741180    0.332571203                  
  Cd     0.936381515    0.705155239    0.165893797                  
  Cd     0.375930490    0.302332568    0.664695957                  
  Cd     0.061515589    0.588568611    0.163542439                  
  Cd     0.127095141    0.239595986    0.830498095                  
  Cd     0.436356734    0.910155787    0.334713877                  
  Cd     0.561189496    0.025562910    0.335637689                  
  Cd     0.375940155    0.802281292    0.835506562                  
  Cd     0.000544187    0.992992967    0.831080659                  
  Cd     0.876120646    0.318287959    0.835262600                  
  Cd     0.061511231    0.088560233    0.336334779                  
  Cd     0.686605102    0.743942927    0.332367216                  
  Cd     0.751510776    0.100169144    0.667013214                  
  Cd     0.936379525    0.205231275    0.334049430                  
  Cd     0.751512256    0.600128771    0.832996492                  
  Cd     0.186638706    0.376619323    0.331688504                  
  Cd     0.626923189    0.876364310    0.830986891                  
  Cd     0.251598903    0.518360155    0.833592253                  
  Cd     0.500329278    0.122571993    0.830104151                  
  Cd     0.500325435    0.622319394    0.670091488                  
  Cd     0.127091959    0.739548454    0.669596226                  
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B.2 Shape and Phase Control of Colloidal ZnSe
Nanocrystals
P.D. Cozzoli, L. Manna, M.L. Curri, S. Kudera, C. Giannini, M. Striccoli,
A. Agostiano
Chem. Mater. 17(6), pp. 1296–1306, 2005
Shape- and phase-controlled ZnSe nanocrystals are synthesized in hot mix-
tures of long-chain alkylamines and alkylphosphines. The variation in the
rate of precursor addition, down to low and controlled levels, allows the nu-
cleation, as well as the growth of the nanocrystals, to switch between the
wurtzite and the zinc blend structures. Such a level of control leads to a va-
riety of shapes, from spheres to rods to three-dimensional structures formed
by rod sections interconnected through branching points. The temperature-
and time-dependence of the chemical potentials for the monomer species in
solution are the most relevant parameters involved in the growth mechanism.
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Shape- and phase-controlled ZnSe nanocrystals are synthesized in hot mixtures of long-chain alkylamines
and alkylphosphines. The variation in the rate of precursor addition, down to low and controlled levels,
allows the nucleation, as well as the growth of the nanocrystals, to switch between the wurtzite and the
zinc blend structures. Such a level of control leads to a variety of shapes, from spheres to rods to three-
dimensional structures formed by rod sections interconnected through branching points. The temperature-
and time-dependence of the chemical potentials for the monomer species in solution are the most relevant
parameters involved in the growth mechanism.
1. Introduction
The recognition of the strongly size- and shape-dependent
physical-chemical properties of inorganic matter at the
nanoscale1-4 has stimulated efforts toward the fabrication
of nanocrystals in a systematic and controlled manner.5-22
One-dimensional (1D) nanostructures based on rods, wires,
belts, and tubes, as well as their related three-dimensional
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organization, have become the focus of intensive research.
Studies on these materials aim both to assess the foundations
of physical laws at the nanoscale and to pave the way to
practical applications. 1D structures represent ideal systems
to investigate the dependence of optical, electrical transport,
and mechanical properties on dimensionality.2 In addition,
they are expected to play an important role as functional
units in devices and processes.3 Demonstrated examples
include the observation of linearly polarized emission2a-b and
lasing from quantum rods,2c improved photochemical per-
formances in hybrid nanocrystal-polymer solar cells,3c and
shape-dependent catalytic activity.4
In comparison with quantum dots and wells, the advance-
ment of 1D materials has been slow until very recently, as
it was hindered by the difficulties associated with the
synthesis of nanostructures with well-controlled dimensions,
morphology, phase purity, and chemical composition. 1D
materials can now be prepared using a variety of techniques,
although their development into straightforward, low-cost
practical routes to large quantities of 1D nanostructures still
requires great ingenuity. Modern approaches based on
chemical synthesis5-9 are emerging as viable strategies for
the large-scale production of a diversified range of 1D
materials. These methods involve: (i) The exploitation of a
unique direction in the crystal structure5 of certain materials
as a possible source of anisotropic growth; (ii) The introduc-
tion of a solid-liquid interface that reduces the symmetry
of the nascent seeds, as in the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS)6
and in the solution-liquid-solid (SLS)7 growth mechanisms;
(iii) The use of suitable templates with 1D morphologies;8
(iv) The self-assembly of zero-dimensional (0D) nanostruc-
tures driven by a variety of mechanisms, such as dipole-
dipole interactions or oriented attachment;9 (v) The control
of supersaturation in solution by means of surfactants.10-12
The advantages of colloidal methods over other approaches
rely on the ease of manipulation and processability of ligand-
coated nanocrystals, which make these materials more
suitable for integration with the existing technologies.
Moreover, colloidal chemistry provides easy and accessible
tools for systematic and detailed studies on the growth
mechanisms of nanocrystals, which should be useful for
understanding crystallization in general.
Despite of the wealth of recent progress in the control of
the size, shape, and crystal structure of many colloidal
semiconductor (CdSe,10b-d,13 CdTe,9a,14 CdS,15 PbS,16 ZnS,17
InAs,7a InP,7b-c GaP,18 ZnO,9b,12a and TiO212b), magnetic
(Cd1-xMnxS,19 Fe2P,20a FeP,20b Fe2O3,21 and transition ele-
ments22) and noble metal11 nanocrystals, the explicit growth
mechanism of anisotropic nanocrystals remains somewhat
controversial, being limited to specific materials and mor-
phologies.10 This lack of knowledge is primarily related to
the difficulty of applying the classic theories of crystalliza-
tion25 to nanocrystals, whose shape evolution can occur far
from the thermodynamic equilibrium.10b-d,13
It is generally accepted that some surfactants (such as
phosphonic acids, amines, and carboxylic acids, depending
on the system) play a key role in governing morphological
changes of colloidal nanocrystals under suitable reaction
conditions.13-23 It was initially suggested13a-b that different
ligands selectively adhering to specific crystal facets are
intrinsically required to achieve anisotropic crystal growth.
It is now clear that that shape modulation is the result of
selective adhesion of only one surfactant species to the
various facets of the growing nanocrystals (as for instance
the phosphonic acid13c-d,14 in the case of CdSe nanocrystals)
and that anisotropic growth is usually driven by high
monomer activity.10b,13-17 Also, it has been rationalized that
the crystalline phase of the clusters formed at the nucleation
stage is critical for directing the intrinsic growth of
nanocrystals.10a,15a-b,16,19 In materials exhibiting polytypism,24
this concept is illustrated by the possibility to adjust the
chemical environment in such a way that the relative stability
of one phase over another can be reversed17-19 at nucleation
or during growth to yield complex rod-based archi-
tectures.13b,d,14b,e,15a-b,25 On the basis of this model, elaborate
shape control has been achieved also for materials with
symmetric crystal structure through switching the growth of
the seeds from a thermodynamic regime to a kinetically
limited one.16
The present study extends the scenario of systematic shape
modulation of colloidal nanocrystals to the case of zinc
selenide. The interest toward ZnSe, a II-VI semiconductor
with a room temperature bulk band gap of 2.7 eV, is strongly
justified by the still comparatively poorer availability of
materials emitting in the UV-blue region for optoelectronic
devices. To date, a few solution-based routes have been
reported for nearly spherical zinc blend (ZB)26-29 ZnSe
nanocrystals. Examples of 1D nanostructures based on ZnSe
are nanowires grown by catalytic VLS,6a,32 by electrochemi-
cal deposition,33 and by other physical techniques.34,35
Solution-based approaches have also been reported, including
solvothermal,15c,33 micellar,31a and surfactant-based methods.31b
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These routes, however, yield either wurtzite (WZ)17c,32a-c or
ZB30b,31,32d ZnSe nanocrystals, frequently insoluble, in the
exclusive rodlike morphology and with dimensions well
beyond the quantum confinement regime.
In this contribution, the synthesis of quantum-sized col-
loidal ZnSe nanocrystals in a variety of morphologies (rods,
polypods, and multiple branched particles) has been realized
by means of continuous addition of diethylzinc and selenium
precursors into a hot mixture of a long-chain alkylamine and
an alkylphosphine. Control over the injection rate and
temperature modulation allows the nucleation, as well as the
growth of ZnSe nanocrystals, to switch between the WZ and
the ZB structures, so that the nanocrystal morphologies can
vary from a spherical shape to a range of complex archi-
tectures based on rods connected through branching points.
The as-prepared ZnSe nanocrystals exhibit distinguishable
shape-dependent optical properties in the UV-blue region that
make them potentially appealing for a variety of optoelec-
tronic applications. The proposed method offers a simple
approach to phase/shape modulation that can provide the
existing models of colloidal nanocrystal growth with further
useful shape-guiding criteria.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Materials. Diethylzinc (Zn(C2H5)2, 97%), selenium (Se,
99.999%), n-octadecylamine (NC18H39 or ODA, 97%), and tri-n-
butylphosphine (P(C4H9)3 or TBP, 97%) were purchased from
Aldrich. n-Hexadecylamine (NC16H35 or HDA, 99%) was purchased
from Fluka. Tri-n-octylphosphine (P(C8H17)3 or TOP, 97%) was
purchased from Strem. All solvents used were anhydrous, purchased
from Aldrich and used without any further purification. Zn(C2H5)2
was vacuum distilled and stored at -20 °C under nitrogen in a
glovebox.
2.2. Synthesis of ZnSe Nanocrystals. All manipulations were
performed using standard air-free techniques. Stock precursor
solutions were all freshly prepared at room temperature by
codissolving the zinc and selenium precursors in TOP or TBP under
the inert atmosphere of a glovebox. Typically, the Zn:Se molar
ratio was kept close to 1 with the precursor concentration being in
the range 0.1-0.7 M. For the synthesis of the nanocrystals, the
stock solution was injected, under N2, via a syringe, into a three-
neck flask containing either hot, vigorously stirred HDA or ODA
and connected to a Schlenk line. The growth stage was monitored
by measuring the UV-vis absorption and PL emission spectrum
of small aliquots of the reaction mixture withdrawn by a syringe
and then diluted with chloroform. Unless otherwise stated, the above
techniques were used in all of the following syntheses.
2.2.1. Synthesis of Spherical ZnSe Nanocrystals. Spherical
ZnSe nanocrystals were prepared according to a previously reported
procedure with minor changes.26 Briefly, 7 g of HDA (or ODA)
was degassed under vacuum at 130 °C for 1 h, after which it was
heated under N2 flow. Zn/Se precursor solution (2.5 mL, 0.32 M)
was then manually (in 0.1 s) added to HDA at Tinj ) 300 °C).
Upon injection, the temperature dropped to Tgr  265 °C and was
maintained at this level throughout the entire synthesis. To grow
monodisperse (ó  5%) ZnSe nanocrystals with diameter in the
3-5-nm range, additional injections of precursors were performed
in a dropwise fashion at a rate of about 0.2 mL/min to sustain
nanocrystal growth. The reaction could be stopped (generally after
3-5 h) when the desired particle size was reached by removing
the heating source. By application of a similar procedure, larger
nanocrystals (d e 7-8 nm) could be grown by using stock solutions
with higher concentration of the Zn/Se precursors. ZnSe quantum
dots could be also grown at much faster rate in ODA by performing
the first injection at Tinj  300-340 °C and allowing further growth
at Tgr  265-320 °C with several monomer additions. However,
nearly spherical or oval nanocrystals with a broader size distribution
(ó ) 15%) were obtained in this case.
2.2.2. Synthesis of ZnSe Nanocrystals of Various Morphol-
ogies. In general, shape control of ZnSe nanocrystals was achieved
by using a syringe pump to adjust the rate of precursor supply to
the reaction vessel at a considerably lower level, as compared to
that used for the preparation of spherical nanocrystals. The
temperature was maintained almost constant (within (2 °C) during
precursor addition. The morphology of the nanocrystals was
dependent on the injection rate, on the concentration, on the total
volume of the stock solution, and on the reaction temperature.
Controlled syntheses, performed in amine/TOP (or TBA) as the
starting mixtures, allowed us to exclude that the time-dependent
content of phosphine ligands during the dropwise addition modality
altered the final particle shape appreciably, as compared to the one-
pot injection modality.
(a) Injection Volume Experiments. All injection volume experi-
ments were performed by quickly injecting a 0.35 M Zn/Se stock
solution either at 290 °C in HDA or close to the boiling point of
ODA (345 °C). To provide enough nanocrystals for analysis, a
scaled-up synthesis was implemented. For this purpose, 28 g of
amine was weighed in the flask, while 8, 2, 1, and 0.4 mL of stock
solution were injected in less than 0.4 s in four independent
experiments, respectively. The reaction was allowed to proceed for
2 min, after which the heating source was promptly removed and
cold TOP (5 mL) was injected to further quench growth.
(b) ZnSe Nanorods. A fixed volume (1-2 mL) of a 0.32 M Zn/
Se solution was injected dropwise into 14 g of ODA at 345 °C.
The aspect ratio of the nanorods could be varied from 2-3 to 7-8
by changing the injection rate from 0.20 mL/min to 0.05 mL/
min. Alternatively, when the injection rate was kept fixed, an
increase in the precursor volume led to higher aspect ratio nanorods.
To avoid the development of branched nanostructures during
growth, no more than 2 mL were added when injecting dropwise
at 0.20 mL/min, whereas up to 5-6 mL could be used when
operating at an injection rate of 0.05 mL/min. After the addition
was completed, the flask was allowed to cool to room temperature.
(c) Branched ZnSe Nanocrystals. Polypods were obtained by
injecting a 0.32 M Zn/Se precursor solution into 14 g of ODA at
lower temperatures (330-290 °C) and at an injection rate of
0.40-0.30 mL/min. Injection of relatively small precursor
volumes (2.5 mL) led to tetra- and tripods with equally short arms
as the major product. Polypods with longer and dissimilar arms
were prepared by injecting 5-7 mL of the same solution.
Nanocrystals with multiple branching points were obtained by
injecting 5-7 mL of a 0.64 M Zn/Se precursor solution into 14 g
of ODA (or of HDA) at 290-270 °C. After the injection was
completed, the reaction was stopped by removing the heating
source. Notably, branching could be also achieved by applying the
(34) (a) Solanki, R.; Huo, J.; Freeouf, J. L.; Miner, B. Appl. Phys. Lett.
2002, 81, 3864. (b) Stifter, D.; Heiss, W.; Bonanni, A.; Prechtl, G.;
Schmid, M.; Hingerl, K.; Seringer, H.; Sitter, H.; Liu, J.; Gornik, E.;
Toth, L.; Barna, C. J. Cryst. Growth 1998, 184-185, 347. (c) Peck,
J.; Mountziaris, T. J.; Stoltz, S.; Petrou, A.; Mattocks, P. G. J. Cryst.
Growth 1997, 184-185, 347.
(35) (a) Schreder, B.; Materny, A.; Kiefer, W.; Bacher, G.; Forchel, A.;
Landwehr, G. J. Raman. Spectrosc. 2000, 31, 959. (b) Ikada, H.; Saito,
T.; Takahashi, N.; Shibata, K.; Sato, T.; Chen, Z.; Souma, I.; Oka, Y.
Physica E 2001, 10, 373. (c) Bacher, G.; Illing, M.; Spiegel, R.;
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same conditions used for growing rods (temperature and injection
rate) except that the total volume of injected precursors was
drastically increased. However, a broader range of nanoparticle
typologies was obtained in this case.
2.3. Extraction Procedures. Butanol (3-4 mL) and 3-4 mL
of chloroform were added to the reaction vessel at 60 °C in order
to prevent solidification of the mixture. Subsequently, methanol
was added to flocculate the nanocrystals. They were immediately
separated by centrifugation to avoid massive contamination by the
amine that started precipitating at temperatures below 40-50 °C.
Cleaning was carried out by repeatedly (three times) by redissolving
the nanocrystals in a minimum volume of CHCl3 and by repre-
cipitating them by CH3OH addition. The purified nanocrystals,
regardless of their morphologies, were highly soluble in a variety
of nonpolar solvents (chloroform, hexane, toluene, etc.).
2.4. Characterization. UV-Vis Absorption Spectroscopy. To
monitor nanocrystal growth, UV-vis absorption spectra were
recorded with an Ocean Optics UV-vis diode array spectropho-
tometer equipped with an optical fiber, a deuterium lamp, and a
tungsten-halogen lamp. UV-vis absorption spectra of the extracted
nanocrystals were measured with Cary 5 Varian UV-vis/near-IR
spectrophotometer. Photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra were
measured with a Cary Eclipse spectrofluorimeter. The PL quantum
yields (QY) were evaluated by comparing the integrated emission
intensity with the integrated PL of a Stilbene solution in ethanol.
The nanocrystal and dye solutions were both excited at the
wavelength where their absorption spectra intersected. The samples
were maintained under N2 and diluted to an optical density of
between 0.1 and 0.3 at the excitation wavelength (350 nm) to
minimize self-absorption effects. For PL measurements, only freshly
prepared samples dissolved in anhydrous oxygen-free solvents were
used, as the emission from the nanocrystals was rapidly quenched
upon exposure to air (in 1-2 h).
Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD). XRD measurements were
performed with a D8 Discover-Bruker diffractometer equipped with
a 3-kW ceramic tube with a copper anode, a Goebel type parabolic
mirror and two-bounces monochromator (V Groove) as primary
optics, and a NaI(Tl) scintillator detector. A coupled ı--2ı
movement was chosen for data collection. Concentrated nanocrystal
solutions were spread on top of a silicon substrate. The sample
was allowed to dry and was measured in reflection geometry.
Transmission Electron Microscopy. Low-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) investigation was performed using a
JEOL JEM-1011 microscope operated at 100 kV. High-resolution
images (HR-TEM) were recorded on a Philips EM 430 microscope
(TEM) operating at 300 kV. The samples for the analysis were
prepared by injection of dilute solutions of ZnSe nanocrystals onto
400-mesh carbon-coated copper grids and leaving the solvent to
dry. The samples were stable under the electron beam within the
typical observation times.
3. Results
In this work, the influence of the reaction conditions on
the crystalline phase and on the shape of ZnSe nanoparticles
was investigated by manipulating their growth kinetics in
the high-temperature organometallic approach originally
developed to prepare highly luminescent organic-capped ZB
ZnSe quantum dots.26 Because this investigation was intended
to understand the nucleation and growth processes related
to the formation of shape-controlled nanocrystals, no size/
shape sorting was performed for all the products obtained
from the syntheses discussed below.
3.1. Morphological Characterization. (a) ZnSe Quantum
Dots. The growth of spherical ZnSe nanocrystals was carried
out by means of the classical hot-injection technique based
on initial rapid addition of a relatively large volume of Zn-
(C2H5)2:Se:TOP(or TBP) solution into hot alkylamine at Tinj
 300-340 °C. Further growth of the formed nuclei was
then accomplished at lower temperatures (Tgr  265-290
°C), while performing additional precursor injections to
“refocus” the size distribution.13e The entire process could
be easily followed by monitoring the temporal evolution of
the ZnSe absorption and emission spectrum (Supporting
Information, Figures 1S-2S). Monodisperse ZnSe nanoc-
rystals with mean particle diameter tuneable in the 3-5-nm
range could be obtained within typical reaction times on the
order of 4-5 h in HDA (Supporting Information Figure 3Sa).
The use of an amine with a longer alkyl chain, ODA, allowed
us to grow larger ZnSe nanocrystals at comparatively higher
temperature (Supporting Information, Figure 2S). However,
even with additional injections, the size distribution remained
broad (Supporting Information, parts b and c of Figure 3S).
The largest ZnSe nanocrystals that could be grown by the
hot-injection method in HDA possessed narrow exciton
absorption and luminescence peaks at around 425 and
434 nm, respectively, while nanoparticles grown in ODA
exhibited an absorption onset red-shifted up to 455 nm with
a corresponding broad luminescence band at 465 nm. These
optical features reflected the attained size-distributions.
(b) Injection Volume Experiments. These experiments shed
light onto the process of nanocrystal shape evolution at the
early stages of growth following nucleation. The variation
of the precursor volume (or, alternatively, of the precursor
concentration at a fixed volume) in the fast-injection
technique was actually found to be rather critical in order to
produce systematic changes in the mean particle shape. The
reaction was allowed to proceed only for a brief period (2
min) to minimize shape variation that would occur over long
growing times. The use of ODA allowed us to inject the
precursors solution at temperatures as high as 345 °C. In
the scaled-up synthesis adapted for the purpose of this
investigation, the overall growth kinetics remained practically
unaffected. Very large injection volumes (5-8 mL) cor-
responded to the same general conditions adopted to nucleate
spherical nanocrystals, as previously reported. In this case,
only very small ZnSe clusters (excitonic peak at ì < 350
nm) were present in the final solution after quenching the
growth. These particles could not be seen under TEM.
Conversely, a decrease of the injection volume below 3 mL
produced larger nanocrystals that could be clearly detected
by TEM, as illustrated in Figure 1 and as further supported
by the corresponding absorption and emission spectra (Sup-
porting Information, Figure 4S). When related to the short
reaction time, this fact undoubtedly pointed to a faster crystal
growth. More importantly, the morphological inspection of
the samples revealed that the ZnSe nanocrystals gradually
changed from moderately monodisperse spherical particles
(Figure 1a) to slightly elongated objects with irregular
profiles (Figure 1b) to polydisperse rods with aspect ratios
in the range of 2-5 (Figure 1c). Notably, such particle shape
modulation appeared accentuated by increasing temperature,
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even though in a relatively narrow range (300-345 °C).
Similar results were obtained by performing the injection of
a fixed volume of stock solution with proportionally de-
creased precursor concentration, which additionally excluded
that shape changes were due to the variation in the phosphine
content in the final mixture.
(c) ZnSe Nanorods. The above observations suggested that
reducing monomer supersaturation in the reaction vessel
could lead to anisotropic crystal growth. This hypothesis was
actually verified by experiments demonstrating exclusive rod
formation upon dropwise addition of the stock precursor
solution at 340 °C. The rod aspect ratio could be
systematically increased either by decreasing the injection
rate of a fixed moderate precursor volume (less than 2 mL)
from 0.20 to 0.05 mL/min or by increasing the total
injected volume at a constant injection rate. In this latter
mode, the rod morphology was maintained, provided that
the larger injection volumes were associated with relatively
lower injection rates. The low-resolution TEM images in
Figure 2 demonstrate the degree of control over rod length
and aspect ratio achievable by this procedure. In general,
the nanoparticles exhibited uniform diameters (within 5%),
although with a relatively broader length distribution. In
addition, a minor (5-15%) presence of morphologies deviat-
ing from the pure rodlike, such as arches, zigzag-segments,
Figure 1. TEM images relative to the single injection volume experiments.
Separate syntheses were carried out by rapidly injecting (a) 2 mL; (b) 1
mL; (c) 0.4 mL of a 0.35 M Zn/Se stock solution into 28 g of ODA at 345
°C. Growth was quenched after 2 min. Figure 2. TEM overview of rodlike ZnSe nanocrystals of different aspect
ratio prepared in ODA at 340 °C.
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bipods (V-shaped), and tripods with dissimilar arms (Y-
shaped) could be observed in the samples containing larger
particles (parts b and c of Figure 2), i.e., those grown upon
injection of more concentrated stock solutions and/or larger
precursor volumes.
(d) Branched ZnSe Nanocrystals. Further manipulation of
the growth kinetics led to the formation of more complex
1D-based nanostructures, although branched and multiarmed
nanocrystals could not be completely excluded from the
growth of the longest rods. As compared to the rod-
generating synthesis conditions, branching could be generally
introduced by increasing either the total volume of injected
precursors or the injection rate to 0.40-0.30 mL/min and/
or at comparatively lower temperatures (340-270 °C).
However, only the latter procedure could guarantee a
sufficiently narrow shape distribution. Some representative
examples are shown in Figure 3. Nanocrystals with a single
branching point (i.e., polypods) were easily obtained by
injecting increasing amounts of the stock solution (parts a
and b of Figure 3). As a general feature, tetra- and tripods
represented the major product, with the distribution of
diameters of the rodlike branches appearing rather uniform.
However, the length of the arms became less uniform when
the average nanocrystal size increased (Figure 3b) due to
deviation from a rigorously straight geometry.
Nanocrystals with multiple branching points were obtained
by employing more concentrated precursor solutions in
combination with lower temperatures. Such typology could
also be found as a side product in the samples containing
larger polypods (as in Figure 3b). In such shaped nanopar-
ticles (Figure 3c), a dendritic or a comblike structural pattern
developed as a result of multiple branching points, while
the individual arms retained the rodlike morphology.
3.2. Structural Characterization. As a representative
example, the evolution of the powder XRD profiles for ZnSe
nanorods with varying aspect ratio is shown in Figure 4.
Similar patterns were measured for the branched nanocrystals
with increasing arm length. In all cases, the characteristic
line broadening pointed to nanosized crystal domains. The
spherical nanocrystals (Figure 4a) exhibited XRD diffraction
peaks that could be indexed by the known diffraction pattern
of the ZB phase of ZnSe without any other feature. As
opposed, a WZ structure could be generally assigned to the
nanorods (parts b-d of Figure 4), although the coexistence
of the ZB phase could not be excluded.
The XRD of the elongated nanocrystals indicated an
extended crystalline domain along the c axis of the WZ
lattice. This attribution was supported by the observation of
an increasingly intense and sharp (002) WZ peak, asym-
metrically broadened by the convolution with the (100) and
(101) WZ reflexes. The suppression of the (102) and the
strong attenuation of the (103) peak could be explained by
the presence of stacking faults along the (002) direc-
tion.13a-b,14e,25a,36 Accordingly, such lattice imperfections are
known to cause further broadening and/or shape modification
of the XRD peaks,36c thus explaining the discrepancy between
the mean particle length that could be estimated from fitting
the XRD and that measured directly by TEM.
Detailed HRTEM studies on the samples provided a deeper
insight into the formation of the diverse range of nanostruc-
tures observed by the present synthetic approach. Figure 5
presents an overview of the structural details relative to the
principal particle morphologies. The measured interplanar
distance for the 3-7 nm nearly spherical nanoparticles (parts
a and b of Figure 5) matched the d spacing values of the ZB
(36) (a) Murray, C. B.; Kagan, C. R.; Bawendi, M. G. Annu. ReV. Mater.
Sci. 2000, 30, 545. (b) Talapin, D. V.; Koeppe, R.; Gotzinger, S.;
Kornowski, A.; Lupton, J. M.; Rogach, A. L.; Benson, O.; Feldmann,
J.; Weller, H. Nano Lett. 2003, 3, 1677. (c) Guinier, A. X-ray
Diffraction in Crystals, Imperfect Crystals, and Amorphous Bodies;
Dover: New York, 1994.
Figure 3. TEM overview of ZnSe polypods and multibranched nanocrys-
tals.
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phase, in agreement with the relative XRD pattern. In
contrast, in all anisotropic ZnSe nanostructures, both the WZ
and the ZB phase coexisted, and their combination in turn
determined the overall crystal morphology.
The case of the lowest aspect ratio rods (parts c-f of
Figure 5) is representative of the genesis of all anisotropic
particles in general. Even among these nanoparticles, a
variety of structurally heterogeneous nanocrystals could be
found. Rods in the exclusive WZ phase, being distinguishable
by the characteristic ziz-zag behavior when viewed down
the (100) direction (Figure 5c), were dominant in the
synthesis designed to yield the lowest aspect ratio nanorods.
Mixed-phase, elongated particles (parts d-f of Figure 5)
could be more commonly encountered at the early stages of
the growth of high aspect ratio nanorods and branched
nanocrystals. They comprised ZB tetrahedral crystals that
coherently continued in the WZ phase (parts d-f of Figure
5), thus generating stacking faults. In the HRTEM of longer
rods (parts g and h of Figure 5), stacking faults were more
frequently observed.
The occurrence of the ZB phase provided also the basic
structural motif for potentially introducing unusual rod-based
3D organization, as previously observed for a number of
semiconductors exhibiting ZB-WZ polytypism.13-17 The
close similarity between the WZ and the ZB structures can
be easily grasped by observing that the ((111) facets of the
ZB structure are atomically identical to the polar (001) and
(001h) facets of the WZ structure. In this notation, we are
assuming that the “+” sign refers to the four equivalent polar
(111) facets of ZB that expose cations with one dangling
bond each (here the Zn atoms), which are equivalent to the
unique (001) polar facet in WZ. The “-” sign refers to the
ZB facets exposing anions with one dangling bond (Se in
our case), which are equivalent to the (001h) polar facet in
WZ. Polypods, as well as the observed rods with one ZB
cluster on one rod tip, are originated when WZ arms grow
on one or more ((111) facets of a ZB nanocrystal (parts
h-l of Figure 5). The maximum observed number of
branches departing from a ZB nucleus is four, and this
indicates that of the two possible groups of equivalent facets
of ZB, the +(111) and the -(111) ones, only one group is
most likely responsible for branching. An interesting example
is represented by sequential arrangement of ZB and WZ
structures, which can ultimately result in the development
of nanocrystal curvature (Figure 5i). The details of such
combined structures can be more easily observed in nano-
particles, such as bipods (Figure 5h) and tripods (Figure 5l),
that are missing of one or more branches.
3.3. Optical Characterization. The various nanocrystal
shapes exhibited unique spectroscopic features. The UV-
vis absorption and PL spectra of ZnSe nanocrystals with
different morphologies are compared in Figure 6. The
spherical particles (Figure 6a) exhibit up to three resolved
electronic transitions and PL peak widths as narrow as 17
nm with a QY of 20-40%. A broadening of both the first
excitonic peak and the related PL emission with increasing
aspect ratio of the rods was typically observed. Such a
broadening reflects the contribution from the confinement
along the c axis of the nanorods, for which a substantial
distribution of lengths was observed. In addition, the Stokes
shift was progressively larger for nanocrystals with increasing
rod length (see also Figure 4S in the Supporting Information).
This behavior is indicative of a length dependence of the
electronic structure in nanorods, as previously reported for
similar systems.7,13a,19 The smaller overlap area between the
absorption and the emission spectra is particularly desirable
in optoelectronic applications, such as light-emitting diodes,
where reabsorption would reduce the total efficiency of the
device.
In all samples, a red-shift of the band gap in longer
nanorods, or in general in branched nanostructures with long
rod sections, was generally accompanied by a significant
decrease in the PL QY, which could be much lower than
1% for branched structures. Atomistic pseudopotential
calculations37 of the simplest and most symmetric branched
structure (a tetrapod made of four WZ rods joined to a central
ZB nucleus) have shown that electrons localize in the ZB
core while the holes delocalize in the WZ rods. When an
electron-hole pair is created in a branched nanostructure,
the two carriers can separate at the interface between a
hexagonal branch and a cubic section (the branching point).
The carriers are then likely to delocalize into two distinct
branches. Because of this intrinsic charge-separation property
of branched nanostructures, their fluorescence efficiency is
significantly lower than in the case of rods or spherical
nanocrystals. This feature can be appealing for the realization
of semiconductor-based photovoltaic devices, in which long-
range charge separation is required.
4. Discussion
In the present work, shape and phase control of ZnSe
nanocrystals has been achieved without changing the nature
of the ligands. Furthermore, the results of our experiments
exclude a primary role of the phosphine in governing the
(37) Li, J.; Wang, W. Nano Lett. 2003, 3, 1357.
Figure 4. Powder XRD pattern of (a) spherical ZnSe nanoparticles and
(b-d) ZnSe nanorods with aspect ratios of 3, 6, and 8, respectively.
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shape and phase evolution of ZnSe nanocrystals. Therefore,
the binary amine/TOP system can be simply treated as a
monosurfactant system15a,19 in which the influence of ex-
perimental conditions on the nanocrystal growth can be
ultimately traced to the chemical potential of the monomer
species in solution. A major role in tailoring nanoparticle
shape and structure was played by the temporal variation of
precursor supply in combination with temperature modula-
Figure 5. HRTEM images of variously shaped ZnSe nanocrystals: (a-b) ZB spherical dots; (c) short WZ rod; (d-f) elongated particles with both ZB and
WZ regions; (g) long WZ rod; (h) WZ bipod with stacking faults and a ZB region at the curvature point; (i) U-shaped particle; (l) tripod with a ZB branching
point and WZ arms with several stacking faults.
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tion. The injection of large volumes of stock solution yielded
spherical particles in the exclusive cubic ZB structure. In
contrast, slow, dropwise addition of the same stock solution
promoted the formation of complex 3D architectures in which
the rodlike sections (branches) occurred mainly in the WZ
phase, while the ZB structure was located at the branching
points and/or curvatures.
The microscopic mechanism and the kinetics of nucleation
in colloidal nanoparticles is a complex topic of study. The
classical nucleation theory (CNT)38 provides the two fol-
lowing expressions for the crystal nucleation rate per unit
volume, JN, and for the activation energy for homogeneous
nucleation, ¢GN39,40
In the expressions above, R is the gas constant, T is the
absolute temperature, ç is the solid-liquid interfacial tension
(henceforth referred to as “surface energy” for the case of
nanocrystals), Vm is the molar volume of the corresponding
bulk solid and ¢í (<0) is the difference between the
chemical potential of the component species in the crystal
and that of the corresponding species in the bulk solution
(the monomers), and BN is a kinetic prefactor that depends
on several parameters (e.g., desolvation of species and so
forth). In the discussion, we will address the significance of
these two equations with respect to the various growth
regimes for ZnSe nanocrystals.
Spherical ZnSe nanocrystals were prepared via the “fast-
injection” technique. As ¢GN is much higher than the
activation energy for particle growth,39 the temperature drop
that follows the rapid injection reduces the rate of homoge-
neous nucleation significantly but affects much less the
growth rate. This simple technique provides a means of
separating the nucleation and growth stages in time and leads
to monodisperse ZnSe spheres, provided that the solution is
continuously fed with fresh monomers, which keep the
growth in the “size-focusing” regime13e (Supporting Informa-
tion Figures 1S-3S). Size control of spherical ZnSe nanoc-
rystals depends on the relative balance between monomer
depletion during the nucleation and the growth stages. This
balance can be adjusted further by tuning the stability of the
Zn-amine complex, by varying, for instance, the chain
length of the amine, or the injection/growth temperature. The
fast-injection method is not a convenient approach to promote
anisotropic growth, unless the absolute amounts of Zn and
Se precursors are reduced considerably, as shown in the
injection volume experiments of Figure 1. High monomer
supersaturation inevitably favored both nucleation and growth
in the ZB structure, which is more symmetric than the WZ
structure and does not have a single preferential direction
of growth.
Shape and limited phase control was easily achieved
through slow, dropwise addition of monomers, a technique
that allowed to keep the temperature constant throughout the
synthesis. In such case, the control over the temporal
variation of monomer concentration provided the potential
for generating the entire variety of shapes. These results
indicated that an extremely low monomer concentration was
the stringent requirement to promote the exclusive formation
of ZnSe WZ seeds but also to guarantee WZ growth on ZB
seeds. Therefore, the solution supersaturation clearly dictated
the phase that nucleated and that grew preferentially. At the
temperature at which the syntheses are carried out, this phase
is not necessarily the most thermodynamically stable one in
the bulk (the ZB to WZ transition occurs at about 1420 °C
for ZnSe41). A similar behavior is observed in other materials
that exhibit polytypism13b,d,14b,e,15a-b,25 or that can be trapped
in the high-temperature stable polymorph under remarkably
mild solution conditions.15c,17,20b
Overall, the variety of the observed shapes arises from
the delicate phase balance between the nucleation and the
growth steps.13-16,19 A plausible growth mechanism for the
ZnSe system under study should consider the nucleation as
the process that governs the overall shape evolution. The
monomers left, after the nucleation event is completed, would
dictate the fate of the initially formed nuclei. Such nano-
crystal nuclei could reasonably be “magic-size” clusters with
a peculiar electronic configuration and ZB structure,42 in
analogy with other semiconductor systems.10b,13d,14e These
clusters should have an exceptionally high stability, as for
the case of “magic” metal clusters generated in the gas
(38) Mullin, J. W. Crystallization, 3rd ed; Butterworth-Heinemann: Oxford,
1997.
(39) Sugimoto, T. Monodisperse Particles; Elsevier: Amsterdam, 2001.
(40) (a) Auer, S.; Frenkel, D. Nature 2001, 409, 1020. (b) Zhang, K.-Q.;
Liu, X. Y. Nature 2004, 429, 739. (c) Gasser, U.; Weeks, E. R.;
Schofield, A.; Pusey, P. N.; Weitz, D. A. Science 2001, 292, 258.
(41) (a) Okada, H.; Kawanaka, T.; Ohmoto, S. J. Cryst. Growth 1996, 165,
31. (b) Okada, H.; Kawanaka, T.; Ohmoto, S. J. Cryst. Growth 1997,
172, 361. (c) Kulakov, M. P.; Kulakovskii, V. D.; Savchenko, I. B.;
Fadeev, A. V. SoV. Phys. Solid State 1976, 18, 526.
(42) (a) Kasuya, A.; Sivamohan, R.; Barnakov, Y. A.; Dmitruk, I. M.;
Nirasawa, T.; Romanyuk, V. R.; Kumar, V.; Mamykin, S. U.; Tohji,
K.; Jeyadevan, B.; Shinoda, K.; Kudo, T.; Terasaki, O.; Liu, Z.;
Belosludov, R. V.; Sundararajan, V.; Kamazoe, Y. Nature 2004, 3,
99. (b) Soloviev, V. N.; Eichhofer, A.; Fenske, D.; Banin, U. J. Am.
Chem. Soc. 2000, 122, 2673.
Figure 6. UV-vis absorption (left side) and PL emission (right side) spectra
of ZnSe spherical (a) and elongated nanocrystals (b-d) nanorods with aspect
ratios of 3, 6, and 8, respectively.
JN ) BN exp(-¢GN/RT) (1)
¢GN ) 16ðç3Vm
2/(3j¢íj2) (2)
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phase.43 In our experiments, very high solution supersatu-
ration kinetically froze the ZnSe system in the ZB phase at
nucleation and during growth. The isotropic growth entirely
in this phase yielded nearly spherical nanocrystals. Very low
supersaturation, on the other hand, allowed the nanocrystal
to grow under quasiequilibrium conditions that favored the
WZ phase, which should be stable only at high temperatures.
Whenever this occurred, the nanocrystals grew anisotropi-
cally due to the unique c axis of the WZ structure.
These results can be rationalized by considering that, in a
nanocluster, the contribution of the surface energy to the total
energy is much more influent than in a macroscopic solid,
for which the chemical potential of the elemental components
is practically the only relevant term.44 This is also predicted
by theoretical calculations, which emphasize the size de-
pendence of the structural metastability at the nanoscale.45
It is plausible that nanocrystals can form in a phase that is
unstable in the bulk, if the growth in this phase minimizes
the overall surface energy significantly.44 In solution, the
dynamic binding of monomers and surfactants to nanocrystals
can influence dramatically the relative stabilities of the
various facets, through steric and electronic effects. The
results of growing ZnSe nanocrystals in alkylamines through
low supply of monomers, suggest that these surfactants can
stabilize more efficiently the facets of WZ ZnSe nanocrystals
than the facets of the ZB structure when near-equilibrium
conditions are established. In addition, the rod morphology
of WZ branches in the ZnSe rods and polypods indicates
that the most developed facets, hence, the most stable ones,
are the nonpolar (100) and (110) facets of the WZ structure.
These facets have no equivalents in the cubic ZB structure.
Therefore, the surface energy term can revert the stability
between the ZB and WZ phases at the nanoscale, rendering
nanocrystals more stable in the WZ rather than in the ZB
structure.
While we can rationalize the preference for growth in the
WZ structure under suitable conditions, a less straightforward
explanation is possible for which phase is preferred at
nucleation. The WZ phase can originate from three possible
paths: (i) ZB-WZ transition; (ii) direct WZ nucleation; and
(iii) WZ growth on ZB. ZB-WZ transition has been
observed on nanocrystals at room temperature upon surface
restructuring with the assistance of ligands or of the solvent.46
Additional studies suggest that magic clusters of II-VI
semiconductors may undergo a sudden transformation to the
WZ structure once they reach a critical size.13d,15e In principle,
the remarkable influence of the surfactant on the average
surface energy, çZB and çWZ, for the ZB and WZ phases,
would differentiate the corresponding values of ¢GN in eq
2 for the two phases, to the point of making homogeneous
nucleation possible in the WZ phase. These considerations,
however, do not take into account that magic clusters are
intrinsically stable and very likely have a low energetic
barrier of formation. Consequently, eqs 1-2 should not be
applicable to describe their formation and/or their successive
evolution. Magic clusters might simply nucleate at much
faster rate, even at modest temperature.
The conditions promoting thermodynamic control of the
growth (low supersaturation and high temperature) can be
expected to give enough time to the system so that equilib-
rium is reached between the ZB magic clusters and the
monomers, as well as between the monomers and nuclei in
the WZ phase. Under this growth regime, hexagonal nuclei,
when they are formed, are likely to develop into larger
particles, as these would be more stable then the correspond-
ing ZB nanocrystals originating from further growth of magic
clusters. As opposed, at low growth temperatures and at high
supersaturation, as for the fast injection approach, quasiequi-
librium conditions cannot set in, and the growth is kinetically
controlled. In this case, the high chemical potential of the
monomers remaining in the solution will not allow the ZB
nuclei to reconvert to the initial monomers, and such clusters
would be forced to grow fast, retaining their original ZB
phase. One additional possibility for initially formed ZB
nanocrystals to increase in size further, while keeping their
surface energy low, is to continue to grow in WZ structure.
This is realized if hexagonal arms develop from the ((111)
facets of the ZB nanocrystals, leading to branched structures.
Alternation of WZ and ZB was also observed during
growth. Whenever growth alternated from WZ to ZB and
back, deviations from a linear rod geometry were observed,
such as particle curvature or branching (Figure 5), as the
ZB section could act as a new branching point from which
up to three new WZ arms could develop (Figure 3). The
possibility for the nanocrystals to easily switch between the
two phases is due to the relatively small difference in the
total energy between the two phases (5.3 meV/atom)24 and
is the main reason why only a limited phase control, hence,
shape control, could be achieved in this work. In general,
faster injection rates, therefore higher levels of supersatu-
ration, led to nanocrystal morphologies characterized by a
progressively higher number of branches (rods, bi-, tri-, and
tetrapods), up to nanocrystals having multiple branching
points. The statistical probability of growth continuation in
either the ZB or WZ phase scales with the injection rate and/
or the concentration of precursor stock solution, as observed
for the homogeneous nucleation. A comparatively higher
chemical potential is also beneficial to sustain anisotropic
growth, according to the shape order seen above.
The temperature dependence of the formation of the
branched nanocrystals can be ultimately traced to monomer
concentration effects.13d,15a In general, the depletion of
monomers in the nucleation process and the number of nuclei
formed should decrease at lower temperatures. This would
keep the monomer chemical potential in the solution at a
(43) Deheer, W. A. The Physics of Simple Metal-Clusters - Experimental
Aspects and Simple-Models. ReV. Mod. Phys. 1993, 65, 611-676.
(44) (a) Chen, C.-C.; Herhold, A. B.; Johnson, C. S.; Alivisatos, A. P.
Science 1997, 276, 398. (b) Jacobs, K.; Zaziski, D.; Scher, E.; Herhold,
A. B.; Alivisatos, A. P. Science 2001, 293, 1803. (c) Qadri, S. B.;
Skelton, E. F.; Hsu, D.; Dinsmore, A. D.; Yang, J.; Gray, H. F.; Ratna,
B. R. Phys. ReV. B 1999, 60, 9191.
(45) (a) Belloni, J.; Pernot, P. J. Phys. Chem. B 2003, 107, 7299. (b) Joswig,
J.-O.; Springborg, M.; Seifert, G. J. Phys. Chem. B 2000, 104, 2617.
(c) Joswig, J.-O.; Roy, S.; Sarkar, P.; Springborg, M. Chem. Phys.
Lett. 2002, 365, 75.
(46) (a) Zhang, H.; Gilbert, B.; Huang, F.; Banfield, J. F. Nature 2003,
424, 1025. (b) Murakoshi, K.; Hosokawa, H.; Tanaka, N.; Saito, M.;
Wada, Y.; Sakata, T.; Mori, H.; Yanagid, S. Chem. Commun. 1998,
321-322. (c) Rockenberger, J.; Troger, L.; Kornowski, A.; Vossmeyer,
T.; Eychmuller, A.; Feldhaus, J.; Weller, H. J. Phys. Chem. B 1997,
101, 2691.
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relatively higher level, so that the formation of the branched
nanocrystals can be promoted.
The rod-generating synthesis conditions (low injection
rates and high temperature) can be taken as an example that
illustrates the general size/shape guiding mechanisms. The
rate of injection is critical in governing the overall aspect
ratio of the rods as it regulates the nucleation event. At low
injection rates, a few WZ nuclei are initially formed. These
nuclei are then fed by the continuous supply of monomers
and can evolve into long rods. At higher injection rates, on
the other hand, a larger number of WZ nuclei are formed.
These nuclei then have to compete more for the monomers
delivered and, therefore, can evolve only into short rods. A
similar trend is observed when varying the total injected
volume at a fixed injection rate. A remarkable aspect of the
slow injection technique is that no additional nuclei are
formed during the injection after the initial nucleation event,
even when fast injection rates are devised. This guarantees
a reasonably narrow distribution of rod lengths. Apparently,
the continuously replenished monomers are rapidly consumed
to feed the nanocrystals already existing in solution, and the
nucleation threshold is not reached again.
5. Conclusions
The synthesis of quantum-sized colloidal ZnSe nanocrys-
tals in a variety of morphologies (spheres, rods, and branched
structures) with peculiar shape-dependent optical properties
has been demonstrated by proper manipulation of particle
growth kinetics using an organometallic approach. Control
over the injection rate of the precursors demonstrated to be
an advantageous general method for controlling the produc-
tion of the two crystalline polymorphs either separately (ZB
spheres and WZ rods) or combined in multibranched
structures. The proposed method offers the potential for
generating elaborate morphologies by proper modification
of the synthesis conditions.
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Growth kinetics of spherical ZnSe nanocrystals 
 
Fig. 1S reports a typical ZnSe growth kinetics in HDA. Soon after the first injection, ultratiny 
TEM-invisible clusters with a well-defined exciton peak (at ~325 nm) were generated, which were 
usually nonemitting. Subsequently, a progressive red-shift of the excitonic absorption and of the 
related intense band-edge emission peak indicated the slow growth of regularly-sized luminescent 
nanoparticles at the expense of the reactive monomers present in the solution. However, as the 
system early entered a size “defocusing” growth regime, a broadening of both peaks could be 
observed. Additional precursor injections were therefore required in order to replenish the 
concentration of reactive monomers in solution, ultimately yielding monodisperse ZnSe 
nanocrystals (Fig. 3S-a). 
The use of an amine with a longer alkyl chain, ODA, allowed to grow larger ZnSe nanocrystals. 
The synthesis could be carried out also at comparatively higher temperature in ODA. With this 
solvent, an increase in the growth rate was observed in the initial period (Fig. 2S). However, 
additional injections demonstrated to be poorly useful to improve the size-distribution which, in 
fact, inevitably tended to broaden, ultimately comprising faceted, oval and slightly elongated 
nanoparticles (Fig. 3S b-c). 
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Figure 1S Typical growth kinetics of spherical ZnSe nanocrystals in HDA, followed by monitoring 
the temporal evolution of their UV-vis absorption (A) and PL emission spectra (B). The reaction 
was initiated by rapidly injecting 2.5 mL of a 0.32 M Zn/Se stock solution into 7g HDA at 300°C. 
Growth was then allowed at 270°C and sustained by additional dropwise (at 0.2 mL/min) injections 
of 1 mL, 2 mL, 3 mL and 3 mL of the same stock solution after 1h15min, 2h, 3h40min, 4h20min 
reaction time, respectively (indicated by the arrows in A). Growth was stopped after 5h. 
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Figure 2S Typical growth kinetics of spherical ZnSe nanocrystals in ODA, followed by monitoring 
the temporal evolution of their UV-vis absorption (A) and PL emission spectra (B). The reaction 
was initiated by rapidly injecting 2.5 mL of a 0.32 M Zn/Se stock solution into 7g ODA at 340°C. 
Growth was then allowed at 300°C and sustained by additional dropwise (at 0.2 mL/min) injections 
of 1 mL, 2 mL, 3 mL and 3 mL of the same stock solution after 30min, 1h10min, 2h, 3h30min 
reaction time, respectively. Growth was stopped after 5h. 
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Figure 3S Low resolution TEM images of spherical ZnSe nanocrystals grown: (a)in HDA with Tinj 
~ 300°C and at Tgr ~ 270°C; (b) in ODA witht Tinj ~ 320°C and at Tgr ~ 290°C; and  (c) in ODA with 
Tinj ~ 340°C and at Tgr ~ 310°C. 
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Figure 4S Absorption and PL emission spectra of the ZnSe nanocrystals obtained by the injection 
volume experiments shown in Fig. 1a-c, respectively. 
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B.3 Optical properties of tetrapod-shaped CdTe
nanocrystals
D. Tar`ı, M. De Giorgi, F. Della Sala, L. Carbone, R. Krahne, L. Manna,
R. Cingolani, S. Kudera, W.J. Parak
Appl. Phys. Lett. 87(22), pp. 224101, 2005
We studied the carrier confinement in tetrapod-shaped colloidal CdTe
nanocrystals by means of absorption, photoluminescence, and photolumi-
nescence excitation spectroscopy at room and cryogenic temperatures. The
spectra show features characteristic of the tetrapod shape together with a
clear dependence on the dominant confinement parameter, i.e., the diameter
of the tetrapod arm. Theoretical calculations based on an envelope-function
approximation and using the exact tetrapod shape have been performed to
assign the observed spectral features. Oscillator strength and size depen-
dence of the transitions energy have been calculated showing a direct corre-
lation between the oscillator strength and the nanocrystal shape.
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We studied the carrier confinement in tetrapod-shaped colloidal CdTe nanocrystals by means of
absorption, photoluminescence, and photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy at room and
cryogenic temperatures. The spectra show features characteristic of the tetrapod shape together with
a clear dependence on the dominant confinement parameter, i.e., the diameter of the tetrapod arm.
Theoretical calculations based on an envelope-function approximation and using the exact tetrapod
shape have been performed to assign the observed spectral features. Oscillator strength and size
dependence of the transitions energy have been calculated showing a direct correlation between the
oscillator strength and the nanocrystal shape. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
DOI: 10.1063/1.2130727
In recent years, there has been a remarkable advance-
ment in the ability to grow anisotropic nanocrystals, such as
rods,1–3 tetrapods,4 and nanocrystals with even more com-
plex branched shapes.5 The influence of the geometric shape
on the electronic structure of the nanocrystals is of great
interest, since it modifies their optical and electrical proper-
ties. Hu and co-workers, for instance,3 have shown that col-
loidal quantum rods exhibit linearly polarized light emission.
Therefore, the opportunity to tune the nanocrystal shape
paves the way to new properties stemming from the peculiar
geometry of these structures. This has a great impact in dif-
ferent fields of nanotechnology, such as biological tagging,
photovoltaics, electronics and light-emitting diodes LEDs.
An intriguing nanocrystal shape is the tetrapod Fig. 1a, in
which four rod-shaped arms branch with a wurtzite crystal
structure from a central zinc blende core.4
In this letter, we study the electronic structure of CdTe
tetrapods as a function of the length and diameter of the
arms. Linear absorption spectra, photoluminescence excita-
tion PLE, and fluorescence experiments at room and low
temperatures together with theoretical calculations were per-
formed on samples of different geometrical dimensions. The
tetrapods exhibit a remarkable fluorescence yield with well
resolved multifold splitting of the spectra originating from
the electron quantization in the arms of the nanostructure, as
confirmed by theoretical calculations.
The tetrapod samples were grown according to the pro-
tocol described by Manna and co-workers.4 Figure 1a
shows a schematic illustration of the tetrapod shape and
sketches the band offset between the zinc blende core and the
wurtzite arms.6 Structural information about tetrapod
samples has been obtained by transmission electron measure-
ments TEM. In this letter, we discuss the properties of a set
of tetrapods labeled as T1, T2, and T3 whose geometrical
dimensions were assessed by wide-field TEM images Figs.
1b–1d. The tetrapod samples have a good homogeneity
in shape and a rather narrow distribution of arm diameters
d and lengths l, whose average values have been found to
be equal to: d=7 nm and l=60 nm for the sample T1, d
=5.7 nm and l=30 nm for T2 and finally, d=4.7 nm and l
=25 nm for T3.
Figures 2a–2c shows the linear absorption and the
fluorescence spectra of the three tetrapod samples recorded at
room temperature in solution. In all absorption spectra, quan-
tum confinement causes the lowest energy peak to blueshift
with respect to the bulk CdTe value 1.50 eV at T=300 K,
and a series of overlapping peaks appears at higher energies
due to high-index exciton states. As a general trend, the ab-
sorption features of the tetrapods are size-dependent. In
smaller tetrapods the lowest exciton state occurs at higher
energy 1.81 eV for sample T3 compared with the larger
tetrapods 1.715 eV for sample T1, and the energy spacing
aAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
davide.tari@unile.it
FIG. 1. a An illustration of a tetrapod. b–d TEM of three CdTe tetrapod
samples.
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between the various exciton states increases when the dimen-
sions are reduced.
In order to understand the effect of the tetrapod shape on
its overall electronic structure, it is useful to compare these
nanostructures with nanospheres, widely studied in the last
years. The absorption and emission spectra from spherical
CdTe nanocrystals sample D1, emitting in a comparable
spectral range, are displayed in Fig. 2d. The absorption
spectra of the tetrapods are less distinct than in spheres, and
this can be explained by the effect of the more elaborate
geometry of the tetrapods on their electronic structure. Al-
though the confinement in tetrapods depends more strongly
on the diameter of the arms than on their length, the smaller
degree of exciton confinement in the arms and their lower
symmetry lead to a multitude of exciton states separated by
comparatively smaller energy gaps.
By looking at the emission spectra from the tetrapods we
clearly observe a double-peak structure in smaller tetrapods
samples T2 and T3, whereas in larger tetrapods sample
T1 the second peak can be better resolved after a careful
deconvolution of the spectrum. A detailed analysis of the
emission spectra shows that a decrease in arm width of the
tetrapods leads to an increase both in energy spacing be-
tween the two peaks and of the intensity of the high-energy
peak. Moreover, in the tetrapod spectra displayed in Figs.
2a–2c, the Stokes shift increases with decreasing size, in
analogy with spherical nanocrystals,7 but it stays remarkably
large about 100 meV for smaller tetrapods. For compari-
son, in spherical nanocrystals of diameter around 5 nm, the
Stokes shift is rather small about 50 meV. The large Stokes
shift observed in the tetrapods could partly result from the
larger size distribution compared to dots8 and partly from the
shape anisotropy, as observed in rods.3
Figures 3a–3c shows the room temperature PLE
spectra of the three tetrapod samples. If the detection energy
is tuned over the full spectral width of the fluorescence sig-
nal, no significant change in the characteristic features is
observed. This proves that the double-peak structure in emis-
sion resolved also in the PLE spectra, as indicated by the
small arrows in Figs. 3b and 3c originates from the same
class of nanocrystals, i.e., the tetrapods. In the intermediate
detection energy range, the PLE signal results from two tran-
sitions, namely coming from the two peaks observed in fluo-
rescence. This effect, together with the size distribution and
the elaborate geometry of the tetrapods8 leads to an inhomo-
geneous broadening of the features, which prevents us from
observing photoselection of nanocrystals with different sizes
as normally observed in dot samples like the one shown in
Fig. 3d, where a blueshift of about 60 meV of the higher
energy states is observed when increasing the detection
energy.
Measurements at cryogenic temperatures were per-
formed by depositing a drop of nanocrystal solution on SiO2
FIG. 4. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of the sample T2. The different
curves are shifted for clarity corresponding magnification is indicated. The
inset shows the peak positions fitted by the Varshni function for both tran-
sitions observed in the PL spectra.
FIG. 2. Absorption dashed line and fluorescence spectra solid line taken
at room temperature of a–c tetrapods and d dot samples.
FIG. 3. Photoluminescence excitation spectra of a–c tetrapods and d
dots at different detection energies for each sample. The small peak at 2 eV
that shifts with the detection energy is an artefact of the solvent.
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substrates. Figure 4 shows PL spectra of the sample T2 re-
corded in a temperature range between 8.5 and 250 K. The
ratio between the intensity of the high energy peak and the
low energy peak varies significantly with increasing
temperature,9 while the overall intensity of the signal de-
creases due to the increased rate of nonradiative processes.
This behavior can be correlated with the thermal filling of
the electronic levels due to a rise of the Fermi level at higher
temperatures. Both peaks show a redshift with increasing
temperature. In the inset of Fig. 4 we report the peak position
of the two observed transitions as a function of the tempera-
ture. The experimental points for both transitions follow the
Varshni equation10
EgT = Eg0 −
T2
 + T
, 1
where Eg is the energy gap of material, T is the temperature,
and  and  are Varshni’s coefficients.
For a more complete understanding of the optical prop-
erties of the tetrapods, we performed preliminary theoretical
calculations of the electronic structure, based on the
envelope-function approximation, and using the geometrical
dimensions arm lengths and diameters derived from the
TEM measurements. We modeled the tetrapod shape, by
considering a zinc blende ZB octahedron as the core and
four wurtzite WZ hexagonal prisms as the arms and by
solving numerically the three-dimensional single-particle
effective-mass Schrödinger equations.11 We also assumed
that the electrons are confined by a potential barrier whose
height is equal to the electron affinity of CdTe12 whereas the
holes are confined by an infinite potential barrier. In the fol-
lowing, we discuss the results for the sample T2.
For the T2 sample, the calculated excitation energies for
the ground GS and the first excited EX states GS
=1.674 eV and EX=1.747 eV, respectively agree well with
the PL experimental peak. The squared wave functions of the
first two confined electron and hole states for the T2 sample
are shown in Fig. 5. We found that the ground state of the
electrons has a A1 symmetry, with the electron density
mostly localized in the core of the tetrapod Fig. 5a,
whereas the wave function of the ground state of the holes
has a T2 symmetry and spreads into the arms Fig. 5b. On
the other hand, both the electron and hole wave functions of
the first excited state have T2 symmetry, with the carriers
completely localized in the arms Figs. 5c and 5d. As a
result of the different electron-hole overlap, the oscillator
strength for the transition between the ground state levels is
much smaller 0.52 than that between the first excited states
1.76, i.e., the probability that the excited state recombines
radiatively is increased. In addition, due to the different sym-
metry of the two electron states, the probability of an intra-
band transition which leads the carrier from the first excited
state to the ground state is reduced. Thus the two peaks ob-
served in the fluorescence spectra can be ascribed to the tran-
sition of the two lowest confined electron and hole states.
The peak at lower energy should be correlated to the transi-
tion between the ground state in conduction band and to the
ground state in valence band E1e→E1h, whereas the peak
at higher energy to the transition between the first excited
states in conduction and valence band E2e→E2h.
In conclusion, we investigated the photoluminescence
properties of tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals as a function of
their size. We observed that the absorption, PL, and PLE
spectra show also features peculiar of their complex shape. A
theoretical calculation which takes into account the exact
shape of the tetrapods and based on the envelope-function
approximation made possible to understand the origin of
these features and to assign the observed experimental
energy transitions.
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B.4 Electron-Hole Dynamics in CdTe Tetrapods
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We present transient absorption studies with femtosecond time resolution
on the electron-hole dynamics in CdTe tetrapod nanostructures. Electron-
hole pairs are generated by optical excitation in the visible spectral range,
and an immediate bleach and induced absorption signal are observed. The
relaxation dynamics to the lowest excitonic state is completed in about 6
ps. Experiments with polarized excitation pulses give information about
the localization of the excited-state wave functions. The influence of the
nanocrystal shape on the optical properties of CdTe nanoparticles is dis-
cussed.
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We present transient absorption studies with femtosecond time resolution on the electron-hole dynamics in
CdTe tetrapod nanostructures. Electron-hole pairs are generated by optical excitation in the visible spectral
range, and an immediate bleach and induced absorption signal are observed. The relaxation dynamics to the
lowest excitonic state is completed in about 6 ps. Experiments with polarized excitation pulses give information
about the localization of the excited-state wave functions. The influence of the nanocrystal shape on the
optical properties of CdTe nanoparticles is discussed.
Introduction
Colloidal nanocrystals of II-VI semiconductors such as CdSe
and CdTe have been intensively investigated over recent years,
not only because of the interesting, fundamental physics of
confined charge carriers,1-10 but also concerning their potential
use for biological and technical applications. The energy of the
lowest excitonic state in these materials can be blue-shifted just
by decreasing the size of the crystals into the range of a few
nanometers due to the quantum confinement effect. This
tunability of their color combined with a high fluorescence
quantum yield at room temperature make these materials
promising candidates for emitters in displays, lasers, or biologi-
cal labeling.11-16
Meanwhile, synthesis conditions were developed that allow
for the reproducible fabrication of strongly luminescent, colloidal
nanocrystals with a well-defined size and narrow size distribu-
tion.6,17-19 Also the synthesis of well-defined composite materi-
als and nanocrystal shapes such as dots, disks, rods, teardrops,
or tetrapods were demonstrated.19-25 This large flexibility in
size, shape, and composition facilitates the tailoring of colloidal
nanostructures in order to realize new materials with distinct
functionalities. Therefore detailed knowledge on the fundamental
electronic processes in these nanomaterials such as charge-carrier
dynamics as a function of their shape is required.
Transient absorption (TA) experiments using time-resolved
pump-probe spectroscopy are a perfect tool to investigate the
ultrafast electron-hole dynamics in semiconductor nanopar-
ticles. Optical pulses on the femtosecond time scale are available
nowadays from the UV to the IR spectral range from Ti:
sapphire-based tabletop laser systems with parametric frequency
conversion stages. Tunable multi-color experiments with a
temporal resolution of better than 20 fs are feasible using
noncollinear optical parametric amplifiers (NOPA) and pulse
compression techniques.26-28 This allows us to study the
spectrally broad bleach dynamics in semiconductor nanocrystals
with highest temporal resolution.
Many time-resolved investigations on the electron-hole
dynamics in colloidal II-VI semiconductor nanoparticles are
found in the literature.2-5,8-10,29-32 These studies give a deeper
insight into the nonradiative intraband and interband relaxation
mechanisms, charge-carrier trapping, and the cooling dynamics
due to the solvent. The preferred object of interest for those
investigations are spherical CdSe and CdTe nanocrystals. Only
little is known about the ultrafast charge-carrier dynamics of
nanocrystals with different shapes, that is, nanorods.29-33 CdTe
tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals (see Chart 1) are quite complex,
as they consist of four nanorodlike arms with wurtzite structure
grown on a tetrahedron-shaped nanocrystal core.21 Only a few
studies using optical spectroscopy were performed for this type
of nanocrystal.21,34,35
In this work we present femtosecond time-resolved transient
absorption studies on CdTe tetrapod nanocrystals. The ultrafast
bleach dynamics in the visible spectral range is discussed and
compared to results on spherical nanocrystals and nanorods.
Also, polarization-dependent bleach dynamics on the tetrapod
is presented. The observed bleach dynamics monitors the charge-
* Corresponding author. Tel.: ++49/89/2180 9215. Fax.: ++49/89/2180
9202. E-mail: markus.braun@physik.uni-muenchen.de.
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carrier relaxation to the electronic states near the band gap in
the range of a few picoseconds. Evaluation of the polarized
signals allows us to assign the observed optical transitions to
charge carriers localized at an arm or the central core of the
tetrapod nanocrystal.
Materials and Methods
Tetrapods of CdTe were prepared following the procedure
described in the literature,21 with further modifications.36 The
synthesis of CdTe dots37 follows a similar procedure, which is
still unpublished.
The tetrapod and spherical CdTe nanoparticles were charac-
terized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), shown as
insets in Figure 1. The arms of the tetrapod nanocrystals were
determined to have a length of (25 ( 6) nm and a width of (6.8
( 0.6) nm; the diameter of the spherical nanocrystals is (5.9 (
0.8) nm according to the TEM measurement and 5.4 nm as
determined by UV/vis spectroscopy.38
TEM images of the investigated tetrapod sample show that a
large fraction of the branched tetrapod nanocrystals are not
perfect. About 34% of the sample are branched nanocrystals
with one arm broken, about 20% have two broken arms, and
also unbranched nanorods are observed. Spherical nanocrystals
are not observed in the sample. Taking into account the TEM
measurements and the amount of CdTe unit cells for the
different types of nanocrystals, we can state that the optical
absorption of branched nanocrystals (perfect tetrapods or
tetrapods with broken arms) is about 95% of the overall sample.
Therefore, unbranched nanocrystals play a minor role for the
transient absorption data. Nevertheless, one should keep in mind
that other spectroscopic methods (e.g., fluorescence) would
require a much higher degree of purity.
The laser system for the TA measurements39 consists of a
home-built Ti:sapphire oscillator (100-MHz repetition rate, 20-
fs pulse duration, 10-nJ pulse energy) and a regenerative
amplifier (1-kHz repetition rate, 80-fs pulse duration, 350-íJ
pulse energy) at a central wavelength of 800 nm. The output of
the laser is used as the pump source for two NOPAs (noncol-
linear optical parametric amplifier) that deliver pump and probe
pulses for the TA measurements in the visible spectral range.
Pump pulses at a wavelength of 480 nm and spectrally broad
probe pulses (about 200 nm) with unstructured spectral profiles
were achieved by the proper choice of collinear angles in the
NOPA process. The pulses were compressed by a quartz prism
compressor to 50 fs (pump pulse) and 22 fs (probe pulse),
respectively. The pulses were characterized by measuring their
spectrum (Figure 1c) and auto-correlation.
For the measurement of the TA signal the output of one
NOPA was split in two parts, the probe pulse and a reference
pulse. Both pulses pass the sample at the same position under
a small angle. A fixed delay line ensures that the reference pulse
travels through the sample about 1 ns in advance of the probe
pulse and never interacts with the pump pulse. The transmitted
light of both pulses is spectrally resolved by two identical
spectrometers. The spectra are recorded with two photodiode
arrays (42 elements each) that are read out with 1-kHz repetition
rate in order to facilitate single-pulse detection. The sample is
photoexcited by the output of the second NOPA. The delay
between pump and probe pulse is varied by a mechanical delay
stage. For each delay time the TA signal is recorded by
averaging over about 500 laser shots.
The sample concentration of tetrapod nanocrystals in chlo-
roform was adjusted to yield an optical transmission of 10% at
480 nm in a quartz cuvette of thickness 500 ím. Three different
samples of CdTe tetrapod nanoparticles from independent
synthesis runs with identical size parameters were investigated.
Time constants and decay-associated spectra from the TA
measurements were reproduced for all samples.
Results
Steady-state absorption spectra of CdTe tetrapods and spheri-
cal dots in chloroform are presented in Figure 1. The excitonic
absorption peak of lowest energy is situated at 690 nm (CdTe
bulk band gap: 830 nm) for the dot and the tetrapod sample.
Weak maxima in the absorption spectrum are found at 695, 650,
595, and 520 nm for the tetrapod sample (Figure 1a) and at
695, 655, 615, 555, and 490 nm for the dot sample (Figure 1b).
These spectral positions are also visualized by plotting the
second derivative of the absorption spectrum for both samples.
This shows that even though the lowest excitonic peak of both
samples is identical, the complete excitonic structure differs
explicitly due to the shape of the nanoparticles.
To learn about the ultrafast electron-hole dynamics in CdTe
tetrapods after optical excitation, spectrally resolved pump-
probe spectroscopy in the visible spectral range is performed.
The pump pulse optically excites electrons and holes in the
nanocrystal and therefore alters the occupation of the energy
states. This leads to a change in the optical absorption of the
sample, which is monitored by the probe pulse. The dynamics
due to the relaxation of electrons and holes is visualized by
taking the optical absorption spectrum of the sample for several
delay times between pump and probe pulse. The measurements
were performed for parallel and perpendicular orientation of
the polarization between pump and probe beam. The spectra of
pump (solid line) and probe (dotted line) pulses are plotted for
comparison in Figure 1c. The pump pulse at 480 nm excites
the tetrapod sample in a high-energy excitonic state, and the
probe pulse covers the spectral range where bleach, induced
absorption, and stimulated emission signals are expected.
Figure 1. (a) Steady-state absorption spectrum of tetrapod-shaped CdTe
nanocrystals. Also plotted is the second derivative of the spectrum for
better visualization of the broad absorption maxima at 520, 595, 650,
and 695 nm (TEM picture of the sample is shown as inset, length of
the bar: 50 nm). (b) Steady-state absorption of spherical CdTe
nanocrystals. Absorption maxima are observed at 490, 555, 615, 655,
and 695 nm (TEM picture of the sample is shown as inset, length of
the bar: 50 nm). (c) Spectrum of the pump (solid line) and probe pulses
(dotted line) used for the femtosecond time-resolved transient absorption
experiment.
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In Figure 2a, chirp-corrected time slices of the TA spectrum
under magic angle conditions are shown for delay times at 0.2,
1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10, and 50 ps. The time slice at 0.2 ps represents
the instantaneous TA signal. It consists of a bleach over the
whole measured absorption range and a small induced absorp-
tion signal centered at about 740 nm. After about 2.0 ps the
induced absorption signal at 740 nm and the bleach signal in
the wavelength range between 530 and 570 nm has vanished
completely, whereas the bleach between 570 and 650 nm
remains nearly unchanged and the strong bleach signal at 700
nm is increased to its maximum value. After about 5.0-10 ps
the bleach signal between 570 and 650 nm is recovered
completely and the bleach signal at 700 nm is strongly reduced.
The remaining bleach signal at 700 nm decays with a time
constant of several tens of picoseconds.
For comparison of the ultrafast dynamics observed for
different nanocrystal shapes the transient absorption of spherical
CdTe nanocrystals is shown in Figure 2b. We present chirp-
corrected time slices for several delay times. Similar to the
tetrapod sample we observe a strong bleach in the spectral range
of the steady-state absorption spectrum and induced absorption
at about 740 nm. The dominant transient absorption signal at
680 nm shows an initial rise with a time constant of about 300
fs and decays biexponentially with a dominant decay time of
1.0 ps (see inset in Figure 2b) and 25 ps. The differences in the
ultrafast dynamics observed for spherical and tetrapod-shaped
nanocrystals will be discussed below.
To obtain time constants for the observed electron-hole
dynamics of the tetrapod sample the time-resolved absorption
data are fitted by a multiexponential model using a simultaneous
fitting procedure for all probe wavelengths. Four time constants
of 0.8, 1.4, 3.6, and 32 ps can be extracted to yield a satisfactory
fit for the experimental data (as an example, see Figure 2a,
inset). The amplitudes connected to a distinct time constant are
determined by the fitting routine for all probe wavelengths, and
this yields the so-called decay-associated spectrum (DAS). The
superposition of the four DAS reproduces the original time-
resolved data. Decay-associated spectra for these time constants
are shown in Figure 3. The DAS for the 0.8-ps time constant
shows a negative amplitude between 530 and 600 nm indicating
the decay of a bleach signal in this spectral range. The positive
amplitude between 600 and 700 nm is associated with the rise
of a bleach signal in this spectral range, and the positive
amplitude between 700 and 750 nm reflects the fast decay of
the instantaneous induced absorption signal. The DAS for the
1.4-ps time constant consists of a bleach decay at 640 nm
(negative amplitude) and the rise of a bleach signal at 700 nm
(positive amplitude). The DAS for the time constants of 3.6
and 32 ps both show the decay of the dominant bleach signal
at 700 nm.
The TA was recorded for parallel and perpendicular orienta-
tion of the polarization between pump and probe pulse. In Figure
4 the polarization-dependent TA signal is shown for probe
wavelengths of 600 and 700 nm as an example. Polarization
anisotropy is observed immediately after photoexcitation and
vanishes after about 6 ps. The evaluation of the complete data
sets (analogue to Figure 2 and Figure 3) using a multiexponential
model shows that the DAS for the 0.8-, 1.4-, and 3.6-ps time
constants exhibit a polarization anisotropy, but the 32-ps
component is completely isotropic. (See Figure 5.)
Discussion
Transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy is a powerful tool
for the investigation of ultrafast charge-carrier relaxation
processes in colloidal nanocrystal solutions. The main features
observed in TA spectra of semiconductor nanocrystals are due
to state-filling and the carrier-induced Stark effect.2,5 The
strength of the TA signal due to the state-filling mechanism is
proportional to the occupation of the electron and hole states
ne and nh, involved in the probed excitonic transitions. In this
case the induced TA signal is observed as a bleaching of these
transitions. The Stark effect leads to an energetic shift of
excitonic transitions and can also modify the selection rules.
Therefore, this effect can lead to bleaching and induced
absorption.
Figure 2. Transient absorption spectra for colloidal CdTe nanocrystals
in chloroform at different delay times (0.2, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0, and 50.0
ps) under magic angle conditions. The transient absorption signal for
the lowest excitonic state (triangles) and a theoretical fit (line) is shown
as inset. (a) Tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals, the transient absorption signal
shown as inset, were recorded at 700 nm. (b) Spherical nanocrystals
(dots), the transient absorption signal shown as inset, were recorded at
680 nm.
Figure 3. Decay-associated spectra for the transient absorption data
of the tetrapod sample (shown in Figure 2a). An exponential model
with four time constants 0.8, 1.4, 3.6, and 32 ps was used to yield a
satisfactory fit of the data.
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The presented TA data of CdTe tetrapods show that the
relaxation of the photoexcited holes and electrons to the lowest
excitonic state occurs on a picosecond time scale. The bleach
signal probed at high energetic excitonic transitions and the
induced absorption at 740 nm decay with time constants of 0.8,
1.4, and 3.6 ps, and only a bleach signal at the excitonic
transition at 700 nm persists for longer delay times. This signal
probed at the lowest energetic exciton transition decays with a
time constant of 32 ps. The three fast time constants 0.8, 1.4,
and 3.6 ps are related to decay-associated spectra (see Figure
3) which describe the decay of bleach signals with the central
wavelength of 570, 650, and 700 nm. That means that the bleach
signals at longer wavelength decay with longer decay times.
This behavior is due to the fast relaxation of excited electrons
and holes to energetic states near the band gap. The bleach
spectrum is red-shifted, mostly due to the relaxation of the
electrons, which dominate the bleach signal.
The TA data of spherical CdTe nanocrystals show qualita-
tively a behavior very similar to that of the tetrapod sample.
The bleach and induced absorption signals decay on a picosec-
ond time scale with time constants of 0.3, 1.0, and 25 ps. The
ultrafast bleach decay with the dominant time constant of 1.0
ps is in accordance with the literature.40 The spherical dotlike
sample is confined in three dimensions, and therefore the
resulting energy level structure is discrete. In contrast to the
tetrapod sample, the charge-carrier relaxation for spherical
nanocrystals described by the obtained time constants is faster.
The confinement for the tetrapod sample is very similar to that
for nanorods, where along the axis of the arms a one-
dimensional degree of freedom will induce additional energy
levels in the conduction or valence bands. If a charge-carrier
relaxation mechanism via LO phonons is assumed as the
dominant process as in bulk semiconductor, one would expect
a faster cooling rate for the less-confined tetrapod nanocrystal.
This effect known as “phonon bottleneck” was investigated
intensively for spherical nanocrystals.2 According to our results,
it can be concluded that emission of LO phonons is not the
dominant process responsible for the ultrafast charge-carrier
relaxation in tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals. This observation was
also made for other nanocrystal systems as spherical nanocrys-
tals of different size2 and nanorods.31
From nanocrystal samples of various size and shape it is
known from literature that the ultrafast electron-hole dynamics
due to intraband transitions typically occurs on a subpicosecond
to picosecond time scale.2,30 The relaxation of electrons and
holes at the band gap is mostly dominated by surface or interface
states. Therefore, it might be possible to draw a similar picture
of the charge-carrier relaxation also for the investigated tetrapod
sample. Nevertheless, one has to keep in mind that the CdTe
tetrapod-shaped nanocrystal consists of four rodlike arms
connected to a tetrahedron-shaped nanocrystal core. The exact
structure of the tetrapods core is currently under investigation.
One common model21 of the tetrapod takes into account the
polytypism of CdTe (zinc blende and wurtzite phase), and the
other model36 describes the core as a set of eight wurtzite nuclei
that are joined by twin interfaces. Branches of the tetrapod grow
only out of four of these nuclei. In both cases, the interfaces
between the building blocks, that is, the boundaries between
the zinc blende core and the wurtzite branches or the twin
boundaries, and charge-carrier localization have to be considered
by analyzing the electron-hole dynamics. The additional defect
sites induced by the formation of the complex tetrapod nano-
structure could be the reason for the slower charge-carrier
relaxation compared to that of spherical nanocrystals.
From polarization-dependent emission studies on single
nanocrystals at room temperature it is known that the emission
of spherical nanodots is isotropic whereas nanorods exhibit a
polarized emission with a polarization ratio of up to 86%.41 This
strong polarization anisotropy is observed even for nanorods
with low aspect ratios as 1:1.25. Similar results on the
polarization dependence are obtained also by ultrafast pump
probe methods.42 These studies show that polarization anisotropy
on semiconductor nanocrystals is strongly related to the sym-
metry of the investigated system. The tetrapod nanostructure
can be described by a symmetric combination of four nanorods
that are connected to a central tetrahedron-shaped nanodot.
Therefore polarization-dependent measurements can give direct
information if the probed excited level is distributed sym-
metrically over the nanostructure or if it is localized at one of
the four asymmetric rodlike arms. For excited states that are
symmetrically distributed no anisotropy signal is expected, and
Figure 4. Polarization-dependent transient absorption data recorded
at probe wavelength of 600 and 700 nm. Anisotropy between parallel
(solid lines) and perpendicular (dotted lines) orientation of pump and
probe pulse is observed for several picoseconds. After about 6 ps the
behavior is isotropic.
Figure 5. Decay-associated spectra (DAS) for the transient absorption
experiment as a function of the polarization. The data sets for parallel
(solid lines) and perpendicular (dotted lines) polarization between pump
and probe pulse are fitted with identical time constants 0.8, 1.4, 3.6,
and 32 ps. Anisotropy is found for the DAS of the time constants 0.8,
1.4, and 3.6 ps. The DAS for the time constant 32 ps are identical for
parallel and perpendicular polarization.
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for excited-states localized at one of the four pods a polarization
anisotropy should be observed.
For the investigated tetrapod samples polarization anisotropy
of the TA signal is measured for the decay components at 0.8,
1.4, and 3.6 ps. This anisotropy has to be correlated to the
symmetry of the probed electronic states. Therefore, a large
fraction of the excited states probed at the high energetic
excitonic transitions between 530 and 700 nm are attributed to
states localized at the pods. For the slow decay component at
32 ps a zero anisotropy was found in the experiment. From these
data it can be concluded that several picoseconds after photo-
excitation the probed excitonic transition is due to a relaxed
isotropic state.
Another possible depolarization mechanism for tetrapod
nanocrystals in solution is due to their rotational movement.
The rotational correlation time … for this process can be
estimated by the Stokes-Einstein equation … ) (VŁ)/(kT),
where V is the particle volume (four arms of radius 2 nm and
arm length of 20 nm), Ł is the viscosity of the solvent
(chloroform at 293 K: 0.58 mPa s), and T is the temperature
(293 K). For the tetrapod nanocrystal this yields a correlation
time … of 140 ns. Due to its nonspherical shape the tetrapod
nanocrystal is expected to rotate even more slowly. Therefore,
the observed ultrafast depolarization after several picoseconds
has to be attributed to inner-particle relaxation mechanisms.
Theoretical calculations for the wave functions of the electron
and hole in tetrapod nanocrystals show that the electron state
of lowest energy is localized at the center of the nanocrystal,
where the four arms are connected to each other.43,44 This result
is also supported experimentally as the optical absorption shows
no dependence on the arm length of various tetrapod samples.21
Therefore, this state is highly symmetric and should not lead to
an anisotropy signal. The higher energetic electron and hole
states are described by wave functions that are localized at the
arms of the nanocrystal. This means that the behavior is similar
to that of nanorods, and a high anisotropy is expected in this
case. This theoretical finding fits very well to the observed
ultrafast polarization anisotropy in tetrapod nanocrystals. For
excited electron-hole pairs polarization anisotropy is found,
whereas the lowest excitonic state is found to be completely
symmetric. Therefore, the localization process of electron and
hole into the center of the tetrapod nanocrystal has to be taken
into account by the intraband electron-hole relaxation process.
We have performed transient absorption experiments with
femtosecond time-resolution on branched CdTe nanocrystals in
solution. Ultrafast electron-hole dynamics is observed that
reflects the relaxation of excited electrons and holes to the lowest
energetic excitonic state. The relaxation occurs in the temporal
range of several picoseconds. Polarization-dependent experi-
ments reveal an ultrafast decay of the anisotropy signal in about
6 ps. The transient absorption signal of the lowest energetic
exciton that decays with a time constant of 32 ps is completely
isotropic in polarization. This is explained by the localization
of the lowest energetic exciton in the center of the nanocrystal.
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ABSTRACT
We investigated CdTe nanocrystal tetrapods of different sizes by resonant inelastic light scattering at room temperature and under cryogenic
conditions. We observe a strongly resonant behavior of the phonon scattering with the excitonic structure of the tetrapods. Under resonant
conditions we detect a set of phonon modes that can be understood as confined longitudinal-optical phonons, surface-optical phonons, and
transverse-optical phonons in a nanowire picture.
Recently, chemical synthesis has made remarkable advances
in controlling the shape of colloidal nanocrystals leading to
spheres,1,2 rods,3-5 and branched nanostructures.6,7 The
tetrapod (TP) represents an intriguing nanostructure where
four nanorods branch out at tetrahedral angles from a central
region.6 The specific geometry of the tetrapods has already
demonstrated new properties in charge transport8 and pho-
toluminescence.9
Optical phonons in confined nanostructures have been
studied experimentally and theoretically in a variety of semi-
conductor nanocrystals such as spheres 10,11 and rods.12-16
In nanocrystal dots the general picture is that the phonons
couple to the optical excitations via the Froehlich interac-
tion.11,17-20 In spherical nanocrystals the confinement leads
to a red shift and broadening of the LO phonon mode21 and
to the observation of surface optical (SO) phonons.10,22
Nanorods instead can be regarded as nanowaveguides and
are an especially interesting system for the study of phonons
because of their uniaxial anisotropy both in shape and in
crystal lattice.5 An experimental and theoretical study of SO
phonons in nanorods has shown that the SO phonon
excitation depends on the nanowire shape,16,23 and Raman
scattering experiments on nanorods have shown splittings
of the phonon modes that originate from the lateral
confinement.12-15 In this Letter we report the observation of
confined phonons by resonant Raman scattering in tetrapod-
shaped nanocrystals. We employ a nanowire picture to
interpret the TP data (since TPs consist of joined nanorods)
and find good agreement with the predicted splittings of the
LO and TO phonons, as well as for the energy of the SO
phonon.
CdTe TPs of different sizes were fabricated by chemical
synthesis as reported in refs 6 and 24 and dissolved in a
solvent, typically chloroform. Figure 1 shows transmission
electron microscope (TEM) images of two TP samples: (a)
T1 with large and (b) T2 with small arm diameter and length.
We investigated a series of tetrapod samples with arm
diameter and length ranging from 5 to 12 nm and 18-80
nm, respectively. The solution containing the nanocrystals
was drop-casted onto the surface of a silicon substrate, and
the solvent was allowed to evaporate under soft nitrogen
flow. The samples were then mounted in an optical cryostat,
and the Raman experiments were performed using a tunable
Ti:sapphire laser (700-850 nm). The excitation light (laser
power 30 mW) was focused onto the samples on a spot of
50 ím diameter, and the signal was collected by an
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achromatic lens and detected by a triple Raman spectrometer
(DILOR XY) and a CCD camera.
Figure 2a shows resonant Raman spectra of large tetrapods
(arm diameter ) 12 nm and length ) 80 nm, see Figure 1a)
at room temperature. The laser excitation energy was varied
from 1.678 to 1.755 eV, and the spectra were normalized
with respect to the amplitude of the Si substrate phonon.
The resonant behavior of the LO phonon, and of its second-
order scattering mode, 2LO, is clearly observed, and the
extracted amplitudes of the excitations are reported in Figure
2c. A spectrum at maximum resonance is shown in Figure
2b, and the positions of the observed peaks are evaluated
by Lorentz fits. We find the TP LO phonon at 168.6 cm-1
and its second-order scattering at 335.5 cm-1. Another weak
excitation can be identified at 307 cm-1, which most likely
results from higher order scattering. Interestingly, the energy
of this mode matches almost exactly the sum of the measured
LO phonon and the bulk value of the TO phonon25 (168 cm-1
+ 140 cm-1 ) 308 cm-1).
We now focus on the resonant behavior of the phonon
excitations and plot the amplitude of the phonons with respect
to the laser excitation energy in Figure 2c. For comparison,
we show also the emission and absorption of this sample
(taken from ref 9). We find the resonance maximum of the
LO phonon at 1.715 eV, slightly blue shifted with respect
to the energy of the first absorption peak. This is consistent
with the expectation of a strong resonance maximum at one
phonon energy above the exciton energy for the so-called
outgoing resonance. The outgoing resonance, which should
occur at exactly the exciton ground-state energy plus one
phonon energy, has been shown for bulk samples to be much
stronger than the incoming resonance.26-28 We think that due
to broadening the incoming and outgoing resonance maxima,
Figure 1. TEM images of CdTe tetrapods with different size: (a)
large TPs with 12 nm/80 nm arm diameter and length; (b) small
TPs with 7 nm/30 nm arm diameter and length. The inset shows a
schematic drawing of a tetrapod.
Figure 2. Resonant Raman spectra of the large CdTe TPs at room
temperature. (a) The TP LO phonon is observed at 168.6 cm-1
and its second-order scattering at 335.5 cm-1. The resonance of
the LO phonon with respect to the laser excitation energy is clearly
visible. The spectra are normalized with respect to the Si phonon
intensity and have been shifted vertically for clarity. (b) Raman
spectrum from (a) at resonance maximum. Lorentz fits (black dotted
lines) yield as peak positions for LO 168.6 cm-1, for 2LO 335.5
cm-1, and a third small peak can be identified at 307 cm-1. (c) TP
LO and 2LO phonon intensity (red thick dots) plotted versus laser
energy. The room-temperature absorption and emission spectra are
shown in black dotted and continuous lines, respectively. Blue
markers show the experimental Huang-Rhys factor derived from
the ratio of the first- and second-order scattering of the LO phonon
mode.
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which should differ by one LO phonon energy, are not
individually resolved in Figure 2c. Due to a much stronger
outgoing resonance, however, the maximum of the observed
phonon resonance is slightly shifted to higher energies
as compared to the absorption maximum (in small TPs
this shift is more evident, see Figure S 1b in Supporting
Information).
We note that a double-peak structure is observed in the
emission of tetrapods, which becomes more evident in
smaller tetrapods, and at low temperatures (see Figure S 2b
in Supporting Information). Theory showed that the high-
energy peak in emission can be correlated to transitions from
first excited states of electrons and holes that are mainly
localized in the tetrapod arms, whereas the low-energy peak
originates from exciton ground state transitions where the
electrons are localized mainly in the tetrapod core.9 The onset
of the LO phonon resonance at low temperatures and in small
TPs (see Figures S 1 and S 2 in Supporting Information)
occurs clearly at higher energies than the exciton ground-
state emission, and therefore we conclude that the phonon
resonance can be correlated to transitions from excited states
that are localized in the TP arms. By comparing the
resonance maxima of the first- and of the second-order
scattering (at 1.715 and 1.730 eV, respectively) we find that
the 2LO phonon resonance maximum occurs at a higher laser
excitation energy of approximately 15 meV (almost the
phonon energy), which further supports the above conclusion
that the observed resonances are outgoing resonances.
The Huang-Rhys factor S, which is identified with the
exciton-phonon coupling in the Franck-Condon model, can
be used as a fitting parameter for the relative intensities of
different scattering orders. From the data reported in Figure
2 we can calculate S from the first- and the second-order
scattering amplitudes and we plot its dependence on the
exciting laser energy, i.e., on the resonance conditions, shown
by the blue markers in Figure 2c. We find a significant
depence of S on the exciting laser energy that results from
different maxima positions of the scattering orders discussed
above. The absolute values of the Huang-Rhys factor in
Figure 2c are of the same order as those reported by Krauss
et al.,29 although they are much larger than those calculated
for spherical CdSe nanocrystals.30 The general understanding
is that the Franck-Condon model does not adequately
describe the exciton-phonon coupling and that additional,
nonadiabatic effects have to be taken into account. In
particular, multiphonon scattering has been discussed ex-
perimentally and theoretically for spherical nanocrystals by
Cardona and co-workers31 and by Pokatilov et al.32 Their
calculations show that the discrepancy between experiment
and theory can be removed, if band mixing of the exciton
states is taken into account and if additional scattering
channels are allowed for the higher order processes. The
relative intensities of the different scattering orders in our
experiments are very similar to the “strong confinement”
condition of Pokatilov et al.32 which implies also strong band
mixing.
To resolve the phonon excitations in more detail, we
performed resonant Raman scattering at low temperatures.
Figure 3a shows resonant Raman spectra of large tetrapods
(sample T1) at a temperature of T ) 7 K. We observe a rich
phonon excitation spectrum and find strong resonant en-
hancement by tuning the laser energy toward the exciton
transitions of the tetrapods. We find a small peak at 148
cm-1 that becomes clearly observable under strong resonant
conditions. A sharp phonon mode is identified at 173.5 cm-1
(not broadened significantly with respect to the CdTe bulk
LO phonon, see Figure 4), and two higher order scattering
orders of this mode are found at 343 and 515 cm-1. For
further discussion of the first- and second-order scattering
peaks, we plot a spectrum in strong resonance in Figure 3b.
In addition to the above-mentioned peaks at 148, 173.5, and
343 cm-1, Lorentz fits to the data evidence another broad
excitation at 170 cm-1 and its second-order scattering at 337
cm-1.
To understand the physical origin of the phonon modes,
we regard the arms of the large tetrapods as nanowires with
12 nm diameter and 80 nm length. Focusing on the mode at
Figure 3. (a) Resonant Raman spectra of large CdTe tetrapods at
T ) 7 K. (b) A spectrum in resonant condition (red line) and Lorentz
fits to the data (black dotted lines). We observe a mode at 148
cm-1 (fwhm ) 1.2 cm-1), a mode at 173.5 cm-1 (fwhm ) 1.5
cm-1), and a broad underlying signal that was fitted with a peak at
170 cm-1 (fwhm ) 14 cm-1). Experimental spectra have been
shifted for clarity.
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148 cm-1, we follow the theory of Gupta and co-workers16
for SO phonons in nanowires which yields
where $p2 ) ∞(öLO2 - öTO2) is the screened ion-plasma
frequency, f(x) ) (I0(x)K1(x)/I1(x)K0(x)) (with I and K Bessel
functions) and ∞ and m are the bulk CdTe high-frequency
and surrounding medium dielectric constants, respectively.
For our tetrapod sample T1 we can take the length (l ) 80
nm) as the longitudinal symmetry breaking mechanism that
leads to q ) 2ð/l, r ) 6 nm is the arm radius which yields
x ) 0.47. With m ) 6.5 (average silicon/vacuum) and ∞ )
7 and 0 ) 10, we obtain öSO ) 146 cm-1, which is in good
agreement with the peak at 148 cm-1 in Figure 3b.
The effect of the nanowire shape on the LO and TO
phonons in polar nanocrystals has been investigated by
Mahan and co-workers.13 They predicted a significant
splitting of the Raman-active TO and LO phonons in large
polar nanowires (5 ím maximum diameter) due to long-
range dipolar interactions. The bulk TO and LO phonon
frequencies are still observed as the z-mode of the phonons
and additional modes appear because of the lateral constric-
tion of the wire geometry (z-direction is along and x-direction
is perpendicular to the wire axis). In particular, the predicted
values for CdTe wires are TOz ) TObulk ) 140 cm-1, TOx
) 167.3 cm-1, LOz ) LObulk ) 171 cm-1, and LOx ) 172.4
cm-1. The predicted splitting of the LO phonon is probably
too small to be resolved experimentally, in particular if one
of the modes is more intense in the spectrum than the other.
In general, we would expect the z-modes to be more sharp
due to their bulklike character and the x-confined modes to
be broad since they should be sensitive to fluctuations in
the nanocrystal size (in arm diameter). For example, the
confined acoustic phonons in Si nanocrystal spheres reported
in ref 33 show line width comparable to the broad mode at
170 cm-1. This makes us confident that the sharp phonon
excitation at 173.5 cm-1 can be attributed to the LOz mode
and that the broad excitation at 170 cm-1 comes from the
TOx phonon mode. The fact that the excitations are observed
at slightly higher energies than predicted can be explained
by the finite z-confinement.
Figure 4 plots the low-temperature Raman spectra of large
tetrapods (same as in Figure 3b), of two smaller TP samples
T2 and T3 (arm diameter and length 7 nm/30 nm and 5 nm/
18 nm, respectively), and of bulk CdTe. The LO phonon of
bulk CdTe is detected at 172 cm-1, and we find the dominant
mode in the TP spectra slightly blue-shifted and slightly
broadened at 173.5 cm-1, and the broad mode at 170 cm-1.
We remark that the fitting in this energy range with two
peaks (at 170 and 173.5 cm-1) can be applied to all our TP
spectra at low temperature, independent of size and laser
energy. In the experimental spectra, the SO phonon mode is
clearly observed in the large TPs T1 and can be weakly noted
in the spectrum of T3 (see the arrow). By calculating the
SO phonon energy for the small TPs T2 and T3 in the same
nanowire framework as for T1, with l ) 30 nm, r ) 3.5 nm
(for T2) and l ) 18 nm, r ) 2.5 nm (for T3), we obtain
SO(T2) ) 148 cm-1 and SO(T3) ) 149 cm-1. We note that
for sample T1 we observe the SO phonon only in strong
resonant conditions (Figure 3a) and point out that for sample
T3 the exciting laser energy of 2.33 eV also meets good
vibronic coupling conditions, indicated by the large number
of higher order scattering modes (see inset in Figure 4).
However, in sample T2 we do not observe an excitation near
148 cm-1, due to the nonresonant conditions. By analyzing
the first and second-order scattering of TPs with different
dimensions, we find that, as a trend, the Huang-Rhys factor
S increases with decreasing TP size, namely, S(T1) ) 0.17,
S(T2) ) 0.18, and S(T3) ) 0.23 for the sharp LO phonon.
We remark that this conclusion is weakened by the fact that
we do not have similar resonance conditions for this
comparison. However, we also observe first- and second-
order scattering for the broad peaks with the same trend:
Sbroad(T1) ) 0.45, Sbroad(T2) ) 0.46, and Sbroad(T3) ) 0.62.
This behavior is in agreement with a systematic study on
CuCl nanocrystal spheres, where also the increase of the
Huang-Rhys factor S with decreasing nanocrystal size was
observed.36
In conclusion, we observe strongly resonant phonon
excitations that can be assigned to confined optical phonon
Figure 4. Raman spectra of large (T1, red), small (T2, blue), and
very small (T3, green) tetrapods and of bulk CdTe (black) at T )
7 K. All TP spectra show the broad peak at the low energy shoulder
of the LOz phonon excitation. The SO phonon can be clearly
identified in the large TPs T1, and can be identified as the small
feature indicated by the arrow for T3. As a trend we observe that
the intensity of second-order scattering increases with decreasing
TP dimension. Spectra are normalized with respect to the LO
phonon amplitude and have been shifted vertically for clarity. The
inset shows a larger range of the T3 spectrum where up to five
scattering orders are detected. The laser excitation energy for the
bulk and samples T1, T2 is 1.755 eV and for sample T3 is 2.33
eV. The excitation at 129 cm-1 of sample T3 is due to Te
residues.34,35
öSO
2 ) öTO
2 +
$p
2

∞
+ m f(x)
x ) qr
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modes in a nanowire picture. We map in detail the resonance
behavior of the phonons with respect to the exciting laser
energy and we find that LO and 2LO phonon excitations
are resonant with different exciton levels.
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Figure S1: (a) Resonant Raman spectra of the small TPs T2 at room temperature. The CdTe 
phonon is observed at 168.5 cm-1. The laser energy range is not sufficient to map the resonance 
maximum. The spectra are normalized with respect to the Si phonon intensity and shifted vertically 
for clarity; (b) TP LO phonon amplitude (red dots) and optical emission and absorption plotted 
versus the excitation laser energy. The phonon resonance is blue-shifted by roughly 20 meV (the 
LO phonon energy) with respect to the absorption curve. 
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 Figure S2: Resonant Raman spectra of the small TPs T2 at T = 7 K. The laser energy range is not 
sufficient to map the resonance maximum. The spectra are normalized with respect to the Si phonon 
intensity and shifted vertically for clarity; (b) phonon amplitude and emission at T = 7 K. Here the 
double peak in TP emission is clearly evident (emission spectrum from Ref. 9). 
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B.6 Shape Dependence of the Scattering Processes of
Optical Phonons in Colloidal Nanocrystals
Detected by Raman Spectroscopy
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We investigated by Raman spectroscopy optical phonon excitations in col-
loidal CdTe nanocrystals of different shapes. The phonon spectra at excita-
tion energies slightly below the absorption onset showed a strong dependence
on the nanocrystal shape. For spherical nanocrystals, we detected broad
longitudinal-optical phonon-scattering peaks that were blue shifted from the
longitudinal-optical phonon bulk energy by the exciton resonant Stokes shift.
These are reminiscent of the phonon replicas reported in fluorescence line-
narrowing experiments. Tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals, on the other hand,
showed a sharp LO phonon peak that was only slightly blue shifted by con-
finement effects on the phonon excitations. We propose that the localization
of the carriers in the optical excitations is responsible for the different phonon
spectra in tetrapods.
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We investigated by Raman spectroscopy optical phonon excitations in colloidal CdTe nanocrystals of
different shapes. The phonon spectra at excitation energies slightly below the absorption onset
showed a strong dependence on the nanocrystal shape. For spherical nanocrystals, we detected
broad longitudinal-optical phonon-scattering peaks that were blue shifted from the longitudinal-optical
phonon bulk energy by the exciton resonant Stokes shift. These are reminiscent of the phonon
replicas reported in fluorescence line-narrowing experiments. Tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals, on the
other hand, showed a sharp LO phonon peak that was only slightly blue shifted by confinement
effects on the phonon excitations. We propose that the localization of the carriers in the optical
excitations is responsible for the different phonon spectra in tetrapods.
State-of-the-art chemical synthesis has achieved remarkable
control over the size and shape of colloidal nanocrystals lead-
ing to spheres,1, 2 rods,3–5 and branched nanostructures.6–8
The shape of colloidal nanocrystals has strong effects on their
optical and electronic properties. In spherical nanocrystals,
the electronic band gap, the resonant Stokes shift, and the
optical phonon excitation energies depend on the nanocrystal
diameter. Rod-shaped nanocrystals provide a uniaxial sym-
metry that leads to polarized emission,4 as well as to laterally
and longitudinally confined vibronic excitations.9–11. Tetra-
pods represent an even more complex geometry in which
four arms branch out from a central core. The peculiar
symmetry of tetrapods has demonstrated novel properties in
electronic and optical experiments.12–14
Phonon excitations in colloidal nanocrystals have been
studied by Raman spectroscopy and fluorescence line-
narrowing (FLN) experiments.15, 16 (For a review, see Ref.
17, chapters 2 and 3.) The coupling of the optical phonons
to the photo-excited carriers is mediated by the Froehlich
interaction.18–22 In Raman experiments on nanocrystal
spheres, the confinement leads to a red shift and broadening
of the longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon mode23 and to the
observation of surface optical (SO) phonons.24, 25 In FLN
experiments on spherical nanocrystals, in which the nano-
crystal ensemble is excited on the red edge of its absorption
spectrum, phonon replicas are observed at the low-energy
shoulder of the luminescence signal due to recombination
from the dark state by LO phonon-assisted transitions. In this
article, we report a strong dependence of these phonon-
assisted transitions on the nanocrystal shape. In particular, in
tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals the localization of the carriers
in the arms leads to an increased direct recombination of
the excited exciton, thereby suppressing the phonon replicas
on the red edge of the photoluminescence signal.
Colloidal nanocrystals of different shapes and sizes
were fabricated by chemical synthesis.6, 8, 26 Figure 1
shows transmission electron microscopy images of sphe-
rical nanocrystals (Fig. 1a), tetrapods with very short arms
(Fig. 1b), and tetrapods with arm length much larger than
arm diameters (Fig. 1c). Absorption and luminescence
spectra of spherical (dots) and tetrapod-shaped nanocrys-
tals of different sizes recorded at room temperature in
solution are plotted in Figure 2a–2c.
In the absorption spectra of the dots (Fig. 2a, 2b), we
observe a series of well-defined peaks resulting from the*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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level structure of the confined excitons in the nanocrystal
dots. The fluorescence peak is red shifted from the lowest
absorption peak by the Stokes shift,15, 16 which increases
with decreasing nanocrystal size. The tetrapods (Fig. 2c–2d)
display absorption spectra with overlapping peaks that ori-
ginate from the more complex electronic structure.13 In
particular, the luminescence signal of larger tetrapods (TP2)
consists of a double-peak structure that can be clearly re-
solved at low temperatures (Fig. 2e), whereas the dots show
only a single peak with slight asymmetric broadening on the
low-energy shoulder. For the low-temperature measure-
ments, the solution containing the nanocrystals was drop-
casted onto the surface of a silicon substrate, the solvent
was allowed to evaporate under soft nitrogen flow, and the
samples were mounted in an optical cryostat.
The Raman experiments were performed using a tunable
Ti-Sa laser (700–850 nm) and a semiconductor diode laser
(532 nm wavelength). The excitation light (30 mW laser
power) was focused onto the samples on a spot with a 50-
mm diameter, and the signal was collected by an achro-
matic lens and detected by a triple Raman spectrometer
(DILOR XY) and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.
Figure 3a shows Raman spectra of large (D1: 6 nm dia-
meter) and small (D2: 4 nm diameter) dots and of two
tetrapod samples with different arm lengths (TP1: ap-
proximately 3 nm arm length and diameter; TP2: 30 nm
arm length, 7 nm arm diameter) at T¼ 15 K with a laser
excitation energy of 2.33 eV, which is well above the band
gap of the nanocrystals (see dashed vertical line in Fig. 2).
At this excitation energy, we observe the LO phonon at
170 cm1 and its second scattering order at 340 cm1. The
LO phonon excitation is slightly red shifted and broadened
with respect to the bulk value (172 cm1), as expected for
nanocrystal dots.19, 25 In the spectra of the spherical nanocrystals, we can
identify the SO phonon at 147 cm1 on the low-energy side
of the LO phonon. The SO phonon energy can be calculated
as the sphere-surface ground mode using the dielectric
continuum model of Ruppin and Englman27:
x2SO ¼ x2TO
e0 þ 2 em
e1 þ 2 em
which yields 149 cm1 as SO phonon energy if em (sur-
rounding medium dielectric constant) is taken as 6.5
(average of vacuum and Si). e? and e0 are the bulk CdTe
high-frequency and static dielectric constants, respec-
tively, and oTO is the frequency of the transverse-optical
phonon.28 For a sample with a high density of nanocrystals
(as is the case in our experiments), em can be assumed
larger (em¼ 10), which reduces the theoretical value for the
SO phonon to 147 cm1, leading to even better agreement
with our experimental value.
In Figure 3b, we plot the Raman spectra of dots and
tetrapods measured with a laser excitation energy on the
red edge of their respective first absorption peak at T¼ 15 K
(see dotted vertical line in Fig. 2). In this energy range,
the exciting laser energy is selectively exciting classes of
Fig. 1. Transmission electron microscopy images of nanocrystals
with different shapes: (a) spherical nanocrystals with 4-nm diameter; (b)
tetrapod-shape nanocrystals with very short arms (arm length of ap-
proximately 3 nm is comparable to arm diameter); (c) tetrapods with well-
developed arms (arm length and diameter are 30 and 7 nm, respectively).
Fig. 2. (a)–(d) Fluorescence (solid lines) and absorption (dotted lines)
spectra of spherical and tetrapod-shaped CdTe nanocrystals at room tem-
perature; (e) photoluminescence of large (D1) and small (D2) nanocrystal
dots and tetrapods (TP2) at low temperature (T¼ 15 K). The tetrapod
luminescence of TP2 shows a double peak, whereas on spherical nano-
crystals only a single peak is observed. For the low-temperature mea-
surements, the nanocrystals were drop-casted on a Si substrate. The dotted
lines show the laser excitation energies for the Raman scattering ex-
periments reported in Fig. 3.
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nanocrystals that absorb at the same energy. For the
large dots D2, we observe broad peaks at 177 cm1 (full
width at half maximum [FWHM]¼ 23 cm1) and 347 cm1
(FWHM¼ 20 cm1) that are blue shifted with respect to the
LO phonon energy of 170 cm1 found in Figure 2a. These
broad peaks are reminiscent of phonon replicas that were
reported in FLN experiments on nanocrystal dots,15, 16 in
which the nanocrystals are also excited with the laser energy
on the red edge of the first absorption peak. In FLN spectra,
the energy difference between the excitation laser and the
position of the nth LO phonon replica consists of the re-
sonant Stokes shift (*8 cm1 for nanocrystal dots with 6-
nm diameter) plus n times the LO phonon energy.
The phonon spectrum of very short tetrapods TP1 (arm
length comparable to arm diameter) also shows broad
phonon replica (at 180 and 353 cm1) that are blue shifted
from the bulk phonon energy. This energy difference of
the LO phonon replica in Figure 3b to the LO phonon
excitation in Figure 3a of 10 cm1 can be regarded as the
resonant Stokes shift and is slightly larger than the Stokes
shift observed in the case of the large dots D2 due to shape
asymmetry. Otherwise, sample TP1 can be treated as a
deformed dot in which the carriers are mostly localized in
and near the core.
The LO phonon excitations of tetrapods with arm lengths
much larger than their arm diameter14 that are observed
with laser energies at the band edge differ significantly from
the signal obtained from spherical nanocrystals. The spec-
trum of sample TP2 in Figure 3b shows a sharp peak at
173.5 cm1 and a broad signal at its low-energy shoulder
that originate from phonon excitations in the TP arms.
These phonon excitations that are observed in larger tetra-
pods14 are dominated by the shape of the tetrapod arms and
can be modeled in a nanowire picture.9, 11
To gain more insight into the difference of the phonon
excitations of dots and tetrapods at laser energies near the
band gap, we discuss the scattering processes for the pho-
non excitations. In Raman scattering with laser energies
above the band gap, an incoming photon is absorbed in-
stantaneously by the nanocrystal into a virtual or real ex-
citon state. The exciton transfers part of its energy to the
crystal lattice, creating a phonon, and recombines under
photon emission.
Figure 4a illustrates the phonon-scattering process in
FLN experiments, in which the lowest optically allowed
state, the bright exciton, is excited by the incoming laser
light. Then, the bright state relaxes nonradiatively into the
dark state (mediated by acoustic phonons), and the dark
state recombines by LO phonon-assisted transitions.16 In
this scattering process, the LO phonon replica line shape is
dominated by inhomogeneous broadening of the excited
class of nanocrystals, leading to a FWHM of 14 cm1. The
key difference between spherical nanocrystals and tetra-
pods is that in tetrapods the electron and hole wave func-
tions of first excited exciton states and the ground exciton
state have a different spatial distribution.13, 29 In particular,
the electrons and holes of the first excited states are lo-
calized in the arms, which leads to stronger coupling to the
phonons and to an increased radiative recombination
probability (illustrated in Fig. 4b). We think that the pho-
non replicas that originate from ground exciton state tran-
sitions are suppressed in tetrapods due to the localization
of the carriers. This interpretation is supported by the fact
that the main contribution of the phonon excitation comes
from the arm regions (if only by the ratio of arms to core
volume). In the sample TP1, the arms are too short (see
Fig. 1b) to have a significant impact on the phonon ex-
citations, whereas in TP2 and larger tetrapods the phonon
spectrum is dominated by the arms.
In conclusion, we have measured the optical phonon ex-
citations of spherical and tetrapod-shape nanocrystals with
laser energies above the band gap and on the red edge of their
absorption spectrum. For tetrapods with well-defined arms,
we find that the phonon-assisted transitions from the exciton
ground state are suppressed, and we observe the LO phonon
excitation with narrow line width. We propose the carrier
localization of the first excited exciton states in the tetrapod
Fig. 3. Raman spectra of small (blue: 4 nm diameter) and large (red: 6 nm
diameter) nanocrystal dots and tetrapods (TP1, green; TP2, magenta) at
T¼ 15 K. (a) Laser excitation energy above the band gap; (b) laser ex-
citation energy on the low-energy side of their photoluminescence signal.
The peak labeled A1 in (a) at 128 cm1 originates most likely from
tellurium formed by photocrystallization, and the sharp excitation in (b) at
the LO bulk frequency, 172 cm1, originates from CdTe aggregates
formed by laser illumination. The spectra have been shifted vertically for
clarity, and the vertical gray line is a guide to the eye indicating the bulk
CdTe LO phonon energy.
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arm as the origin for the absence of broad phonon replicas,
which are observed for spherical nanocrystals at such laser
excitation energies.
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Fig. 4. Schematics of the scattering processes for LO phonons. (a) In
spherical nanocrystals, the excitation on the red edge of the luminescence
peak probes the bright exciton state, followed by a relaxation into the dark
exciton state. The dark state recombines by phonon-assisted emission.
The relaxation of the excited state leads to inhomogeneous broadening of
the LO phonon replica; (b) in tetrapods, the electrons and holes of the first
excited states are localized in the arms and therefore are spatially sepa-
rated from the carriers in the exciton ground state in the core. This leads
to an increased radiative recombination probability, assisted by phonon
scattering, of the first excited states.
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Spherical, rod- and tetrapod shaped CdSe nanocrystals are investigated
by Raman spectroscopy and the longitudinal-optical and surface optical
phonons are observed. We find that the position of the longitudinal-optical
phonon slightly red-shifts with decreasing diameter, whereas the position of
the surface optical phonon depends significantly on diameter and length of
the rods or the tetrapod arms.
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Spherical, rod- and tetrapod shaped CdSe nanocrystals are investigated by Raman spectroscopy and the 
longitudinal-optical and surface optical phonons are observed. We find that the position of the longitudi-
nal-optical phonon slightly red-shifts with decreasing diameter, whereas the position of the surface optical 
phonon depends significantly on diameter and length of the rods or the tetrapod arms. 
© 2007 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 
Chemical synthesis has achieved remarkable control over the size and shape of colloidal nanocrystals 
leading to spheres [1], rods [2–4], and branched nanostructures [5–7]. The shape of colloidal nanocrys-
tals has strong effects on their optical and electronic properties, for example, in spherical nanocrystals 
the electronic bandgap, the resonant Stokes shift, and the optical phonon excitation energies depend on 
the nanocrystal diameter. Rod-shaped nanocrystals provide a uniaxial symmetry that leads to laterally 
and longitudinally confined vibronic excitations [8–10]. Tetrapods represent an even more complex 
geometry where four arms branch out from a central core that results in novel electronic and optical 
properties [11–13]. Optical phonons in nanocrystal spheres and rods have been studied experimentally 
and theoretically [14–18].  In spherical nanocrystals the confinement leads to a red-shift and broadening 
of the longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon mode [19], and to the observation of surface-optical (SO) pho-
nons [20, 21]. Phonon excitations in nanorods and tetrapods can be treated in a nanowire picture [8, 9, 
13, 22–25] where the confinement depends on the length and diameter of the nanocrystal structure. 
Colloidal CdSe nanospheres, nanorods, and tetrapods in wurtzite crystalline structure were fabricated 
by chemical synthesis in a hot mixture of surfactants following a published approach [4, 5, 7, 26]. The 
unique axis of the wurtzite crystalline structure enables anisotropic growth due to the different chemical 
reactivity and growth rate of the lateral and longitudinal crystal facets. The transmission electron micros-
copy images of the three samples with different shapes that will be investigated in the following are 
shown in Fig. 1. The Raman experiments were performed using a diode laser at 532 nm wavelength that 
was coupled into an optical microscope setup and detected by a triple Raman spectrometer (Dilor XY) 
and a charge coupled device camera. The nanocrystals were casted from solution onto a Si substrate, 
dried under nitrogen flow and mounted into an optical cryostat. 
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Fig. 1 Transmission electron microscopy images of CdSe (a) dots with 8 nm diameter, (b) rods with 
5/25 nm diameter/length and (c) tetrapods with 6/40 nm arm diameter and length. 
 
Figure 2 shows the absorption and luminescence spectra of the three samples that are displayed in  
Fig. 1, recorded at room temperature and in solution. The well defined level structure in the dots leads to 
a series of distinct peaks in the absorption spectrum. In rods and tetrapods the more complicated elec-
tronic structure results in overlapping peaks in their absortion spectra. The fluorescence peaks show a 
blue-shift with decreasing diameter of the nanocrystals, confirming that the diameter is the dominant 
parameter for the optical excitations. The fluorescence peaks are red shifted from the lowest absorption 
peaks by the Stokes shift, which increases with decreasing nanocrystal diameter and rising nanocrystal 
shape complexity. The particular geometry of the tetrapods leads to a double peak structure in their fluo-
rescence [12, 27]. Here we observe a large peak at 2 eV that results from recombination of the exciton 
ground state and a small peak at the high energy side at 2.2 eV peak that we believe originates from 
recombination of the first excited exciton state. 
Figure 3 shows Raman spectra of the dots, tetrapods and rods recorded at T = 13 K with a power den-
sity of 1 mW/µm2. We observe an asymmetric excitation and its higher scattering orders (not shown) for  
 
 
Fig. 2 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com) Fluorescence (solid lines) and absorption spectra (dashed 
lines) of the dot, rod, and tetrapod samples under investigation. The fluorescence of the tetrapods shows a 
second peak (at 2.2 eV), whereas in the case of dots and rods only a single peak is observed. The green 
vertical line marks the laser excitation energy for the Raman experiments. 
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all nanocrystal shapes. The high energy peaks of this excitation can be attributed to the LO phonon scat-
tering. The Lorentzian fits to the data reveal well defined peaks at 215 cm–1 for dots, 214 cm–1 for 
tetrapods and 213 cm–1 for rods showing a trend that the LO phonon shifts to lower energy with decreas-
ing nanocrystal diameter, as it was observed in experiments on spheres with different diameters. The low 
energy side of the excitation can be fitted with peaks at 203 cm–1 for dots, 196 cm–1 for rods, and for 
tetrapods with a double peak located at 185 and 200 cm–1. The low energy peak values can be modeled 
by the SO phonon energies for the respective geometries. To calculate the SO phonon energies of spheri-
cal nanocrystals we apply the dielectric continuum model of Ruppin and Englman [28] 
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where εM = 1 (surrounding medium dielectric constant) for vacuum, ε∞ and ε0 are the bulk CdSe high 
frequency and static dielectric constants, respectively, and ωTO = 173 cm
–1 is the frequency of the trans-
verse-optical phonon. This approach yields for the SO phonon ground mode (l = 1) of CdSe spheres 
ωSO = 205 cm
–1, in good agreement with the low energy peak of the dot sample located at 203 cm–1. 
Fig. 3 (online colour at: www.pss-a.com) Raman 
spectra of nanocrystals with different shape. We ob-
serve the LO phonon modes at 215 cm–1 for dots, 
213 cm–1 for rods and 214 cm–1 for tetrapods, showing 
a trend that a decreasing nanocrystal diameter leads to 
an increasing red shift of the LO phonon frequency. 
The SO phonon modes at the low energy side of the LO 
phonon peak are sensitive to the aspect ratio of the 
nanocrystal shape. The thin solid lines show best Lor-
entzian fits to the data. 
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 For the rods and tetrapods we follow the approach of Gupta and coworkers [9] for surface optical (SO) 
phonons in nanowires [13]: 
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where ( )2 2 2LO TOpϖ ε ω ω•= -  is the screened ion-plasma frequency, 0 1 1 0( ) ( ( ) ( )) /( ( ) ( ))f x I x K x I x K x=  
(with I and K Bessel functions), and d is the rod (or tetrapod arm) diameter. We can take the length of the 
rods (or the tetrapod arms) as the longitudinal symmetry breaking mechanism that leads to 2πq l= . For 
the tetrapod samples the SO phonon is calculated at ωSO = 185 cm
–1 (5/40 nm diameter/length), and for 
the rods ωSO = 195 cm
–1 (5/22 nm diameter/length), also in very good agreement with our data. The sig-
nal that we observe in the tetrapods in the regime between the SO and the LO phonon could be due to 
higher harmonics of the surface modes, or could originate from LO or TO phonon mode splittings due to 
the wire geometry [13]. 
In conclusion, we measured the LO and SO phonons in CdSe nanocrystals with different shapes. We 
find that the LO phonon frequency depends dominantly on the nanocrystal diamenter, whereas the SO 
phonon is also sensitive on the length of the nanocrystal rods. 
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We investigated the optical phonon excitations of laterally aligned nanorod
arrays by resonant Raman scattering. We observed a strong suppression of
the surface-optical phonon modes in the closely packed aligned arrays and
a small asymmetry in the longitudinal-optical phonon peak with respect to
the rod alignment orientation. These observations can be explained by the
spatial distribution of the potential of the different phonon modes derived
from the first principles calculations.
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ABSTRACT
We investigated the optical phonon excitations of laterally aligned nanorod arrays by resonant Raman scattering. We observed a strong
suppression of the surface-optical phonon modes in the closely packed aligned arrays and a small asymmetry in the longitudinal-optical
phonon peak with respect to the rod alignment orientation. These observations can be explained by the spatial distribution of the potential
of the different phonon modes derived from the first principles calculations.
The chemical synthesis of colloidal semiconductor nanorods
allows one to control the length and diameter and thereby
provides the possibility to tune their optical and electronic
properties. For this reason, nanorods have emerged as a very
interesting material for both fundamental studies1,2 and for
optical3 and electronic applications.4 In particular, the uniaxial
symmetry in shape and crystal structure of wurtzite nanorods
has strong effects on their electronic level structure and
optical excitations.5-8 This results, for example, in the
emission of linearly polarized light from CdSe nanorods.9
Spectral hole-burning experiments on CdSe/ZnS nanorods
have revealed a difference in decoherence rate for rods and
spherical nanocrystals by investigating the zero-phonon line
line width.10 Raman spectroscopy has proven to be a
powerful tool for the investigation of lattice vibrations,11,12
and confined optical phonon excitations in nanorods and
nanowires have been studied experimentally13-19 and were
described by different theoretical models.20-25 Recently,
efforts toward the self-assembly of nanorods and nanowires
into ordered arrays, for example, by electric field mediated
alignment, have been reported.26-29 This technique can be
exploited to realize ordered arrays of nanorods on the scale
of some microns, which is comparable with the spatial
resolution of optical spectroscopy and thereby enables optical
spectroscopy studies of orientation-dependent properties on
large ensembles of nanorods.
In this letter, we present a detailed comparison between
experiments and first principles theory on optical phonon
excitations in CdSe nanorods. We report Raman experiments
that probe the optical lattice vibrations in ordered arrays of
CdSe nanorods, which were assembled on a substrate surface
by electric-field-induced alignment. We found that the lateral
packing of nanorods into dense arrays leads to the suppres-
sion of the surface optical phonon modes. In the LO phonon
peak, we observe a fine structure that depends on the relative
orientation of the nanorods with respect to the incident and
detected light polarization. We compare the experimental data
with first principles calculations on corresponding nano-
structures, which reveal the symmetry of the phonon
potentials of the Raman active modes and provide a
qualitative explanation of the experimental spectra.
Colloidal wurtzite CdSe nanorods were fabricated by
chemical synthesis in a hot mixture of surfactants following
a published approach.30 The nanorods samples were inspected
by transmission electron microscope imaging, and fluores-
cence and absorption spectra were recorded at room tem-
perature in solution (see Supporting Information). For random
orientation experiments, the nanorods were drop-casted from
solution on a Si substrate and dried by nitrogen flow.
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To laterally align nanorods, we fabricated interdigitated
electrode structures with electrode distances of the order of
some microns by optical lithography and metal evaporation
(Cr/Au) onto a Si/SiO2 substrate (see schematics in Figure
2). A quantity of typically 50 microliters of nanorod solution
(nanorods were dispersed in either chloroform or toluene)
was drop-casted onto the electrode device, and an ac electric
field of 105 V/cm at a frequency of 10 MHz was applied
during solvent evaporation. The use of alternating electric
fields for the alignment avoids charging effects and ac-
cumulation of the nanorods on the electrodes. After the
alignment process, the electrode devices were inspected by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging (see Figure
1) and the regions of best alignment were identified for the
Raman measurements. We worked with relatively large rods
with 10 nm diameter and 50 nm length in order to increase
their visibility in the SEM imaging. To reduce contamination
of the rods due exposure to the electron beam during
imaging, we worked with short exposure times and at
comparatively low accelerating voltages (10 kV or lower).
We did not observe any influence of the SEM imaging on
the line-shape of the phonons.
The samples were mounted into an optical cryostat, cooled
to T ) 15 K, and the Raman experiments were performed
using a diode-pumped solid-state laser at 532 nm wavelength
that was coupled into an optical microscope setup with an
80 objective lens, which focused the light on a spot with
approximately 1 ím diameter. The signal was detected by
the same optical path and analyzed by a triple Raman
spectrometer (Dilor XY) and a charge-coupled device
camera.
Figure 3a shows Raman spectra of randomly oriented
(blue-dotted) and closely packed laterally aligned (red-solid)
nanorods with 10/50 nm diameter/length that were taken on
regions outside and within the interdigitated electrodes,
respectively, on the same sample. In the spectrum of the
randomly oriented rods, we observe the LO phonon at 214
cm-1, and at the low-energy side, a broad peak centered
around 185 cm-1 originating from the SO phonon modes.
The spectrum of the laterally aligned nanorods (with c-axis
perpendicular to the incident light polarization) shows a very
small blue-shift of the LO phonon peak and a significant
decrease in the SO phonon intensity. In the following, we
will compare the experimental Raman spectra with first
principles calculations on nanorods with corresponding aspect
ratio.
The phonon modes in CdSe nanorods were calculated
according to a theory developed by Fonoberov and Balandin
in refs 23, 24 for spheroidal nanocrystals with wurtzite crystal
lattice. It is convenient to use cylindrical coordinates (F,,z)
for a spheroidal nanorod with semi-axes a and c and the
dispersions of the anisotropic dielectric function ⊥(ö) and
z(ö) in the following denotations:
We describe the phonon potential inside (in) and outside (out)
Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope image of laterally aligned
nanorods in between interdigitated electrodes defined by electron-
beam lithography. The red arrows show the calculated electric field
for bias ( V applied to neighboring electrodes (as was the case
during alignment). In the lower part of the image, the electric field
lines are not shown in order to enhance the visibility of the
nanorods. We find that the rods accumulate in the regions of
strongest electric field and observe excellent alignment with the
electric field.
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. A diode-
pumped solid-state laser (wavelength 532 nm) was focused by an
optical microscope using an 80 objective on a region of aligned
nanorods in between the interdigitated electrodes. The zoom shows
a SEM image of an array of aligned nanorods.
g1 )
z(ö)
⊥(ö)
; g2 ) 1; fn ) c2 - gna2
pn ) fn + z2 + gnF2; tn ) xpn2 - 4fnz2
Œn ) jzjx 2pn - tn; Łn ) sign(z)xpn - tn2fn
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of the nanorod as
Here PL
M
and QLM are associated Legendre functions of the
first and second kind, respectively. The integers L (L g 1)
and M (jMj e L) are quantum numbers of the phonon mode,
and the eigenfrequencies ö of the phonon modes are defined
from the secular eq 25 of ref 24. In the calculation, the aspect
ratio c/a of CdSe nanorods was taken to be 5, and the
material parameters of wurtzite CdSe were taken from ref
31. The theory predicts that only phonon modes with even
L and with M ) 0 can be active in a resonant Raman
spectrum.
Figure 3b shows the calculated potential of the SO phonon
modes with M ) 0 and even angular quantum numbers L
according to the formalism reported above. The energy of
these modes is depicted in Figure 3a by the black bars with
full heads (energy is increasing with higher angular momen-
tum number). We find excellent agreement of the calculated
Raman active energies with the data obtained from the
randomly oriented rods. In Figure 3b, we see that the phonon
potentials of the SO modes with low L extend significantly
outside of the rod surface. The surface or interface phonon
modes are stimulated by the change in dielectric medium at
the interface. In a close-packed 2D array of nanorods, the
space adjacent to the rods is occupied by other nanorods,
and therefore, the dielectric medium surrounding the indi-
vidual rods is severely modified, leading to the observed
suppression of the SO phonon modes. The fact that SO
phonon modes with higher angular momentum extend less
outside the rod region accounts for the low-energy shoulder
of the LO phonon peak around 200 cm-1.
Figure 4 shows spectra of aligned arrays of nanorods in
which the c-axis of the rods was oriented parallel or
perpendicular to the incident laser polarization, as illustrated
by the insets. Incident laser polarization and detection were
in parallel configuration. We find that the signal of the rods
parallel to the laser polarization can be accurately fitted with
a single Lorentz peak centered at 216 cm-1. However, in
the perpendicular configuration, we observe an asymmetric
peak that has to be fitted with two Lorentz peaks centered
at 213.5 and 216.2 cm-1. Theory can provide a qualitative
explanation for this effect: the phonon potential for the LO
modes displayed in Figure 4b shows that, for L ) 2 (214.9
cm-1) and L ) 4 (214.9 cm-1 [the second mode in the L )
4 pair]), the symmetry is high in both directions. Thus, such
modes with high frequency are observed in both parallel and
perpendicular configurations. On the other hand, lower-
frequency modes like L ) 4 (214.6 cm-1) and L ) 6 (214.1
cm-1) [the first modes of L ) 4 and L ) 6 sets in Figure
4b] have high symmetry only in the direction perpendicular
to the nanorod axis. Therefore, these low-frequency LO
modes have significant Raman intensity only when excited
in the perpendicular configuration and are not observed in
the top spectrum in Figure 4a. Calculations of LO modes
with higher L show that the splitting in energy between the
low- and high-energy modes increases with increasing L;
for example, the left bar in Figure 4a indicates the energy
of the low-frequency mode for L ) 8 at 213.2 cm-1, and
the bar on the right shows the energy of the L ) 2 (214.9
cm-1) mode, which is at the same energy as the high-energy
mode for L ) 8. The quantitative difference between theory
and experiment can be attributed to the large nanorod size
that was used in the experiment in order to enhance the
visibility in SEM verification of the achieved alignment. In
larger nanorods, bulk effects could still contribute to the
Figure 3. (a) Resonant Raman spectra of randomly oriented (blue-
dotted line) and laterally aligned (solid red line) nanorods at T )
15 K recorded in parallel polarization with respect to incident and
detected light. The laser energy and power density were 2.33 eV
and 2.4 mW/ím2, respectively. The Raman signal was normalized
with respect to the LO phonon peak. The black bars indicate the
calculated energies for the first four Raman active SO phonon
modes. (b) Cross sections of the calculated phonon potential for
the SO modes with M ) 0 and different angular momentum. Only
SO phonon modes with even quantum number L are Raman active.
Note that the L ) 2 mode has significant phonon potential outside
the nanorod surface.
VL,M,ö
(in) (F,,z) ) PL
M(Œ1)
PL
M(c/xf1)
PL
M(Ł1) eiM
VL,M,ö
(out) (F,,z) ) QL
M(Œ2)
QLM(c/xf2)
PL
M(Ł2) eiM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signal (in CdSe bulk the energy difference between the LO
phonon along and perpendicular to the wurtzite c-axis was
found to be as large as 8 cm-1).31 Therefore, bulk effects
can be accounted for the large experimentally observed
splitting between the low- and high-frequency modes.
In conclusion, we compared the experimental optical
phonon excitations in aligned nanorod arrays with the results
of first principles calculations. The observed SO and LO
phonon energies are in good agreement with the theoretical
predictions. In particular, the calculations yield high- and
low-energy LO phonon modes that provide a qualitative
explanation of the observed asymmetry in the experimental
spectra with respect to the long axis orientation of the
nanorods.
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Figure 4. (a) Resonant Raman spectra of laterally aligned nanorods
oriented parallel (black dots) and perpendicular (red triangles) to
the incident laser polarization (as illustrated by the schematic insets
where the black arrow indicates the laser polarization). The blue
lines show Lorentz fits to the data and their resulting spectra. The
black bars indicate the maximum splitting for L ) 8 between the
low- and the high-energy mode. (b) Cross sections of the calculated
phonon potential for the LO Raman-active modes with M ) 0 and
different angular momentum L. There are n Raman active LO modes
for each L ) 2n.
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Supporting information: 
 
 
Figure S1: Absorption (solid black line)  and fluorescence (red dots) spectra of nanorods with 50 
nm length and 10 nm diameter, recorded in solution at room temperature. The inset show a 
transmission electron microscope image of the nanorods. 
 
 
Figure S2: Raman spectra of an array of aligned nanorods in parallel and crossed polarization. The 
insets illustrate the incident laser polarization with respect to the nanorod orientation and the 
polarization of the detection gratings (solid black arrow). We observe no shift in energy with respect 
to the polarization of the incident laser. The signal ratio between crossed and parallel polarization is 
21%, in good agreement with our theory that predicts 20%. 
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 Fig. S3: The Raman spectrum of laterally aligned nanorods oriented perpendicular (red triangles) 
to the incident laser polarization that is displayed in Fig. 4a, fitted with one Lorentz peak (bottom) and 
two Lorentz peaks (top). The solid blue lines are the result of the fitting with a linear base line. We 
find that fitting with one Lorentz peak is not sufficient to describe the line shape, in particular the high 
energy shoulder of the peak. 
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C Hybrid Colloidal Nanocrystals
C.1 Selective Growth of PbSe on One or Both Tips of
Colloidal Semiconductor Nanorods
S. Kudera, L. Carbone, M.F. Casula, R. Cingolani, A. Falqui, E. Snoeck,
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Nano Letters 5(3), pp. 445–449, 2005
PbSe nanocrystals with rock-salt structure are grown on the tips of col-
loidal CdS and CdSe nanorods. The facets of wurtzite rods provide a sub-
strate with various degrees of reactivity for the growth of PbSe. The presence
of dangling Cd bonds may explain subtle differences between nonequivalent
facets resulting in the selective nucleation of PbSe only on one of the two tips
of each CdS rod. This approach has the potential to facilitate the fabrication
of heterostructures with tailored optical and electronic properties.
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ABSTRACT
PbSe nanocrystals with rock-salt structure are grown on the tips of colloidal CdS and CdSe nanorods. The facets of wurtzite rods provide a
substrate with various degrees of reactivity for the growth of PbSe. The presence of dangling Cd bonds may explain subtle differences
between nonequivalent facets resulting in the selective nucleation of PbSe only on one of the two tips of each CdS rod. This approach has
the potential to facilitate the fabrication of heterostructures with tailored optical and electronic properties.
Architectures based on inorganic materials, such as self-
assembled quantum dots,1 nanowires,2 and nanowire super-
lattices,3,4 arise from the delicate balance, at the nanoscale,
of parameters such as strain, surface and interfacial energy,
and solubility. An increasing degree of complexity is being
achieved in such structures, as they start incorporating
multiple materials linked together in a programmed way.5
Likewise, research on colloidal nanocrystals has moved from
the synthesis of simple structures, such as spherical nano-
particles, to more elaborate shapes such as rods,6,7 stars,8
disks,9 branched nanocrystals10-12 and recently to nanostruc-
tures based on inorganic sections interconnected without the
need of organic linkers.13-15 Recent examples are inorgan-
ically coupled quantum rods and dots connected epitaxially
at branched and linear junctions within single colloidal
nanocrystals,13 metal-tipped semiconductor nanorods,14 and
nanocrystal heterodimers based on magnetic and fluorescent
nanoparticles.15
Nanocrystal heterostructures represent a convenient ap-
proach to the development of nanoscale building blocks,11
as they group inorganic sections with different functionalities
in the same particle. Sections based on semiconductor nano-
rods, for instance, will emit linearly polarized light,16,17 will
exhibit lower lasing threshold,18 and will result in improved
power conversion efficiency in solar cells.19 Gold or magnetic
tips on rods or on nanocrystals with other shapes14,15 can
serve as preferential anchoring points for connecting nanoc-
rystals to substrates, for their organization in solution into
superstructures via linkage with molecules, or for their
orientation under external biases.
The simplest heterostructure is the one based on the so-
called core/shell system. In core/shell nanocrystals, an
additional inorganic material is uniformly grown around a
nanocrystal core, for disparate purposes. It can be used, for
instance, to increase the robustness and the fluorescence
efficiency of semiconductor nanocrystals,20-23 to create
prototype quantum-confined structures as the quantum dot/
quantum well system,24 to tune the magnetic properties of
the overall nanocrystal,25 or to provide a surface to which
molecules can be attached easily.26 The design of more
elaborate inorganic heterostructures, in which a second
material is grown only on certain facets of a starting
nanocrystal, requires a more accurate knowledge of the
mechanism of growth under the various conditions. Cadmium
chalcogenide nanocrystals can grow anisotropically in rods
or in more complex shapes.6,10,11,27-29 When these materials
form in the wurtzite structure in the presence of suitable
surfactants, the lateral, nonpolar facets can have much lower
growth rates than the basal, polar facets, and therefore the
nanocrystals can develop preferentially along their unique c
axis. The higher reactivity of the tips of such anisotropic
* Corresponding authors: Wolfgang.Parak@physik.uni-muenchen.de; tel.
+49 (0)89 21801438; fax +49 (0)89 21802050. liberato.manna@unile.it;
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nanocrystals opens up the possibility to nucleate a second
material exclusively at these locations.13,14
In the wurtzite structure, the absence of a plane of sym-
metry perpendicular to the c axis implies that the 001 and
the 001h facets are never equivalent. In CdSe, the 001 facet
exposes either Cd atoms with one dangling bond, or Se atoms
with three dangling bonds, while the opposite is true for the
001h facet. We can therefore expect significant differences
between the growth along the 001 and the 001h directions.
This diversity was highlighted in the synthesis of arrow- and
tadpole-shaped CdSe nanocrystals27,28 and in the lateral
growth of sections of a semiconductor material on a starting
semiconductor nanorod.13 Recent ab initio pseudopotential
calculations on small CdSe wurtzite clusters suggest that the
differences in reactivity among the various facets, even
between the two polar facets perpendicular to the c axis, can
be related to differences in the passivating strength of
surfactant molecules.30 In principle, it would be possible to
exploit this concept to allow for the nucleation of a second
material only on one polar facet of a wurtzite nanocrystal.
In this communication, we report the selective growth of
spherical PbSe nanocrystals on the tips of CdSe and CdS
nanorods. The remarkable difference in reactivity among the
various facets of the rods is clearly demonstrated for CdS
as PbSe can be grown either on both tips of a rod or just on
one tip, by carefully adjusting the synthesis conditions.
Nanorods of CdSe and CdS were prepared using octade-
cylphosphonic acid as promoter of anisotropic growth,
according to the procedure of Peng and co-workers, although
with minor changes (see Supporting Information).27,29 Sulfur
or selenium were supplied to the reaction flask as trioctyl
phosphine sulfide and trioctylphosphine selenide, respec-
tively. After the synthesis, the rods were precipitated from
the solution by the addition of methanol. This procedure
yielded nanorods mixed with a gel due to unreacted Cd-
phosphonate precursor. The separation of the nanorods from
this gel is described in detail in the Supporting Information.
The selective growth of PbSe nanocrystals on the nanorods
was carried out by first dissolving the nanorods in diphenyl
ether. To this solution a stock solution was injected which
contained trioctylphosphine selenide, lead acetate, oleic acid,
and diphenyl ether. These conditions were similar to those
employed by Wehrenberg and co-workers to prepare mono-
disperse PbSe nanocrystals,31 although lower temperatures
and lower concentrations of PbSe precursors were used here.
The selective growth of PbSe on both tips of CdSe
nanorods (Figure 1a) was relatively straightforward. It was
achieved by keeping the reaction temperature at 130 °C and
by injecting dropwise the stock solution of the PbSe
precursors. This procedure yielded dumbbell-shaped, PbSe-
CdSe-PbSe hybrid nanocrystals (Figure 1b) and almost no
isolated PbSe nanocrystals. Higher temperature decreased the
selectivity in the end-growth since, under this circumstance,
PbSe started forming also on the lateral facets of the rods.
The above conditions were extended to CdS nanorods
(Figure 2a). In this case, only the homogeneous nucleation
of PbSe nanocrystals in solution was observed, with no
growth at all on the preformed semiconductor rods. Selective
growth of PbSe on CdS nanocrystals required both higher
temperature and a fast injection of PbSe precursors (the
injection temperature was 190 °C, the growth temperature
was 150 °C), while growth on the lateral facets was never
observed. These stronger conditions required to form PbSe-
CdS-PbSe dumbbells always led to the additional nucleation
of isolated PbSe nanocrystals, from which dumbbells could
be isolated via size-selective precipitation. In the final sample,
the yield of dumbbells, estimated as the fraction of dumbbells
with respect to other structures from statistical analysis of
TEM images, was larger than 55%. A lower concentration
of PbSe precursors, delivered in the fast injection, reduced
the nucleation of isolated nanocrystals drastically and
promoted the preferential growth of PbSe on only one tip of
the CdS rods (Figure 2b,c). In this case, at least 60-65% of
the sample consisted of heterostructures showing a PbSe dot
just at one tip of the CdS rod, and the remaining nanocrystals
were mostly “asymmetric” dumbbells, in which one PbSe
domain at one tip of the rods was usually much larger than
the PbSe domain at the other tip.
Powder X-ray diffraction32 of spherical PbSe nanocrystals,
CdS nanorods and PbSe-CdS-PbSe dumbbells are reported
in Figure 3. The spectrum of the CdS nanorod sample
indicates the presence of the hexagonal wurtzite structure.
Figure 1. Low-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of CdSe nanorods (a) and of dumbbell shaped PbSe-CdSe-
PbSe nanocrystal heterostructures (b).
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The comparison with the diffraction pattern of bulk CdS
shows a high degree of distortion of the intensity ratios due
to shape anisotropy,6 which results in an enhancement of
the reflections associated with crystalline domains along the
c axis. The spectrum of isolated dots indicates, on the other
hand, that PbSe crystallizes in its typical rock-salt structure.
The representative diffraction spectra for CdS-based dumb-
bells present only peaks which can be attributed either to
the PbSe rock salt or to the CdS wurtzite structures. Therefore
we conclude that PbSe grows on the nanorod tips in the rock-
salt structure.
High-resolution TEM33 of CdSe- and CdS-based dumb-
bells (Figure 4) shows that in both cases PbSe crystallizes
in the rock-salt structure on the tips of wurtzite nanorods, in
agreement with the XRD results. The formation of nano-
crystal heterostructures, with sections having remarkably
different crystal structures, was shown recently for the case
of gold tipped nanorods and tetrapods.14 Gold domains were
reported to grow with no preferential crystallographic
orientation with respect to the underlying wurtzite lattice.
In our case, however, PbSe domains show a preferential
orientation with respect to the substrate. In the majority of
heterostructures based on CdS or on CdSe, the 002 planes
of PbSe rock salt were aligned with the 100 planes of CdS
or CdSe wurtzite (Figure 4a,b).
The structure of the interface between PbSe and CdSe or
between PbSe and CdS is not clear. Certainly, we cannot
expect perfect epitaxial growth of a rock-salt island on top
of a wurtzite substrate, and therefore this interface should
be highly defective, with considerable strain developing and
with unsaturated dangling bonds left. The tips of the rods,
prior to PbSe end-growth, do not show a sharp 001 or 001h
termination (Figures 1a and 2a). Consequently, the wurtzite-
rock-salt interface does not develop just along two facets,
for instance between the 001h facet of wurtzite and the 100
facet of rock salt, but between several couples of facets
between the two phases. This more complex interface might
provide pathways for releasing and/or compensating the
strain that can develop locally along a specific couple of
facets.
The reasons underlying the large differences in reactivity
among the various facets of the wurtzite structure, which
allow for the selective growth on the tips of the rods, are
still under investigation. So far, the indication is that this is
driven by the difference in the binding energy of the
surfactant molecules to the different facets.29,30 The results
of our experiments do not allow us to recognize whether
the 001 or the 001h facet is the most reactive. There is,
however, evidence that the surfactants that are almost
exclusively bound to the surface of nanocrystals are those
that form strong complexes with Cd2+ ions in the growth
solution but not with Se or S (for instance phosphonates29
or carboxylates12). Moreover, in semiconductors, as a
Figure 2. Low-resolution TEM images of CdS nanorods (a) and
of CdS-PbSe heterostructures with PbSe preferentially grown on
one tip of the rods (b, c).
Figure 3. XRD spectra of PbSe dots, CdS rods, and PbSe-CdS-
PbSe dumbbells are compared with the diffraction pattern of bulk
rock-salt PbSe and wurtzite CdS.
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consequence of surface reconstruction,34 the dangling bonds
of surface cations (Cd) are empty whereas the dangling bonds
of surface anions (S, Se) are filled. If this concept is extended
to the surface atoms of nanocrystals, one can argue that these
Lewis base surfactants should bind exclusively to electron
deficient surface Cd atoms and leave the surface S or Se
atoms unpassivated. Therefore, we can speculate that in-
complete or weak passivation of surface Cd atoms on a given
facet is the main cause of instability for that facet, resulting
in higher reactivity. Based on this assumption, the 001h facet
is the most reactive one as it can expose Cd atoms with three
dangling bonds each. On this facet, it is unlikely for all these
dangling bonds to be passivated efficiently by bulky surfac-
tant molecules, and therefore some of these bonds can serve
as active sites for further growth.
Nanocrystal heterostructures represent unique systems in
which the optical and electronic properties can be tuned by
varying the chemical composition of their components and
their mutual distance. Dumbbell-shaped nanocrystals, as the
ones reported in this work, are composed of two PbSe
quantum dots separated by a large potential barrier (either
the CdSe or the CdS rod section). The height of this barrier
can be adjusted by varying the diameter and the length of
the rod. In Figure 5, the absorption spectra of a sample of
CdSe nanorods, of a sample of spherical PbSe nanocrystals
and of a corresponding PbSe-CdSe-PbSe dumbbell sample
are shown, respectively. The exciton peak from the CdSe
section is absent in the dumbbell spectrum, as the PbSe tips
significantly modify the electronic structure of the starting
rods. Although the carriers can be photogenerated over the
whole dumbbell structure, we can expect that they are mainly
localized at the PbSe tips. This peculiar property could be
exploited, for instance, to align dumbbells under electric
fields while they are photoexcited. The electric field would
help to localize the photogenerated electrons and holes in
the opposite PbSe tips, resulting in a large dipole moment
that would help to align the rod under the field.
A heterostructure consisting of a nanorod with a single
nanosphere attached to one tip (as the one reported in Figure
2) provides a particularly appealing structure. The potential
exists for the tip of a magnetic material to act as a preferential
anchoring point for the nanorod to a substrate, or as a
“navigation” sensor.
This work shows that the development of approaches for
the controlled growth of nanocrystalline heterostructures may
significantly expand the range of applications of colloidal
nanocrystals. The ease of fabrication of large amounts of
nanocrystalline heterostructures by means of solution pro-
cedures fulfills an important requirement for their use as
building blocks in nanotechnology.
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Supplementary information 
 
 
 
General 
TOPO (trioctylphosphine oxide, technical grade, Product number #089793) was 
purchased from Alfa Aesar. ODPA (octadecylphosphonic acid) was purchased from 
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PolyCarbon Industries. Selenium (99,99%, #34-0090), Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99,999%, 
#48-0800), TOP (trioctylphosphine, 97%, #15-6655) and TBP (tributylphosphine, 99%, 
#15-5800) were purchased from Strem. Diphenyl ether (99+%, #24,083-4), oleic acid 
(90%, #36,452-5), Pb(II)acetate trihydrate (#46,786-3), nonanoic acid (97+%, #N5502) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All syntheses were carried out in standard air-free 
conditions. 
 
Synthesis and purification of nanorods of CdSe 
Nanorods of CdSe and CdS were prepared following the procedure of Peng and 
coworkers,1, 2 with minor changes. For the synthesis of CdSe nanorods, 4.2g TOPO, 
1.56g ODPA and 0.297g CdO were mixed in a 50mL flask, degassed for 10-20 minutes 
and heated to 320°C under nitrogen. At this temperature, the CdO decomposed after 
several minutes, and the solution turned completely transparent only after the addition of 
1 g of TOP. After the temperature had stabilized at 320°C, a mixture of 2.095g of TOP, 
0.51g of toluene and 0.391g of Se:TBP (25% selenium in weight) was injected into the 
solution, causing a temperature drop to around 250°C. The rods nucleated and were 
allowed to grow at 250°C for 20 minutes, whereupon the reaction was stopped by 
removing the heating mantle.  In order to separate the nanorods from the growth solution, 
toluene was added to the solution before it solidified, along with a few mL of nonanoic 
acid. The resulting solution was heated until it turned clear (≈100°C), whereupon it was 
allowed to cool down to room temperature. Finally, this solution was centrifuged for 
some minutes, yielding a gel as precipitate, which clearly had engulfed also nanocrystals. 
However, a large fraction of nanocrystals remained in the supernatant from which they 
could be extracted by precipitation with methanol. More particles were extracted from the 
gel by repeating the cycle of addition of toluene and nonanoic acid, heating, 
centrifugation and purification of the clear supernatant. 
 
Synthesis and purification of nanorods of CdS 
For the synthesis of CdS nanorods, 6.64g TOPO, 0.816g ODPA and 0.105g CdO were 
mixed in a 50mL flask, degassed for 10-20minutes and heated to 320°C under nitrogen. 
After a clear and colorless solution had formed, 1.5g TOP were injected. As the 
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temperature of the solution stabilized, 0.5g of TOP:S (6% sulfur in weight) were injected. 
After approximately one minute a color change was observed, indicating the nucleation 
of CdS nanocrystals. The rods were allowed to grow for 8 minutes, whereupon the 
heating mantle was removed. When the solution reached a temperature of 100°C, 3-5mL 
toluene were injected to prevent solidification. The CdS nanorods were precipitated by 
addition of methanol, after the solution had cooled down to room temperature. In some 
cases, a gel-like precipitate formed also in this synthesis. The nanorods could be 
separated from the gel either by following the same procedure as had been used for CdSe 
rods, or by an alternative approach (which also worked for CdSe rods). Briefly, the gel 
was suspended in chloroform through vigorous shaking. After the solution was at rest for 
some hours, two phases formed. The upper phase contained the gel engulfing the 
nanorods, whereas the lower phase contained only the nanorods in chloroform. The two 
phases could be separated with a separation funnel. By addition of chloroform to the 
remaining gel in the funnel additional nanorods could be extracted. 
 
Synthesis of PbSe nanocrystals 
PbSe particles were prepared following the procedure employed by Wehrenberg and 
coworkers.3 Lead(II)acetate (654 mg), Oleic Acid (1.5 mL), Diphenyl Ether (2 mL) and 
TOP (8 mL) were loaded into a 50mL flask (flask I). A second flask with 10mL Diphenyl 
Ether was prepared (flask II). Both flasks were heated to ≈100°C and degassed for one 
hour. Flask I was then cooled to room temperature under nitrogen and flask II was heated 
to 180°C. 1.5mL of 1M Se:TOP (8.6% selenium in weight) were added to flask I and the 
whole content of flask I was quickly injected into Flask II. The temperature dropped to 
110°C and raised again to 150°C after 2-3 minutes. The reaction was allowed to proceed 
at this temperature for additional 2-3 minutes, for an overall reaction time of 5-6 minutes. 
After the synthesis, the particles were extracted and purified by repeated precipitation 
with methanol and dissolution in chloroform. 
 
Selective growth of PbSe on nanorods 
Selective growth of PbSe on CdSe and CdS nanorods was carried out with minor 
modifications of the protocol followed to grow PbSe nanocrystals. In flask I, all 
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chemicals as in the synthesis of PbSe nanocrystals were added, except for TOP. In flask 
II, the diphenyl ether was first degassed, then a solution of nanorods in choloroform was 
injected into it under nitrogen. The chloroform was evaporated by pumping the solution 
to vacuum for a few minutes. 
When CdSe nanorods were used, the fast injection of the PbSe precursors led to the 
formation of free PbSe particles, in addition to selective growth on the rod tip. Moreover, 
the final sample contained also a small percentage of the original CdSe rods with no PbSe 
on their tips. A uniform sample was obtained by slowly injecting the PbSe precursors. 
Slow injections of 1mL of precursors were performed over a period of 1-2 minutes, 
separated by a waiting period of 3 minutes, within which the precursors injected were 
allowed to react. This procedure led to a uniform sample that contained mostly PbSe-
CdSe-PbSe dumbbells. A detailed protocol of a typical synthesis is as follows: Flask I 
was loaded with 2 mL diphenyl ether, 1.5mL oleic acid and 0.657g Lead(II)acetate. Flask 
II was loaded with 10 mL diphenyl ether. After degassing both flasks at 100°C, flask I 
was cooled down to room temperature and 1.33g of 1M TOP:Se (8.6% selenium in 
weight) was injected into it. A solution of CdSe nanorods (2.2mL) in chloroform was 
injected into flask II, the chloroform was evaporated, and the temperature of the flask was 
set to 130°C. Then the PbSe-precursors from flask I were slowly injected into flask II. An 
estimate of the actual amount of CdSe nanorods injected was given by optical absorption, 
as the experiments were performed with a solution of CdSe nanorods that contained a 
residual gel (Complete purification of the rods from the gel was difficult to achieve). The 
optical density at the first exciton peak (590nm) of the CdSe nanorods used was 0.12 in a 
1cm cuvette, when the original solution was diluted by a factor of 40. Assuming that the 
extinction coefficient of rods is comparable to that of dots having the same diameter as 
the rods,4 the amount of rods used could be estimated as 40nmol.  
In the case of PbSe-CdS-PbSe particles, a slow injection led to the formation of mostly 
free PbSe particles and almost no PbSe growth on the rods was observed. Better results 
were achieved with fast injections. The particles shown in Figure 2 of the paper were 
synthesized according to the following protocol: Flask I was loaded with 0.330g 
lead(II)acetate, 2 mL diphenyl ether and 1.5mL oleic acid. After dissolving the lead 
acetate, degassing the solution, and cooling it to room temperature under nitrogen, 
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0.85mL of 1M TOP:Se (8,6% selenium in weight) was injected into this flask. Flask II 
contained 10mL diphenyl ether. Half of the product of one CdS synthesis was later 
injected into the diphenyl ether (approximately 50mg). Flask I, containing Pb and Se 
precursors was injected into flask II at 190°C, and during the reaction the temperature of 
solution stayed at 150°C. 
A statistical analysis was performed on TEM images to determine the relative 
concentration of PbSe-CdS matchstick structures and of PbSe-CdS-PbSe dumbbells 
structures. More than 600 particles of each sample were analyzed. With the described 
synthesis, more than 60% of the CdS-rods were modified with PbSe spheres only on one 
of their tips. Most of the remaining CdS-rods had PbSe spheres on both tips, and only few 
rods without any PbSe attached were found. In Figure S1 we report the XRD spectrum of 
the sample consisting mainly of CdS-PbSe matchsticks. As discussed for the XRD 
spectrum of the CdS-PbSe-CdS dumbbells sample, we observe both peaks due to PbSe 
rock salt nanocrystals and to CdS wurtzite crystalline domains (elongated along the c-
axis). 
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Figure S1. XRD spectrum of the CdS-PbSe sample where rock salt PbSe dots mainly 
grow only on one tip of the CdS rods. 
 
When the amount of Pb- and Se-precursors was doubled without changing the other 
conditions, the synthesis favored slightly the generation of PbSe-CdS-PbSe dumbbell-
structures. In this case, less than 45% of the particles formed the PbSe-CdS matchstick-
CdS-PbSe 
matchsticks 
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structure. A typical low-resolution TEM image of a sample of PbSe-CdS-PbSe dumbbell 
nanocrystals is reported in Figure S2. 
 
 
Figure S2. Low resolution TEM of PbSe-CdS-PbSe dumbbell nanocrystals. 
 
 
 
The optical features of the parent CdS rods and PbSe dots and of the corresponding 
matchstick and dumbbell heterostructures have been investigated by optical absorption. 
In Figure S3 we report the optical absorption spectra of CdS nanorods and PbSe spherical 
dots (a), and of PbSe-CdS-PbSe dumbbells and PbSe-CdS matchsticks (b). As expected, 
the spectra of the matchstick and dumbbell heterostructures are very similar and they 
substantially differ from those of the isolated PbSe dots and CdS rods, as discussed for 
the CdSe-based structures. 
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Figure S3. Optical absorption spectra of CdS nanorods and PbSe spherical 
dots (a), and of PbSe-CdS-PbSe dumbbells and PbSe-CdS matchsticks (b). 
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C.2 Selective reactions on the tips of colloidal
semiconductor nanorods
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A strategy to access several types of Au- tipped dumbbell- like nanocrys-
tal heterostructures is presented, which involves the selective oxidation of
either PbSe or CdTe sacrificial domains, initially grown on CdSe and CdS
nanorods, with a Au(III): surfactant complex. The formation of gold patches
is supported by TEM, XRD and elemental analysis. This approach has al-
lowed us to grow Au domains onto specific locations of anisotropically shaped
nanocrystals for which direct metal deposition is unfeasible, as for the case
of CdS nanorods. We believe that this strategy may be of general utility to
create other types of complex colloidal nanoheterostructures, provided that
a suitable sacrificial material can be grown on top of the starting nanocrystal
seeds.
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A strategy to access several types of Au-tipped dumbbell-like nanocrystal heterostructures is
presented, which involves the selective oxidation of either PbSe or CdTe sacrificial domains,
initially grown on CdSe and CdS nanorods, with a Au(III) : surfactant complex. The formation of
gold patches is supported by TEM, XRD and elemental analysis. This approach has allowed us to
grow Au domains onto specific locations of anisotropically shaped nanocrystals for which direct
metal deposition is unfeasible, as for the case of CdS nanorods. We believe that this strategy may
be of general utility to create other types of complex colloidal nanoheterostructures, provided that
a suitable sacrificial material can be grown on top of the starting nanocrystal seeds.
1. Introduction
Colloidal inorganic nanocrystals (NCs) represent a class of
materials which is under intensive investigation in various
fields of nanoscience. Advances in the fabrication methods of
such nanoscale objects have led to systematic tuning of their
size and shape for a wide range of materials1–3 and, recently, to
fine topological control over their composition.4–12 Hybrid
NCs formed by sections of two or more materials joined in a
unique particle would be technologically advantageous,
because they could perform multifunctional tasks based on
the specific properties (such as, for instance, fluorescence and
magnetism) which are characteristic of each domain. Examples
of these novel nanostructure types are heterodimers made of
spherical domains of two materials (for instance CdS and
FePt,4 CoPt3 and Au,
5 c-Fe2O3 and Au, Ag and Au,
6 Fe3O4
and Au,7 and so on), linear and branched junctions of two
different types of semiconductors,8 dumbbell-like9,10 and
matchstick-shaped NCs,10–12 in which domains of a metal or
a semiconductor are grown on one or both tips of a starting
semiconductor nanorod. In the latter cases, selective growth of
the second material on such locations is possible, as the basal
facets are not as efficiently passivated by surfactant molecules
as the lateral facets of the rods.9–12 Recently reported examples
are nanodumbbells in which the starting rod is either CdS or
CdSe and the domains at the tips are either Au9,12 or PbSe.10
The presence of Au patches on NCs is especially desirable
because such domains can be used as preferential anchoring
points onto which organic molecules or biomolecules can be
selectively attached.6,9 Unfortunately, it is not easy to grow Au
domains on any type of nanocrystal. While, for instance, this
has been demonstrated for CdSe nanorods9,12 and for roughly
spherical CoPt3,
5 Ag6 and iron oxide NCs,6,7 on other types of
nanocrystals such growth still represents an open challenge.
As an example, we have tried in our labs to grow Au directly
onto CdS nanorods using these established approaches,5–7,9
however with no success. Here, we report a method by which
Au can be grown on both CdSe and CdS nanorods, by
performing a two-step reaction. First, a sacrificial material,
that can be either PbSe or CdTe, is nucleated on the tips of the
rods. Later, these domains are oxidized by means of a Au(III) :
surfactant complex, which partially replaces them, leading to
the formation of Au patches on the rod terminations. The
structure of the hybrid nanocrystals was verified by a com-
bination of low resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) investigation, Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
measurements, and Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic
Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) elemental analysis.
2. Experimental
All syntheses were carried out in a standard Schlenk line set-up
under nitrogen flow. Gold growth on the dumbbells was
carried out in a glove-box under nitrogen atmosphere. The
samples were washed and stored in the glove-box.
2.1. Chemicals
Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.999%), tri-n-octylphosphine oxide
(TOPO, 99%), tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP, 97%), tri-n-butyl-
phosphine (TBP, 97%), tellurium powder (99.999%), sulfur
powder (99%), selenium powder (99.99%) and hydrogen
tetrachloroaurate(III) hydrate (HAuCl4, 99.9%) were pur-
chased from Strem Chemicals. n-Octadecylphosphonic acid
(ODPA, 99%) and n-hexadecylphosphonic acid (HPA, 99%)
were purchased from Polycarbon Industries. Lead(II) acetate
trihydrate (99.95%), diphenyl ether (99%), oleic acid (90%),
n-dodecylamine (DDA, 98%) and didodecyldimethyl-ammo-
nium bromide (DDAB, 98%) were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich. All solvents, such as toluene or chloroform, were
anhydrous and purchased from Aldrich.
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Stock precursor solutions of Te:TOP (10% wt), S:TOP
(6% wt) and Se:TBP (8% wt) were freshly prepared in a glove-
box before use.
2.2. Synthesis of semiconductor nanodumbbells
PbSe–CdSe–PbSe nanodumbbells. These nanodumbbells
were prepared by a two-step synthesis as described in ref. 10,
with minor modifications. For the preparation of the CdSe
nanorods, a mixture of TOPO (3 g), ODPA (0.430 g), HPA
(0.130 g) and CdO (0.160 g) was heated to 350 uC in a flask
under inert atmosphere. Then, 2.5 g of the Se:TBP stock
solution was added rapidly to the hot surfactant mixture under
vigorous stirring and the temperature was kept at 280 uC
for 6 min. After the synthesis, the flask was cooled to room
temperature, and methanol was added to induce the precipita-
tion of the CdSe nanorods. The CdSe precipitate was collected
by centrifugation, then washed twice, and finally solubilized in
10 mL of toluene. PbSe–CdSe–PbSe nanocrystal dumbbells
were synthesized by growing PbSe tips selectively onto the
basal facets of the CdSe nanorods in a subsequent synthesis
step. For this purpose, 1 mL of the purified CdSe nanorod
solution described above was diluted with 10 mL of previously
degassed diphenyl ether and heated to 130 uC. Then, a Pb–Se
precursor solution consisting of oleic acid (1.5 mL), diphenyl
ether (2 mL), lead acetate (0.660 g), and Se:TOP (1.3 g) was
injected dropwise over a period of 10 min.
After the synthesis the reaction mixture was cooled to room
temperature, and the PbSe–CdSe–PbSe nanodumbbells were
extracted and purified as described above for the CdSe
nanorods.
CdTe–CdS–CdTe nanodumbbells. These nanodumbbells
were prepared following the one-pot approach described in
ref. 8. CdS nanorods were grown in a mixture of TOPO (3 g),
ODPA (0.385 g), CdO (0.050 g) and TOP (1.5 mL) at 360 uC.
The synthesis was started by rapid injection of 0.600 g of the
S:TOP stock solution into the vigorously stirred surfactant
mixture. After 1 min of reaction, the heat source was removed
temporarily and the solution was allowed to cool and stabilize
at 320 uC. To grow CdTe tips onto the CdS nanorods, 0.180 g
of Te:TOP stock solution was rapidly injected into the flask
and allowed to react for an additional 5 min.
After the synthesis, the reaction mixture was cooled to room
temperature, and the CdTe–CdS–CdTe nanodumbbells were
extracted and purified as described above
2.3. Deposition of metallic gold onto the tips of the nanocrystal
dumbbells
A Au(III) : surfactant stock solution was prepared as follows:
HAuCl4 (0.011 g), DDA (0.078 g) and DDAB (0.034 g) were
co-dissolved in 7 mL of toluene by sonication. During this
process, the colour of the solution changed from orange to
pale yellow. 0.5–2 mL of this stock solution was added
dropwise to a vigorously stirred diluted solution of nanocrystal
dumbbells (roughly 5 mg of dumbbells in 3 mL of toluene) at a
rate of 0.2 mL min21. The formation of metallic gold was
accompanied by a progressive darkening of the solution which
occurred in 1–5 min. After Au(III) addition, the mixture was
allowed to react for an additional 5 min, after which the
nanocrystals were precipitated with methanol, washed once,
and finally redispersed in toluene.
2.4. Characterization
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Samples for TEM
were prepared by dropping dilute solutions of nanocrystals
onto carbon coated copper grids and leaving the solvent to
evaporate. TEM images were recorded on a JEOL Jem 1011
microscope operating at 100 kV.
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. XRD measure-
ments were performed with a NONIUS KappaCCD single
crystal diffractometer equipped with a 3 kW generator
molybdenum tube, a high precision four circle goniometer,
and a low noise and high sensitivity CCD detector. Folding of
the images into powder diffraction patterns was done using the
FIT2D software13 after calibrating the detector with Si-NIST
(640c) powder standard. The samples were measured in
Debye–Scherrer configuration using Lindemann capillaries
(0.5 mm diameter) that were filled with dried NC powder.
Elemental analysis. ICP-AES analysis was performed with
a Varian Vista AX spectrometer. Samples were dissolved in
HCl–HNO3 3 : 1 (v/v) by using a CEM ‘‘MARS 5’’ microwave
digester.
3. Results and discussion
Representative TEM images of different types of nanodumb-
bells are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 displays an overview of:
starting CdSe nanorods (Fig. 1a), PbSe–CdSe–PbSe dumbbells
synthesized from these nanorods before and after reaction with
the Au(III) solution (Fig. 1b and c, respectively). Fig. 2 reports
representative images of: initial CdS nanorods (Fig. 2a),
CdTe–CdS–CdTe dumbbells grown from these rods before
and after reaction with Au(III) (Fig. 2b and c, respectively). In
PbSe–CdSe–PbSe and CdTe–CdS–CdTe dumbbell samples,
the formation of the PbSe and CdTe domains, respectively,
can be inferred from both the small increase in the rod length
(Fig. 1b and 2b) and the slightly different image contrast
observable at the nanorod terminations.10 When the dumb-
bells reacted with the Au(III) solution (approximately 1 mL of
the above described solution was used), Au patches appeared
to partially replace the original PbSe (or CdTe) domains at the
tips of the rods. The metallic domains can be distinguished
clearly at this stage as they exhibit a higher TEM contrast than
that of the rod sections (Fig. 1c and Fig. 2c).
A comparison between the TEM images of samples taken
before and after the reaction with Au(III) indicated that the
mean length of the dumbbells as well as their diameter were
reduced to some extent, an effect that was previously observed
in the case of the direct Au growth on CdSe nanorods and
ascribed to dissolution induced by the DDA and DDAB
surfactants used to dissolve the gold salt in toluene.8,11
However, when the amount of Au(III) added was increased
even more, additional topological changes were observed. A
representative example of such a growth regime is reported in
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Fig. 3 for the case of CdTe–CdS–CdTe nanodumbbells. Upon
reaction with excess Au(III) stock solution (approximately
2 mL), the CdTe–CdS–CdTe structures evolved into remark-
ably thinner and shorter nanorods, most of which carried a
single Au domain that was mainly located on one side of the
rod section. These findings closely resembled the two-side to
one-side Au tip growth reported for bare CdSe nanorods.12 In
agreement with this previous study, in our case it could be
assumed that the initially formed symmetric Au–CdS–Au
dumbbells (such as those shown in Fig. 2c) underwent a
transformation into asymmetric CdS–Au matchstick-like
nanocrystals when an excess of Au(III) species was present in
the solution. Under such conditions, the difference in the
chemical potential between Au tips of dissimilar sizes can
sustain an intra-particle Ostwald ripening mechanism that can
lead to the dissolution of the most unstable metal patches.12
XRD patterns provided further structural and composi-
tional information on the various samples, as shown in Fig. 4
for the case of CdTe–CdS–CdTe heterostructures. In the
original CdTe–CdS–CdTe dumbbells, a prominent peak at a
low angles can be attributed to either the (111) planes of the
cubic sphalerite structure or eventually to the (002) planes
of the wurtzite structure of CdTe. Notably, this peak is
asymmetrically broadened, due to its convolution with CdS
wurtzite reflections, and is slightly shifted to higher angles
(smaller d spacings) with respect to its bulk position. It is
known that, for linear and branched NC heterojunctions based
on CdS, CdSe and CdTe, the growth of one material on the
Fig. 1 TEM images of dumbell-like nanocrystals synthesized from
CdSe nanorods (a): PbSe–CdSe–PbSe dumbbells before (b) and after
Au(III) reaction on their tips (c).
Fig. 2 TEM images of dumbell-like nanocrystals prepared from CdS
nanorods (a): CdTe–CdS–CdTe dumbbells before (b) and after Au
deposition on their tips (c).
Fig. 3 TEM images illustrating the formation of asymmetric
semiconductor–gold heterostructures at the expense of initial CdTe–
CdS–CdTe nanodumbbells upon reaction with Au(III). Onto CdS rods
(top), CdTe tips were first grown (middle), and then exposed to a
excess quantity (2 mL) of Au(III) precursors (bottom).
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top of the other occurs epitaxially.8 Therefore, the observed
CdTe peak shift may be due either to a compressive strain of
the CdTe domain, or to the presence of an interfacial region in
which CdS and CdTe form an alloy.14 After the dumbbells
reacted with the Au(III) solution (upper spectrum in Fig. 4),
the CdTe reflection vanished almost completely, and the CdS
contribution was clearly disclosed. More importantly, new
distinguishable signals appeared, which confirmed the presence
of fcc metallic gold in the final heterostructures. Furthermore,
a tiny contribution from metallic Cd and Te can be also noted.
Further support to the TEM observations was provided by
ICP-AES elemental analysis. As a representative case, we
discuss the experiments on the CdSe rod-based samples
in Fig. 1. The measured concentrations (mol L21) of the
individual species are reported in Table 1 for a sample of
PbSe–CdSe–PbSe dumbbells before and after reaction with the
Au(III) stock solution. In the initial CdSe nanorod sample, we
measured a Cd : Se ratio of 1.14, which is in agreement with
surface enrichment with Cd atoms, as ascertained earlier for
CdSe nanocrystals.15–17 Similarly, in the PbSe–CdSe–PbSe
dumbbells, the cations (Cd + Pb) were found to be in
stoichiometric excess relative to the anions (Se). The ratio
([Cd] + [Pb]) : [Se] was, however, found to be as high as 1.4.
For isolated PbSe nanocrystals, a [Pb] : [Se] molar ratio of
about 1.3 was usually measured, which allowed us to conclude
that the unusually high ([Cd] + [Pb]) : [Se] molar ratio in the
PbSe–CdSe–PbSe dumbbells could indeed result from the
presence of the PbSe domains in the nanostructures.
Upon Au(III) reaction, a simultaneous decrease in the [Cd] +
[Pb] and in the [Se] concentrations was detected. As the gold
reduction yield could be easily explained by oxidation of only a
small fraction of the total Se22 anions lost, major consumption
of the CdSe and PbSe materials could arise from the
surfactant-driven nanocrystal dissolution, as detected by
TEM (Fig. 1–3). Interestingly, the net amount of Cd removed
was almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the Pb loss,
so that it could be presumed that the Au growth mainly
proceeded at the expense of PbSe. This was consistent with the
TEM observations, which indeed showed Au patches forming
almost exclusively at the dumbbell terminations.
At present, the mechanism of Au formation is only partially
understood. Control experiments in the absence of DDA
revealed that the sole Au(III):DDAB complex could react
efficiently with both the PbSe and CdTe sacrificial domains,
leading to Au metal deposition. However, under these
circumstances, nanocrystal precipitation was prone to occur.
TEM investigation showed that the latter event proceeded
through the formation of a disordered network of nanorod
chain-like segments, in which individual dumbbells fused with
each other via their gold terminations. An example is reported
in Fig. 5. This evidence suggested that, unlike the bare CdSe
nanorod system,9 DDA did not serve as a reducing agent for
Au(III), but was necessary as a surface stabilizer for the gold
patches. Therefore, other chemical species should be respon-
sible for the reduction of the Au(III) precursor.
The formation of complexes with the surfactants and
size-dependent variation of the redox power of nanoscale
materials12,18–20 can be expected to alter the absolute values of
the electrochemical potentials of the chemical species in our
system. Nevertheless, at a first approximation, one can assume
that the relative scale of the standard redox potentials,
measured in aqueous media, is still applicable to the species
involved in the present system.18–21 Therefore, from the
electrochemical potential point of view, Au(III) reduction to
Au(0) could occur directly through oxidation of Te22 in CdTe
Fig. 4 XRD patterns of CdTe–CdS–CdTe dumbbells (lower spec-
trum) and CdTe–CdS–CdTe/Au dumbbells (upper spectrum). For
comparison, the reference peaks of bulk wurtzite CdS, cubic CdTe, fcc
gold, cubic Te, and hcp Cd are displayed.
Table 1 ICP-AES elemental analysis of nanocrystal dumbbells (mol L21)
Au Cd Pb Se
PbSe–CdSe–PbSe (initial) 4.37 6 1027 1.06 6 1025 7.87 6 1026
PbSe–CdSe–PbSe (after reaction with AuIII) 7.41 6 1027 1.30 6 1027 3.61 6 1026 2.66 6 1026
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domains to Te(0) (or of Se22 in PbSe).21 This would actually
agree with both the TEM and ICP-AES analyses, thus further
corroborating the hypothesis that the PbSe and CdTe tips were
sacrificially consumed during Au metal production. However,
while the formation of Te(0) could be rationalized by these
arguments, it remains unclear how the reduction of Cd2+ to Cd
was also triggered. One possibility could be that the formed Au
patches themselves acted as efficient redox catalysts19,20 for
electron transfer to Cd2+ ions. Experiments are currently under
way to elucidate the nature of the various chemical processes
that accompany gold deposition on the nanocrystal dumbbells
under the present reaction conditions.
4. Conclusions
The possibility to perform selective chemical reactions on the
tips of CdSe and CdS nanorods has been demonstrated. The
developed method involves the growth of additional semi-
conductor domains on the tips of the rods and subsequent
selective oxidization reaction of only these materials. This
approach has allowed us to grow Au domains onto specific
locations of rod-shaped CdS NCs for which direct metal
deposition is unfeasible. We believe that this strategy may be
of general utility to create other types of complex colloidal
nanoheterostructures, provided that a suitable sacrificial
material can be purposely grown on top of the starting
nanocrystals.
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reported so far are a significant distribution of lengths and diameters as
well as the presence of irregular shapes produced by the current synthetic
routes and, finally, the poor ability to fabricate large areas of oriented nano-
rod arrays. Here, we report a seeded-growth approach to the synthesis of
asymmetric core-shell CdSe/CdS nanorods with regular shapes and narrow
distributions of rod diameters and lengths, the latter being easily tunable
up to 150 nm. These rods are highly fluorescent and show linearly polarized
emission, whereby the emission energy depends mainly on the core diameter.
We demonstrate their lateral alignment as well as their vertical self-alignment
on substrates up to areas of several square micrometers.
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ABSTRACT
Key limitations of the colloidal semiconductor nanorods that have been reported so far are a significant distribution of lengths and diameters
as well as the presence of irregular shapes produced by the current synthetic routes and, finally, the poor ability to fabricate large areas of
oriented nanorod arrays. Here, we report a seeded-growth approach to the synthesis of asymmetric core−shell CdSe/CdS nanorods with
regular shapes and narrow distributions of rod diameters and lengths, the latter being easily tunable up to 150 nm. These rods are highly
fluorescent and show linearly polarized emission, whereby the emission energy depends mainly on the core diameter. We demonstrate their
lateral alignment as well as their vertical self-alignment on substrates up to areas of several square micrometers.
Ordered assemblies of nanorods are important both in
fundamental research, as they present new systems on which
chemical and physical interactions among nanocrystals can
be investigated, and for practical applications, as they provide
the basis to the engineering of new materials and the
fabrication of devices. Significant progress has been made
recently both on the synthesis of nanorods of different
materials1-3 as well as on understanding and mastering their
assembly.4,5 This can be mediated for instance by external
fields,6-10 by interparticle interactions as well as rod solubility
in a binary solvent/nonsolvent liquid mixture,11-13 by con-
trolling the rod interfacial energy, by slow solvent evapora-
tion on a liquid-solid-air interface,14 by solvent fluidics
and the presence of liquid-air interface in the deposition of
a lyotropic phase from a drying solution,15 by a Langmuir-
Blodgett approach,16 or by unidirectional alignment through
attachment of nanorods to the surface of a single cleaved
semiconductor monolayer.17 Important requirements for
organizing nanorods in ordered close-packed arrays over
significantly large areas are, however, a high homogeneity
of shapes and, in the case of alignment assisted by external
biases, the ability of nanorods to respond to such biases
effectively.
We have developed a new, seeded-type growth approach
to fabricate colloidal nanorods, which we have successfully
applied to the synthesis of mixed CdSe/CdS nanorods with
narrow distributions of rod lengths and diameters. Our CdSe/
CdS nanorods present the appealing characteristics of strong
and tunable light emission from green to red, they spontane-
ously self-assemble on substrates, and can be easily organized
in close-packed ordered arrays over large areas. The synthesis
is based on the co-injection of appropriate precursors and
preformed spherical CdSe nanocrystal seeds (nearly mono-
disperse in size) in a reaction flask that contains a mixture
of hot surfactants suited for the anisotropic growth of CdS
nanocrystals. In a typical synthesis of nanorods reported in
this work, CdO is decomposed in the presence of a mixture
of trioctylphosphine oxide, hexylphosphonic acid, and oc-
tadecylphosphonic acid in relative ratios that have been
carefully optimized (see Supporting Information for details).
The resulting solution is heated to 350-380 °C (depending
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on the synthesis) under inert atmosphere. Separately, a
solution is prepared by dissolving sulfur in trioctylphosphine
and by adding to it either CdS or CdSe nanocrystals
(previously prepared, purified, and solubilized in TOP). This
solution is quickly injected in the flask, after which the
temperature of the flask is allowed to recover to its pre-
injection value and the synthesis is kept running for several
minutes before stopping it by removing the heating mantle.
Immediately after injection, CdS starts growing preferentially
on the CdSe seeds rather than forming separate nuclei in
solution because the activation energy for heterogeneous
nucleation is much lower than that for homogeneous
nucleation.18 As the homogeneous nucleation is bypassed by
the presence of the seeds, all nanocrystals undergo almost
identical growth conditions and therefore they maintain a
narrow distribution of lengths and diameters during their
evolution. The synthesis is rather flexible, as there are various
parameters that can be tuned in order to control the
morphology of the resulting nanorods such as the diameter
of the seeds, the growth temperature, and the amount of
precursors and seeds added (see Figure 1). When no CdSe
seeds are co-injected, CdS nanorods start nucleating only
several seconds after the injection, and the final sample is
characterized by large distributions of rod lengths and
diameters. Also, the range of aspect ratios (rod length/rod
diameter, ARs) of the rods attainable with the present
synthesis (up to 30:1) is much wider than that attainable with
the synthesis scheme reported by Talapin and co-workers
for asymmetric CdSe/CdS core-shell nanorods, which was
based on an extension of the traditional synthesis of core-
shell nanocrystals (for which the maximum AR reported was
4:1).19 The power of the seeded-growth approach carried out
at high temperatures in suitable surfactant mixtures is
therefore that large AR rods can be synthesized that still
preserve regular shapes and show no tendency to aggregate,
all features that are not achievable with lower-temperature
shell-growth approaches.
A key issue of this type of synthesis approach is whether
the original seed is preserved in the final rod structure and
also which is the location of the seed along the rod. This
can be partly elucidated by carrying out geometric phase
analysis (GPA),21 which is a quantitative high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) technique. It
allows detection of variations in the periodicities of the
HRTEM contrast via analysis of the local components in
the Fourier transform of the image. Possible deformations
and strains of the 2D-projected lattice can be deduced with
respect to an “unstrained” area within the HRTEM image
taken as reference. This method was applied to HRTEM
images recorded on CdSe/CdS nanorods (Figure 2a) and
also on “CdS-only” nanorods that were grown using spheri-
cal CdS seeds (Figure 2b). The images were taken on a
200 kV TEM-FEG microscope (F-20 FEI) fitted with a
spherical aberration corrector (CEOS). In the corresponding
“mean dilatation” (i.e., the average of the 2D lattice
deformation) image of a CdSe/CdS nanorod of Figure 2c,
Figure 1. Evaporation-mediated self-assembly of CdSe/CdS nanorods prepared by seeded growth. (a) Sketch of the seeded growth approach.
(b-f) Transmission electron micrographs of self-assembled CdSe/CdS nanorods. As soon as the solvent, in which the CdSe/CdS are dissolved
(toluene), is allowed to evaporate from the grid on which the drop of solution is deposited, the nanorods start self-assembling. Short aspect
ratio (rod length/rod diameter, AR) rods (b-d) tend to form locally ordered 2D smectic phases, while longer rods tend to form either
disordered assemblies, ribbons, or locally ordered 2D nematic phases. A similar AR dependence on the assembly was reported for instance
for Ag and Au nanorods4 and pencil-shaped CoO nanocrystals.20 Average rod diameter and length, as determined by HRTEM, are
respectively: (b) 4.9 ( 0.7 nm and 19 ( 1 nm; (c) 4.2 ( 0.4 nm and 35 ( 2 nm; (d) 3.9 ( 0.2 nm and 53 ( 4 nm; (e) 3.8 ( 0.3 nm and
70 ( 4 nm; (f) 3.8 ( 0.3 nm and 111 ( 10 nm. The conditions at which the various nanorod samples are grown are reported in Table 1
of the Supporting Information. In general, the mean rod diameter is dictated not only by the diameter of the seeds but also by the growth
temperature, which can control the thickness of the shell (higher temperatures promote the formation of a thicker shell). The rod length on
the other hand can be varied not only by the amount of precursors and/or seeds added but also by the growth temperature and/or reaction
time. Also, the amount and the size of the added seeds has an influence on the overall length of the rods. Large seeds, for instance, tend
to promote the formation of short (and fat) rods (b), while small seeds tend to form long (and thin) rods (f). All scale bars are 50 nm long.
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for instance, it is possible to recognize at the right side of
the nanorod a region with a lattice constant different from
that of a reference area at the opposite tip. This region should
correspond to the original CdSe seed, and this is supported
by the quantitative measurement of the relative dilatation
(4.2%), which is almost equal to the misfit between bulk
CdS and CdSe (i.e., +4%). As a control, the deformation
image of a CdS-only rod (Figure 2d) shows an undistorted
lattice across the whole rod. In the large AR rods that it is
possible to synthesize with the present approach, quantitative
HRTEM analysis is less straightforward. Nevertheless, it
shows that the CdSe region is rarely localized near the tips
of the rods nor at their center, but in most cases in a region
between 1/3 and 1/4 of their overall length (see Supporting
Information). This is consistent with a fast growth rate of
the rods along the unique c-axis of their wurtzite structure,
the growth along one direction of this axis being faster than
along the opposite direction, as observed previously3 and also
as predicted theoretically for wurtzite-type nanorods.22 An
additional advantage of the present synthetic approach is that
it yields rods that have few structural defects, as can be
inferred by the low density of stacking faults along the rod
structure.
Optical absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra
of CdSe/CdS nanorods in solution show a considerable red-
shift with respect to the corresponding spectra of the starting
CdSe seeds (Figure 3a,b). In samples of large AR rods, the
absorption spectra are characterized by well-resolved peaks
appearing at higher energies with respect to the lowest energy
peak (Figure 3a). Theoretical absorption spectra (Figure 3a,
dashed lines) were calculated using the envelope function
approximation23 (see also Supporting Information). The
nanorods were modeled as a CdSe sphere inside a CdS
hexagonal prism. The three-dimensional single-band effective
mass Hamiltonian was solved on a Cartesian grid, using the
parameters taken from Mu¨ller et al.24 (i.e. me ) 0.13, mh )
0.45, for CdSe; me ) 0.2, mh ) 0.70 for CdS; zero con-
duction band-offset) and bulk energy gaps at room temper-
ature from Landolt-Bo¨rnstein25 (i.e., 1.75 eV for CdSe and
2.5 eV for CdS). The theoretical absorption spectrum shown
in Figure 3a is obtained by considering transitions in the
single-particle approximation from the highest 50 hole levels
to the lowest 50 electron levels and applying a Gaussian
broadening (ó ) 50 meV) to each exciton level. The
calculated spectra are in good agreement with the experi-
mental data. On the basis of the results of the calculations,
the high-energy peaks in the absorption spectra can be
ascribed to the absorption from CdS, while the lowest energy
peak is due to electronic transitions from holes confined in
the CdSe core to electrons delocalized throughout the whole
nanocrystal structure as a consequence of the negligible
conduction band offset between CdSe and CdS.26 This
Figure 2. Structural analysis of seeded-grown nanorods. HRTEM images of nanorods grown using either CdSe (a) or CdS (b) as seeds.
The nanorods show little occurrence of stacking faults over the entire structure due to the high temperature at which they are grown. (c,d)
Corresponding “mean dilatation” images. This technique allows a mean dilatation mapping from high-resolution electron microscope images
or indeed any type of lattice image. It uses a color scale for displaying variation in the periodicity of the HRTEM contrast. Areas of the
same color are regions with the same periodicity. The mean dilatation image of the CdSe/CdS rod (c) shows an area with lattice parameters
altered by 4.2% with respect to the reference area, situated at the opposite tip of the rod. For comparison, the same analysis is performed
on “CdS-only” rods, and no variation of the lattice parameters over the whole length of the nanorod can be observed (d).
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behavior has been already observed in both spherical and
asymmetric core-shell CdSe/CdS nanocrystals but grown
at much lower temperatures (120-150 °C).19,26
The full widths at half-maximum of the PL peaks for all
our rods remain relatively narrow even in large AR rods
(Figure 3c) and therefore are indicative of the high homo-
geneity in shape of our samples and of the limited occurrence
of graded composition (a graded shell) at the CdSe/CdS
core-shell interface. Also, it is remarkable that even growth
temperatures as high as those at which our nanorods are
synthesized (350-380 °C) are not able to cause alloying of
the CdSe core with the growing CdS shell, a situation that
would lead instead to a blue-shift in the optical absorption
and emission spectra of the resulting CdSexS1-x alloy
nanorods with respect to those of the starting CdSe seeds.27
The nonresonant Stokes shifts for the nanorods (i.e., shifts
between the emission peak and the lowest energy peak in
absorption, see plot of Figure 3c) range from 40 to 50 meV
and are not much different from those of the starting CdSe
seeds. In addition, such shifts show a negligible dependence
on the AR of the rods, differently from what had been
reported earlier on CdSe/CdS nanorods prepared by Talapin
and co-workers at much lower temperatures, for which much
bigger and strongly AR-dependent Stokes shifts were
observed.19 Such reduced Stokes shifts confirm the size
homogeneity and low interdiffusion of chemical species in
our nanostructures. Also resonant Stokes shifts, determined
by low-temperature PLE measurements (Figure 3c and
Figure 3. Measured and modeled optical parameters of CdSe/CdS nanorods. (a) Optical absorption and photoluminescence (PL)
spectra of a typical sample of CdSe/CdS nanorods dissolved in toluene (continuous lines). The rods have an average length of 51 nm
and average diameter of 3.9 nm. They were prepared from CdSe seeds with a diameter of 3.2 nm. The corresponding theoretical
absorption spectrum is shown in dotted lines.23 Vertical bars in the 10 magnification of the low-energy side of calculated spectrum
indicate the energy position and oscillator strength of the first few exciton levels, which represent transitions from the hole 1S level
of the CdSe sphere to the electron nS levels of the CdS rod. The absorption and PL spectra of the starting spherical CdSe nano-
crystal sample are shown in (b). Spectra of core-shell samples show always a considerable red-shift with respect to the correspond-
ing spectra of the starting CdSe seeds. (c) Nonresonant Stokes shifts (labeled “Stokes shift” in the legend), full width at half-maximum,
and PL peak energy for different samples of CdSe/CdS nanorods prepared from the same batch of CdSe seeds (which had a dia-
meter of 2.3 nm). The corresponding values of the starting CdSe seeds are indicated by outlined markers, and the resonant Stokes
shifts obtained from PLE experiments at T ) 10 K are indicated with crossed box markers. In going from the nanorods with the
smallest AR to those with the largest AR, the average diameter of the rods varies from 3.5 to 5 nm, and their average length varies
from 10 to 130 nm, respectively. Straight lines are inserted as a guide to the eye. (d) Quantum yields of the same nanorods samples
as in (c).
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Supporting Information) are not dependent on the AR of the
rods, provided that the latter are all prepared starting from
the same CdSe seeds.
PL quantum yields (QYs) from core-shell rods in solution
are of the order of 70-75% for short AR rods and decay to
about 10% in the largest AR rods that we could synthesize
(Figure 3d). The relatively high QYs of the short AR nanorod
samples, which are comparable to those of spherical or
asymmetric core-shell nanocrystals reported earlier,19,26 point
to a homogeneous shell growth, with little presence of defects
in the core-shell interfacial region, even under the fast
growth rates taking place in our syntheses. For ARs larger
than 10, the decrease in QY can be due to an increasing
number of surface trap states arising from the CdS region.
Such decrease of QY, together with a more delocalized
electron wave function (which therefore has a smaller overlap
with the hole wave function), results in increased radiative
decay times in longer rods (i.e., they vary from 13.5 ns in
rods with AR equal 3, to 164 ns in rods with AR equal to
28, see Supporting Information for more details).
The CdSe/CdS nanorods reported here start self-as-
sembling on substrates as soon as the solvent in which they
are dissolved is allowed to evaporate, forming long-range
ordered assemblies that are reminiscent of liquid-crystalline
phases (Figure 1). The formation of these types of assemblies
is entropically driven and has been observed already in
several colloidal nanorod solutions.4,11,13,20 Also, ordered
arrays of close-packed, vertically aligned nanorods can be
obtained by evaporation-mediated self-assembly of nanorods
on substrates from more concentrated nanorod solutions. We
have observed the formation of small areas of vertically
oriented nanorods already when a drop of solution is
deposited on the carbon support film of TEM grids, similar
to those seen by Li and Alivisatos.14 However, larger areas,
often of the order of several square micrometers, can be
achieved when the process is carried out on the surface of
water.7 As an example, we let the solvent evaporate from a
concentrated solution of nanocrystals in toluene that had been
deposited on the surface of water in a glass beaker, and we
then collected part of the floating nanocrystal film with a
carbon-coated TEM grid. Some regions of this film are
shown in Figure 4a-c. Regular patterns of vertically stacked
nanorods are seen, which are organized either in hexagonally
close-packed monolayers (Figure 4b) or in ordered multilayer
structures (Figure 4a, bottom right, and Figure 4c). In general,
interfacial self-segregation of nanoparticles leads to a reduc-
tion of interfacial energy, and for instance, the segregation
of TOPO-coated spherical CdSe nanocrystals at the water-
toluene interface has been observed recently.28 It is likely
that vertical assembly of nanorods in our experiments leads
to a lower interfacial energy than for a lateral close-packed
or disordered assembly at the interface, as in this configu-
ration each nanorod has one of its polar facets (which are
also less passivated with surfactants than its nonpolar facets
and are likely to carry residual charges) closer to the water-
toluene interface. In addition, such arrangement maximizes
the hydrophobic interactions among nanorods, at least in
monolayer structures. Evaporation-mediated assembly on
warm (50-60 °C) water led to the most reproducible results,
as higher temperature improves rod solubility and should
help the system to reach such lower energy configuration,
in analogy with the conditions recently found for the
formation of complex binary superlattices of spherical
nanoparticles.29
We also observed the formation of large vertically aligned
nanorod arrays when the evaporation-mediated assembly took
place on TEM grids that had been placed on electrostatically
charged surfaces or, with a higher degree of control, by using
planar electrodes separated by some tens of micrometers
distance (see Figure 4d). For the latter experiments, we used
silicon nitride membrane window grids with a nitride
thickness of 100 nm on which we evaporated a 10 nm Ti
gate from the back side for the vertical alignment of
nanorods. A standard carbon-coated TEM grid placed on top
of the membrane during solvent evaporation served as a
counter electrode. We used a voltage of 32 V, while the
nanorod solution and its container were heated to 45 °C.
Also, in this case, we find that temperature has a significant
influence on the alignment because, under the same condi-
tions, but with solution and container at 20 °C (instead of
45 °C for successful vertical alignment), we observed mainly
lateral alignment in ribbon structures (see Figure 4e) and
only few and very small areas of vertically aligned rods. We
attribute the dominant driving forces for this alignment to a
combination of the interaction of the rods with the electric
field via their intrinsic dipoles,7,30 and thermal effects like
conductivity and convective flow of the liquid in the
evaporation process.14 A similar degree of assembly could
not be achieved for instance with CdS-only rods or with
CdSe rods prepared by any of the synthetic routes reported
so far, most likely because of their comparatively broader
size distributions.
Also the lateral alignment of nanorods can be extended
over larger areas and controlled in direction if the evapora-
tion-mediated assembly is influenced by an external pertur-
bation like an electric field.7-10 As an example, we exploited
the presence of a significant dipole in this type of nanorods30
to laterally align them on planar surfaces using external
electric fields. In this case, we used interdigitated electrode
devices (electrode separation 4 ím, electrode length 600 ím),
which were fabricated by optical lithography and subsequent
metal evaporation (500 nm Al) on Si/SiO2 (100 nm oxide
thickness) substrates. A quantity of typically 50 íL of
nanorod solution (nanorods were dispersed in toluene, the
optical density of the solution at 595 nm was equal to 0.05)
was drop-casted onto the electrode device under ambient
conditions, and a dc electric field of 2.5 105 V/cm was
applied during solvent evaporation (typically 2 min). After
the alignment process, the electrode devices were inspected
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging. The rods
aligned uniformly over areas on the scale of several tens of
square micrometers by following the field streamlines
throughout the electrode gap (Figure 5a and Supporting
Information). Magnifications of randomly picked areas in
between the electrodes showed indeed an almost perfect
lateral alignment of rods in monolayers or multilayered
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structures, with a type of organization that resembles either
the nematic (Figure 5b) or the smectic liquid-crystal phases
(Figure 5c). The polarized emission from the regions of
aligned nanorods under ambient conditions was recorded with
a conventional microphotoluminescence setup. The sample
was excited by a circularly polarized He-Cd laser at 325
nm. The emitted light was collected by a objective lens (20
magnification, NA ) 0.4) and detected by a 0.33 m
monochromator equipped with an Andor CCD camera. The
emission polarization was analyzed with a linear polarizer
in combination with a ì-half plate, placed in front of the
monochromator to correct the polarization-dependent re-
sponse of both the monochromator and the detector (see
illustration in Figure 4d). Figure 5d(ii) shows the fluorescence
emission spectra recorded from a micrometer size region of
aligned nanorods under ambient conditions. The PL of such
large arrays of oriented nanorods is strongly polarized along
the alignment direction. The integrated PL intensity depen-
dence on the polarizer angle can be fitted nicely to a cos2
function as shown in Figure 5 d(iii). Polarization ratios as
high as 45% were observed on such micrometer size oriented
ensembles for rods that had an AR of 10. As a control
experiment, we performed the same measurements after
rotating the sample by 90° and obtained the same results
shifted by 90°. Also, control experiments performed on
Figure 4. TEM images of ordered nanorod arrays obtained by evaporation-mediated self-assembly. (a) Micrometer size closely packed
layers of vertically stacked rods obtained upon evaporation of toluene on top of water. (b-c) Higher magnification imaging revealed
regular patterns of vertically stacked nanorods, which are organized either in hexagonally closed packed monolayers (b) or in multilayer
structures (a, bottom right, and c). (d) Micrometer size plaques of vertically aligned rods obtained by an electric field in vertical direction.
(e) Lateral ribbon structures that consist of a few multilayers of nanorods.
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regions of randomly oriented nanorods did not show any
significant polarization of the fluorescence emission.
Figure 6 shows spatially resolved PL spectra that were
collected with a confocal system (Olympus FV1000) in
epilayer configuration (with a spatial resolution of 200 nm)
from different regions of substrates on which nanorods
exhibited the following different types of alignment: densely
packed hexagonal arrays of vertically aligned rods, laterally
aligned ribbon-like assemblies, and disordered assemblies
(see insets of Figure 6). The samples were excited by an
UV diode laser (ì ) 405 nm) through an objective lens 60
oil with a numerical aperture of NA ) 1.40. The emission
from areas with 300-500 nm diameter, which were selected
with the confocal system, was detected by a 0.32 m mono-
chromator equipped with a nitrogen-cooled CCD camera that
was coupled to the confocal head (the spectral resolution of
the whole system is 0.5 nm). The nanorod samples were
deposited on a substrate consisting either of a carbon-coated
TEM grid or of a 100 nm thick silicon nitride membrane.
Measurements on several arrays of nanorods with also
different ARs show that the regions of vertically oriented
rods are almost nonemissive (Figure 6) and their PL spectrum
is slightly blue-shifted with respect to that from areas of
disordered nanorods. Areas of ribbonlike assemblies of
nanorods are characterized by strong PL emission, which is
significantly blue-shifted (up to 30 meV) with respect to the
PL from areas of disordered nanorods. The difference in PL
intensity between ribbonlike and vertically aligned nanorod
arrays could be due to the spatial anisotropy of the optical
dipole emission field of elongated nanorods. The emission
from such nanocrystals, in which the transition dipole is
parallel to the nanorod long axis, is expected to be maximal
in the plane perpendicular to the dipole and minimal in the
direction of the nanorod long axis. The blue-shift observed
in emission could be related to the screening of the internal
(piezo)electric field present in each nanorod that is induced
by the photogenerated charge distributions in neighboring
rods, which should be more efficient in ordered assemblies
than in disordered aggregates. Fo¨rster resonance energy
transfer, which should lead to a red-shift in the PL of close-
packed assemblies of nanorods,31 is not observed here
probably due to the nearly monodisperse size distribution
of such nanorods. Wave function delocalization and the
formation of minibands, which should also cause a red-shift
of the PL spectrum,32 can be theoretically estimated to be
Figure 5. Lateral alignment of nanorods with electric fields and polarized emission from aligned nanorods. (a-c) SEM images showing
aligned arrays of nanorods with an aspect ratio of 10. The red arrow indicates the direction of the electric field that was applied during the
evaporation of the nanorod solution, and the red square marks the region that is displayed in (b). (b) Micrometer size area where the
individual rods can be resolved. Some rods are highlighted in red as a guide to the eye. (c) Zoom that displays an area of nanorods
assembled in ribbonlike structures. (d) (i) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. (ii) Nanorod emission spectra, recorded from the
micrometer size regions of aligned nanorods under ambient conditions, polarized parallel (red) and perpendicular (blue) to the long axis of
the nanorods, as illustrated by the schematic inset. (iii) Red dots show the PL intensity dependence on the polarization angle and can be
fitted to a cos2 function (black line). From the data a polarization ratio of 45% can be calculated as (Ijj - I⊥)/(Ijj + I⊥). Here, Ijj and I⊥ are
the emission intensities parallel and perpendicular to the long axis of the rods, respectively.
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of the order of 0.7 meV (see Supporting Information) and is
therefore negligible.
The ability to fabricate ordered, large-scale assemblies of
colloidal semiconductor nanorods as those reported here
should strengthen the studies on physical properties arising
from superstructure organization and coupling effects among
nanorods. Also, it should promote further exploitation of
these materials into functional, nanocrystal-based devices
such as solar cells, solar concentrators, light-emitting diodes,
and field effect transistors. In addition, the seeded-growth
method is easily extendible to other combinations of materi-
als, and as a proof of concept, we demonstrate here its
viability to the synthesis of tetrapod-shaped ZnTe/CdS and
ZnSe/CdS nanocrystals (see Supporting Information). In this
case, the starting ZnTe or ZnSe seeds have a cubic zinc-
blende structure, which leads to the concerted growth of four
CdS arms on top of such seeds. In particular, for the case of
ZnTe seeds, the resulting ZnTe/CdS tetrapods too have a
Figure 6. PL from different types of nanorod assemblies. PL spectra of regions of laterally, vertically aligned, and disordered nanorods
with AR ) 10 are marked by the open circles. The Gaussian fits of the data shown by solid green lines give 2.06, 2.07, and 2.09 eV as
energy peak position for disordered ensemble, vertical arrays, and lateral arrays, respectively. The PL spectra were normalized with respect
to their amplitude and shifted vertically for clarity. The insets show corresponding images of the laser backscattering (BS) and
photoluminescence (PL) intensity of regions consisting of disordered, vertically, and laterally aligned nanorod arrays recorded with the
confocal setup, and representative TEM images taken from the respective regions (various regions of self-assembled vertically and laterally
aligned nanorods were mapped by inspecting the substrate under low magnification TEM). Large areas of vertically aligned nanorods (with
respect to the substrate) were observed that could also be spotted under the confocal microscope, as they showed a characteristic “globular”
and often faceted shape (see Figure 4d). The bright areas in the backscattering images originate from the nanorod ensembles.
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significantly narrow distribution of arm lengths and diameters
(see Supporting Information), which should lead to further
exploitation also of colloidal nanocrystal tetrapods in self-
assembled functional materials and devices.
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Synthesis of CdSe/CdS and CdS-only nanorods 
 
Chemicals 
Trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO 99%), Trioctylphosphine (TOP, 97%), Tributylphosphine, (TBP, 
97%), Sulfur (99%), Tellurium (Te, 99,999%), Selenium (Se, 99,99%)  diethylzinc (Et2Zn, 97%) 
were purchased from Strem Chemicals. Octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA, 99%) and 
hexylphosphonic acid (HPA, 99%) were purchased from Polycarbon Industries. Cadmium Oxide 
(CdO, 99.5%), octadecylamine (ODA 97%), 1-octadecene (ODE 90%), hexadecylamine (HAD, 
98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
 
Synthesis of CdSe seeds 
TOPO (3.0g), ODPA (0.280g) and CdO (0.060g) are mixed in a 50mL flask, heated to ca. 150°C 
and exposed to vacuum for ca. 1 hour. Then, under nitrogen, the solution is heated to above 300°C 
to dissolve the CdO until it turns optically clear and colorless. At this point, 1.5g of TOP is injected 
in the flask and the temperature is allowed to recover to the value required for the injection of the 
Se:TOP solution (0.058g Se + 0.360g TOP). The injection temperature and the reaction time are 
modified in order to synthesize CdSe dots of different sizes. As an example, for the synthesis of 
green fluorescent CdSe dots the Se:TOP solution is injected at 380°C and the heating mantle is 
removed immediately after the injection. On the other hand, red fluorescent CdSe dots can be 
synthesized by injecting the Se:TOP at 370°C and stopping the reaction only after 3 minutes. After 
the synthesis, the nanocrystals are precipitated with methanol, they are washed by repeated re-
dissolution in toluene and precipitation with the addition of methanol, and they are finally dissolved 
in TOP. 
 
Synthesis of CdS seeds 
TOPO (3.299g), ODPA (0.603g) and CdO (0.100g) are mixed in a 50mL flask, heated to ca. 150°C 
and exposed to vacuum for ca. 1 hour. Then, under nitrogen, the solution is heated to above 300°C 
to dissolve the CdO until it turns optically clear and colorless. The temperature is stabilized at 
320°C and a mixture of (TMS)2S (0.170g) and TBP (3g) is injected swiftly. The heat-controller is 
set to 250°C and the nanocrystals are allowed to grow at this temperature for several minutes, 
depending on the final desired size. As an example, a reaction time of 7 minutes leads to 
nanocrystals with an average diameter of 3.5 nm. After the synthesis, the nanocrystals are 
precipitated with methanol, they are washed by repeated re-dissolution in toluene and precipitation 
with the addition of methanol, and they are finally dissolved in TOP. 
 
Synthesis of CdSe/CdS nanorods and CdS-only nanorods 
In a typical synthesis of CdSe/CdS nanorods via seeded growth, CdO is mixed in a flask together 
with TOPO, ODPA and HPA (see Tables S1, S2 for amounts). After pumping the flask to vacuum 
for about 1 hour at 150°C, the resulting solution is heated to 350-380°C, depending on the synthesis 
(see Tables S1, S2), under nitrogen. At this step 1.5 g of TOP is injected, after which the 
temperature is allowed to recover to the value required for the injection of the solution of sulphur 
precursor + nanocrystals. Such solution is prepared by dissolving S in TOP (see Table 1 and Table 
2 for amounts) and adding to this 200 µl of a solution of readily prepared CdSe dots or CdS dots 
dissolved in TOP (the concentration of dots in the TOP solution was always 400µM). The resulting 
solution is quickly injected in the flask. After injection, the temperature drops to 270-300°C and it 
recovers within two minutes to the pre-injection temperature. The nanocrystals are allowed to grow 
for about 6-8 minutes after the injection (see Table 1 and Table 2), after which the heating mantle is 
removed. There are several parameters that can be varied in order to control the morphology of the 
resulting nanorods. Fig. 1 of the paper reports for instance the results of syntheses of CdSe/CdS 
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nanorods using CdSe seeds and carried out under different conditions. Such conditions are reported 
in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. 
This table lists all the parameters used for the syntheses of CdSe/CdS nanorods that are shown in 
Figure 1 of the paper, and prepared according to the procedure described above. Nanorods of 
similar morphology can be prepared also under different conditions. In Table 2 such alternative set 
of conditions is reported. The conditions that vary from Table1 to Table 2 are marked in red. 
 
 
Type of nanorod CdSe/CdS 
Fig. 1 (b) 
CdSe/CdS 
Fig. 1 (c) 
CdSe/CdS 
Fig. 1 (d) 
CdSe/CdS 
Fig. 1 (e) 
CdSe/CdS 
Fig. 1 (f) 
Nanorod length (nm) 
Diameter (nm) 
19 ± 1 
4.9 ± 0.7 
35 ± 2 
4.2 ± 0.4 
53 ± 4 
3.9 ± 0.2 
70 ± 4 
3.8 ± 0.3 
111 ± 10 
3.8 ± 0.3 
TOPO (g) 3 3 3 3 3 
ODPA (g) 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 
HPA (g) 0.080 0.080 0.080 0.080 0.080 
CdO (g) 0.057 0.086 0.091 0.060 0.090 
S+TOP (g) 0.120+1.5 0.120+1.5 0.120+1.5 0.120+1.5 0.060+1.5 
Core diameter (nm) 3.5 3.3 3.2 2.3 2.3 
Tinjection (°C) 350° 350° 350° 380° 350° 
Time of growth (min) 8’ 8’ 8’ 8’ 8’ 
 
 
 
Table 2. 
 
Type of nanorod CdSe/CdS 
 
CdSe/CdS 
 
CdSe/CdS 
 
CdSe/CdS 
 
CdSe/CdS 
 
Nanorod length (nm) 
Diameter (nm) 
19 ± 1 
5.0 ± 0.5 
32 ± 2 
4.8 ± 0.5 
44 ± 3 
4.3 ± 0.2 
66 ± 7 
4.0 ± 0.7 
130 ± 10 
3.8 ± 0.3 
TOPO (g) 3 3 3 3 3 
ODPA (g) 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 0.290 
HPA (g) 0.080 0.080 0.080 0.080 0.080 
CdO (g) 0.060 0.086 0.060 0.090 0.093 
S+TOP (g) 0.070+1.5 
 
0.120+1.5 
 
0.200+2.3 
 
0.120+1.5 
 
0.120+1.5 
 Core diameter (nm) 3.3 2.7 3.6 3 2.3 
Tinjection (°C) 380° 350° 350° 350° 350° 
Time of growth (min) 8’ 6’ 8’ 8’ 8’ 
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Structural Analysis on long aspect ratio nanorods 
 
 
Figure S1. (Left panel): High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of small aspect ratio 
CdSe/CdS nanorods. TEM samples were prepared by dropping a dilute solution of nanocrystals in toluene on carbon-
coated copper grids and by letting the solvent evaporate. The nanorods have a mean diameter of 4.9 ± 0.7 nm and mean 
length of 19 ± 1 nm. The right panel shows a series of “mean dilatation” images of various rods from the same sample, 
obtained carrying out a quantitative analysis on their respective HRTEM images. Note that on average the area of lattice 
deformation (red region) is localized at about ¼  of the rod length. The length of the scale-bars is 5 nm. 
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Figure S2. (Left panel): HRTEM image of CdSe/CdS nanorods with aspect ratio higher than those shown in Figure S1. 
The nanorods have a mean diameter of 4.2 ± 0.4 nm and mean length of 35 ± 2 nm. The right panel shows a series of 
“mean dilatation” images of various rods from the same sample, obtained carrying out a quantitative analysis on their 
respective HRTEM images. Note that on average the area of lattice deformation (red region) is localized at about 1/3-
1/4 of the rod length. 
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Figure S3. (Left panel): HRTEM image of CdS rods (average diameter 4 ± 1 nm and average length 29 ± 2 nm) which 
were grown starting from  spherical CdS seeds. (Right panel) Mean dilatation images of the respective HRTEM 
images.  No regions of significant lattice distortion can be found on these rods. 
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Electric Field Alignment 
 
Figure S4(i). Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of CdSe/CdS nanorods (aspect ratio of 10) laterally aligned 
under the assistance of electric fields (105 V/cm). (a) Low magnification image showing wide areas (several tens of 
square microns) of aligned nanorod arrays in within the gaps of an interdigitated electrode device (electrodes appear as 
white horizontal stripes). (b) Higher magnification image of a micron size area in between the electrodes, where the 
nanorods are laterally aligned in a multilayered structure. The orientation of nanorod alignment follows the applied field 
streamlines. (c) Area of nanorod arrays in proximity  of the tip of one electrode finger, where the field lines are oriented 
radially. As it can be recognized in the magnified areas (d-e), nanorods are arranged parallel to the electric field. 
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Figure S4(ii): Vertical nanorod structures obtained by placing the TEM grid on an electrostatically 
positive  substrate during the evaporation of the nanorod solution. 
 
 
Figure S4(iii):  Vertical nanorod structures obtained by applying a voltage of V=32V  to the planar 
gate electrode on the back side of the membrane and a TEM grid placed on top of the sample 
surface as counter electrode. 
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Theoretical Calculations 
 
Isolated Nanorods. We modeled the asymmetric nanorod as a CdSe sphere of radius Rc inside a 
CdS hexagonal prism of length L and radius R. The centre of the CdSe sphere is locate at a distance 
D from the hexagonal basis (see Figure S5). 
 
 
Figure S5. Geometrical parameters which describe the asymmetric nanorod. 
 
In Figure S6 we report the lowest part of the absorption spectrum of a CdSe/CdS rod (Rc=1.5nm 
R=2.25nm,L=29nm) calculated using the single particle approximation, including perturbatively 
Coulomb corrections and solving the full excitonic problem (i.e. Configuration Interaction with 
Single excitation, CIS). The absorption spectra are obtained using a gaussian broadening of 50meV 
for each exciton level. Due to the electron-hole separation the Coulomb interaction is quite small, 
thus all the spectra are quite similar to each other. This allowed us to use the less expensive single 
particle approximation for the computation of electronic spectra. 
  
 
 
Figure S6.  Computed absorption spectra  using different approach (see text for details). 
 
In Figure S7 we report the lowest part of the absorption spectrum of a CdSe/CdS rod ( 
Rcore=1.6nm, R=2.5nm, L=51nm ) for two different position of the CdSe sphere. Vertical bars 
indicate the energy position and oscillator strength of the single exciton levels. The first 16 levels 
represent electronic transitions from the first 1S hole level to the various electron states delocalized 
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over the whole systems. Using different values of D, the energy positions of the exciton levels 
remain constant but the oscillator strengths strongly change due to the different overlap between the 
hole and the electron wavefunctions. However, the final broadened absorption spectra are very 
similar to each other.  
  
 
 
 
 
Figure S7.  Computed absorption spectra for different position (D) of the CdSe sphere. 
 
 
 
Nanorod Assemblies. We modeled the vertically aligned nanorod assemblies (L=50nm, R=2nm, 
Rc=1.6nm) as a two-dimensional hexagonal superlattice, as shown in Figure S8.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
As extrapolated from TEM analysis, the inter-rod lateral distance was set to 1.8 nm. We 
implemented the effective mass approximation into a modified version of the  plane-wave PWSCF 
Figure S8.  Top view of the hexagonal superlattice that models the interacting rods array. a1 and a2 
denote the vectors of the unit cell. 
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code [Baroni, S.; Dal Corso, A.; de Gironcoli, S.; Giannozzi, P., available ondine at 
http://www.pwscf.org/.]. The confining potentials applied to model the hexagonal prism for the 
electrons, and the sphere inside this prism for the holes, are the same as those used in the 
description of the isolated rod (see previous section). A kinetic energy cutoff of 1.0 Ryd. for the 
electrons and 5.0 Ryd. for the holes was required to ensure convergence of the electron and of the 
hole eigenvalues.  We computed the electronic and the hole band-structure for rods at the 
experimental inter-rod distance (i.e. 1.8nm) and at much larger distance (i.e. 5 nm) where the 
interaction between rods is expected to vanish. The computed electronic band-structure for the 
lowest two levels are shown in Fig. S9.  
 
Figure S9. Band structure of the electronic levels for interacting nanorods, at 1.8 nm and 5.0 nm of inter-rod spacing. 
The high symmetry directions of the hexagonal Surface Brillouin Zone are reported. 
 
The band-width is 0.7 meV along the KΓ  direction of the hexagonal Surface Brillouin Zone, for 
rods at 1.8 nm distance, while bands are completely flat for an inter-rod distance of 5.0 nm. The 
first electronic level red shifts by 0.5 meV going from a distance of 1.8 nm to 5 nm . The 
corresponding red shift for the first hole level is found to be much smaller (0.02 meV) due to the 
larger effective mass and because the hole wavefunction is completely confined in the CdSe sphere.  
These results show that in the vertical aligned assemblies very small (less than 1 meV) electronic 
coupling between rods is expected.  
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Time resolved optical measurements 
 
Time-correlated single photon counting measurements were performed on colloidal CdSe/CdS 
nanorods, dissolved in toluene solution, on the nanosecond time scale. The excitation sources 
consist of the pulsed diode laser (340 nm) with a duration of  less than 1 ns and repetition rate of 1 
MHz. The sample emission was dispersed by a spectrograph (0.35 m focal length). 
A strong dependence of the exciton lifetime on the aspect ratio (AR) of the rods was found. The 
photoluminescence (PL) emission rate decreases with increasing AR and the decay is not mono-
exponential. The best fit of the PL time trace at 1/50th of the higher emission intensity is obtained by 
a bi-exponential decay curve for which the extracted decay times τ1PL and τ2PL are of the order of 
few ns and tens of ns, respectively. We correlated the first decay time (τ1PL) to the time of the 
intrinsic radiative emission, whereas τ2PL can be related to recombination from surface trap states. 
This attribution is confirmed by a detailed time-resolved PL analysis performed on nanorods of 
different ARs as a function of the excitation density. 
By estimating the radiative decay as τR normalized to the PL quantum yield (QY), we found that it 
decreases by one order of magnitude by going from rods with AR equal to 3 to rods with AR equal 
to 28 (as shown in Fig S10). This behaviour is supported by theoretical calculations, which predicts 
for such nanorods that the electron is completely delocalized throughout the rod whereas the hole is 
localized in the CdSe core. In rods with larger AR the overlap of the electron-hole wave function 
decreases,  and this leads to an increase of the intrinsic radiative decay time.  
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Figure S10.  Radiative decay rate as a function of the AR for different samples of CdSe/CdS nanorods prepared from 
the same type of CdSe core (which had a diameter of 2.3 nm). In going from the nanorods with the smallest AR to those 
with the largest AR, the average diameter of the rods varies from 4 nm to 5 nm, and their average length varies from 10 
nm to 130 nm, respectively. 
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Low-temperature PLE measurements 
 
Photoluminescence (PL) and photoluminescence excitation (PLE) measurements performed at low 
temperature (10 K) on two representative samples with different ARs (namely 6 and 19) are shown 
in figure S11. The detection energy was taken on the half maximum of the blue side of the PL 
spectrum for both samples. PLE  spectra show two sharp peaks (a and b) which are attributed to the 
ground state resonance (a) and to the phonon replica (b). The Stokes shift estimated by the 
difference of the detection energy and the energy of feature a is about 41 meV for both samples. We 
note that the phonon replica lies approximately at 26 meV above the ground state energy. This 
value corresponds to the Longitudinal Optical phonon energy of CdSe, and it confirms that in these 
nanostructures the emission arises from the core. 
 
 
 
Figure S11. PL (black lines) and PLE (red lines) spectra for two representative samples, with ARs equal to 19  (top) 
and to 6 (bottom). The PLE detection energy is indicated by the arrows in the blue side of the PL spectra. The lowest 
resonances in the PLE spectra correspond to the ground state resonance (a) and its phonon replica (b), respectively. The 
peaks at higher energies are due to resonance with states in the CdS shell. 
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Extension of the seeded growth approach to other materials: ZnSe/CdS and ZnTe/CdS 
tetrapods 
 
Synthesis of ZnTe seeds 
ODA (1 g) and ODE (3 g) are mixed in a 50mL flask, heated to ca. 150°C and exposed to vacuum 
for ca. 1 hour. The solution is then heated to 280 °C under nitrogen flow. A solution of Te and 
Et2Zn  in TOP (0.1 g Te + 0.096 g Et2Zn + 0.9 g TOP, molar ratio Te:Zn = 1:1) in TOP is injected 
quickly into the reaction flask. After the injection, the reaction temperature is set to 270 °C and the 
nanocrystals are allowed to grow for 3 minutes. After the synthesis, the nanocrystals are 
precipitated with butanol, they are washed by repeated re-dissolution in toluene and precipitation 
with butanol, and they are finally dissolved in TOP. 
 
Synthesis of ZnSe seeds 
ZnSe nanocrystals were prepared according to a previously reported procedure with minor 
changes.(Chem. Mater,17,6, 2005). In a three neck flask, HDA (6 g) was degassed under vacuum at 
140 °C for 1 h, after which it was heated under N2 flow. 2.5 ml of Zn/Se precursor solution (0.190 g 
of Se, 0.296 g of distilled ZnEt2 and 6.220 g of TOP) were then quickly injected to HAD at 310 
°C).Upon injection, the temperature dropped to 270 °C after which it was allowed to recover to 290 
°C. To grow monodisperse ZnSe nanocrystals, additional injections of precursors were performed 
from time to time, in a drop-wise fashion (at a rate of about 0.2 mL/min).  The reaction could be 
stopped (generally after 3 h) when the desired particle size was reached by removing the heating 
source. After the synthesis, the nanocrystals were precipitated by methanol, they were washed by 
repeated re-dissolution in toluene and precipitation with the addition of methanol, and they were 
finally dissolved in chloroform. 
 
Synthesis of ZnTe/CdS and of ZnSe/CdS tetrapods  
TOPO (3.0g), ODPA (0.280g), HPA (0.080g) and CdO (0.060g) are mixed in a 50mL flask. After 
pumping the flask to vacuum for about 1 hour at 150°C, the resulting solution is heated to 350 °C 
under nitrogen to dissolve the CdO until it turns optically clear and colorless. At this point, 1.5g of 
TOP is injected in the flask and the temperature is allowed to recover to the value required for the 
injection of the S:TOP+ZnTe (ZnSe) solution. This solution is prepared by dissolving S in TOP 
(0.120g S + 1.50g TOP) and adding to it 20 µl of a solution of freshly prepared ZnTe (ZnSe) 
nanocrystal seeds dissolved in TOP (the concentration of dots in the TOP solution was set to 
480µM). The solution is quickly injected in the flask, after which the temperature in the flask drops 
to 270-300°C and it recovers within two minutes to the pre-injection temperature. The resulting 
ZnTe/CdS (ZnSe/CdS) tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals are allowed to grow for about 3 minutes after 
the injection, after which the heating mantle is removed. The final sample is washed by repeated 
precipitation via addition of methanol as re-dissolution in toluene. Figure S1 reports low-
magnification TEM images of ZnTe/CdS  and ZnSe/CdS tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals prepared by 
this approach. 
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Figure S12. Transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of ZnTe/CdS (a, b) and ZnSe/CdS (c) tetrapod-
shaped nanocrystals. 
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In this Review, we describe the synthesis of high-quality colloidal
nanoparticles in organic solvents, the mechanisms by which they can be
transferred into aqueous solution, and some of their applications in biology.
In particular, we will place emphasis on the creation of multifunctional
nanoparticles or nanoparticle assemblies.
1. Introduction
Nanocrystals represent one type of artificial nanostruc-
ture that can be designed to exhibit different properties. For
example, semiconductor nanocrystals composed of materials
such as CdSe, CdTe, and InP can be physically described as
quantum dots,[1,2] which exhibit atom-like energy states that
are a consequence of the confinement of carriers in three di-
mensions. Due to their particular electronic properties they
can be used, for example, as active materials in single-elec-
tron transistors.[3] The atom-like energy states also contrib-
ute to special optical properties, such as a particle-size-
dependent wavelength of fluorescence. Furthermore, nano-
crystals composed of magnetic materials such as Co, CoPt3,
and Fe2O3 possess magnetic properties; each particle can be
regarded as a single nanomagnet. Depending on their mate-
rial and their shape, nanocrystals can possess many varied
properties. Thus, we can consider nanocrystals as functional
building blocks on the nanometer scale.
Such tiny building blocks are particularly interesting
with regard to the construction of smaller and faster devices
or multifunctional materials on the nanometer scale. How-
ever, each building block is itself isolated, thus to form a
device or multifunctional entity the building blocks have to
be arranged and connected. Since a large number of build-
ing blocks are required to form devices with reasonable
complexity, the process of arranging them must be carried
out in a parallel way, rather than in a sequential fashion.
This is where biological molecules come into play. Certain
biological molecules have two important properties: they
are capable of molecular recognition and they can self-as-
semble. Molecular recognition is a “key/lock” principle real-
ized on a molecular scale: Receptor molecules (the lock)
recognize certain ligand molecules (the “key”) with very
high selectivity. Thus, only the appropriate ligand will bind
to its receptor. Several important classes of receptor–ligand
pairs exist, such as oligonucleotides and their complementa-
ry counterpart, antibodies and antigens, and the biotin/
avidin system.[4]
The self-assembly process dictates that molecules find
their appropriate positions without any external driving
force. The idea is to harness these properties of biological
molecules to control the arrangement of building blocks on
the nanometer scale. For this purpose, each building block
has to be functionalized with ligand molecules. The building
block–ligand conjugates will now bind to positions where
corresponding receptor molecules are present (see
Figure 1). In this way the following three types of applica-
tions are possible: 1) The assembly of receptor–ligand-medi-
ated groupings of building blocks[5–7] to form new multifunc-
tional building blocks, 2) the arrangement of ligand-modi-
fied building blocks on a surface that is patterned with re-
ceptor molecules,[8–15] and 3) the labeling of specific recep-
tors in a cell with ligand-modified building blocks.[16–18]
1) The first application will allow for the creation of new
materials with multifunctional properties.[19] Let us
assume that we have two types of building blocks charac-
terized by different properties. In order to combine both
properties, each building block of one type must be func-
tionalized with one ligand molecule, and each building
block of the other type must be functionalized with the
corresponding receptor molecule. If the two different
building blocks are mixed together, they will recognize
each other and bind to form a new entity that combines
the properties of both starting blocks. It should be point-
ed out that the processes described here are solution-
based and can occur in parallel for a large number of
building blocks. Despite its simplicity, the assembly is
precisely controlled at the nanometer scale.
2) One example for the second application is the assembly
of single-electron transistors on a substrate to designated
positions. Although problems concerning the arrange-
ment of the components of a nanocircuit could be solved
in this way, the problem of connecting or wiring the indi-
vidual components remains. However, solutions for this
problem based on biological molecules have also been
demonstrated. With the same principles of molecular
recognition and self-assembly, individual building blocks
can be connected with DNA molecules. Upon metalliza-
tion, the DNA molecules become conductive and can act
as molecular wires.[20–23]
3) The labeling of cellular structures with antibodies that
specifically recognize a designated structure is a
common method in cell biology.[24] Typically, antibodies
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are conjugated to an organic fluorophore, so that the la-
beled structure can be visualized by fluorescence micro-
scopy. Instead of conjugating the antibodies to organic
fluorophores, they can be conjugated to any nanoscale
building block. Depending on the properties of this
building block, improved and different ways of visualiz-
ing the labeled structures are possible.[25, 26]
In this article, we will describe colloidal inorganic nano-
crystals as a versatile example of nanoscale building blocks.
In most cases, these building blocks are synthesized most
successfully in organic surfactants. As a consequence of this
synthetic approach, they are often hydrophobic. There are
methods for transferring these nanocrystals into aqueous so-
lution, which will be reviewed herein. As a next step, the
nanocrystals have to be functionalized with biological mole-
cules; an example of how small groupings of nanoparticles
can be formed using these conjugates will be provided. Fi-
nally, a discussion on the uptake of colloidal nanocrystals by
living cells is given, as well as an outlook on future possibili-
ties, in particular the creation of multifunctional struc-
tures.
2. Nanoparticle Synthesis in Organic Solvents
Our groups use inorganic colloidal nanocrystals as one
possible type of nanoscale building block. Colloidal nano-
crystals are crystalline clusters of a few hundreds up to a
few thousands of atoms, which are dispersed in a solvent. In
other words, each colloidal nanocrystal is an individual,
freestanding nanoparticle in solution. Inorganic colloidal
nanocrystals can be prepared from many different materials,
including metals, semiconductors, and insulators (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Nanocrystals can be functionalized with ligand molecules that specifically bind to certain receptor molecules. The ligand-modified
nanocrystals can be directed to positions where corresponding receptor molecules are present. This strategy facilitates three different applica-
tions: 1) If one particle is functionalized with a “red” and a “blue” receptor molecule, a particle functionalized with a corresponding red (or
blue) ligand will bind to its red (or blue) receptor. Thus, the controlled formation of particle groupings is possible; 2) A surface is modified
with “red” and “blue” receptor molecules. Nanocrystals modified with blue ligands will selectively bind to the positions covered by the blue
receptor. In this way nanoparticles can be arranged along a surface; 3) Nanocrystals with a “blue” ligand, which binds to certain blue receptor
molecules present on the nuclear membrane, will bind to the nuclear membrane, but not to the plasma membrane, where only “red” receptors
are present. Thus, certain parts of cells can be selectively stained with nanocrystals. If the nanocrystals are fluorescent, staining can be ob-
served by fluorescence microscopy.
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A large variety of methods exist for growing nanocrys-
tals in aqueous solution, and as such those methods deliver
nanocrystals that are hydrophilic and water-soluble. Howev-
er, growth in a specific organic medium that acts as a stabil-
izer in the absence of water is often preferred. Such organic
media are called surfactants and are composed of molecules
that exhibit a polar head group and one or more hydrocar-
bon chains, which constitute the hydrophobic part of the
molecule. One important advantage of growing nanocrystals
directly in organic surfactants is that several surfactants can
be heated well above 100 8C (the boiling point of water).
The use of high temperatures and the absence of water ex-
pands the range of materials that can be synthesized, and
indeed, the optimal combination of surfactants and reaction
temperatures suitable for growing a given material can be
ascertained, as explained in more detail below. In addition,
various defects in the crystal lattice of nanoparticles, which
can form during synthesis, can be annealed out easily at
higher temperatures.
Surfactants are crucial for the controlled growth and sta-
bility of nanocrystals. In the case of nanoparticles directly
grown in organic surfactants, each nanocrystal is coated
with a monolayer of surfactant molecules, which are bound
to the surface of the nanocrystal via their polar head groups,
while exposing their hydrophobic tails to the outer environ-
ment (see Figure 5). This outer layer of surfactants effec-
tively renders the nanocrystals hydrophobic, and as such
they can be easily dissolved in a wide range of nonpolar or
moderately polar organic solvents. Van der Waals interac-
tions would favor interparticle aggregation, however, the
presence of the stable organic coating prevents the inorgan-
ic cores of neighboring nanocrystals from touching each
other, thus resulting in a solution of well-dispersed particles.
This can be deduced easily by observing a monolayer of sur-
factant-coated nanocrystals deposited on a suitable sub-
strate, viewed under a transmission electron microscope
(TEM, see the left column of Figure 2). This image shows a
sample of nanocrystals that were prepared by casting a drop
of solution containing the nanocrystals on a thin film of
amorphous carbon and by allowing the solvent to evaporate.
Here a gap can be seen between adjacent nanoparticles,
which is due to the presence of the organic coating layers
that act as spacers between adjacent nanocrystal cores. Due
to intrinsic limitations of the TEM technique, these layers
cannot be seen directly in the image, and the corresponding
region appears as transparent.
Some basic principles of nanocrystal growth can be de-
scribed by referring to a well-studied case, the growth of
CdSe nanocrystals. The discussion, however, will sacrifice
some details and peculiarities that are particular to other
systems. For a typical synthesis of CdSe nanocrystals,[27] a
mixture of surfactants is heated at temperatures of around
250–300 8C. The surfactants usually chosen to grow CdSe
nanocrystals are a mixture of trioctylphosphine oxide
(TOPO) and a phosphine, such as tributyl- or trioctylphos-
phine. This mixture can also be more complex, and include
alkyl amines, phosphonic acids, or carboxylic acids. The
atomic species that will form the nanoparticles are added to
this solution in the form of precursor molecules. One possi-
ble precursor for Cd atoms is dimethyl cadmium,
[Cd(CH3)2], which is a liquid at room temperature.
[131]
When dimethyl cadmium is injected into the mixture of sur-
Figure 2. High-quality colloidal nanocrystals of various materials can be synthesized in hot organic solvents. This route typically yields roughly
spherical nanoparticles with a diameter of a few nanometers. For many systems (such as the CdTe and Fe2O3 nanocrystals shown), spherical
nanoparticles with a well-defined size distribution can be obtained. TEM images were prepared by placing a drop of the colloidal particle so-
lution on a TEM grid and evaporating the solvent before TEM imaging. Each dark spot corresponds to an individual nanocrystal (only the inor-
ganic cores have enough contrast to be visualized by TEM). The stabilizing molecules (not seen by TEM) are responsible for the surface-to-sur-
face distance between the individual inorganic nanoparticles. For many materials, the size and shape of the nanoparticles can be controlled;
in the case of CdTe, spherical, rod-, and tetrapod-shaped nanocrystals can be grown. Even the composition of nanocrystals can be controlled:
Either a shell of one material can be grown around a particle of another material, or nanoparticles of one material can be grown on selected
positions on nanoparticles of another material (see the TEM image of Au nanoparticles grown on the end of CdSe rods, bottom right; image
courtesy of U. Banin et al.[134]).
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factants, it decomposes and Cd atoms are released. In a sim-
ilar way, Se atoms are introduced through complexation
with a phosphine. At high temperature this complex dissoci-
ates to release the Se atoms. Recent advances in the synthe-
sis of CdSe nanocrystals have led to less-hazardous precur-
sors for Cd, such as a complex between Cd2+ ions and an
organic acid, such as an alkylphosphonic or carboxylic
acid.[132, 133] This precursor can be formed directly in the re-
action flask by heating together cadmium oxide (or other
cadmium salt) with the organic acid.
The surfactant molecules play a key role in the synthesis.
They bind to the surface of the growing crystals and, in ad-
dition, they form complexes with the atomic species in so-
lution, thus controlling the reactivity and the diffusion of
the elemental species to the surface of the growing nano-
crystals. Without them, the Cd and Se species would bind
rapidly to each other, resulting in uncontrolled growth of
CdSe crystals. A common feature of the surfactants used in
the synthesis is that their polar head groups are functional
moieties capable of donating electron pairs. Hence all of
these surfactants can be defined as Lewis bases and the
overall influence in controlling the growth of nanocrystals is
mainly dictated by their ability to form complexes with the
free Cd species in solution and to their binding ability to the
Cd atoms on the surface of the nanocrystals.
The stability of the complexes formed in solution be-
tween the surfactants and the atomic species, their diffusion
coefficients, as well as the binding strength of the surfac-
tants to the nanocrystal surface, are all parameters that vary
with temperature. Low temperatures lead to high complex
stabilities, low diffusion, and higher surface coordinating
strength, all factors that limit or even hinder nucleation and
crystal growth. On the other hand, too high a temperature
can also lead to uncontrolled growth. Thus choosing an ap-
propriate temperature range is key to the control of particle
growth; once a desired average crystal size is reached, the
growth can be stopped by simply cooling down the reaction
flask below the temperature range at which growth is possi-
ble.
The growth of nanocrystals depends on a number of pa-
rameters, such as the surface energy of the nanocrystal, the
concentration of free species in solution, and the nanocrys-
tal size, and thus nanocrystal growth can be controlled by
considering these parameters. During the growth of CdSe
particles, there is a thermodynamic equilibrium between the
Cd and Se atoms assembled on the nanocrystal surface and
the corresponding free species in solution. This means that
Cd and Se atoms are continuously binding and unbinding to
the particles surface, and consequently the nanocrystals, at a
given time, are either growing or dissolving. One important
parameter to consider in the growth process is the surface-
to-volume ratio of the nanocrystals, which dictates their
overall reactivity. The smaller the nanocrystals, the higher
their surface tension is. As a matter of fact, smaller nano-
crystals are thermodynamically less stable than larger ones,
because they have a higher ratio of surface to bulk atoms.
In the presence of a high concentration of free atomic spe-
cies in solution (a situation usually encountered at the early
stages of the growth), smaller crystals grow faster than
larger crystals, since they are more reactive and tend to in-
corporate the incoming free species more rapidly, which in
turn lowers the ratio of surface to bulk atoms. In this case,
the starting distribution of sizes narrows over time, a situa-
tion defined as a “focusing regime”. Over time, however,
the concentration of free species in solution drops, and fresh
monomers, which need to diffuse from the bulk of the so-
lution to the surface of the growing nanocrystals, are not
able to sustain the fast growth of the smaller particles. The
growth rate of the large particles then becomes higher than
that of the smaller particles, and the size distribution begins
to broaden (the “defocusing regime”). Finally, when the
concentration of free species in solution drops further, small
particles, which are highly reactive, start dissolving and re-
lease free atomic species back into the solution. These spe-
cies then feed the larger crystals, which are more stable, and
the overall size distribution broadens much faster over time,
a phenomenon known as “Ostwald ripening”.
Once the parameters affecting growth are well under-
stood, manipulation of the growth kinetics can lead to the
formation of nearly monodisperse nanocrystals of any de-
sired size. In order to keep the system in the focusing
regime for a long time, it is possible to nucleate just a few
nanocrystals, so that they will compete less with the remain-
ing free species in solution, which will then be depleted
over a much longer timeframe. Alternatively, it is possible
to perform additional slow injections of precursors during
the growth, effectively keeping the concentration of free
species in solution above a critical threshold. Based on
these principles, high-quality spherical nanoparticles of a
large variety of semiconductor materials, in addition to
CdSe, are now produced routinely, such as CdS, CdTe,[27,28]
InAs, InP,[29,30] and Ge.[31]
Recently, the synthetic methods described above have
been used to synthesize relatively monodisperse nanocrys-
tals of oxides (such as Fe2O3,
[32] Fe3O4, CoFe2O4, MnFe2
O4,
[33]) and of metals and metal alloys (such as FePt,[34]
Co,[35–37] , and CoPt3
[38,39] ; see Figure 2).
Crystals are intrinsically anisotropic objects and the as-
sumption that various nanocrystal facets will have similar
surface energies under given reaction conditions is a rough
approximation. In a crystal, different facets have different
arrangements and densities of atoms, polarity, and number
of dangling bonds. Consequently, the ability of a surfactant
to coordinate surface atoms will vary face-by-face. In addi-
tion, a surfactant can be multidentate, and so its ability to
bind to multiple surface atoms can be enhanced or limited
by specific surface stereochemistry requirements. The com-
bination of these factors leads to differences in surface ener-
gies and therefore in growth rates of the various facets. Fre-
quently, the growth of colloidal nanocrystals is isotropic,
which indicates that the influence of these factors is not so
relevant. However, several research groups in the last few
years have exploited this fact and have proposed various ap-
proaches aimed at synthesizing colloidal nanocrystals with
anisotropic shapes. It is now possible to synthesize nanocrys-
tals of various materials that have rod-like, disk-like, or
even more complex shapes, such as the tetrapods.[40]
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Recently, shape-controlled growth has been demonstrat-
ed for a wide range of materials, such as TiO2,
[41] Co,[42]
CdSe,[40, 43] CdTe,[44] ZnTe,[45] and Ni.[46] A detailed review
about the shape-controlled growth of nanocrystals has been
reported elsewhere.[47]
At the next level of complexity, nanocrystals of one ma-
terial can be embedded in a shell of another material, and
in some cases epitaxial growth is even possible. For exam-
ple, the growth of epitaxial shells of ZnS around spheri-
cal[48,49] and rod-shaped CdSe nanoparticles is well establish-
ed.[50,51] Other examples for core/shell systems include CdSe/
CdS,[52,53] CdTe/CdSe and CdSe/ZnTe,[54] InAs/InP and InAs/
CdSe,[55] FePt/Fe3O4,
[56] Pt/Co,[57] and Ag/Co.[58] In these
cases the system as a whole is still highly symmetric, howev-
er, it is also possible to grow one material in an asymmetric
fashion onto another one. Such heterostructures have been
demonstrated for CdSe–CdS,[59] CdS–FePt,[60] and CdSe–
Au[134] (Figure 2).
Colloidal nanocrystals can possess a variety of physical
properties. For example, Fe2O3 and CoPt3 nanoparticles ex-
hibit superparamagnetic behavior, while semiconductor
nanoparticles such as CdSe are fluorescent materials. Com-
pared to organic fluorophores, colloidal semiconductor
nanocrystals have peculiar fluorescence properties.[16] They
have a continuous absorption spectrum, symmetric and
narrow emission, and reduced photobleaching (Figure 3).
Most important, the wavelength of fluorescence depends on
the particle size.[2] In this way all fluorescence colors (wave-
lengths) spanning from the infrared to the ultraviolet can be
obtained by selecting the appropriate semiconductor materi-
al and by tuning the particle size. Particle shape is also a
key factor (in contrast to spherical CdSe nanoparticles, rod-
shaped CdSe nanoparticles have a polarized emission).[61]
By combining different materials in one entity nanopar-
ticles with several properties, such as fluorescence and cer-
tain magnetic behavior, can be obtained.[60] The synthesis of
colloidal nanoparticles of different materials and shape is al-
ready highly advanced and synthesis protocols for many sys-
tems have been published. However, the synthetic creation
of nanohybrid materials with controlled composition is still
in its infancy and exciting future developments in this direc-
tion can be expected.
As already stated, the nanoparticles are coated with hy-
drophobic stabilizing molecules, which renders them insolu-
ble in aqueous solution; this effect can be used to select
nanoparticles by size. The principle of the so-called “size-se-
lective precipitation” is easy to understand (Figure 4): If a
polar solvent (such as methanol) is added to a solution of
hydrophobically capped nanoparticles dissolved in an organ-
ic solvent (such as toluene), the nanoparticles start to pre-
cipitate. Since larger nanoparticles are dispersed in a less
stable way than smaller ones, the larger nanoparticles pre-
cipitate first. Thus, a polar solvent can be added until the
first nanoparticles begin to precipitate. The solution is then
centrifuged, whereby the
larger nanoparticles settle
down as a pellet and the
smaller ones stay as a super-
natant in solution. The pellet
can then be redissolved in the
organic solvent so that this
solution contains the fraction
of the largest nanoparticles.
This process can be repeated
in an iterative way, so that
fractions containing different
nanoparticle sizes can be ob-
tained. This procedure is very
important to obtain homoge-
neous products. As a further
example, it is possible that a
synthesis of CdSe tetrapods
may also generate CdSe
spheres. By using size-selec-
tive precipitation, the smaller
spheres can be separated
from the larger tetrapods and
a pure sample of tetrapods
can be obtained.[44]
Figure 3. The optical properties of colloidal CdSe nanocrystals strongly depend on their size. The smaller
the nanoparticle, the more blue-shifted its fluorescence is. The absorption and emission spectra of four
different samples of CdSe nanocrystals with different sizes are shown. The absorption spectra of the
nanoparticles are continuous in the UV region and have a peak whose position is shifted to shorter
wavelength as they reduce in size. The fluorescence emission of the nanoparticles is fairly symmetric
and narrow (30–35 nm full width at half maximum) and peaks at a wavelength that is a few nanometers
red-shifted compared to their absorption peak. Because of the continuous absorption spectrum in the
UV region, all nanoparticles of different color can be excited at one single wavelength. One particularity
of CdSe nanocrystals is their reduced tendency to photobleach compared to typical organic fluorophores
(upper right: nanoparticles of different sizes in solution; lower right: fluorescence of these solutions
under illumination with a hand-held UV lamp).
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3. Transferring Nanoparticles into Aqueous
Solution
In order to use hydrophobic nanoparticles for biological
applications, they first have to be transferred into aqueous
solution. Figure 5 provides a general scheme for the conver-
sion of hydrophobic nanoparticles into hydrophilic species.
Stabilizing molecules coordinate with the surface of the
nanoparticle; this binding procedure, and the stabilizing
molecule, has to be chosen carefully for every nanoparticle
material. Thiols, for example, are known to bind well to
gold surfaces,[62] whereas amines bind to cobalt surfaces.[63]
Therefore, alkyl chains with either thiol or amino groups
are appropriate stabilizing molecules for gold and cobalt
nanoparticles, respectively. The alkyl chains point away
from the particle surface (Figure 5a), which means that the
inorganic nanoparticles cannot touch each other; they are
stabilized by the steric repulsion of the hydrophobic chains.
If nanoparticles of a highly concentrated solution are immo-
bilized on a surface by evaporation of the solvent, they can
form tightly packed arrays, which can be seen by TEM anal-
ysis (left column of Figure 2). However, the minimum dis-
tance between the surfaces of two inorganic cores is typical-
ly found to be smaller than two times the length of the sta-
bilizing molecules, which means that the shells of organic
stabilizing molecules can partially penetrate each other.[64,65]
In general, there are two strategies to stabilize nanopar-
ticles in aqueous solution. The first is based on the introduc-
tion of charge. Nanoparticles of similar charge repel each
other and thus aggregation is prevented. However, in elec-
trolytic solution charges are screened by counterions and
the electrostatic repulsion is weakened, which at sufficiently
high salt concentrations finally can yield to parti-
cle aggregation. Thus, particle stabilization by
electrostatic repulsion is only possible for moder-
ate salt concentrations. Furthermore, the charge
of stabilizing molecules depends on the pH value
of the solution. For pH values above 5–6 carboxy
(COOH) groups become negatively charged
(COO), whereas they are neutral for pH values
below 5–6. Nanoparticles stabilized by the charge
of carboxy groups are therefore only stable
under neutral and alkaline pH conditions.
An alternative method of stabilization is
through steric repulsion. Here, the ligand mole-
cules form hydrophilic “brushes” around the
nanoparticle surface. These brushes prevent inor-
ganic particle cores from coming into contact.
Typical molecules used for this purpose are poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG)[66] and dextrane.[67] By
these methods, nanoparticles can be made water-
soluble by providing them with a hydrophilic
coating, which is either charged or consists of
polymer brushes. The next challenge is how to
coat initially hydrophobic nanoparticles with such
a hydrophilic shell.
The most straightforward way to achieve such
coatings is via ligand exchange, where the hydro-
phobic stabilizing molecules are exchanged by
hydrophilic ones.[68–71] Although this method is simple and
direct, there are certain disadvantages involved with it. One
site of the stabilizing molecule has to be able to strongly co-
ordinate to the surface of the inorganic nanoparticle. This
Figure 4. The colloidal stability of nanoparticles depends on their size. Fluorescent
CdSe nanoparticles of different sizes (smallest: green, medium-sized: yellow, larg-
est: orange) capped with hydrophobic stabilizing molecules (black) and dissolved
in toluene (brown) are illustrated. If a (more polar) non-solvent (e.g., methanol;
drawn in blue) is added, the solubility of the nanoparticles decreases. Larger
nanoparticles are more prone to lose their colloidal stability. Thus the largest
nanoparticles with orange fluorescence precipitate first. When the precipitate is
isolated and organic solvent is added the nanoparticles will be redispersed.
Adding further non-solvent can then separate the yellow particles. Hence, nano-
particles can be sorted by their size by this method.
Figure 5. a) Hydrophobic nanoparticles (inorganic part: light-gray
sphere) are stabilized by hydrophobic stabilizing molecules
(medium-gray lines), which coordinate at one end to the particle sur-
face; different nanoparticle materials require different head groups
to be used; b) the easiest strategy to transfer such nanoparticles
into polar solvent is to exchange hydrophobic for hydrophilic stabiliz-
ing molecules (dark-gray lines). Again, the hydrophilic stabilizing
molecules need one site that can coordinate to the particle surface;
c) cross-linking after ligand exchange yields a more stable shell;
d) an amphiphilic polymer is wrapped around the nanoparticle,
whose hydrophobic chains intercalate the hydrophobic stabilizing
molecules bound to the particle, whereas the hydrophilic parts of
the polymer endow water-solubility.
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site has to be individually chosen for every nanoparticle ma-
terial. Therefore, no general procedure that works for all
nanoparticle materials exists. In addition, there exists for
many materials no site that strongly coordinates to the par-
ticle surface. For example, thiols (-SH) are typically used to
bind to the surface of fluorescent CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles.
The hydrophilic head group of such stabilizing molecules is
often a carboxy (electrostatic stabilization) or a polyethy-
lene glycol (steric stabilization) group. Since the binding af-
finity of thiols to ZnS surfaces is only moderate, these nano-
particles are not stable in aqueous solution for long peri-
ods.[72] Eventually the thiol–ZnS bonds are broken and the
stabilizing molecules are removed from the particle surface
(this can occur either because the thiol groups are hydro-
lyzed or photo-oxidized). If, for example, mercaptopropion-
ic acid (HS-CH2-CH2-COOH) stabilized CdSe/ZnS nanopar-
ticles are dialyzed against an aqueous solution, the nanopar-
ticles start to precipitate after some hours. This is because
through dialysis there are no excess mercaptopropionic acid
molecules in solution, and those molecules initially bound
to the particle surface unbind after a certain period of time
and cannot rebind. Although still frequently used, simple
ligand exchange of the stabilizing molecules is not optimal
for the water-solubilization of nanoparticles. Advanced per-
formance can be obtained with stabilizing molecules that
have more than one site that coordinates to the inorganic
particle surface.[73, 74,135]
More elaborate protocols are still based on ligand ex-
change of the stabilizing molecules, but with the possibility
of cross-linking the shell of the stabilizing molecules. Even
if the bond between one stabilizing molecule and the parti-
cle surface breaks, this molecule is still kept in place by
cross-linking to neighboring stabilizing molecules. Again the
hydrophilic part of the stabilizing molecules can be either
charged or consist of a polymer brush. An advanced
method using such a protocol is surface silanization: First,
the original hydrophobic ligand shell is replaced by a layer
of silane molecules. On one of their end groups, the silane
molecules are modified with a group that binds to the parti-
cle surface, such as thiol groups to bind to ZnS surfaces.
Silane molecules include silanol groups, which can cross-link
through the formation of siloxane bonds. In this way, stabi-
lizing shells with more than one layer can also be created.
Added silane molecules are incorporated in such a layer
under the formation of siloxane bonds. When the outer
shell consists of hydrophilic silanes (either with a charged or
polymer-based tail group), the resulting nanoparticles are
stable in water. Surface silanization has been successfully
employed for many different nanoparticle materials.[63,66,75–80]
The use of cross-linked ligand shells improves water stabili-
ty, however, ligand exchange is still involved, and therefore
the silane molecules that bind to certain particle surfaces
have to be chosen individually.
In contrast to the two methods described above, there
are further strategies that do not involve ligand exchange.
These methods are based on the addition of an extra layer
around the original hydrophobic layer of stabilizing mole-
cules. The additional layer can be stabilized by hydrophobic
interactions: The hydrophobic part of amphiphilic molecules
coordinates to the hydrophobic stabilizing shell around the
nanoparticles, whereas their hydrophilic part points out-
wards into the solution, and thus facilitates water solubility.
This concept can be used to form water-soluble hydrophobic
nanoparticles in a very general way and has been already
applied to membrane proteins[81] and different types of
nanoparticles (see Figure 6).[82–84] The great advantage of
this concept is that it does not involve ligand exchange.
Therefore, the same procedure can be applied to almost any
hydrophobically capped particle, regardless of the material
of the inorganic core. However since multiple shells are in-
volved, the overall size of the nanoparticles will certainly be
larger in comparison with nanoparticles solubilzed by direct
exchange to a hydrophilic monolayer shell. On the other
hand, a large variety of amphiphilic polymers can be used,
which allows for the direct incorporation of different func-
tionalities directly into the shell. These functionalities can
then be used to link the nanocrystals to biological mole-
cules.
4. DNA–Nanoparticle Conjugates
Many groups[85,86] have reported the attachment of bio-
logical molecules to water-soluble nanocrystals. From the
conceptual point of view there are two possibilities: First,
biological molecules that are modified with a chemical
group that is reactive towards the nanoparticle surface can
be directly attached to the nanoparticle surface. This in-
volves a ligand exchange in which part of the stabilizing
molecules are replaced by the biological molecules. For ex-
ample, biological molecules with thiol groups can react with
the surface of gold[85,87] and CdSe/ZnS[88–90] nanocrystals by
Figure 6. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of water-
soluble polymer-coated nanoparticles of different materials (left to
right: CoPt3, Au, Fe2O3, and CdSe/ZnS).
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partially replacing the phosphine and mercaptopropionic
acid stabilizing shells around the Au and CdSe/ZnS nano-
particles, respectively. Second, the biological molecules can
be bound to the stabilizing shell around the inorganic nano-
crystal core.[86]
Several types of interaction can be used to attach biolog-
ical molecules to nanoparticles. In the most primitive case
the molecules are simply adsorbed either directly to the
nanoparticle surface or to the shell of stabilizing molecules
around the nanoparticles.[91,92] Better stability can be ob-
tained through electrostatic interactions between biological
molecules that are oppositely charged to the nanoparti-
cles.[73, 93] The most elegant method, however, is via the for-
mation of chemical bonds between the biological molecules
and the stabilizing shell around the nanoparticles.[18,66,86]
Nanocrystal–biomolecule conjugates have already success-
fully been employed for various applications such as sensors
for the detection of molecules[94–96] or the labeling of
cells.[18,97,98]
This Review will focus on one example, that is, the con-
jugation of Au nanoparticles with single-stranded oligonu-
cleotides. Certainly this is one of the easiest systems to pro-
duce, but because of its simplicity many concepts can be de-
scribed in a straightforward way. Gold nanoparticles can be
stabilized in aqueous solution by using charged phosphine
molecules. The phosphine moiety coordinates to the Au sur-
face, while the charged group (e.g., -SO3) points towards the
solution and thus renders the particle hydrophilic.[99] As al-
ready pointed out, thiol groups can bind to Au surfaces in a
quasi-covalent manner. Thus, for the bioconjugation of Au
nanoparticles with oligonucleotides, it is straightforward to
simply add thiol-modified oligonucleotides to a solution of
phosphine-stabilized nanoparticles. The oligonucleotides
will partly replace the phosphine-stabilizing shell and bind
strongly to the Au surface via the thiol group. This standard
procedure has also routinely been employed to functionalize
citrate-stabilized Au nanoparticles with oligonucleotides.[107]
From a conceptual viewpoint, it would be ideal to con-
trol the number of oligonucleotides attached per nanoparti-
cle. This is of particular importance for the construction of
DNA-mediated particle groupings. Let us assume that a
DNA-mediated nanoparticle trimer is desired, in which two
small Au nanoparticles should be attached to one large Au
nanoparticle. For this purpose, a large nanoparticle with ex-
actly two strands of DNA, and two small nanoparticles with
exactly one strand of complementary DNA is required. If
the large Au particle had three strands of DNA attached to
which three small Au nanoparticles could bind, a particle
tetramer would be obtained instead. Therefore, for the crea-
tion of defined building blocks the number of DNA mole-
cules per particle has to be controlled. Unfortunately no
easy direct synthesis to obtain nanoparticles with an exact
DNA-molecule-to-particle ratio exists; if thiol-modified
DNA and nanoparticles are mixed in a 1:1 ratio, a stoichio-
metric distribution will always be obtained. This means that
besides nanoparticles with one DNA unit per particle, the
reaction mixture will also contain nanoparticles without
DNA and nanoparticles with two DNA molecules per parti-
cle. For this reason a method has to be found to extract the
Au nanoparticles with the desired number of attached DNA
molecules from the reaction mixture.
One possibility to achieve this goal is through the use of
gel electrophoresis. A gel is basically a porous matrix of a
polymer to which an electric voltage can be applied. Charg-
ed nanoparticles can move through the electric field within
the gel, and their speed of migration depends on the degree
of charge associated with the nanoparticle (the higher the
charge, the more rapid the migration). The polymer matrix
hinders the flux of the nanoparticles; the larger the nano-
particles, the harder for them it is to squeeze trough the
pores and the slower the speed of migration will be. Thus,
gel electrophoresis is sensitive to both particle charge and
size. Both phosphine-stabilized Au nanoparticles and DNA
are negatively charged. It can therefore be assumed that the
total change in surface charge density of the Au nanoparti-
cles upon conjugation with DNA is of minor importance.
On the other hand, the attachment of DNA certainly in-
creases the total size of the Au–DNA conjugate; the more
DNA that is attached, the larger the total diameter of the
conjugate becomes. This assumption corresponds well with
our experimental findings.[87] Conjugation of nanoparticles
with DNA decreases the speed of migration on the gel,
which corresponds to an increase in conjugate diameter.
The addition of charge, on the other hand, should increase
the speed of migration, which cannot be observed in experi-
ments. Thus, gel electrophoresis can be employed to sort
DNA–Au conjugates by their size, and in parallel, by the
number of DNA molecules attached per particle.[100] An ex-
ample of such discrimination is shown in Figure 7b. Indeed,
discrete bands corresponding to nanoparticles with zero,
one, two, three, and four DNA molecules per Au particle
can be resolved. The DNA–particle conjugates can be ex-
tracted from these bands of the gel[7] and used for further
experiments. A similar gel-sorting concept has also been ap-
plied for different types of nanoparticles.[101] Unfortunately
gel-sorting requires very good size and charge distributions
of the unconjugated nanoparticles to afford good resolution
of discrete bands.[66]
It should be noted that sorting by charge is also possible
through gel electrophoresis techniques. For uncharged un-
conjugated nanoparticles, the conjugation with DNA pri-
marily increases the surface-charge density. Therefore, these
conjugates migrate faster as more DNA is attached.[66] Re-
cently more direct concepts for the creation of nanoparticles
with a controlled number of attached biological molecules
have been reported that do not require gel sorting.[102]
Once DNA–particle conjugates with a controlled
number of DNA molecules per particle are available, DNA-
mediated particle groupings can be formed. For the creation
of particle dimers, two types of nanoparticles each bearing
complementary strands of oligonucleotides are required.
When both DNA–particle conjugates are brought together
under suitable buffer conditions the complementary strands
of DNA start to hybridize and thus link the two nanoparti-
cles together. So far this method has been successfully em-
ployed for the creation of DNA-mediated dimers and trim-
ers of Au nanoparticles (Figure 7c).[7] To date, no larger
structures with controlled composition have been reported.
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This is mainly due to the fact that the hybridization efficien-
cy of DNA attached to Au nanoparticles is impaired. Part
of the oligonucleotide can bind to the particle surface in a
nonspecific way and is therefore only partly accessible for
hybridization.
For some systems the number of attached DNA mole-
cules per particle is yet to be controlled. However, such sys-
tems provide many possible applications, mainly in the area
of biosensing. The group of Mirkin has developed very elab-
orate protocols to use DNA-modified Au nanoparticles
(with many DNA molecules per particle) for the detection
of DNA-sequences.[103, 104] By using aptamer sequences as
DNA, even molecules other than DNA can be detected
with this universal method.[105] In addition, DNA-modified
semiconductor nanoparticles have been used as fluorescent
labels for DNA chips.[14]
So far, DNA–particle conjugates either with a small, dis-
crete, and controllable number of DNA molecules per parti-
cle have been discussed as well as those with an uncontrol-
led number of DNA molecules per particle. However, there
must be a limit to the number of DNA molecules that can
be attached, a point where the particle surface will be com-
pletely saturated with DNA. This situation can be observed
very well with gel electrophoresis. Once the Au particle is
completely loaded with DNA the speed of migration reach-
es saturation.[87] In the case of 13 and 15.7-nm-diameter Au
nanoparticles, a maximum of 115 and 157 single-stranded
oligonucleotides of 12 bases could be bound per nanoparti-
cle, respectively.[106, 107] Further, it could be shown that the
short oligonucleotides are fully stretched.[87] Upon the addi-
tion of more and more DNA the effective particle diameter
becomes larger and larger; for steric reasons, when the par-
ticle is fully loaded with DNA the oligonucleotides point
outward, fully extended along its contour length (see Fig-
ure 8a). Therefore, the total conjugate diameter is two
Figure 7. Forming DNA-meditated dimers of Au nanoparticles requires each nanoparticle to be functionalized with one oligonucleotide, with
both oligonucleotides being complementary to each other. a) When phosphine- (or citric acid) stabilized Au nanoparticles and thiol-modified
oligonucleotides react, DNA binds with its thiol group to the Au surface. However, even for 1:1 mixtures of DNA and Au, Au nanoparticles with
more or less than one bound oligonucleotide will result; b) Au nanoparticles with a different number of DNA molecules bound per particle can
be sorted by gel electrophoresis (image adapted from ref. [87]). Individual bands of nanoparticles with a discrete number of DNA molecules
per particle can be observed and extracted from the gel; c) Au nanoparticles with one DNA molecule can be mixed with another solution of Au
nanoparticles modified with a complementary DNA sequence. The single-stranded DNA molecules hybridize to a double strand, thus connect-
ing the Au nanoparticles. The resulting dimers can be observed by TEM imaging (the Au-nanoparticle dimers shown comprise two 10-nm-diam-
eter Au nanocrystals; the DNA molecules cannot be seen by TEM). Image courtesy of D. Zanchet et al.[7]
Figure 8. Single-stranded DNA is attached via a thiol group to the
nanoparticle surface. a) As more DNA of the same length (black
lines) is bound to the nanoparticles (light-gray spheres), the DNA
molecules become elongated until they are fully stretched to their
contour length. If a fluorescent dye (small medium-gray spheres) is
attached to the free end of the DNA molecule, the distance between
this dye and the Au surface increases as more DNA is adsorbed by
the particle; b) When Au nanoparticles are saturated with (relatively
short) DNA molecules, the DNA is fully stretched to its contour
length;[87] the more bases the DNA is composed of, the longer its
contour length. Thus, the distance between a dye molecule and a Au
surface can be tuned by saturating Au nanoparticles with single-
stranded DNA of an appropriate number of bases.
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times the contour length of the DNA molecules plus the di-
ameter of the Au particle.
The ability to fully stretch short DNA molecules pro-
vides the possibility of creating a spacer on the nanometer
scale. One interesting photophysical problem is the quench-
ing of fluorescence in the vicinity of gold surfaces. For de-
tailed studies of this phenomenon, it would be desirable to
precisely control the distance between the fluorescence dye
and the gold surface. DNA-saturated Au nanoparticles seem
to be a promising system for such studies. The fluorescent
dye could be covalently attached on one end of the oligonu-
cleotide, whose other end would be modified with a thiol
group to bind to the gold surface. By using gel electrophore-
sis the saturation of the Au nanoparticles with DNA can be
controlled. Since the DNA is fully stretched at full satura-
tion, the distance between the fluorescence dye and the Au
surface would be the contour length of the oligonucleotide
(Figure 8b). By using DNA of different lengths, separations
between 1 and 10 nm could be generated;[87] a respective
study is under way.
Although this report is limited to the modification of Au
nanoparticles with DNA, other particle materials and other
biological molecules have also been used. In the future,
such systems will allow for the controlled production of
hybrid materials on the nanometer scale; many reports in
these fields are predicted.
5. Nanoparticle Uptake by Living Cells
Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals can emit fluores-
cence, which is suggestive of their use for the fluorescence
labeling of cells. Compared to organic fluorophores they
suffer less from photobleaching and easily allow for multi-
plexing (one excitation source, many channels of different
colors). Soon after high-quality nanocrystals could be trans-
ferred to aqueous solution, the first labeling experiments of
cells were reported.[16, 86] These experiments were based on
the conjugation of nanoparticles with biological ligands that
specifically bind against certain cellular structures or com-
partments. In one of the original papers, CdSe/ZnS nano-
crystals were modified with phalloidin, which triggered spe-
cific binding of these conjugates to the actin network of fi-
broblasts.[16] Since then, the multicolor labeling of different
structures of fixed and living cells has been reported.[17,18]
Recently, nanoparticles have been modified with biological
molecules to facilitate the binding of conjugates to mem-
brane-bound receptors.[98]
Because of reduced photobleaching the diffusion path-
way of the receptor molecules within the cell membrane
could be recorded over extended periods of time. It is pre-
dicted that the main labeling applications of fluorescent
nanoparticles will be found in this field of single-molecule
tracing. For a more detailed overview about labeling experi-
ments with nanocrystals we refer the reader to already pub-
lished reviews.[108–111]
In this review, the focus is towards another direction.
Besides the labeling of cellular structures it has been also
observed that living cells ingest colloidal nanocrystals. If
cells are exposed to a culture medium that contains nano-
crystals, they start to uptake the nanoparticles by endocyto-
sis.[86, 112–115] Nanoparticles are then transported to vesicular
compartments around the nucleus of the cell where they
remain.[91,112,115–117] Some authors have claimed receptor-
mediated uptake,[97,114] whereas others report nonspecific
uptake. As mentioned above there are several ways to
transfer nanoparticles into aqueous solution, and certainly
the ingestion of the nanoparticles might well depend on the
particular protocol. In Figure 9 the distribution of CdSe/ZnS
nanoparticles that were incorporated into a cell is shown.
The effect of particle uptake can be used to label cells and
follow their pathway or fate. Let us assume the following
situation: Two different types of cells have to be cultured in
parallel. With phase-contrast microscopy it is often not pos-
sible to determine the type of a cell, since the shapes of
many cells can vary dramatically. Certainly, cells of one type
can be stained specifically with a fluorescence-labeled anti-
body, which only binds to this particular type of cell. How-
ever, such staining impairs the cells and is thus not appropri-
ate for following the fate of individual cells. Labeling with
nanocrystals could be an interesting alternative. If cells of
type A are incubated with green fluorescent nanoparticles,
and cells of type B in another flask with red fluorescent
nanoparticles, the cells ingest the respective nanoparticles.
Thus cells of type A show green fluorescence and cells of
type B exhibit red fluorescence. If both types of cells are fi-
nally seeded in co-culture on the same substrate, each type
of cell can be identified by its color of fluorescence
(Figure 10).
Nanocrystals are suitable labels for several reasons:
First, they have a reduced tendency to photobleach. Second,
they are relatively biocompatible.[114] Third, upon cell divi-
sion the nanoparticles are passed to both daughter cells and
therefore the label is not lost.[91, 112,116,118] These facts facili-
tate long-term observation of the fate of individual cells.
With this technique the fate of a subpopulation of dictyoste-
lium cells within a whole population could be traced.[115] In
another experiment nanocrystals were microinjected into
Figure 9. MDA-MB-435s cells incubated with red-fluorescent silan-
ized CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals: After some hours the cells incorporate
a significant amount of nanocrystals, so that microscopy is possible.
The overlay of the phase contrast and fluorescence images is shown
(For the experimental procedure see ref. [112]).
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specific cells of Xenopous embryos to follow their develop-
ment.[118] Due to their particular properties, an increased use
of fluorescent nanoparticles in this
kind of fate-mapping study is expect-
ed.
Alternatively, the fate of individual
cells on a cell culture substrate can be
followed by using the so-called phago-
kinetic track method;[119–121] the princi-
ple is illustrated in Figure 11. Let us
assume a cell culture substrate is ho-
mogeneously coated with red fluores-
cent nanoparticles. Under the fluores-
cence microscope the substrate will
appear simply red. Cells will then be
cultured on the nanoparticle-coated
substrate; the cells will start to ingest
the nanoparticles. Compared to nano-
particles dissolved in solution the
uptake of nanoparticles adsorbed to a
surface is more efficient. The issue of
three-dimensional diffusion of a dis-
solved particle into a cell now is re-
duced to a two-dimensional one for
adsorbed nanoparticles. Adherent cells
can migrate along the culture sub-
strate. Wherever the cell moves, it in-
gests the nanoparticles of the underly-
ing particle layer and stores the nano-
particles around its nucleus. This
means that along the pathway of every
cell the particle layer has been re-
moved. Due to this phenomenon, the
migration pathway of every cell ap-
pears dark under the fluorescence mi-
croscope, whereas areas where no cells
have passed still exhibit homogeneous
fluorescence. The fluorescence image of the culture sub-
strate thus resembles a blueprint of the migration pathway
of the cells.[112] The speed and pattern of migration differs
from cell type to cell type.
The phagokinetic track technique is a convenient
method to determine the migration properties of cells. The
more cells migrate, the larger the area cleared of nanocrys-
tals per cell will be. This procedure could be highly auto-
mated; with fluorescence microscopy, intensity levels can be
observed. One can observe the homogenous fluorescence of
the undistorted layer, enhanced fluorescence within the cells
that have accumulated the nanoparticles, and no fluores-
cence at positions that have been traversed by cells. The
nonfluorescent area around each cell is characteristic for
different types of cells.[122] It has been demonstrated that for
different cell types derived from breast tissue the area
cleared of nanoparticles per cell is higher where the meta-
static potential of the cells is at its highest.[122] This might be
the basis of a test for the metastatic potential of living cells.
Figure 10. MDA-MB-435s and MCF-7 cells were fed with green and
red fluorescent silica-coated CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals, respectively, in
separate culture flasks. Both types of cells were then mixed and
seeded on the same substrate. The overlay of the phase contrast
and fluorescence images is shown after some hours of incubation.
Each cell can now be identified by the color of its fluorescence.
Figure 11. Phagokinetic tracks: a) Cells (gray) seeded on top of a collagen layer mixed with fluorescent
nanocrystals (red), start to ingest the nanocrystals while they crawl along the layer (white arrows indi-
cate the direction of cell movement). The ingested nanocrystals are stored inside the cells (red spot
inside the cell). Areas of the layer that have been cleared of nanocrystals no longer fluoresce (black
areas). The longer the incubation time, the more the cells move and the larger the non-fluorescent areas
become;[112,122] b–d) phase-contrast, fluorescence, and overlay images of a time series of phagokinetic
tracks; the phase-contrast image shows the cell, while the fluorescence image displays the nanocrystal
layer. The images were recorded for MCF-7 breast cancer cells seeded on top of a collagen layer infiltrat-
ed with silica-coated red fluorescent CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals.[112,122] The images were recorded 30–
130 min after seeding the cells on the layer; the hole in the layer clearly becomes larger with time. The
fluorescence of nanocrystals accumulated inside the cells cannot be seen in these fluorescence images
because the focus of the microscope was adjusted to the layer surface and not on the middle of the
cells.
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6. Outlook
In this review, we have described some biological appli-
cations of colloidal nanocrystals, in particular of fluorescent
semiconductor nanoparticles. Besides labeling applications,
nanocrystals have also been used for other purposes. The
use of magnetic nanoparticles in drug delivery is particularly
worthy of mention.[123] Drugs can be immobilized on the sur-
face of magnetic nanocrystals and the resulting drug–nano-
crystal assemblies can be directed with magnetic fields to
the target tissue.[124] Typically, however, each particle materi-
al exhibits only one “feature”: Semiconductor nanoparticles
are fluorescent and some metal and metal oxide nanoparti-
cles are magnetic. For many applications, it would be desira-
ble to have a material that combined these properties. The
combination of a fluorescent and a magnetic particle to one
material would allow for visualization by fluorescence and
manipulation in magnetic fields. It is therefore proposed
that the creation of materials on the nanometer scale with
several properties will have a large future. The following
section discusses several strategies as to how such nanohy-
brid materials could be obtained (see Figure 12).
Nanohybrid particles could be directly obtained through
chemical synthesis by selectively growing one material on
top of certain positions of another. The growth of ZnS
shells around CdSe cores was demonstrated several years
ago.[48] Nowadays fluorescent nanoparticles can also be di-
rectly grown on to magnetic ones.[60] This is an excellent
demonstration of the combination of two properties in one
particle. The clear advantage of this method is that when
nanoparticles are grown on top of each other there is a neg-
ligible space between the domains. This should facilitate ex-
periments in which the coupling between the different do-
mains in hybrid nanoparticles is to be investigated. No
energy transfer or tunneling is possible when nanoparticles
are further apart than a few nanometers. Also the connec-
tion between the individual domains should be very stable.
However, the large disadvantage of this method is that it
will almost certainly be limited to relatively primitive struc-
tures. One could, for example, imagine spheres of one mate-
rial grown on the ends of a tetrapod shaped nanoparticle of
another material. However, it does not seem feasible to
grow more than a few materials in one hybrid system.
Larger structures could be obtained through linkage
with biological molecules. Almost 10 years ago, the first ex-
amples of DNA-mediated particle assemblies were report-
ed.[85,88,125] However, the obtained assemblies were more like
aggregates than well-defined structures. Today, much effort
is invested in the assembly of exactly defined structures.
Such examples have already been demonstrated with the
construction of DNA-mediat-
ed particle groupings.[6, 7] This
method in principle would
allow for the construction of
complex structures composed
of multiple nanoparticles of
different materials. Some
work in this direction has al-
ready been reported.[126] The
use of DNA as a linker offers
the ability to precisely pro-
gram the linkage by selecting
appropriate sequences of
complementary oligonucleoti-
des.
Unfortunately there are
also some conceptual disad-
vantages involved with this
technique. First, the biological
molecules that are employed
to link the nanoparticles act
as a spacer between the nano-
particles. Thus, there always
will be a gap between the in-
dividual nanoparticles within
one particular grouping.
Second, the biological mole-
cules and especially their link-
age to the nanoparticles are
not stiff, but rather flexible.
Such flexibility suggests that
the nanoparticles will not be
linked in a rigid assembly, but
rather the whole construct
Figure 12. One goal of nanotechnology is the construction of materials with new properties, for example
the combination of magnetic and fluorescent properties in one material. Hybrid structures comprising
three different materials are systematically sketched (drawn in green, red, and blue). a) Different materi-
als can be grown directly on each other. This elegant and stable method will be limited to small struc-
tures (the growth of Au nanoparticles at the end of CdSe rods is shown; image courtesy of U. Banin
et al.[134]); b) nanoparticles of different materials can be grown separately and then linked by biological
molecules. These systems will be more general, but less stable because the linker-molecules keep indi-
vidual nanoparticles further apart (the DNA-mediated linkage of Au nanoparticles is shown; image cour-
tesy of D. Zanchet et al.[7]); c) a straightforward approach is to load containers with nanoparticles of dif-
ferent materials. Such hybrid systems are larger but much easier to prepare (polymer capsules contain-
ing fluorescent CdTe nanoparticles are shown; image courtesy of G. Sukhorukov, A. Rogach, and B.
Zebli[129]).
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will be flexible and the distance between the nanoparticles
within the assembly will fluctuate. For example, a three-di-
mensional construct in solution might collapse to two di-
mensions once it is adsorbed and dried on a surface. Third,
the stability of the linkage is limited. Biological molecules
are bound by certain conditions. DNA-mediated particle
groupings certainly will not be able to withstand high tem-
peratures (@100 8C) at which biological molecules start to
degrade. There also exists possibilities of destruction in so-
lution. For example, enzymes might digest part of the linker
molecules. With DNA the linkage can also be broken by in-
creasing the temperature or by decreasing the salt concen-
tration, that is, by reducing the melting temperature. Al-
though these factors limit stability, they could also be used
for the controlled release of nanoparticles from the particle
assembly.
Maybe the easiest way to combine nanoparticles of dif-
ferent functionality is to simply pack them in one container.
Such an assembly will typically have dimensions on the mi-
croscale rather than the nanoscale, but certainly they would
offer the possibility of combining as many different materi-
als as desired. One example in this direction is the incorpo-
ration of nanoparticles in hollow polymer capsules. Such
capsules are assembled layer by layer.[127, 128] First a charged
template, for example a microsphere, is required. Then poly-
mer molecules of opposite charge are added that bind elec-
trostatically to the template. Unbound excess polymer is re-
moved, then a polymer of opposite charge to the first poly-
mer layer is added, which adsorbs by electrostatic interac-
tion. The excess polymer is then removed. These steps are
iterated and a multilayer construct like an onion of many
successive polymer layers of opposite charge is formed. Fi-
nally the template is dissolved and a hollow sphere com-
posed of polyelectrolyte multilayers is obtained. Nanoparti-
cles can be introduced in two different ways. By controlling
the pH- and salt conditions the mesh size of the capsule
walls can be controlled. In this way the nanoparticles can be
introduced since the capsule walls are permeable, and can
then be trapped inside the capsule by rendering the capsule
wall impermeable. Alternatively, nanoparticles can be incor-
porated into the capsule walls. When the outer layer of the
capsules is positively charged, then negatively charged nano-
particles will adsorb to this layer. Unbound nanoparticles
are removed and positively charged polymer is added. In
this way nanoparticles of different functionality can be in-
corporated at different layers of the capsule wall. The
groups of Sukhorukov and Rogach have demonstrated the
construction of magnetic and fluorescent capsules by incor-
porating magnetic and fluorescent nanoparticles to the cap-
sule walls.[129] Such constructs hold great promise in many
biological applications, such as drug delivery.[130]
To conclude this Review, it should be pointed out that
the synthesis of colloidal nanocrystals and their modification
with biological molecules is already highly advanced. Re-
search on such nanoparticles has changed from development
and characterization to real applications. Nevertheless, it is
predicted that efforts in particle synthesis will shift towards
the construction of heterostructured nanoparticles that com-
bine multiple functionalities.
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Research on inorganic colloidal nanocrystals has moved from the synthe-
sis of simple structures, such as spherical nanoparticles, to more elaborate
particles with shapes such as rods, stars, discs, and branched nanocrystals,
and recently to nanoparticles that are composed out of sections of different
materials. Nanocrystal heterostructures represent a convenient approach to
the development of nanoscale building blocks, as they merge sections with
different functionality in the same particle, without the need of inorganic
cross-linkers. The present article gives an overview of synthesis strategies to
complex nanocrystals and will highlight their structural properties, as well
as discuss some envisaged applications.
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Research on inorganic colloidal nanocrystals has moved from the synthesis of simple structures, such as 
spherical nanoparticles, to more elaborate particles with shapes such as rods, stars, discs, and branched 
nanocrystals, and recently to nanoparticles that are composed out of sections of different materials. 
Nanocrystal heterostructures represent a convenient approach to the development of nanoscale building 
blocks, as they merge sections with different functionality in the same particle, without the need of inor-
ganic cross-linkers. The present article gives an overview of synthesis strategies to complex nanocrystals 
and will highlight their structural properties, as well as discuss some envisaged applications. 
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 
1 Introduction 
Synthesis techniques for colloidal nanocrystals have seen a fast development over the last years. In the 
nanometer size-regime the particles of some materials experience already quantum confinement effects. 
Therefore, by simply varying the size of a particle one can tune its properties over a considerable range, 
especially in the case of fluorescent semiconductor nanoparticles [1]. The relative ease of fabrication and 
manipulation combined with the flexibility offered by the possible tuning of their physical properties 
makes nanomaterials an appealing tool for many applications. This ranges from the development of 
LEDs [2] solar cells [3–5], lasers [6, 7], to biological tagging with semiconductor particles [8–10] and 
to biomedical applications of magnetic nanoparticle [11, 12] and also to future electronic devices  
[13–17]. 
 A recent direction in the field of nanocrystal research is the development of synthetic techniques that 
allow for controlling the shape of the nanoparticles [18, 19]. Shape-controlled nanoparticles are promis-
ing candidates for several new applications. It has been proven for example that semiconductor nanorods 
enhance the efficiency of solar cells compared to spherical nanocrystals [5]. There are also several fun-
damental studies on the electronic behavior of semiconductor nanorods [20] and tetrapods [21] as these 
posses more intriguing shapes with respect to spherical nanocrystals, which might prove advantageous in 
displays, solar cells, field emitters and in nano-transistors. In addition, by introducing nanoparticles with 
a complex three-dimensional shape into composite materials, one can expect a strong influence on the 
materials’ mechanical behavior. 
 The next step in complexity of nanoparticles is the fabrication of hybrid structures. The motivation for 
research in this direction is clear, as by merging different materials into a single nano-object, such object 
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might exhibit multiple functionalities. First results have been demonstrated in this field, namely in the 
fabrication of hybrid materials. In this review we will focus on inorganic colloidal nanocrystals synthe-
sized in hot organic solvents (200–400 °C). 
2 Synthesis of spherical nanocrystals 
Generally, the synthesis at high temperatures offers the advantage that defects are easily annealed from 
the crystal lattice. In addition, the nucleation and growth stages can be controlled and tuned easily. The 
reaction of the particles is started by injecting molecular precursors (which contain the atoms out of 
which the particle will be made) into a mixture of different organic molecules at a given temperature. 
These molecules have multiple roles. First, they serve as a solvent for the growing particles. Therefore, 
they have to support the high temperature without degradation and with negligible evaporation. Second, 
they also act as surfactants. At the high temperatures of the growth, they bind dynamically to the surface 
of the particles and by this they control the growth kinetics. When the synthesis is stopped by lowering 
the reaction temperature, such molecules form a stable monolayer around the particles. For a general 
overview on synthesis techniques we refer to various reviews [22, 23]. In a very simplified model, the 
surfactant molecules bind to and unbind from the surface of the nanoparticles, whereby the rates of these 
two processes are controlled by the temperature. Whenever there is a free site on the surface of a 
nanocrystal, the surfactants have to compete with the ions/atoms coming from the bulk of the solution for 
attachment to this site. In order to have a sufficient control on the dynamics of the growth, the surfactants 
must not bind too strongly to the particle surface, as this would suppress the crystals growth. On the 
other hand they should not bind too weakly, as otherwise the growth would be uncontrollably fast. This 
ultimately would result in the formation of large clusters and aggregates of clusters. The surfactant mole-
cules most frequently used for such purpose are for instance phosphine oxides (tri-n-octylphosphine 
oxide) [1, 24], phosphines (e.g. tri-n-butylphosphine)) [1, 24], phosphonic acids [25], amines [24, 26], 
and carboxylic acids [27]. In general, nanocrystals of different materials require different surfactants to 
be grown in a controlled and reproducible way. CdSe, for instance, is frequently grown in a mixture of 
tri-n-octylphosphine oxide and tri-n-octylphosphine [1], whereas CoPt3 is grown in a mixture of amines, 
carboxylic acid and hexadecandiol [26], and Fe2O3 in oleic acid [27]. At the end of the growth process, 
when the temperature of the reactor is lowered to room temperature, unreacted excess precursors can be 
removed by subsequent precipitation and re-dissolution of the particles, by adding solvents to which the 
surfactant-coated nanocrystals are not soluble. The resulting nanoparticles are hydrophobic because of 
the monolayer of surfactants bound to their surface. These particles are soluble in many organic solvents 
and can be also stored as a powder and re-dissolved at whish. 
 Spherical nanoparticles can be grown for a large variety of different materials. Due to their electronic 
structure semiconductor materials (such as CdSe, CdS, ZnSe, InAs, CdTe, etc.) are of special interest 
[28]. These nanoparticles show a size-dependent narrow fluorescence peak. In the case of CdSe, for 
instance, such peak can be centered anywhere within the visible range from 450 nm to 650 nm, depend-
ing on the particle size. Semiconductor nanocrystals also exhibit a size-dependent, continuous absorption 
spectrum, which is blue-shifted with respect to their bulk counterpart. This clearly distinguishes them 
from organic dyes, which possess a narrow absorption band at energies slightly higher with respect to 
their emitted energies. These optical properties and also their superior lifetime [29] compared to fluores-
cent dyes make semiconductor nanoparticles an attractive tool in fluorescent labeling techniques [30] 
[31, 32], as they render it easier to observe simultaneously different colours with only one excitation 
wavelength [8, 10]. Recently, even smaller particles of CdSe have been produced [33, 34] that emit in 
the blue range. Besides fluorescent, also magnetic particles as CoPt3 [26, 35] or Fe2O3 [27] are interesting 
for many technical applications, such as drug targeting [36, 37] and magnetic storage devices [17]. 
 A more detailed understanding of the growth mechanism of nanocrystals can be obtained in the gen-
eral framework of the diffusion-controlled growth model [38, 39]. Nanocrystals are crystals and there-
fore possess facets. One can show that the dynamics of the growth depends on the surface energy of the 
different crystalline facets onto which new atoms are deposited [40, 41]. In the simplest case, we can 
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assume that the surface energy for all facets is nearly the same, and in most cases this is a reasonable 
assumption, as usually the nanocrystals grow isotropically (they have a rather spherical shape). In the 
theory of colloidal growth one can derive a key parameter, namely the “critical particle size”, which is 
inversely proportional to the concentration of monomers in solution. A particle that has exactly such 
critical size is in equilibrium with the bulk solution of monomers, therefore monomers unbind and bind 
at the same rate on it, and thus this particle is not growing nor shrinking. Particles smaller than this criti-
cal size exhibit a negative growth rate (they tend to dissolve), whereas particles larger than the critical 
size are continuously growing. A general equation describing the distribution of growth rate versus size 
shows a maximum in growth rate for particles which are twice as big as the critical size. Therefore, dur-
ing the synthesis one should try to arrange the distribution of sizes and the critical size in such a way that 
even the smallest particles present are significantly larger than the critical size. In this case the smaller 
particles grow faster than the bigger particles, resulting in a focusing of the size distribution over time 
[42]. 
 One major complication is that, while the synthesis of nanocrystals is proceeding, the monomers in 
solution are consumed. This leads to an increase in the critical size and the reaction can ultimately shift 
into the so-called Ostwald-ripening [43] regime. Here the size distribution is such that the smallest parti-
cles present are smaller than the critical size. As soon as these small particles dissolve, they free mono-
mers that can be incorporated into the bigger particles. This regime is characterized therefore by a fast 
broadening of the size distribution. For this reason, the critical size should be kept always small in order 
to obtain a narrow distribution of sizes in the final sample. One possibility is to stop the synthesis well 
before it enters into the broadening regime. Another possibility is to continuously add monomers to the 
solution [1, 42]. 
3 Shape control 
The assumption of equal surface energies for all facets is most certainly an oversimplified model. For 
II–VI semiconductor nanoparticles in wurtzite structure, for instance, it has been proven experimentally 
[44] and theoretically [40, 41] that the different facets exhibit distinguishably different binding strengths 
for certain surfactant molecules. Especially phosphonic acids are strongly binding to the lateral facets of 
the wurtzite crystals CdSe, CdS and CdTe, whereas their binding efficiency to the basal facets, that is the 
(0001) and the (0001) facets, is much lower. Therefore, the basal facets are more unstable than the pris-
matic facet and these two types of facets will grow at different rates, depending on the monomer concen-
tration in solution. If the concentration of monomers in the growth environment is high, the basal facets 
will grow faster, and a rod shape will develop [45]. On the other hand, if the system is in the Oswald 
ripening regime (monomer concentration is low) and the nanocrystal is shrinking, the basal facets will 
dissolve at a higher rate than the lateral facets. The synthesis of the rod-shape is well controlled in the 
case of CdSe, CdS and CdTe. One additional point about the wurtzite structure is that there is also a 
remarkable difference between the (0001) and (0001) facets. In the first case the cations expose three 
dangling bonds, in the second case only one (the opposite is true for the anions). Therefore the two facets 
are chemically different and have different growth rates [46]. 
 A more complex shape is the tetrapod [19]. In this structure four rods are assembled into one three- 
dimensional object. A variety of materials may be grown in this shape, e.g. ZnO [47], ZnSe [48], CdS 
[49], CdSe [50] or CdTe [19, 51]. For type II–VI semiconductors there are two different crystallographic 
models that can rationalize this structure. In both cases the arms are described as rods that are growing in 
wurtzite structure. The two models differ in the way they describe the core out of which the arms are 
growing. The first model relies on the polymorphism of the material, most II–VI and some III–V semi-
conductors can grow both in the sphalerite and in wurtzite phase [52]. In this model the core consists of a 
sphalerite particle. The arms, which are in hexagonal phase, branch out of this core through a transition 
from the cubic to the hexagonal phase. The cubic core has four equivalent (111) facets that are chemi-
cally identical to the (0001) facets of the hexagonal phase. Therefore, through generation of a stacking 
fault the growth can shift from the cubic to the hexagonal phase. Growth along the (0001) direction is 
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Fig. 1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of CdTe nanoparticles with different shape. 
 
suppressed due to the better passivation of this facet. The second model describes tetrapods as com-
pletely grown in the hexagonal phase, as each couple of arms is interconnected through two twin 
boundaries to another wurtzite domain located in the core of the tetrapod. In this model the tetrapods 
core can be considered as an assembly of eight building blocks that are connected to each other through 
twin boundaries. In the literature on ZnO tetrapods this model is known as the octatwin model [53]. 
 Which of the two mechanism is operative in II–VI nanocrystals is object of investigation in our 
groups. In the case of CdTe nanocrystals, we are now able to tune the various reaction conditions so that 
we can synthesize nanocrystals having a variety of different shapes, ranging from spheres to rods, to 
nanocrystals that are progressively more branched (see Fig. 1). This controlled synthesis has also shed a  
light on the mechanism of branching in nanocrystals [54]. 
 In a more elaborate approach to nanocrystal synthesis, starting from shape controlled CdSe, CdS or 
CdTe particles, nanocrystals of other materials, having the same shape or at least a similar shape can be 
obtained. This is possible for instance through a cation exchange reaction [55], which is even reversible. 
One demonstrated example is the replacement of Cd2+ ions in CdSe rods by Ag+ ions to form Ag2Se 
nanoparticles. 
4 Synthesis of hybrid materials 
The combination of different inorganic materials in one particle is desirable, as the resulting new mate-
rial exhibits the properties of both constituents. Inorganic colloidal particles can be connected with or-
ganic, biological molecules in a post-synthesis step. Here the key-lock principle is exploited by binding 
one type of molecule to the first particle and the complementary molecule to the second type of particles. 
This technique has been demonstrated for the formation of DNA-connected gold particles of different 
size [57, 58]. Unfortunately, these structures are very sensitive to environmental changes. DNA linkers 
are for example not stable against heat, as the double strand would break open. Biological linkers are 
typically also floppy. In order to get more stable and rigid hybrid materials it is preferable to epitaxially 
link different materials together. 
 The most symmetric example of inorganic hybrid materials is the core-shell structure. In this system 
one particle is embedded into a shell of a different material. For instance fluorescent semiconductor 
particles can be surrounded by a shell of a semiconducting material with a higher band gap. In the case of 
CdSe nanoparticles, the growth of a ZnS shell enhances the fluorescence properties of the material and 
the quantum yield can be increased by more than a tenfold [59]. 
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Fig. 2 TEM images of dumbbell and matchstick structures. The left images shows a sample of CdSe rods with 
PbSe spheres on their tips. The right image shows a sample of CdS rods with a PbSe sphere mainly only on one of 
their tips. All experimental procedures are reported in Ref. [60]. 
 
 Other examples of heterostructures are based on nanorods. As discussed above, in the case of rod 
growth different facets of the crystals have different reactivities. The higher reactivity of the tips or the 
better passivation of the lateral facets give rise to the possibility to nucleate another material only on the 
tips of the rods. This scheme can be exploited to grow dumbbell-shaped structures. As an example re-
cently reported by our groups [60] and by the group of Banin [61], first rods of CdSe or CdS can be 
synthesized and purified. Then, in the presence of these particles, the synthesis of a second material is 
performed. When the concentration of the monomers of the second material is sufficiently low, the new 
material nucleates only on the tips of the rods. It seems that stress that is provoked by the lattice mis-
match between the two materials does not suppress the formation of such structures. Gold tipped CdSe 
rods [61] can be produced according to this technique as well as PbSe dots may be grown onto CdSe or 
CdS rods (see Fig. 2) [60]. In the later case, even the number of dots per particle can be controlled. In-
stead of dumbbells with two dots, matchsticks with only one dot can be synthesized. With a slightly 
different approach, ZnO–Ag heterostructures can be produced [62]. Also in this case a two step synthe-
sis is necessary. First the ZnO nanorods are synthesized, then Ag is deposited onto these particles 
through a photocatalytic reaction. Upon strong UV irradiation, electron–hole pairs are generated in the 
ZnO rods, the electrons can then reduce the Ag-ions and so trigger the nucleation of Ag-particles on the 
surface of the rods. 
 In an in-situ approach it is possible to first synthesize rods of a cadmium-based semiconductor mate-
rial and then grow from its tips linear sections of a different material (CdTe or CdSe). By carefully ad-
justing the experimental conditions also the shape of the central material (either rod or tetrapod) and the 
outer material (either linear or branched section) can be controlled [63]. 
 A completely different approach to produce hybrid nanocrystals was followed by Gu and co-workers 
[64]. They reported the synthesis of hybrids with a CdS and a FePt section. Here, first an amorphous 
shell of CdS is grown onto FePt particles and then by annealing these samples, crystalline CdS domains 
form on one side of the FePt, due to a de-wetting process which minimizes the interfacial energy be-
tween the two materials. 
5 Outlook 
By carefully manipulating the thermodynamics and kinetics of crystal growth one can control both the 
shape and the composition of nanocrystals. It is now possible to grow several materials in complex 
shapes, such as for instance tetrapods. Starting from these structures, one can synthesize hybrid materials 
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by exploiting the different passivation efficiencies of surfactant molecules towards the various crystal 
facets. 
 These new materials are promising candidates for different applications. First, they might open new 
perspectives in self-assembly, as in the case of metal tipped semiconductor rods. Reactive groups such as 
thiols bind strongly to Au, but only relatively weakly to CdSe and CdS surfaces [61]. This facilitates site-
selective surface functionalization by organic molecules. By simply exposing CdSe–Au dumbbell struc-
tures to biological molecules bearing free thiol-groups, selective attachment of these molecules at the 
gold-tip regions is expected. First demonstrations in this direction have been reported already for hybrid 
materials of bigger size [65], namely Au/Ni particles. It was demonstrated that different reactive groups 
bind selectively to certain domains of a nanocrystal. In particular, thiol-functionalised biomolecules were 
bound to the gold domains, carboxylic groups were bound to the Ni domain. Also for nanometer-sized 
CdSe–Au dumbbell structures size-selective surface functionalization has been reported [61]. By adding 
dithiols, CdSe–Au dumbbells are selectively connected at their Au-ends, which leads to the formation of 
nanorod chains [61]. Nevertheless, experiments in this direction are just in their infancy and still many 
questions, such as the role of non-specific interactions remain to be solved. Site-specific functionaliza-
tion on just one tip of the rods would facilitate new possibilities of arranging particles on surfaces. For an 
example, by linking rod-shaped objects with their tip to a surface, a brush of vertically aligned particles 
could be formed (see Fig. 3). This structure would be of great interest for the fabrication of solar cells 
[5]. Certainly, the possibility to selectively functionalize specific regions of the particles with organic 
molecules will play an important role in the future for the generation of complex self-assembled struc-
tures with an improved degree of programmability. 
 Other possible applications of hybrid particles are expected in the field of electronics [14, 20]. Gold 
tipped nanocrystals may render it easier to form electronic contacts with the particles. This might for 
example help the design of nanocrystal-modified electrodes [66]. In addition, linear junctions of semi-
conductor particles may provide interesting electronic properties by themselves. The band structure of 
heterostructures of two types of semiconductor may open up new applications for this material. The 
reported PbSe–CdSe–PbSe heterostructure [60] could be considered as a light-controlled transistor. 
Here a high-band gap material (CdSe, Eg ≈ 2 eV) is situated between two sections of a material with 
smaller band gap (PbSe, Eg ≈ 0.5 eV). In this way, communication between the two PbSe sections only is 
possible when they are in an excited state, that is after the absorption of a photon. 
 All synthesis procedures and reactions reported so far are dependent on organic molecules bearing 
long alkyl chains (the surfactants) and therefore the as-grown nanoparticles are hydrophobic. Several 
methods are now available to transfer these particles to aqueous solution, which work by rendering the 
surface of these nanocrystals hydrophilic [29, 67]. Water-soluble particles offer a whole new direction of 
applications, especially in the field of life sciences. We refer here to recent review articles [31, 32, 68]. It 
is currently under discussion if nanoparticles are compatible with biological applications. There are sev-
eral investigations on this subjects [69–71], but it seems that this question is not easy to address, as for  
 
 
Fig. 3 Selective functionalization may be used for the formation of complex architecture as shown in a 
sketch here. By functionalizing only the tips of the dumbbell structures it may be possible to form chains 
of these particles (left sketch). This has been demonstrated already [61] by carefully exposing gold tipped 
nanorods to hexane(1,6)dithiol Providing functional pads (right sketch) on a substrate may enable the 
formation of brushes of rods. For this approach matchstick-shaped particles with only one functional do-
main could be of advantage. 
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instance in the case of gold-nanoparticle there is a strong, non-linear dependence of the toxicity on the 
size of the particles [72, 73]. Hybrid nanoparticles also open new perspectives in life science applica-
tions. Nanoparticles with combined magnetic and fluorescent properties [64] could be directed with 
magnetic field gradients and detected on a single-particle level by their fluorescence. 
 We believe that in future the synthesis of nanocrystals should evolve into the development of more 
complex nano-structures. An appealing field of research would be the synthesis of hybrid nano-materials 
with increased functionality. 
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Abstract
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1. Introduction
In the last few years the interest of research in the ﬁeld of
nanoparticle synthesis has moved to increasingly
complex nanocrystal structures. Spherical nanoparticles
[1] have proven their versatility in several applications,
such as in the development of LEDs [2] or in biological
tagging [3,4]. Shape-controlled nanocrystals [5,6], as for
instance nanorods, are currently tested as active
material in solar cells [7,8] or in electronic devices [9–11].
Recently the coupling of nanorods to photons in a
microcavity has been also demonstrated [12], therefore
paving a route towards applications in quantum informa-
tion processing.
1.1. General description of the synthesis technique
The nanoparticles described in this presentation are
produced in a way similar to the route described in the
classical literature on the synthesis of CdE (E ¼ S, Se, Te)
nanoparticles [13]. For a review on different protocols see,
for instance Refs. [1,14]. Generally the preparation schemes
described in this article will focus on synthesis performed at
high-temperatures in organic solvents. These conditions
have the advantage that eventual nanocrystal defects
occuring during the growth process can be annealed out.
The organic solvents serve also as surfactant molecules to
the particles. In this role they attach and detach
dynamically to and from the growing nanocrystal, and
therefore control the speed at which monomers can bind to
the surface of the particle. In particular, for high
temperature syntheses the choice of surfactants is re-
stricted, as they should not evaporate from the growth
solution, nor should degrade.
In a microscopic picture, the growth of colloidal particles
[15,16] can be divided into two steps. First, the monomers
have to reach the vicinity of the particle, and this occurs
proceeds mainly through diffusion. Subsequently, the
monomers have to react with crystal. In the most common
situation, the so-called diffusion-controlled growth regime,
the rate limiting factor is the diffusion of monomers
towards the surface of the crystal, which is assumed to be
slow compared to the reaction rate of monomers with the
particle. Under these circumstances the growth rate of a
particle depends on its size. This gives rise to two
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sub-regimes of diffusion-controlled growth, in which the
size distribution either narrows or broadens. In the
narrowing regime, the smaller particles grow faster than
the larger ones. In contrast, in the broadening regime, the
larger particles grow faster than the smaller particles. In an
extreme case of the broadening regime the small particles
eventually exhibit a negative growth rate and therefore they
dissolve. In such case the large particles grow at the
expense of the small particles and overall the concentration
of particles is reduced over time. This is the so-called
Ostwald ripening effect [17]. The actual state of the growth
regime is dectated by the critical size [15], which determines
the particle size that neither grows nor shrinks. This value
depends on various parameters, among which the concen-
tration of monomers in solution is the most critical [18]. To
illustrate this dependence we consider a solution with
a low monomer concentration. In this case the small
particles become unstable and dissolve, as the critical
size is large, whereas at a high monomer concentration
even small particles are stable, as the critical size is
comparatively small.
Additionally, the growth rate depends on the surface
energy of the individual facets of the growing particle,
as predicted by the Gibbs–Thompson–equation [19],
which discribes the solubility of a crystal as a function of
its surface energy. There are different models that explain
this behaviour [20]. One model takes into account the
different binding afﬁnities of the surfactants to the different
crystal facets. As an example, the dependence of the
binding afﬁnity of various surfactants to the various
crystalline facets of wurtzite CdSe nanocrystals has been
highlighted in several experiments [21,22] and also studied
theoretically [23,24].
The choice of proper surfactants for a nanocrystal
synthesis is dictated by several factors, ﬁrst of all the above
mentioned suitability of the molecules in terms of physical
stability. In general the synthesis of nanocrystals of
different materials and with controlled shapes requires
adequate surfactant/solvent mixtures. Currently, the most
widely used classes of surfactants for the synthesis of CdSe
nanoparticles include phosphine oxides [13,25], phosphines
[13,25] and phosphonic acids [25,26], but also amines [25]
and carboxylic acids [27]. Advances have been made
towards the development of greener synthesis schemes
[28]. The classical synthesis [13] of CdSe nanoparticles
involves toxic and hazardous reactants. For instance it was
demonstrated that the highly reactive dimethyl cadmium
could be replaced by cadmium oxide [26], which is still
toxic, but much easier to handle.
In the following Section 2.1 we will present a typical
synthesis scheme for spherical particles of CdTe.
Section 2.2 will highlight general issues of the
shape control of nanocrystals, and in Section 2.3 branching
in nanocrystals will be discussed in more detail. Finally, in
Section 3 we will describe brieﬂy the recent advances
in the topological control of composition in colloidal
nanocrystals.
2. Synthesis of nanoparticles of one material
2.1. Growth of spherical particles
In the simplest case of nanocrystal growth every
nanocrystal facet experiences roughly the same growth
rate, and therefore the particles will grow with a spherical
shape. This is the case when surfactants show little or no
selectivity in the binding to the various crystal facets. As an
example describe here a synthesis of CdTe nanoparticles, in
which the particles grow into an almost spherical shape
with a narrow size distribution. In a typical synthesis
protocol followed in our labs, CdO (0.051 g), octadecyl-
phosponic acid (ODPA) (0.280 g) and tri-n-octylphosphine
oxide (TOPO) (3.77 g) are mixed in a three-neck ﬂask, and
degassed under vacuum at temperatures around
130–150 1C. Then the solution is heated to above 300 1C
under an inert atmosphere until it turns from brown to
transparent. This change in color indicates that CdO has
reacted with the phosphonic acid, yielding a cadmium
phosphonate complex. At this point 1mL of tri-n-
octylphosphine (TOP) is injected and the temperature is
stabilized at 370 1C. Then a solution of Tellurrium
dissolved in tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP) (10wt%, 0.55 g)
is injected rapidly into the ﬂask. Nucleation of CdTe occurs
immediately after the injection, followed by the growth of
the nanocrystals. The reaction is allowed to proceed up to
90 s, then the heating mantle is removed in order to stop
the reaction by cooling. The average nanocrystal size is
clearly dependent on the reaction time. If the same
synthesis is carried out at a lower temperature nanocrystals
with a slightly triangular or star-like shape are obtained
(see Fig. 2a). This is due to the fact that at lower
temperatures there is a higher selectivity in the binding
afﬁnity of the surfactants to the different facets and
therefore the morphology of the nanocrystals deviates
signiﬁcantly from a spherical shape.
As concerns the ﬂuorescence properties of the spherical
particles produced under different conditions, the particles
produced at higher temperature show in general a much
higher ﬂuorescence from band-edge states with respect to
those synthesized at lower temperatures. This indicates that
in nanocrystals prepared at higher temperatures the
number of crystal defects is reduced.
In the case of CdTe nanocrystals the synthesis scheme
reported above yields samples with a narrow size distribu-
tion, as deduced from the linewidth of the ﬂuorescence
signal. A typical ﬂuorescence linewidth from CdTe
nanocrystals in solution at room temperature is around
80–90 meV. Generally samples of CdTe nanocrystals
extracted at progressively longer times during the synthesis
show narrower ﬂuorescence linewidths. As the width in the
ﬂuorescence signal can be correlated with the spread in
the nanocrystal size distribution, this clearly indicated that
the size distribution narrows over time. However, if
syntheses are let to run for longer times (for instance for
more that a few minutes), the size distribution starts
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broadening at a certain point, as the concentration of
monomers decreased below a critical value.
Apart from the example discussed above spherical
nanocrystals are now produced from a wide variety of
materials. Semiconductor materials are very appealing due
to their electronic structure [29]. The band-edge emission of
semiconductor nanoparticles is blue shifted with respect to
their bulk counterpart, owing to the strong conﬁnement of
the exciton in the volume of the particles. Another key
characteristic of semiconductor nanoparticles is their
continuous absorption spectrum for energies higher than
the bandgap (see Fig. 1). as opposed organic ﬂuorescent
dyes that show a narrow absorption spectrum, only slightly
blue shifted with respect to their ﬂuorescence spectrum.
This peculiar property, along with their longer ﬂuorescence
lifetime and much higher resistance to photodegradation as
compared to organic ﬂuorescent dyes [30] makes colloidal
inorganic nanocrystals appealing as powerful ﬂuorescent
labels in biological applications [31–33]. Examples of
colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals include CdSe
[13,25,34], CdS [13,35,36], ZnSe [37,38], InP [39] etc. The
interest in these nanoparticles arises from the possibility to
easily tune their bandgap and therefore their ﬂuorescence
wavelength simply through the adjustment of their
diameter. The ﬂuorescence emission from colloidal CdSe
nanocrystals, for instance, can be easily tuned all the way
from about 450 nm (blue), to about 650 nm (red), depend-
ing on the nanocrystal diameter, therefore spanning all the
visible region of the spectrum.
2.2. Shape control
In this section we will discuss brieﬂy shape control of
colloidal nanocrystals. In most cases, at the conditions
under which syntheses are carried out surfactants do bind
with different strengths to the various facets of the growing
nanocrystals and therefore the overall nanocrystal mor-
phology deviates signiﬁcantly from the spherical shape. In
addition, often nanocrystals have crystal phases with a
unique axis of symmetry (such as the hexagonal wurtzite
phase). In this latter case, when speciﬁc surfactants are
present in the reaction environment the facets parallel to
the unique axis can exhibit growth rates that are
signiﬁcantly different with respect to those perpendicular
to such axis. This leads to nanocrystal morphologies that
are srongly anisotropic, such as rods or platelets. Apart
from the different afﬁnity of the surfactant to the
individual facets of the particle, the anisotropic growth of
nanocrystals that leads for instance to rods or platelet
shaped nanocrystals must be kinetically favoured by a high
ﬂux of monomers, which enhances the differences in the
growth rates of the various facets [40]. Consequently, the
synthesis of shape-controlled nanocrystals is often carried
out under conditions that ensure a high concentration of
monomers. Among the various shape-controlled nanocrys-
tals, perhaps CdSe nanorods are those for which the ﬁnest
control over average rod length and diameter has been
achieved so far. A similar ﬁne control has been reported
also for other materials, such as for instance gold [41],
although in this latter case the growth mechanism differs
signiﬁcantly from the cases discussed so far and goes
beyond the scope of this work.
A more intriguing shape often observed in micro- and
nanocrystals of sevaral materials, such as ZnO [42], ZnSe
[38,43] and CdTe [6,44], is the tetrapod, a structural
assembly of four rods connected together into a single
object. Additionally to the effect of anisotropic growth, as
discussed above, for the rod sections, also a branching
event occurs in formation of these nanocrystals. Appar-
ently, this is limited to early stages of the growth process, as
the branching is restricted in general to the central region
of the particle. In the case of tetrapod shaped CdTe
nanocrystals synthesized in a mixture of TOPO, TOP and
an alkyl phosphonic acid with a long hydrocarbon chain
(such as octadecylphosphonic acid, ODPA), our groups
recently found that the branching is actually controlled by
the presence of an impurity in the composition of the
surfactants [45,46]. In earlier works on CdTe tetrapods [6],
OPDA, TOPO and TOP were used as a surfactant. At that
time, commercially available OPDA contained a series of
impurities, among them phosphonic acids with short
alkylic chains. Since then, more reﬁned synthesis schemes
involving purer ODPA along with a controlled amount of
propylphosphonic acid (PPA) [45] and methylphosphonic
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Fig. 1. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images of CdTe spherical dots and absorption and ﬂuorescence spectra of CdTe dots of different sizes.
For clarity the emission spectra are shifted upwards. The four spectra correspond to different sizes of the particle and also to different reaction times.
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acid (MPA) [46] have been reported. In the case of MPA,
our groups reported that only small amounts were needed
to trigger both anisotropic growth and branching of CdTe
nanocrystals, as displayed in Fig. 2. In order to prepare
CdTe tetrapods, it was found that only a molar ratio
MPA:ODPAE8–10% is needed. The contribution of MPA
to the weight of the whole growth solution is below 1%.
2.3. Models of branching
The mechanism by which branching occurs is certainly
interesting. There are at least two crystallographic models
that rationalize the shape of the tetrapod (Fig. 3) in
materials that can crystallize in both the wurtzite and
sphalerite phases. In both cases the overall shape of the
core is described as an octahedron. In case of cadmium
chalcogenide tetrapods, on four of the eight facets of this
octahedral core surface Cd atoms expose three dangling
bonds. On the other four facets, surface Cd atoms expose
just one dangling bond. These two families of facets have
different growth rates, also because surfactants should bind
to them with different afﬁnities [47,48]. It is likely that the
group of facets in which Cd atoms exposes three dangling
bonds can be expected to be less efﬁciently passivated than
the other group of facets. According to both models of
branching the arms of the tetrapods are in the wurtzite
phase and are grown on the top of the four weakly
passivated facets of the nucleus. The two models differ only
in the internal structure of the core. In one model the
crystalline structure of the core is purely cubic sphalerite
[6], whereas the second model describes this core as
composed of eight wurtzite domains that share twin planes
[46]. Thus the ﬁrst model relies on the polymorphism of
CdTe, which can grow both in the cubic sphalerite
structure and in the hexagonal wurtzite structure. The
difference in energy of formation of the two structures is
relatively low for CdTe [49,50]. The transition from the
cubic core to the hexagonal arm occurs through a stacking
fault. In the second model of branching, the eight
pyramidal domains are fused together through twin planes
and each of the eight exposed facets of the octatwin is one
of the two polar facets perpendicular to the unique c-axis in
the wurtzite structure in each of the eight domains forming
the nucleus. This mechanism has been observed and
investigated extensively also in ZnO tetrapods [42,51,52].
In the wurtzite structure there are several types of twin
boundaries that have a relatively low energy of formation.
Among them, those that expose a head-to-tail arrangement
in the polarity of the two domains are of special interest for
the modelling of the crystal. In that case the c-axes of two
adjacent wurtzite domains have a head to tail arrangement.
Therefore the eight facets of the resulting octatwin show an
alternating pattern of fast growing and slowly growing
basal facets of the wurtzite structure.
There are several reports on branched micro- and
nanocrystals in support of either the sphalerite-wurtzite
or the mutiple twin model. We recently found that the
multiple twin model can explain the formation of CdTe
tetrapods. First, the presence of twin planes was observed
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Fig. 2. CdTe samples with different shapes. The parameter varied in the different synthesis is the concentration of an impurity, namely methylphosphonic
(MPA). The ratio of MPA to ODPA was adjusted as: (a) 0%, (b) 2.6%, (c) 5.3%, (d) 8.1%, (e) 9.3% and (f) 17.6%.
Fig. 3. Models that rationalize the shape of the tetrapod. The surface of
an octahedral sphalerite nucleus (a) has the same arrangement of bonds as
an octatwin (b). The tetrapod (c) can grow from both structures. In the
right column atomic models of the junction between two arms are
displayed. In the case of the sphalterite nucleus (d) the position of the
stacking fault is marked. In (e) the core consists of just three domains. One
can distinguish the intermediate pyramidal domain.
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directly in samples of CdTe nanocrystals [46] and also the
occurrence of nanocrystals with a variable number of
branches (such as dipods and tripods) supports the model
in which the branching region is formed by several twins.
In this context, the octatwin represents the maxium
number of twins that can be assembled in the nucleus.
3. Hybrid materials
One step further in the complexity of nanomaterials can
be achieved by the formation of hybrid structures, which
are composed of sections of different materials. Develop-
ment of these structures is motivated by the idea that the
resulting particles should group in their structure the
properties of the various materials. One approach to
assemble nanoparticles of different materials and proper-
ties is to interconnect them through complex molecules in a
post-synthesis step. A technique to achieve this has been
demonstrated by attaching pair-wise complementary
DNA-strands to two or more different materials [53,54].
In general, this technique is based on biomolecules and
therefore requires water-soluble particles. Different ap-
proaches to render hydrophobic particles water soluble
[30,55] open up the possibility to perform this task also on
initially hydrophobic particles [56].
Nevertheless there is an interest to attach the different
sections of the material stronger to each other by
epitaxially growing one material on top of the other. In
this scenario, one can regard the core-shell nanoparticles as
the simplest example of such heterostructures [57]. A more
elaborate shape is obtained when growing a second
material only on speciﬁc regions of a starting nanocrystal.
Again, this process can be triggered by the different
reactivity of the individual facets. In the same way as the
growth rate of some facets of a nanocrystal can be made
extremely low, also the nucleation of a second material can
be suppressed on them. One example is the growth of Au
[58] or PbSe [59] sections onto CdSe rods. The resulting
structures have the shape of dumbbells: the second material
is deposited only on the tips of the rods as the other facets
are passivated much stronger. Examples of these particles
are displayed in Fig. 4.
The formation of heterostructures of other materials has
been demonstrated. For instance, nanocrystal dimers
formed by on FePt domain and on CdS domain joined
together have been reported recently [60]. These hetero-
structures can possibly be localized with a strong magnetic
ﬁeld and in the same time be observed due to their
ﬂuorescence properties. A similar structure is a nanocrystal
dimer made of CoPt3 and Au [61]. Ideally, the magnetic
properties of CoPt3 should enable the localization of the
particles, whereas the Au section can be easily functiona-
lized with molecules/biomolecules, so that these hybrid
nanocrystals can be used for delivery of molecules that are
bound to the Au section.
4. Conclusion
The increase in the degree of structural complexity of
solution-grown nanocrystals will certainly to be one of the
natural directions towards which materials science will
increasingly orient. In this work we have brieﬂy outlined
recent innovative approaches to nanocrystals with size and
shape control, up to nanocrystals made of inorganic
materials with different properties in the same particle.
These approaches will the way to the development of
nanosized objects able to perform multiple technological
tasks. An additional important point is a detailed under-
standing of the formation of branching in colloidal
nanoparticles, which will trigger the development of
branched structures for a wider variety of materials.
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E Water-Solubility, Applications and
Further Characterisation
E.1 Hydrophobic nanocrystals coated with an
amphiphilic polymer shell: a general route to
water soluble nanocrystals
T. Pellegrino, L. Manna, S. Kudera, T. Liedl, D. Koktysh, A.L. Rogach,
S. Keller, J. Ra¨dler, G. Natile, W.J. Parak
Nano Letters 4(4), pp. 703–707, 2004
A general strategy is described which allows for transferring hydrophobi-
cally capped nanocrystals from organic to aqueous solution by wrapping an
amphiphilic polymer around the particles. In particular, high quality CoPt3,
Au, CdSe/ZnS, and Fe2O3 nanocrystals have been water-solubilized in this
way. Analysis with transmission electron microscopy, gel electrophoresis,
and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy demonstrates that monodispersity
of the particles is conserved upon phase transfer to aqueous solution.
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ABSTRACT
A general strategy is described which allows for transferring hydrophobically capped nanocrystals from organic to aqueous solution by
wrapping an amphiphilic polymer around the particles. In particular, high quality CoPt3, Au, CdSe/ZnS, and Fe2O3 nanocrystals have been
water-solubilized in this way. Analysis with transmission electron microscopy, gel electrophoresis, and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
demonstrates that monodispersity of the particles is conserved upon phase transfer to aqueous solution.
Introduction. Colloidal inorganic nanocrystals are promising
materials because of their unique size-dependent properties.1-3
For many materials nanocrystals can be either synthesized
in aqueous solution (e.g., Au,4 CdTe and CdSe,5 Fe3O4 6) or
in organic solvents (e.g., Au,7 CdTe and CdSe,8 Fe3O4 9).
However, for some materials such as Co10 or for improved
shape control,11 highly crystalline and monodisperse nano-
crystals so far need to be synthesized in organic solvents at
high temperature. This involves their surface to be coated
with surfactants that render them hydrophobic.12 Several
methods exist for converting hydrophobic nanocrystals into
hydrophilic particles, which is a prerequisite for biological
applications.13-16 Most methods rely on the exchange of the
surfactant coating with ligand molecules that on one end
carry a functional group that is reactive toward the nano-
crystal surface and on the other end a hydrophilic group (see,
for example, refs 13, 17-19). Appropriate ligand molecules
have to be individually chosen for each material. Therefore,
other strategies have been developed which, instead of
exchanging the original hydrophobic surfactant layer with a
hydrophilic one, are based on the addition of a second ligand
layer. The second layer consists of amphiphilic molecules
that can intercalate the first hydrophobic surfactant layer with
their hydrophobic portion and that ensure water solubility
of the nanocrystal with their hydrophilic groups. Interdigi-
tated bilayers have been formed, for instance, by the addition
of n-alcanoic acids20 or cetyltrimethylammonium bromide.21
Alternatively, cyclodextrin has been used for the formation
of the second ligand layer, whereby the hydrophobic cavity
of the cyclodextrin is penetrated by the hydrophobic tails of
the first layer and its hydrophilic surface is pointing toward
the solution.22,23 In these examples, the second layer is solely
stabilized around the first layer by hydrophobic interactions.
For improved stability a method has been suggested recently
to coat hydrophobic CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals with a cross-
linked amphiphilic polymer,24 in which the hydrophobic tails
of the polymer intercalate with the surfactant molecules of
the nanocrystal and form an additional coating. The water
solubility of the polymer-coated nanocrystals is ensured by
the hydrophilic groups located on the outer region of the
polymer shell. Finally, the polymer shell is stabilized by
cross-linking.
Based on this scheme we have developed a simple and
general strategy for decorating hydrophobic nanocrystals of
various materials (CoPt3,25 Au,7 CdSe/ZnS,26 and Fe2O3 27)
with a hydrophilic polymer shell by exploiting the nonspe-
cific hydrophobic interactions between the alkyl chains of
poly(maleic anhydride alt-1-tetradecene) and the nanocrystal
* Corresponding authors. E-mail: liberato.manna@unile.it; wolfgang.
parak@physik.uni-muenchen.de
† Ludwig-Maximilians Universita¨t Mu¨nchen, Germany.
‡ University of Bari, Italy.
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surfactant molecules. Addition of bis(6-aminohexyl)amine
results in the cross-linking of the polymer chains around each
nanoparticle (Scheme 1). The nanocrystals become soluble
in water upon hydrolyzation of the unreacted anhydride
groups (which effectively leads to an amphiphilic polymer
shell) and can be further processed according to a universal
protocol that relies solely on the chemistry of the outer
polymer shell.
Experimental Details. Poly(maleic anhydride alt-1-tet-
radecene) was purchased from Aldrich and had a number
average molecular weight (Mn) 7300, corresponding to
roughly 25 monomer units per polymer chain, and a
monodispersity value (Mn/Mw) equal to 1.23, as declared
by the vendor. Such polymer becomes amphiphilic upon
hydrolyzation of the anhydride functional groups. A solution
of poly(maleic anhydride alt-1-tetradecene) in chloroform
and a solution of monodisperse nanocrystals in chloroform
(100 polymer units per nm2 of nanocrystal surface) were
mixed and stirred for 2 h at room temperature. After
evaporation of the solvent, bis(6-aminohexyl)amine in
chloroform was then added to cross-link the polymer shell
that had formed around each nanocrystal. The ratio of added
cross-linker molecules to polymer units was 1:10. The
solution was sonicated for 20 min, the solvent was evaporated
again, and the solid was dissolved in a diluted TBE buffer
solution (pH 8-9). After sonicating for five minutes, the
nanocrystals dissolved completely and the solution was
filtered to remove the excess unbound polymer. The buffer
was exchanged with water by two rounds of dilution and
reconcentration through a centrifuge filter. Any residual
unbound polymer was removed by two consecutive purifica-
tion steps on a size-exclusion column. After purification the
nanocrystals solutions were optically clear. The particles were
characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
gel electrophoresis, and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS). The solutions were stable for months (i.e., no
Scheme 1. Polymer Coating of the Nanocrystals
Scheme of the polymer coating procedure. Several reports (e.g. ref 35) suggest that the surfactant chains for hydrophobically capped
nanocrystals are pointing away from the nanocrystal surface, in a brush-like arrangement. The following plausible configuration is then
assumed for the polymer coating process: The hydrophobic alkyl chains of the polymer intercalate with the surfactant coating. The anhydride
rings are located on the surface of the polymer-coated nanocrystal. The amino end groups of the cross-linker molecule open the rings and
link the individual polymer chains. The surface of the polymer shell becomes negatively charged, stabilizing the particles in water by
electrostatic repulsion. A structural analysis aimed at determining the detailed conformation of the cross-linked polymer shell is in progress.
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precipitation occurred and the bands during gel electrophore-
sis kept their narrow shape).
Results and Discussions. In water the nanocrystals
retained their major physical properties (such as the fluo-
rescence of CdSe/ZnS and the magnetic moment of CoPt3).
TEM analysis (Figure 1) showed no large aggregates of
particles, besides the formation of monolayers. Such patterns
are due to particle-particle interactions (van der Waals,
magnetic) and are also observed on grids prepared from
solutions of hydrophobic nanocrystals. However, the presence
of small aggregates, such as dimers and trimers, cannot be
distinguished from such monolayers and so it cannot be
excluded.
The polymer-coated nanocrystals were investigated with
agarose gel electrophoresis28 (Figure 2). The bands on the
gels are remarkably narrow, and since the particle mobility
on gels depends on both charge and size, we estimated that
our polymer-coated particles have a rather homogeneous
distribution of sizes and charges. The mobility of the
polymer-coated nanocrystals is comparable to that of phos-
phine stabilized Au particles,28 indicating that there is no
cross-linking between several particles. Any aggregates
should in fact migrate much slower through the gel. We can
estimate the sensitivity in assessing particle diameters by gel
electrophoresis by devising a calibration curve of the particle
mobility versus particle diameter, as reported in a previous
study.29 The study showed that the mobility of particles with
diameters between 3 and 20 nm scaled roughly linearly with
the particle diameter. In the present study, the band of 4.0
nm diameter polymer-coated gold nanoparticles (Figure 2)
has a spread of (0.03 if the mobility of the middle of the
band is normalized to 1, allowing us to distinguish between
particles with mobility of 1.0 and 0.97 (or 1.0 and 1.03),
respectively. From the calibration curve,29 a decrease in
Figure 1. TEM images of polymer-coated nanocrystals of four different core materials: Fe2O3 (9.2 nm average diameter), Au (4.0 nm),
CoPt3 (8.0 nm), and CdSe/ZnS (7.0 nm) nanocrystals.
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mobility of 0.03 corresponds to an increase in effective
particle diameter of only 1.2 nm, which cannot be due to an
aggregation effect between particles having an average
diameter of 4.0 nm. Any significant interparticle agglomera-
tion, if present, would clearly cause a much larger band
spread. We conclude then that no significant agglomerates
are present. Only in the case of CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals could
a small amount of aggregates be seen, since the gel
electrophoresis bands showed slow migrating tails (Figure
2, lane 1). However, after extracting the fastest migrating
band and rerunning it with gel electrophoresis, these ag-
gregates were removed (Figure 2, lane 2). In the case of
Fe2O3, CoPt3, and Au, no remarkable band tails were present
already after the first run. It is worth noting that in this second
run no stripping of the polymer shell from the particles was
observed in any sample, since no tail of particles with
reduced mobility was found. This is an indication that the
polymer layer that formed around the nanocrystals is
significantly stable.
To get an estimate of the effective particle diameter in
solution we used fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS)30,31 (see Supporting Information). For green and red
fluorescent hydrophobic CdSe/ZnS particles dissolved in
chloroform, we obtained hydrodynamic diameters of 5.7 (
0.5 nm and 11.6 ( 2.8 nm, respectively. After the polymer
coating procedure, hydrodynamic diameters of 19.2 ( 2.0
nm and 23.6 ( 2.0 nm, respectively, were measured for the
particles dissolved in water. Clearly an increase in size due
to the formation of the polymer shell could be observed, but
this is larger than expected if one considers only the
contribution from the polymer layer. The significant increase
in the hydrodynamic diameter as determined from FCS
measurements could partly result from the change in
particle-solvent interaction, although the formation of small
aggregates as dimers or trimers cannot be excluded.
Considering the TEM, gel electrophoresis, and FCS results,
it seems that no significant interparticle cross-linking occurs
during the synthesis. The minimization of interparticle
aggregation during the polymer coating procedure has been
achieved by working with enough diluted solutions (see
Supporting Information).
Conclusions. The described procedure for transferring
hydrophobic nanocrystals into aqueous solution should be
extendable to any nanocrystal system in which hydrophobic
tails are exposed to the external environment. For example,
it has also been successfully applied to as complex objects
as CdTe tetrapods32 (data not shown). This method therefore
is quite general and could be extended to systems for which
phase transfer to aqueous solution has not been possible so
far with other methods. In principle, the polymer shell could
be further improved regarding its functional groups and its
stability. Incorporation of poly(ethylene glycol) groups, for
example, should improve the stability in electrolytic solution
(such as making the solubility of nanocrystals less dependent
on electrostatic repulsion) and should also minimize non-
specific interactions.
One promising application of the polymer-coated nano-
crystals could be the construction of DNA-mediated hybrid
materials,33 such as for instance the formation of dimers
between fluorescent CdSe/ZnS and magnetic CoPt3 nano-
Figure 2. Gel electrophoresis of polymer-coated nanocrystals corresponding to the samples of Figure 1. The bands were observed either
by their fluorescence (CdSe/ZnS) or by their absorption color. For each sample the left lane (lanes 1, 3, 5, 7) corresponds to particles as
obtained after the last column purification step. The right lanes (lanes 2, 4, 6, 8) correspond to an additional purification step where the
fastest migrating band of nanocrystals in a first gel run has been extracted.
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crystals. One requisite for this goal is to precisely control
the number of biological molecules (as oligonucleotides) that
are attached per particle.28,34
The strategy described here yields particles with different
intrinsic properties (such as fluorescence or magnetism) but
identical surface chemistry and with good homogeneity in
charge and size. These nanocrystals then should be promising
candidates for the controlled fabrication of more sophisticated
nanoscale structures.
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Materials and Methods 
 
All chemicals were purchased from the various vendors, they were degassed (when not shipped 
under inert gas by the vendor), stored in the glove box and used without any further purification. 
All solvents used for the synthesis and the purification of nanocrystals (except for gold) and prior 
to polymer coating where anhydrous. All syntheses and purifications of nanocrystals (except for 
gold) and prior to polymer coating were carried out under argon. 
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Nanocrystal syntheses 
 
Colloidal nanocrystals of different materials were synthesized according to standard procedures 
described in the literature (CoPt3 1, Au 2, CdSe/ZnS 3, and Fe2O3 4) with few changes. 
 
 
Synthesis of colloidal CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals  
CdSe nanocrystals of different sizes were synthesized according to the procedure described by 
Reiss and coworkers 5, with minor changes. In a typical synthesis, 5.75 g of hexadecylamine 
(HDA, technical grade, Sigma-Aldrich #H7.40-8), 2.26 g of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 
99%, Sigma-Aldrich #22.330-1), 2.20 g of dodecylphosphonic acid (DDPA 98%, Polycarbon 
Inc.) and 501 mg of CdO (99.99+%, Sigma-Aldrich #20.289-4) were mixed in a 50 ml 3-necked 
flask connected to an argon-vacuum line assembled in an argon glove-box. The mixture was 
degassed at 120 ºC for 20 minutes and then heated to 300-320 ºC until it turned clear and 
colorless. 1 ml of tributylphosphine (TBP, 99%, Strem #15-5800) was then injected in the flask 
and the temperature was lowered to 270 ºC. In a vial, 320 mg of Se powder (99.99%, Sigma-
Aldrich #22.986-5) were dissolved in 1.28 g of TBP under vigorous stirring and the resulting 
solution was injected in the flask. After injection, the temperature dropped by roughly 20 ºC but 
was allowed to recover to 270 ºC and was then maintained at this level throughout the synthesis. 
3-5 minutes after the injection the color of the solution turned from colorless to yellow-orange, 
indicating the nucleation of CdSe nanocrystals. This color gradually turned to red, dark red and 
finally to brown 25-30 minutes after the injection (first exciton absorption peak at 620-630 nm). 
The reaction was monitored by taking aliquots during the growth, by diluting them in chloroform 
and by recording their UV-visible absorption spectra. The growth rate slightly varied from 
synthesis to synthesis, but it was always sufficiently low so that the synthesis could be stopped 
whenever the first exciton peak in the absorption spectrum reached a desired value, which could 
be easily correlated to the nanocrystal average size through calibration curves available from the 
literature 6. The synthesis was stopped by removing the heating mantle and by rapidly cooling the 
flask. When nanocrystals with remarkably small average diameter were required (2 nm or less), 
the synthesis could be stopped few minutes after the injection, by quickly injecting 3-4 ml of 
toluene. However, the size distribution of these samples was always quite broad, and a size 
selective precipitation was required. The smallest, size-selected nanocrystal samples synthesized 
by this method had their first exciton absorption peak at around 480 nm. 
 
After stopping the reaction, the flask was cooled to 100 ºC and 20 ml of nonanoic acid (97%, 
Sigma-Aldrich #N5502) were added. The solution was stirred for additional 10-15 minutes at this 
temperature and then cooled to room temperature. The addition of an alkyl acid (carboxylic or 
phosphonic) avoided the formation of a gel when the original growth solution was cooled below 
50 ºC. This gel did not dissolve in any of the tested solvents (chloroform, toluene, methanol, 
hexane, tetrahydrofuran) at room temperature and practically made the nanocrystal-surfactant 
mixture intractable. Addition of 5-10 ml of methanol to the mixture of nonanoic acid and growth 
solution caused the flocculation of nanocrystals, which could be separated by centrifugation. The 
precipitate was then dissolved in 10 ml of toluene and the mixture was centrifuged for 30 minutes 
at 3000 rpm in a 20 ml vial to remove any residual gel present, which was collected at the bottom 
of the vial. The precipitate was discarded, and the supernatant was mixed with methanol to 
precipitate the nanocrystals. This precipitate was then redissolved in toluene, methanol was again 
added to it and the solution was centrifuged again. This step was repeated once more, after which 
the precipitate was dried under vacuum and stored as a powder in the dry box. This synthesis 
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usually yielded between 200 and 400 mg of nanocrystals in total, depending of the average 
nanocrystal size. 
 
For the ZnS shell growth, 12 g of TOPO (technical grade, Alfa Aesar #14114) were weighted in a 
50 ml 3-necked flask, pumped to vacuum at 120 °C for 20 minutes. One ml of Trioctylphosphine 
(technical grade, Sigma-Aldrich #11.785-4) was injected into the flask. 60 mg of a dry 
nanocrystal powder were dissolved in 3 ml of chloroform and the resulting solution was injected 
into the flask. The chloroform was removed by evacuating the flask for few minutes. The 
temperature of the mixture was then raised to 160 °C. The stock solution for the ZnS growth was 
freshly prepared by dissolving 0.647 g of a solution of diethylzinc (C4H10Zn, 1.0 M solution in 
heptane, Sigma-Aldrich #40.602-3) and 0.19 g of hexamethyldisilathiane (C6H18Si2S) (Aldrich 
#28.313-4) in 4.73 g of TBP. Several drop-wise injections of this solution were done (1 ml each) 
at 160 °C. The waiting time between injections was of the order of 5-10 minutes, during which it 
was assumed that the precursors injected had completely reacted. The injections were done drop-
wise, to allow a slow and uniform shell growth and to prevent the nucleation of ZnS crystals. 
After each injection, a small aliquot (10-20 µl) of solution was extracted via a syringe, dissolved 
in 2 ml of chloroform and its optical absorption and emission spectra were recorded. The optical 
densities of these aliquots were adjusted to 0.2 at the excitation wavelength, usually chosen in the 
450-500 nm range. After the first few injections, the luminescence from the nanocrystals 
increased, indicating the growth of a ZnS shell. The luminescence then reached a maximum 
intensity, which was dependent on the particular nanocrystal size, and then it decreased upon 
additional injections. This decrease indicated that the shell grew over its optimal thickness and 
that it started developing defects. The optimal number of injections which maximized the final 
fluorescence quantum yield varied by synthesis, and ranged from 3-4 for the largest nanocrystal 
sizes to 6-7 for the smallest nanocrystals. After the injections were completed, the solution was 
cooled to 60 °C and 3 ml of butanol were added in order to avoid solidification and to quench the 
residual unreacted chemicals. The solution was then transferred into a vial and stored for the 
polymer coating experiments. 
 
 
Synthesis of colloidal Au nanocrystals 
 
Colloidal Au nanocrystals were synthesized according to standard protocols 2,7-9. All glassware 
was carefully cleaned in a KOH/isopropanol bath and carefully rinsed with water before use. All 
reactions were carried out at room temperature under ambient conditions. Briefly, 2.17 g of 
tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOABr, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich #29.413-6) were dissolved in 80 ml 
of HPLC grade toluene and 300 mg hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) (99.9%, Alfa Aesar #12325) 
were dissolved in 25 ml Millipore water to yield a yellow translucent solution. The two solutions 
were mixed in a 100 ml separation funnel and the funnel was shaken for about 5 minutes. During 
this time the initially colorless toluene phase (on the top) turned red and the initially yellow 
aqueous phase (on the bottom) turned colorless, indicating the formation of tetraoctylammonium-
gold ion pairs. The aqueous phase was discarded and the toluene phase was transferred to a 100 
ml round flask. In a beaker, 334 mg of sodium borohydride (98%, Sigma-Aldrich #45.288-2) 
were dissolved in 25 ml of Millipore water under vigorous stirring by means of a glass rod. This 
clear solution was then pipetted dropwise within one minute into the red solution of 
tetraoctylammonium-gold in toluene. Upon stirring for few seconds, the initial two phases started 
to mix and the color changed from red to red-violet. This color change indicates the nucleation of 
gold clusters mediated by sodium borohydride. The residual sodium borohydride in solution 
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reduces the remaining gold ions, providing additional monomers for the growth of the nuclei. The 
solution was stirred for 1 hour, then it was transferred to a clean separation funnel and 25 ml of 
0.01 M HCl were added in order to remove the excess sodium borohydride. The funnel was 
shaken for 1 minute and the aqueous phase (on the bottom) was discarded. 25 ml of 0.01 M 
NaOH were added to the funnel to remove the excess acid and after shaking for 1 minute the 
aqueous phase was again discarded. Finally, 25 ml of Millipore water were added to remove 
excess ions, the funnel was shaken for 1 minute and the aqueous phase was discarded. This last 
washing step was repeated 4 more times. The final solution was then transferred to a 100 ml 
round flask and stirred for 1 day to allow the particles to Ostwald ripen to a thermodynamically 
stable average size and size distribution.  
 
After the synthesis, a surfactant exchange procedure was carried out. Ten ml of 1-dodecanethiol 
(98%, Sigma-Aldrich #47,136-4) were added to the Au nanocrystals dissolved in toluene. The 
solution was heated to 65 oC and stirred for 2 hours. During this process the mercapto groups of 
the dodecanethiol molecules displace the Br- ions and yield dodecanethiol coated Au 
nanocrystals. The solution was then cooled to room temperature and the Au nanocrystals were 
precipitated by the addition of about 30 ml of methanol (methanol was added until the solution 
turned cloudy), followed by centrifugation. After discarding the supernatant, the precipitate was 
dissolved in 10 ml of toluene upon vigorous shaking, and the nanocrystals were precipitated 
again by the addition of about 4 ml of cold (-20oC) methanol (methanol was added until the 
solution turned cloudy) followed by centrifugation. The supernatant was discarded and the 
precipitate was redissolved in 2 ml of toluene. In order to improve the size distribution of the 
sample, a size selective precipitation was carried out. Addition of 20 µl of cold (-20oC) methanol, 
followed by centrifugation, caused the precipitation of only the largest nanocrystals from the 
solution. They were discarded and the supernatant was used as final solution. The average 
diameter of the Au nanocrystals was estimated by TEM (hence not considering the surfactant 
shell) and the particle concentration was determined by measuring the optical absorption of the 
nanocrystal solution. For Au nanocrystals with a core diameter of 4.0 nm we assumed an optical 
extinction coefficient of 8.7•106 M-1 cm-1 at their plasmon peak around 518 nm. The 
concentration of the resulting Au nanocrystal solution was typically in the µM range. 
 
 
Synthesis of colloidal CoPt3 nanocrystals 
 
CoPt3 nanocrystals were synthesized according to the procedure described by Shevchenko and 
coworkers 1. 0.033 g of Platinum (II) acetylacetonate (98%, Strem #78-1400), 0.25 g of 1-
adamantanecarboxylic acid (99+%, Sigma-Aldrich #01823) and 0.13 g of 1,2-hexadecanediol 
(technical grade, Sigma-Aldrich #21.374-8) were dissolved in a mixture of hexadecylamine (4.0 
g, technical grade, Sigma-Aldrich #H7.40-8) and diphenyl ether (2.0 ml, 99+%, Sigma-Aldrich 
#24.083-4) and heated to 65 oC in a 50 ml three-necked flask. At this temperature the surfactants 
melted and the resulting clear, yellowish solution was degassed for several minutes. The stock 
solution for the cobalt precursor was prepared by mixing 0.015 g of Co2(CO)8 (Strem #27-0400) 
with 0.7 ml of 1,2-dichlorbenzene (99%, Sigma-Aldrich #24.066-4) in a small vial. The reaction 
mixture was heated to 200 oC, and the stock solution for the cobalt precursor was injected into the 
flask through a syringe, under vigorous stirring. The solution was kept at 200 oC for 30 min, then 
at 290 oC for 30 min, and it was finally cooled to room temperature. Under these conditions 
relatively monodisperse CoPt3 nanocrystals with an average diameter of 8.0 nm are formed. If 
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smaller particles are desired, a larger amount of Co2(CO)8 should be dissolved in the precursor 
stock solution and the injection should be performed at a lower temperature 10. 
 
 
Synthesis of colloidal Fe2O3 nanocrystals 
 
γ-Fe2O3 nanocrystals were prepared according to the method described by Hyeon and coworkers 
4. Briefly, 10 ml of octyl ether (99%, Sigma-Aldrich #24.959-9) and 1.28 g of oleic acid (99+%, 
Sigma-Aldrich #75.090) where degassed in a 50 ml flask at 60 oC for 20 minutes. 0.29 ml of 
Fe(CO)5 (99.999%, Sigma-Aldrich #48.171-8) were then added at 100 oC and the solution was 
heated up to refluxing temperature (~295-300 oC) for 1 hour. In case of insufficient cooling of the 
refluxing funnel oleic acid evaporated and the solution turned cloudy, which could be reverted by 
adding a small amount of oleic acid. This was especially problematic if the amount of iron 
precursor was too low. During the temperature rise the initial yellow-orange solution turned to 
pale yellow and sometimes to almost colorless. This color change was somehow different from 
what reported by Hyeon and coworkers and it initially induced us to believe that the synthesis 
was heading to failure. However, the solution almost suddenly turned to black during the 
refluxing, which was allowed to continue for the planned time (1 hour). The flask was then 
cooled down to room temperature, 0.34 g of (CH3)3NO (98%, Sigma-Aldrich #31.759-4) were 
added and the mixture was heated at 130 oC for two hours, during which time it turned to dark 
brown. The flask was heated again to refluxing temperature for 1 hour, after which the solution 
was cooled to room temperature. Methanol was added to precipitate the nanocrystals, which were 
recovered upon centrifugation and redissolution in toluene. This synthesis usually yielded 
nanocrystals with a residual distribution of sizes. The largest nanocrystals, scarcely soluble in 
toluene, were removed simply by centrifugation of the toluene solution at 3000 rpm for 30 
minutes. The smallest nanocrystals were removed by size selective precipitation, by discarding 
the supernatant and by redissolving the precipitate in toluene. This size selective precipitation 
was quite easy since small nanocrystals hardly precipitated even upon the addition of several ml 
of methanol. The final, size-selected nanocrystals were redissolved in toluene and re-precipitated 
with methanol two additional times. This procedure helped to remove the excess surfactant and 
the residual (CH3)3NO. Removal of (CH3)3NO had to carried out carefully, since the addition of 
large amounts of methanol to precipitate the nanocrystals from the toluene solution also caused 
the precipitation of the amine N-oxide. 
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General description of the polymer coating procedure 
 
Before undergoing the polymer coating procedure, the nanocrystals were cleaned by removing 
the excess unbound surfactant. This was done by precipitating the nanocrystals with the addition 
of an appropriate solvent, discarding the supernatant and redissolving the precipitate in 
chloroform. This precipitation/redissolution step was done twice for Au and three times for CoPt3 
and Fe2O3. For CdSe/ZnS and Au an additional round of precipitation/redissolution usually 
resulted in a significant loss of solubility of the nanocrystals in chloroform.  
 
For each sample, the average diameter of the inorganic nanocrystal cores was determined by 
TEM analysis. The overall surface area of each nanocrystal was calculated by considering the 
effective nanocrystal diameter (deff (nm) = d + 2) as the sum of the diameter of its inorganic core 
(d) plus the surfactant shell, which was assumed to be 1 nm in thickness. The concentration of the 
starting nanocrystal solution was determined either by gravimetric methods or by absorption 
measurements when extinction coefficients were available from the literature. In order to avoid 
cross-linking effects among nanocrystals, the concentration of the initial nanocrystal solution was 
always adjusted to 0.5 - 2 µM by dilution with chloroform. 
 
A solution of Poly(maleic anhydride alt-1-tetradecene) (Sigma-Aldrich #45.251-3) in chloroform 
(400mg/10ml, 0.136 M), henceforth referred to as “polymer solution”, a solution of Bis(6-
aminohexyl)amine (Fluka #14506) in chloroform (43 mg/10 ml, 0.02 M), henceforth referred to 
as “cross-liker solution”, and a 0.5 x Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE, Sigma-Aldrich #T-3913) buffer 
solution, henceforth referred to as “buffer solution”, were prepared and stored as stock solutions 
for all the polymer coating experiments. In poly(maleic anhydride alt-1-tetradecene) each 
polymer chain had an average length of 30 polymer units 
 
The polymer solution was added to the nanocrystal solution. After stirring the resulting solution 
for 2 hours at room temperature, the chloroform solvent was slowly evaporated under reduced 
pressure by using a rotavapor system (Laborota 400, Heidolph). The cross-linker solution was 
then added to crosslink the polymer shell that had formed around each nanocrystal. The solution 
was then sonicated for 20 minutes, after which the solvent was slowly evaporated. The resulting 
powder was dissolved in the buffer solution to yield again a nanocrystal concentration in the 
range between 0.5 and 2 µM. After sonication for five minutes, the polymer-coated nanocrystals 
dissolved completely in the buffer solution. A filtration through a syringe membrane filter (Roth 
#P818.1, 0.22 µm pore size) helped to remove most of the excess of unbound polymer. The 
buffer was then exchanged with water by 2 rounds of dilution with water and re-concentration 
through a 100000 MWCO Centricon centrifuge filter (Millipore #4424). Periodically, the 
centrifugation was paused and the sample was mixed to accelerate the passage of water through 
the filter. Finally, the remaining unbound polymer was removed by 2 consecutive purifications 
steps on a size exclusion column (sephadex superfine G200, Sigma-Aldrich #84.961). Optionally, 
particles could be further purified by gel electrophoresis 11. 
 
Several polymer coating experiments have been performed. In these experiments the parameters 
that were varied are the number of polymer units per nm2 of nanoparticle surface and the ratio of 
polymer chains per cross-linker molecules (table 1). All experiments led to a successful transfer 
of the nanocrystals in water. We then decided to adopt a general protocol for the coating the 
nanocrystals, regardless of nanocrystal material. In this protocol the volumes of polymer and 
cross-linker solutions mixed with the nanocrystal solution are such that 100 polymer units are 
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added per nm2 surface area of nanoparticles and the ratio of polymer chains to cross-linker is 
equal to 10. The application of this protocol is reported in detail for Fe2O3, Au, CdSe/ZnS, and 
CoPt3 nanocrystals. Although the protocol worked satisfactorily for all the nanocrystal samples 
tested, it is likely that for each nanocrystal material and surfactant coating the parameters can be 
finely tuned to optimize the finale sample quality. 
 
In addition, control experiments were performed to confirm that indeed the combined effect of 
the polymer and of the cross-linker was responsible for the water solubility of the nanocrystals. 
Nanocrystals to which only the polymer solution was added, but which did not undergo the cross-
linking step, did not dissolve in water. Likewise, nanocrystals to which only the cross-linker 
solution was added did not dissolve in water.  
 
The choice of cross-linker molecule is not unique and we are confident that in principle a 
molecule carrying at least two amino groups, sufficiently separated from each other, can be a 
suitable candidate. When 1,4-diaminobutane was used for instance as cross-linker instead of 
bis(6-aminohexyl)amine, the nanocrystals could also be transferred in water. However in this 
case a drastic loss in the fluorescence quantum efficiency from the CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals was 
observed after the particles were run through the size exclusion column. A more systematic study 
of the cross-linker structural parameters influencing the nanocrystal solubility and their 
fluorescence efficiency (for semiconductors) is in progress. 
 
 
Polymer coating of CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals 
 
The concentration of the CdSe/ZnS nanocrystal (7.0 nm) solutions was determined by absorption 
measurements. In the case of nanocrystals with an average diameter of 7.0 nm (first exciton peak 
at 641 nm in the absorption spectrum) an extinction coefficient of 1030000 M-1 cm-1 was 
assumed, as reported in the literature 6. In order to precipitate the particles and to remove any 
excess surfactant, 10 ml of methanol were added to 600 µl of CdSe/ZnS nanocrystal solution (20 
µM in chloroform). After centrifugation the supernatant was discarded. 2.24 ml of polymer 
solution and 3.76 ml of chloroform were added to the precipitate, resulting in a total volume of 6 
ml. The concentration of nanocrystals in this solution was 2 µM, which was sufficiently low to 
avoid cross-linking effects among nanocrystals. After stirring for two hours, the solvent was 
slowly evaporated. 1.52 ml of cross-linker solution was added to the resulting powder and the 
solution was sonicated for 20 minutes. The solvent was again removed by evaporation, 5 ml of 
buffer solution were added to the solid and the sample was sonicated for 5 minutes. The solution 
was further diluted to 10 ml by the addition of water and filtered through a syringe filter. Before 
filtration the sample was cloudy, but after filtration it became optically clear. Ten additional ml of 
water were added and the solution was placed in a centricon centrifuge filter tube. The sample 
was then centrifuged until the volume was reduced to 5 ml. Additional water was added and the 
centrifuge step was repeated. When the volume of the sample was of the order of 2-4 ml, the 
sample was run twice on a size exclusion column. The final concentration of the sample could be 
finely adjusted by further centrifugation in a centricon tube. 
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Polymer coating of Au nanocrystals 
 
The concentration of colloidal gold nanocrystal solution (4.0 nm average diameter) was 
determined by UV-visible absorption measurements, assuming that gold particles with a diameter 
of 4 nm have an extinction coefficient of 8.7•106 M-1 cm-1 at their plasmon peak. 5 ml of cold 
methanol were added to 250 µl of gold solution (11 µM), and the solution was centrifuged in 
order to precipitate the nanocrystals. The supernatant was discarded. 210 µl of polymer solution 
were added to the precipitate and the solution was diluted to 5 ml volume by the addition of 
chloroform. The concentration of gold nanocrystals in this solution was 0.55 µM, which was 
sufficiently low to avoid cross-linking effects among the particles. After stirring for two hours, 
the solvent was slowly evaporated. 140 µl of cross-linker solution were added to the solid and the 
solution was sonicated for 20 minutes. The solvent was again removed by evaporation, 5 ml of 
buffer solution were added to the solid, and the solution was sonicated for 5 minutes. It was then 
further diluted to 10 ml by the addition of water and filtered through a syringe filter. After 
filtration, 10 additional ml of water were added and the solution was placed in a centricon tube. 
The sample was then centrifuged until the volume was reduced to 5 ml. Additional water was 
added and the centrifugation step was repeated. When the volume of the sample was of the order 
of 2 ml, it was removed from the tube and run twice on a size exclusion column. The final 
concentration of the sample could be finely adjusted by an additional centrifugation in a centricon 
centrifuge filter tube. 
 
 
Polymer coating of CoPt3 nanocrystals 
 
The concentration of the CoPt3 nanocrystal solution was determined by gravimetric 
measurements. The number of nanoparticles in the solution was in fact estimated by evaluating 
the average weight of a single nanocrystal and the total amount of nanocrystals in the solution. 
The density of CoPt3 is 18.86 g/cm3 (as reported in the literature), so that the mass of a single 
CoPt3 nanocrystals having a diameter of 8.0 nm was estimated to be 5.43 x 10 -21 kg. This 
calculation does not take into account the surfactant coating, whose contribution however is 
considered to be negligible. 
 
Ten ml of isopropanol were added to 3 ml of cobalt platinum solution (2 µM), and the solution 
was centrifuged in order to precipitate the nanocrystals. The supernatant was discarded. 1.44 ml 
of polymer solution was added to the precipitate and the volume was adjusted to 6 ml by the 
addition of chloroform. The concentration of CoPt3 in this solution was 1 µM and this was 
sufficiently low to avoid cross-linking effects among the particles. After stirring for two hours, 
the solvent was slowly evaporated under reduced pressure. To the resulting solid 0.98 ml of 
cross-linker solution was added and the sample was sonicated for 20 minutes. Shortly after, the 
solvent was again removed and 5 ml buffer solution were added to the solid. The sample was 
then sonicated for 5 min, it was further diluted with water to 10 ml and filtered through syringe 
filters. Ten additional ml of water were added and the solution was placed in a centricon tube. 
The sample was then centrifuged until the volume was reduced to 5 ml. Additional water was 
added and the centrifuge step was repeated. When the volume of the sample was of the order of 
2-5 ml, the sample was run twice on a size exclusion column. The concentration of the sample 
could be adjusted by removing some of the solvent using centricon centrifuge tubes. 
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Polymer coating of Fe2O3 nanocrystals 
 
The concentration of the γ-Fe2O3 nanocrystal solution (9.2 nm average diameter) was also 
determined by gravimetric measurements. The density of the γ-Fe2O3 (maghemite) is 5 g/cm3, so 
the mass of a single γ-Fe2O3 nanocrystal was calculated to be 1.91 x 10 -21 kg. Once again, this 
calculation did not take into account the surfactant coating.  
 
Six ml of methanol were added to 845 µl of γ-Fe2O3 solution (7.1 µM), and the solution was 
centrifuged in order to precipitate the nanocrystals. The supernatant was discarded. 1.68 ml of 
polymer solution (400 mg/10 ml) was added to the precipitate and the volume was adjusted to 6 
ml by the addition of chloroform. The concentration of γ-Fe2O3 nanocrystals in this solution was 
1 µM, sufficiently low to avoid cross-linking effects among the particles. After stirring for two 
hours the solvent was slowly evaporated under reduced pressure. 1.14 ml of cross-linker solution 
(43mg/10ml) was added to the solid and the resulting solution was sonicated for 20 minutes. 
Shortly after, the solvent was again removed by evaporation and 5 ml of buffer solution were 
added to the solid. The sample was sonicated for 5 min, it was further diluted with water to 10 ml 
and then filtered through syringe filters. Ten additional ml of water were added and the solution 
was placed in a centricon tube. The sample was then centrifuged until the volume was reduced to 
5 ml. Additional water was added and the centrifugation step was repeated. When the volume of 
the sample was of the order of 2-5 ml, the sample was run twice on a size exclusion column. The 
concentration of the sample could be adjusted by removing some of the solvent using a centricon 
centrifuge filter tube. 
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
 
Transmission electron microscope images were taken on a Philips CM 100 electron microscope 
operated at an accelerating voltage of 100 KV. The nanocrystals were deposited from a dilute 
solution onto a 3-4 nm thick film of amorphous carbon supported on a 400 mesh copper grid (Ted 
Pella Inc., # 01822-F). One drop of nanocrystal solution was deposited onto the grid and the 
solvent was evaporated. In the case of nanocrystals in water the grids were kept under ethanol 
vapors for 1-2 days prior to sample deposition. This treatment made the carbon film more 
hydrophilic and improved the adsorption of the nanocrystals on it. The microscope magnification 
was calibrated with a calibration grid (Grating Replica, Waffle, 2160 l/mm, on 3mm grid, Ted 
Pella Inc., # 607). The average sizes and size distributions of the various nanocrystal samples 
were estimated by analyzing the scanned TEM negatives with “ImageJ” image analysis software, 
freely available from http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/. 
 
 
Gel electrophoresis 
 
Gel electrophoresis was used to study the size and surface charge distribution of the polymer 
coated nanocrystals and to check for the presence of nanocrystal aggregates. The nanocrystals 
were diluted in a loading buffer containing glycerol (final glycerol concentration 5-10%) and 
were run in a 0.5 x TBE buffer on a 2 % agarose gel, at 100 V for 1 hour. In the case of 
CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals, the gel was illuminated with an ultraviolet trans-illuminator to image the 
fluorescence from the bands. In the case of CoPt3, Fe2O3 and Au nanocrystals, the gels were 
imaged with a visible-light illuminator.  
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 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy: theory and experiments 
 
FCS was established by Madge et al. (1972) 12 as a way for measuring the diffusion constants of 
fluorescent particles dispersed in a solvent. From the diffusion constant of a particle it is possible 
to derive then its hydrodynamic radius through the Stokes-Einstein relation. Here, we first give a 
short overview of the FCS theory (details are discussed elsewhere 13-15), and then we describe the 
experimental procedure for determining the average radius of the nanocrystals in the present 
work, using the FCS theory. 
 
Let us assume that an excitation light source is focused on a tiny volume (Veff) of the solution 
containing the fluorescent particles. On average, <N> particles will be sampled in this volume. 
However, the number of particles N(t) in this volume will fluctuate over time, because the 
particles can diffuse in and out of it. In the case of dilute solutions (so only few particles are 
present in the focus volume, on average), the fluctuation in the number of particles can be 
described by a Poisson distribution: 
 
N
1
  N
2N)( =〉〈 δ           (1) 
 
δN(t) = N(t) - <N> is the fluctuation of the number of particles, and 〈N〉 is the mean number of 
particles in the volume. Now, the concentration of the particles must be high enough to guarantee 
a good signal to noise ratio, but low enough to observe free particle diffusion. A good 
compromise would correspond roughly to 1 particle per femtoliter of the focus-volume Veff. The 
FCS theory demonstrates that it is possible to derive the diffusion constant of the particles from 
δN(t), and the principle can be understood in terms of a simple model. The time a particle needs 
to diffuse in and out of the focus volume depends indeed on its diffusion coefficient. The larger 
the diffusion coefficient, the faster the particles can diffuse in and out of the focus, and 
consequently faster time scale will characterize the fluctuations of the number of particles in Veff. 
The analysis of the time scales involved in the fluctuations can be carried out by means of an 
autocorrelation function.  
 
To a first approximation, we assume a constant value for the fluorescence emission from each 
particle inside the focus volume. In this simplified approach fluorescence fluctuations due to 
fluctuations in the absorption cross-section and in the quantum yield and blinking of the particles 
are neglected. Particles are also assumed to have a spherical shape. 
 
The number of particles in the focus at a given time t can be experimentally determined by the 
total fluorescence F(t) collected. Since the excitation light is focused on a tiny volume Veff, only 
the particles within this volume contribute to the fluorescence signal. The fluctuation δF(t) = F(t) 
- <F> of the fluorescence signal is defined as the deviation from the mean fluorescence signal 〈F〉, 
which is given by: 
 
∫=〉〈
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The number of particles N(t) in the focus can be written as an integral over the local particle 
concentration c(r, t): 
 
∫=
effV
t)dV,rc(N(t)                      (3) 
 
We now assume that the fluctuations in the fluorescence signal are only due to local changes in 
the concentration δc(r, t) in the effective focus-volume Veff . In addition, we merge the spatial 
parameters of the illumination to a function W(r) that is written as: 
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W(r) is the so called Molecule Detection Efficiency which gives the probability of exciting and 
detecting a fluorescent particle in the solution. It is therefore the product of the excitation profile 
of the focused laser and the spatial collection efficiency of the confocal detection optics. Under 
carefully chosen setup conditions W(r) can be approximated as a 3-dimensional Gaussian 
ellipsoid, as has been assumed in Equation (4). r = (x, y, z) describes the coordinates in the three-
dimensional space. Here r0 is the radius in the focal plane where the excitation intensity of the 
laser has dropped to 1/e2 compared to the center. The parameter z0 gives the extension of the 
effective detection volume on the z-axis and is mainly determined by the used objective and the 
size of the pinhole. 
 
 The fluctuation of the fluorescence signal can then be written as: 
 
∫ ⋅=
effV
t)dV,rc()rW(  F(t) δηδ                        (5) 
The constant value η contains the quantum efficiency of the dye, detection efficiency and 
absorption cross-section. The normalized autocorrelation function G(τ) for fluorescence 
fluctuations δF(t) is defined as: 
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G(τ) is a measure of the self-similarity of the fluorescence signal after a delay-time τ. Thus G(0) 
is the variance <δF(t)2>/<F>2. By inserting equation (5) in equation (6) the autocorrelation 
function becomes: 
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Under the assumption that the particles can diffuse freely in all three spatial directions (Brownian 
diffusion), we can derive an expression for the concentration fluctuations δc(r,t) if we solve the 
diffusion equation, where D is the diffusion coefficient. 
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We can use the following expression for :t),rc(δ  
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The solution of the diffusion equation using (9) yields: 
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Insertion of (10) into (7), followed by integration over the volume, finally leads to the 
autocorrelation function for freely diffusing particles (11).  
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with the characteristic diffusion-time τD given by 
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and the structure parameter s given by 
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The effective focus volume Veff is then defined as  
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In a more advanced approach, the correlation function Gmotion (which describes only changes in 
fluorescence due to the motion of the particles) is multiplied by a kinetic factor X(τ) 
 
trip
triptrip
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  )X(
trip/ττ
τ +=          (15) 
which accounts for blinking / flickering 15,16 in the fluorescence of the particles. The corrected 
autocorrelation function becomes then: 
 
Gtotal(τ) = Gmotion(τ)·X(τ)         (16) 
 
      
The hydrodynamic radius rh of the spherical particles can be obtained by inserting the diffusion 
constant D (from equation (12)) into the Stokes-Einstein-equation: 
 
D6
kTrh πη=            (17) 
 
Having given a brief overview of the FCS theory, we now describe the experimental procedure 
followed for the determination of the average diameter of the polymer coated nanocrystals 
synthesized in the present work.  
 
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the experimental setup. A laser beam is focused by an objective with a 
high numerical aperture. Fluorescent light that is collected by the same objective can pass 
through the dichroic mirror as it is slightly shifted to higher wavelengths compared to the 
excitation. A 50/50 beamsplitter gives half of the intensity to two independent detection channels. 
With the filters the desired detection wavelengths can be chosen. Behind the pinholes of variable 
size the photons are detected with avalanche photodiodes giving the intensity versus time F(t). An 
autocorrelation of the signal is done by a correlator card attached to a computer.  
 
The Experiments were performed with a Confocor2 FCS-setup  from Zeiss™. The laser light 
from an Ar-ion-Laser (Lasos/Zeiss) was coupled into the system via a dichroic mirror and was 
focused with a Zeiss C-Apochromat water immersion objective (40x; numerical aperture: 1.2) to 
a small volume within the diluted sample. The fluorescence signal emitted from the particles 
passed through a dichroic mirror and the focal plane was selected by a pinhole with 70 µm 
diameter. The signal was split by a 50/50 beamsplitter and was collected by two Avalanche Photo 
Diodes (after passing appropriate filters). 
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Figure 1. FCS setup. An Ar-ion-Laser (Lasos/Zeiss) was used, the cut-off wavelength of the dicroic mirror was 510 
nm, and 510 nm longpass filters were used to observe the emitted fluorescence. 
 
First of all, the system had to be calibrated. In particular the volume of the focus had to be 
determined experimentally. For this purpose fluorescent molecules with a known diffusion 
constant were used as calibration sample. We used a solution of Alexa488 dye (Molecular 
Probes, excitation maximum 493 nm, emission maximum 517 nm) dissolved in water (10 nM 
concentration). The time trace of the fluorescence signal F(t) from this sample was recorded 10 
times, each time for 20 seconds (Figure 2). For each measurement, the autocorrelation function 
G(τ) for the fluorescence fluctuations δF(t) was calculated by using equation (6) (Figure 3). The 
experimental data for the autocorrelation function were fitted with equations (11, 16), using the 5 
fit parameters τD, s, <N> = Veff<c>, Ttrip, and τtrip. Since the diffusion constant for Alexa488 is 
known (D = 316 µm2/s), the focal radius r0 could be derived via (12) using for τD the value 
obtained from the fit. Similarly, z0 could be derived via (13) by using the fit results for the 
structure parameter s and r0. The mean values for r0 and z0 (and thus also for s) obtained from the 
ten individual measurements where then used for all the measurements on nanocrystal samples. 
However, when other solvents than water were used, as in the case of nanocrystals dissolved in 
chloroform, the focal radius r0 had to be adjusted for changes in the refractive index n of the 
solvent:  
r0(in H2O) ⋅ n(H2O) = r0(in chloroform) ⋅  n(chloroform) 
(n(H2O) = 1.33, n(chloroform) = 1.45) 
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Figure 2: Time trace of the recorded fluorescence intensity F(t) of Alexa488 fluorescent dye.  
 
 
Figure 3: Autocorrelation function G(τ) calculated from the F(t) data shown in Figure 2 (dotted line). The curve was 
fitted with the function given in equations (11, 16). The fit yielded the five fit parameters: characteristic diffusion 
time τD = 26.6 µs, structure parameter s = 8.96, average number of dye molecules within the focal volume <N> = 
Veff<c> = 4.7,  Ttrip = 0.15, and τtrip = 4.7 µs. The focal radius r0 was calculated by means of (12), using the known 
diffusion-constant of Alexa488 ( D = 316 µm2/s), and was equal to 183 nm.  
 
For the measurements on the nanocrystal samples, nanocrystal solutions with a concentration of 
approximately 50 nM were deposited on a coverslip over the objective (the same as for the 
Alexa488 dye solution).  The time trace of the fluorescence signal F(t) was recorded at least ten 
times, each time for 20 seconds. The corresponding autocorrelation functions G(τ) were 
calculated using equation (6) and were fitted with (11) and (16). This time only four fit 
parameters were used: τD, <N> = Veff<c>, Ttrip, and τtrip. The geometrical parameters for the focus 
volume (r0 and z0, as well as s) where in fact known from the previous calibration with the 
Alexa488 solution. The diffusion constant for the nanocrystals D could be calculated via (12), 
using the diffusion time τD, as determined from the fit, and the known focal radius r0. Finally, the 
hydrodynamic radius of the nanocrystals was calculated using the Stokes-Einstein-equation (17). 
For the samples dissolved in chloroform and for those dissolved in water the viscosities ηCHCl3 = 
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0.57 mPa·s and ηwater = 0.98 mPa·s respectively, were assumed at 20oC. At least 10 individual 
measurements were performed for each sample, and the resulting hydrodynamic radius was 
determined as the mean value of the measurements. 
 
 
Figure 4: Autocorrelation function G(τ) calculated from the F(t) data recorded on a sample of green fluorescent, 
polymer-coated CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals dissolved in water (dotted line). The curve was fitted with the function given 
in equation (11, 16), whereby the structure parameter (as determined from the calibration with Alexa488) was kept 
fixed at s = 7.6. This curve was actually recorded on a different day than the curve shown in Figure 3. Therefore a 
new calibration was necessary, and this yielded a structure parameter that was slightly different from the one 
reported in Figure 3. The fit yielded the following four free parameters: characteristic diffusion time τD = 327.5 µs, 
average number of dye molecules within the focal volume <N> = Veff<c> = 0.35, Ttrip = 0.34 and τtrip = 30.1 µs. With 
the known value for r0 = 167 nm the diffusion constant was determined via (12) to be D = 21.3 µm2/s.  
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Table 1: Summary of all polymer coating experiments 
 
 
sample 
 
polymer units  
 
nm2 nanoparticle 
[polymer chains] 
 
[crosslinker] 
Fe2O3 93 13 
Fe2O3 100 10 
Fe2O3 182 13 
Fe2O3 260 13 
Fe2O3 519 10 
Au 100 10 
Au 92 10 
Au 147 7 
Au 295 7 
Au 310 8 
CdSe/ZnS 10 6 
CdSe/ZnS 15 6 
CdSe/ZnS 20 6 
CdSe/ZnS 60 6 
CdSe/ZnS 100 10 
CoPt3 100 10 
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E.2 Cytotoxicity of Colloidal CdSe and CdSe/ZnS
Nanoparticles
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Cytotoxicity of CdSe and CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles has been investigated
for different surface modifications such as coating with mercaptopropionic
acid, silanization, and polymer coating. For all cases, quantitative values for
the onset of cytotoxic effects in serum-free culture media are given. These
values are correlated with microscope images in which the uptake of the par-
ticles by the cells has been investigated. Our data suggest that in addition to
the release of toxic Cd2+ ions from the particles also their surface chemistry,
in particular their stability toward aggregation, plays an important role for
cytotoxic effects. Additional patch clamp experiments investigate effects of
the particles on currents through ion channels.
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ABSTRACT
Cytotoxicity of CdSe and CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles has been investigated for different surface modifications such as coating with mercaptopropionic
acid, silanization, and polymer coating. For all cases, quantitative values for the onset of cytotoxic effects in serum-free culture media are
given. These values are correlated with microscope images in which the uptake of the particles by the cells has been investigated. Our data
suggest that in addition to the release of toxic Cd2+ ions from the particles also their surface chemistry, in particular their stability toward
aggregation, plays an important role for cytotoxic effects. Additional patch clamp experiments investigate effects of the particles on currents
through ion channels.
Introduction. Recent progress in nanotechnology allows for
the creation of new materials with properties tunable on the
nanometer scale. Currently, already first attempts to use the
functionality of such “smart” nanomaterials in life sciences
are reported. Applications range from using fluorescent
nanoparticles as dyes for fluorescence labeling of cells1-3
and for motility assays4, using gold nanoparticles for
immunostaining5 and gene delivery6, to using magnetic
nanoparticles as contrast agents for magnetic resonance
imaging7,8 and for hypothermia.8,9 In addition to working with
cell cultures, nanoparticles have been successfully introduced
in animal experiments as contrast agents,10,11 and future use
in clinical applications is envisioned.12 It is evident that for
any clinical application biocompatibility of the nanoparticles
is crucial. Since nanoparticles are different from their
respective bulk material due to their size, it is an obvious
question to ask for potential dangers arising from their
smallness.13 We can think of at least three different pathways
by which nanoparticles introduced into an organism could
interfere with its function and finally lead to impairment.
(1) Most evident, introduced nanoparticles can be composed
of toxic materials. This is true, for example, for fluorescence
CdSe as well as for magnetic Co particles. Upon corrosion
inside the organism, toxic ions could be released which
finally poison the cells. Cytotoxic effects of Cd2+ (refs 14-
18) and other metal ions19 are well-known. Compared to the
respective bulk material, partial decomposition and release
of ions is more likely for nanoparticles due to their enhanced
surface-to-volume ratio. (2) There might be a negative effect
of particles in general on cells, regardless of the material of
the particles. It is known that particles can stick to the surface
of cell membranes,20,21 and particles are also known to be
ingested by cells.4,21-23 Mantling of the cell membrane and
storage of particles inside cells might have impairing effects,
even for absolutely inert particles that do not decompose or
react. (3) There might be an effect caused by the shape of
the (inert) particles. It has been reported for example, that
carbon nanotubes can impale cells like needles.24,25 Particles
of the same material but in a different modification can have
a different toxic effect on cells in this way: Carbon
nanotubes that have reached the lung are significantly more
toxic than carbon-black and graphite.24,25 So far, most
cytotoxicity studies on nanomaterials are focused on aero-
sols26 and involve particle uptake by the lungs. Such studies
are important for many technical devices, for example,
regarding the output of platinum nanoparticles from the
catalysts of cars which might potentially endanger people
who inhale these particles.27,28 In this study we focus on the
toxic effects of colloidal nanoparticles dispersed in aqueous
solution on cells. As already mentioned above, many
different types of colloidal nanoparticles can be used for a
broad variety of applications in life sciences and medicine.
In this study we will focus on fluorescent CdSe and CdSe/
ZnS nanoparticles.
To our knowledge, so far only two studies exist in which
the cytotoxic effects of CdSe and CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles
are investigated in detail. Derfus et al. have reported that
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CdSe particles dissolved in aqueous solution release Cd2+
ions29 and that the concentration of the Cd2+ ions directly
correlates with cytotoxic effects. The same authors have
demonstrated that ion release is enhanced by oxidation, either
through exposure to air or UV irradiation, but is repressed
by encapsulating the particles with appropriate shells, as with
ZnS and an additional organic shell. Shiohara et al. have
investigated the cytotoxic effects of CdSe/ZnS particles of
different size on three different cell types.30 The same group
claims that for CdSe/ZnS particles the main source of
cytotoxicity is not their cadmium content but rather the
interaction of the particle surface with the cells.31 In our work
described here we want to extend these studies to investigate
the effect of different organic shells on cytotoxicity. Also,
quantitative values for the onset of cytotoxic effects are
determined.
Materials and Methods. Several cell lines (NRK fibro-
blasts, MDA-MB-435S breast cancer cells, CHO cells, RBL
cells) were grown on standard cell culture substrates (All
Materials and Methods can be found in detail in the
Supporting Information). Nanocrystals of different materials
and different surface coatings dissolved in water were added
at different concentrations to adherent cells. In particular,
CdSe,32 CdSe/ZnS,33 and Au34 nanocrystals coated with
mercaptopropionic acid,35 embedded in a silica shell35,36 or
embedded in an amphiphilic polymer shell,37 were investi-
gated. In a first set of experiments, uptake of the nanocrystals
by cells was investigated. For this purpose, green and red
fluorescent CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals with different surface
coatings were added to the cells, and after 18 h incubation
the nuclei of the cells were stained with DAPI.4 Living cells
were then imaged with differential interference contrast (DIC)
and fluorescence microscopy. In this way the position of the
nuclei and the ingested nanocrystals with two different
surface coatings could be co-localized by their color of
fluorescence (blue, green, red). In a second set of experi-
ments, toxic effects of the ingested particles on the cells were
investigated. From previous studies it is known that the
adhesion behavior of NRK fibroblast is highly sensitive to
toxic metal ions.38 In the study described here, the prolifera-
tion of the adherent cells was blocked by exchanging the
culture medium to SATO medium.39 The number of adherent
cells per labeled region on the cell culture substrate was
counted and nanocrystals were then added at several
concentrations. After 48 h of incubation, the nonadherent
cells were removed by rinsing and the number of the adherent
cells at the same region was counted. In this way the ratio
R of the number of adherent cells after and before incubation
with nanocrystals, detected at the identical position, could
be derived. The more toxic the effect of the nanocrystals on
the cells, the lower this value is expected to be. As control,
the constituents of the nanocrystals as Cd2+ and Se2- ions
and mercaptopropionic acid were added to the cells. In
addition, the viability of the adherent cells before and after
incubation with the nanocrystals was measured with a
commercially available test (L3224, Molecular Probes). As
a third set of experiments, nanocrystals were added to cells
expressing hERG ion channels, and the effect of the
nanocrystals on the ionic currents through these channels
was investigated with an automated patch-clamp setup
(Nanion40,41). This idea is similar to a previous study.42
Uptake of nanocrystals by the cells was monitored by
confocal microscopy.
Results and Discussion. Uptake of CdSe/ZnS Nanocrystals
by MDA-MB-435S Breast Cancer Cells. In Figure 1 fluo-
rescence and DIC images of MDA-MB-435S breast cancer
cells that have been incubated for 18 h in serum-supple-
mented cell medium containing around c(CdSe/ZnS particles)
) 2-10 nM water-soluble CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals are
shown. For each experiment red and green fluorescent
nanocrystals with different surface coatings were used
simultaneously, and experiments were performed for all
different combinations. In particular, particles coated with
mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), a silica shell bearing phos-
phonate groups (phos-silane), a silica shell bearing polyeth-
ylene groups (PEG-silane), and an amphiphilic polymer
(polymer) were used. From the images shown in Figure 1 it
is evident that most of the different particles are ingested by
the cells. By staining the nucleus with DAPI and manually
changing the focus it could be shown that the ingested
particles are stored in vesicular structures around the nucleus.
For almost all combinations of particles with different surface
coating, the ingested particles were stored in similar vesicular
structures. Our data indicate that MPA, phos-silane, and
polymer-coated particles are ingested by the cells in a very
similar way, since these particles were found to co-localize
inside the cells. However, different behavior was observed
for PEG-silane coated particles. Whereas small green-
fluorescent particles (hydrodynamic diameter of 13 nm,
unpublished results) were barely found inside the cells, bigger
red-fluorescent particles (hydrodynamic radius of 24 nm)
could be detected inside the cells. These co-localization data
demonstrate that water-soluble CdSe/ZnS particles are
ingested by MDA-MB-435S cells in a nonspecific way,
regardless of their size (in the range between 10 and 24 nm)
and surface coating. Only for small PEG-silane coated
particles uptake is significantly reduced. Nanocrystal uptake
has also been demonstrated for other cell lines, such as NRK
fibroblasts (data not shown).
Detachment of NRK Fibroblast from the Cell Culture
Substrate upon Incubation with Nanocrystals. Since a
previous study suggests that Cd2+ ions released from the
surface of Cd-containing nanocrystals are the main cause of
toxic effects,29 we converted the concentration of CdSe and
CdSe/ZnS particles to the concentration of Cd atoms on the
surface of the CdSe core (see Supporting Information). This
means that, in the case of a 1 nM concentration of CdSe
particles with 100 surface Cd-atoms per particle, the con-
centration of Cd surface atoms is 100 nM. Analogously, the
concentration of Au particles was converted to the concen-
tration of Au atoms on the surface of the Au particles. The
study of Shiohara et al. showed that for the same mass
concentration (mg/mL) of particles cytotoxic effects are
higher for smaller particles.30 Since for smaller particles the
surface-to-volume ratio is higher, these findings support our
idea to plot a “concentration parameter” proportional to the
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surface and not to the volume of the particles (i.e., to use
the surface atom instead of the particle concentration). In
Figure 2, the ratio R between the number of adherent cells
after and before incubation with nanoparticles is shown. As
reference, this ratio is shown also for the case of incubation
with Cd salts.
As is seen in Figure 2a, the same characteristic tendency
can be observed in Figure 2b. For low Cd concentrations, R
adopts a constant value well below 1. With an increased
number of Cd (surface) atoms, R first decreases to a
minimum value and then increases again to a value that can
be close to 1. Thus, we can divide these curves in three
different concentration regions. In the first region, the
concentration of Cd atoms is very low and cell viability tests
showed that all attached cells were alive (see Supporting
Information). Exchanging the serum-containing cell culture
medium to serum-free SATO medium resulted in the
detachment of a significant fraction of cells, i.e., R < 1 even
for c(Cd) ) 0. Therefore, we assume that there are no toxic
effects due to Cd in the first region of low Cd concentration
and that the value of R < 1 can be simply explained by the
effect of the SATO medium. In the second concentration
region, R drops. This means that more cells are detached
due to the increased concentration of Cd (surface) atoms.
Viability tests showed that attached cells in this region were
still alive. For this reason we assume that in this region the
viability of the cells is decreased due to poisoning by Cd2+
ions in solution. Poisoned cells detach and therefore are not
counted, which results in a decrease in R. We might refer to
this effect as apoptosis. Upon further increment of the Cd
concentration R raises again, even sometimes to values larger
than the value for very low Cd concentrations. Viability tests
showed that the attached cells in this region were dead. We
therefore assume that the concentration of Cd2+ ions in
solution was sufficiently high to immediately poison the cells
before they could start to detach. We might refer to this effect
as necrosis. This differentiation is suggested by the detailed
study of Lo´pez et al., in which apoptosis and necrosis are
reported to be the pathway for cell death for low and high
cadmium concentrations, respectively.18 The same authors
also have shown that cytotoxic effects of Cd2+ ions are more
severe in serum-free medium compared to serum-containing
medium. Therefore, our experimental conditions of serum-
Figure 1. Red and green fluorescent CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals with different surface coatings have been ingested by MDA-MB-453S cells.
Images of the cells were recorded with differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy, and the nanocrystals and the DAPI-stained
nuclei were recorded with fluorescence microscopy. For each experiment, always red and green fluorescent nanocrystals with different
surface coatings were used so that their position within the cells can be resolved by their color of fluorescence. The DAPI-stained nuclei
appear in blue. The big images contain the merged DIC and fluorescence images, the smaller images show only the fluorescence. All scale
bars represent 10 ím.
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Figure 2. (a-e) Ratio R(c) of adherent cells after/before incubation with Cd salts, CdSe and CdSe/ZnS particles, and Au particles. NRK
fibroblasts have been incubated with (a) cadmium acetate hydrate (CAH) and cadmium perchlorate hydrate (CPH), (b) mercaptopropionic
acid coated CdSe- and CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals, (c) silica-coated CdSe and CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals, (d) polymer-coated CdSe and CdSe/ZnS
nanocrystals, and (e) polymer and mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA) coated Au nanocrystals. The Cd salts fully dissociate in aqueous
solution. Therefore, in (a) the x-axis represents the concentration c(Cd atoms) of Cd atoms in solution. In (b-d) the x-axis represents the
concentration c(Cd surface atoms) of all the Cd atoms that are on the surface of the nanoparticles (see the Supporting Information; there
also the scaling factor between c(Cd surface atoms) and c(CdSe particles) is given), and in (e) the x-axis represents the concentration c(Au
surface atoms) of all the Au atoms that are on the surface of the nanoparticles. In each case results are shown for at least three separate
series. For each data point within each series around 20000 cells were analyzed. For practical reasons in each series only a limited number
of data points could be recorded (due to the limited number of cells that could be analyzed under the same conditions). For this reason not
all series span the whole concentration range. Therefore, to compare the separate series for similar tendencies, the data points of each series
were fitted with a double sigmoidal curve: R(c) ) a1 - a2/(1 + exp((a3 - c)/a4)) + a5/(1 + exp(a6 - c)/a7)) with seven fit parameters
a1-a7. The derived parameters for the respective series are enlisted in the table shown below. The value R(c ) 0) represents the control
sample to which no Cd, or CdSe or CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles have been added, but in which cell growth has been affected by changing the
serum-containing medium to SATO medium. Due to a limited amount of nanocrystals, the accessible concentration range was limited. In
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free culture should allow for a very sensitive detection of
cytotoxic effects.
In Figure 2a the concentration of Cd atoms is equal to the
concentration of free Cd2+ ions in solution because Cd was
administered as salt. In Figure 2b the concentration of Cd is
given as the concentration of Cd atoms on the surface of
CdSe particles or on the surface of the CdSe core below the
ZnS shell of CdSe/ZnS particles. Taking into account the
findings of Derfus et al.,29 who have shown by inductively
coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP/OES)
measurements that free Cd2+ ions are released by CdSe
particles, we can assume that a part of the Cd surface atoms
is released to solution as Cd2+ ions, which are, according to
this study, primarily responsible for cytotoxic effects. Our
data suggest that, for our conditions (serum-free medium,
48 h incubation time, NRK cells), toxic effects of Cd2+ ions
start at concentrations of about c(Cd atoms) ) 0.48 ( 0.13
íM (see Figure 2a). For CdSe and CdSe/ZnS particles, toxic
effects start at concentrations of about c(Cd surface atoms)
) 0.65 ( 0.12 íM and 5.9 ( 1.3 íM Cd surface atoms (see
Figure 2b). Within the hypothesis that Cd2+ ions released
into solution are the main source for cytotoxic effects, a
comparison of these values suggests that a significant amount
of the Cd atoms on the surface of CdSe particles is released
fig. series
salt/type
of
nanopart.
ìcore
[nm]
dcore
[nm]
number
of
surface
atoms
per core a1 a2
a3
[íM] a4 a5 a6 [íM] a7
a 1 CAH - - - 0.52 0.12 0.35 0.042 0.29 3.6 0.43
a 2 CAH - - - 0.76 0.42 0.60 0.22 0 - -
a 3 CPH - - - 0.61 -0.22 0.48 -0.11 0.20 2.7 0.31
b 1 CdSe 560 3.3 110 0.75 0.22 0.58 0.083 0.25 1.1 0.37
b 2 CdSe 599 4.5 213 -0.049 0.88 0.58 0.37 1.7 0.22 1.1
b 3 CdSe 599 4.5 213 0.52 1.6 0.79 0.39 1.8 0.80 0.63
b 4 CdSe/ZnS 508 2.4 61 0.47 0.60 4.9 1.4 1.2 8.5 2.4
b 5 CdSe/ZnS 508 2.4 61 0.45 0.18 6.8 0.88 0.66 16 2.1
c 1 CdSe (phos) 560 3.3 110 - - - - - - -
c 2 CdSe (phos) 560 3.3 110 - - - - - - -
c 3 CdSe (PEG) 560 3.3 110 - - - - - - -
c 4 CdSe (PEG) 560 3.3 110 - - - - - - -
c 5 CdSe (PEG) 560 3.3 110 - - - - - - -
c 6 CdSe/ZnS (PEG) 560 3.3 110 - - - - - - -
c 7 CdSe/ZnS (PEG) 510 2.4 62 - - - - - - -
c 8 CdSe/ZnS (PEG) 510 2.4 62 - - - - - - -
d 1 CdSe 560 3.3 110 0.51 -0.29 0.83 0.73 0 - -
d 2 CdSe 599 4.5 213 0.61 -0.25 0.77 0.51 0 - -
d 3 CdSe/ZnS 599 4.5 213 0.76 -0.43 0.93 0.45 0 - -
d 4 CdSe/ZnS 510 2.4 62 0.77 -0.38 1.0 0.48 0 - -
e 1 Au (polymer) - 4.6 831 0.78 -0.43 3.22 0.93 0 - -
e 2 Au (MUA) - 4.6 831 0.53 -0.20 1.2 1.2 0 - -
e 3 Au (MUA) - 4.6 831 0.48 -0.22 2.7 1.1 0 - -
(a) and (b) clearly the double sigmoidal behavior of R(c) can be seen. As indicator for the concentration limit of the onset of cytotoxic
effects we use the a3 parameter from the fits (a) <a3> ) <0.35, 0.60, 0.48> íM ) 0.48 ( 0.13 íM, (b) <a3> ) <0.58, 0.58, 0.79> íM
) 0.65 ( 0.12 íM for CdSe and (c) <a3> ) <4.9, 6.8> íM ) 5.9 ( 1.3 íM for CdSe/ZnS particles. In (c) no general tendency of R(c)
can be seen for PEG-silica coated nanoparticles and R(c) seems to remain constant over the investigated concentration range. On the other
hand, R(c) decreases for increased concentrations of phosphonate-silica coated nanoparticles. In (d) and (e) the shape of R(c) can be
approximated with a sigmoidal curve with the a3 parameter from the fits as indicator for the concentration limit of the onset of cytotoxic
effects: (d) <a3> ) <0.83, 0.77> ) 0.80 ( 0.04 íM for CdSe and <a3> ) <0.93, 1.0> íM ) 0.98 ( 0.07 íM for CdSe/ZnS particles,
(e) <a3> ) 3.2 íM for polymer and <a3> ) <1.2, 2.7> íM ) 2.0 ( 1.1 íM for MUA-coated Au particles. In the case of CdSe and
CdSe/ZnS particles ìcore denotes the wavelength of the first exciton peak of the CdSe core. In the case of Au and CdSe particles dcore
denotes the diameter of the particles, and in the case of CdSe/ZnS particles dcore denotes the diameter of the CdSe core underneath the ZnS
shell. The number of surface atoms per core in the case of CdSe, Au, and CdSe/ZnS particles is the number of Cd, Au, and Cd atoms on
the surface of each CdSe particle, Au particle, and CdSe core underneath the ZnS shell, respectively. The terms a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, and
a7 are the resulting fit parameters for the function R(c) ) a1 - a2/(1 + exp((a3 - c)/a4)) + a5/(1 + exp(a6 - c)/a7)). R(c) describes a double
sigmoidal curve. Sigmoid curves are typically used in toxicology to describe dose-response functions. All values of one sigmoidal curve
are between two asymptotes, determined by a1 and a1+a2. The parameter a2/(4a4) controls the slope in terms of a rate at the inflection point
a3, which is the response halfway between the baseline and the maximum, also called EC50. A double sigmoidal curve is the superposition
of two single sigmoidal curves. (f) Overlay of phase-contrast and fluorescence image for NRK cells incubated for 48 h with CdSe/ZnS
nanocrystals. The images of these cells correspond to the high concentration range shown in (b), (c), and (d). For MPA-coated CdSe/ZnS
particles, cells incubated at high particle concentrations are dead, while the cell debris remains on the substrate. For silane coated particles
no effect of the particles on the cells can be observed; even for high particle concentrations, the particles are ingested and stored around
the nucleus and cells remain adherent. Polymer-coated particles at high concentrations tend to precipitate on the cell surface. Most cells
detach from the surface, while the few still adherent cells are alive. Clearly different behavior dependent on the particle surface compared
to the low concentration regime shown in Figure 1 can be seen.
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as Cd2+ ions into solution (0.48 íM/0.65 íM  75% as a
very rough estimate), but that the mantling of CdSe with a
ZnS shell drastically reduces this value to a rough estimate
of 0.48 íM/5.9 íM  8%. Here we want to point out again
that both the CdSe and the CdSe/ZnS particles had the same
surface chemistry, a ligand shell of mercaptopropionic acid.
Therefore, this direct comparison is another indicator that
in this case indeed the release of Cd2+ and not eventual
effects of the surface chemistry is responsible for the
cytotoxic effects.
We also tested the other constituent of mercaptocarbonic
acid coated CdSe and CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles for cytotoxic
effects. No cytotoxic effects of Se2- (selenious acid) and
Zn2+ (zinc chloride) ions could be observed up to concentra-
tions of 40 íM (we were not able to investigate higher ion
concentrations). The ligands used to stabilize the particles
in water, mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), led to cell detach-
ment at concentrations between 1 and 10 mM (the same value
was found for an alternative ligand, mercaptoacetic acid).
Compared to the onset of cytotoxic effect of Cd2+ ions at
concentrations of about 0.48 íM, this suggests that cadmium
is the main source of cytotoxic effects of mercaptopropionic
acid stabilized CdSe and CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals (at most,
one MPA molecule can be attached per Cd surface atom).
Instead of coating the nanocrystals with a monolayer ligand
shell of mercaptopropionic acid, more stable coatings are
also possible. First, we investigated the effect of embedding
nanocrystals in a silica shell, which comprises many layers
of cross-linked silane molecules. From Figure 2c it can be
seen that a PEG-silica shell basically prevented toxic effects
of particles on cells in the investigated concentration range.
Even for PEG-silica coated CdSe nanoparticles, no clear toxic
effects up to Cd surface atom concentrations of 30 íM were
found. On the other hand, R(c) decreased upon increasing
the concentration of phosphonate-silica coated CdSe nano-
particles. Microscopy images showed reduced particle uptake
for PEG-silica coated particles, whereas phosphonate-silica
coated particles were ingested by the cells and stored around
the nucleus even for high Cd concentrations (Figures 1 and
2f). Viability tests showed that as well for PEG-silica as for
phosphonate-silica coated particles within the whole con-
centration region, all adherent cells were living. For phos-
phonate-silica coated CdSe particle R(c) started to decrease
only at higher Cd surface atom concentrations than MPA
coated CdSe particles. Therefore, we conclude that the cross-
linked silica shell around the particles in general is a good
barrier against the release of Cd2+ ions from the particle
surface. In addition, embedding PEG-groups in the silica shell
reduced the uptake of the particles (see microcopy images
Figure 1), which resulted in reduced cytotoxicity (see the
R(c) curves shown in Figures 2b and 2c). Since silica shells
embedding PEG and phosphonate groups should prevent the
release of Cd2+ ions, in the same way we can further
conclude that not only is the absolute concentration of Cd2+
ions responsible for cytotoxic effects but also the location
where the Cd2+ ions are released is very important. If
particles are ingested by cells, Cd2+ can be released directly
inside cells (e.g., for phos-silica coating), which seems to
cause more severe cytotoxic effects than release of Cd2+
outside cells (e.g., for PEG-silica coating).
For polymer-coated CdSe and CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals, a
gradual decrease of R upon increased Cd concentration was
observed (Figure 2d). Viability tests showed that all adherent
cells were living for all Cd surface atom concentrations,
although there were basically no adherent cells left in the
case of high Cd concentrations (right part of the curve in
Figure 2d). Phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy
analysis showed that, in the case of high concentrations,
clouds of nanoparticles precipitated on the surface of the cells
and on the cell culture substrate (Figure 2f). In the case of
low concentrations no precipitation effects were observed,
and it is important to point out that under these conditions
polymer-coated particles were ingested by cells similar to
silanized and mercaptopropionic acid coated ones (Figure
1). Reduction in the number of adherent cells already started
at Cd surface atom concentrations of 0.80 ( 0.04 íM for
CdSe and 0.98 ( 0.07 íM for CdSe/ZnS particles.
Most striking, for inert polymer-coated Au nanoparticles
the same effects were observed as for polymer-coated CdSe
and CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles (Figure 2e). This excludes the
effect of Cd2+ ion release as the only source for poisoning
of the cells in the case of polymer-coated particles. We
therefore conclude that in the case of our polymer-coated
particles the precipitation of the particles on the cells and
not the release of Cd2+ atoms is the major factor for cell
impairment. Again, we have to recall that for low particle
concentration regular particle uptake by the cells has been
observed and that therefore our polymer-coated particles are
still useful for cellular labeling. Recently, other groups have
reported a modified polymer coating procedure in which
polyethylene groups are incorporated in the polymer shell,10
which should make these particles more stable against
precipitation. Also, for other systems such as C60 fullerenes,
it has been observed that cytotoxicity correlates with water
solubility and thus with the surface chemistry of the
particles.43
Impairment of Currents through Ion Channels upon
Incubation of Cells with Nanocrystals. Two cell lines (RBL
and CHO) were investigated regarding changes in their
morphology and their electrophysiological properties upon
incubation with nanocrystals. The CHO cell line was stably
transfected to express the hERG channel, and the used RBL
cell line endogenously expressed an inward rectifying
potassium channel. For CdSe/ZnS particle concentrations in
the nM range and incubation times of up to 2 days in serum-
containing medium, no morphological changes of the cells
were identified using high magnification light microscopy
(see Supporting Information), although uptake of the nanoc-
rystals by the cells was clearly verified by fluorescence
microscopy (Figure 3a). Patch-clamp recordings under
identical experimental circumstances of untreated and incu-
bated cells revealed no changes of ion channel function and
characteristic electrophysiological properties of the cells. In
Figures 3b and 3c, currents through the ion channels of RBL
and CHO cells before and after incubation with nanocrystals
are displayed. As ion channels play an important role in the
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cells vitality and function, their characteristics and function-
ality are a subtle indicator of the condition and viability of
the cells. We suggest that for our experimental conditions
for concentrations sufficient for CdSe/ZnS fluorescence
labeling of cells no impairment of the ion channels of the
investigated cells is observable.
Conclusions. In addition to a previous study,29 we have
determined the concentration limits of mercaptopropionic
acid coated CdSe and CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals in a more
detailed and absolute way. Poisoning of NRK cells due to
the release of Cd2+ ions starts at concentrations of 0.65 (
0.12 íM and 5.9 ( 1.3 íM of surface Cd atoms for
mercaptopropionic acid coated CdSe and CdSe/ZnS particles,
respectively (Figure 2b). In agreement with previous studies29
our data show that coating of CdSe particles with a ZnS
shells increases the critical concentration up to which no toxic
effects can be observed by almost a factor of 10. Since a
ligand shell of mercaptopropionic acid around the particles
is not very stable, such a shell cannot prevent the release of
Cd2+ ions from the particle surface. On the other hand,
embedding the particles in a stable ligand shell of cross-
linked silica molecules dramatically reduces the release of
Cd2+ ions. In the case of PEG-silica coated CdSe and CdSe/
ZnS particles we could not observe any toxic effect up to
concentrations of 30 íM Cd surface atoms (Figure 2c). We
ascribe this to the fact of reduced uptake of these particles
by cells. For polymer-coated nanocrystals, an additional
pathway of poisoning was observed. For polymer-coated
CdSe and CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals, cytotoxic effects started
at concentrations of approximately 0.80 ( 0.04 íM and 0.98
( 0.07 íM Cd surface atoms, respectively. These values
seem to be independent of an optional ZnS shell around the
CdSe particles. Cytotoxic effects for polymer-coated particles
start at slightly higher concentrations than for MPA-coated
CdSe, but already at significantly lower concentrations than
for MPA-coated CdSe/ZnS particles. These data suggest that
the polymer shell rather than an MPA shell is a better
diffusion barrier against the release of Cd2+ ions from CdSe
surfaces. On the other hand, if Cd2+ is drastically hindered
by a ZnS shell around the CdSe particles, cytotoxic effects
are more severe for polymer- than for MPA-coated particles.
This effect could be attributed to a precipitation of the
polymer-coated particles on the cell surface (Figure 2f).
We conclude that, in addition to the release of Cd2+ ions
from the surface of CdSe or CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles, cells
can also be impaired if nanoparticles precipitate on the cell
surface. Furthermore, cytotoxic effects are different in the
case that particles are ingested by the cells compared to the
case that particles are just present in the medium surrounding
the cells. From this point of view it is important to correlate
any study on the cytotoxicity of particles with a detailed
microscopy analysis about the pathway of particle uptake.
In accordance with another study,31 our data indicate a
massive influence of the surface chemistry of the particles
on their cytotoxic behavior in addition to the release of toxic
molecules. Certainly many aspects of particle cytotoxicity
still have to be investigated, since effects strongly depend
on many parameters such as surface chemistry, type of the
cell line, incubation time, serum-containing/free medium, etc.
Cleary, Cd-containing nanoparticles cannot be considered as
100% biocompatible, but depending on the experimental
situation conditions can be found under which no cytotoxic
effects occur.
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(I) Synthesis of the nanoparticles
The synthesis of hydrophobic CdSe, CdSe/ZnS, and Au nanoparticles is described in detail in
the supporting information of a previous paper 1. We have followed these protocols without
change. The hydrophobic particles were transferred to aqueous solution using three different
protocols.
1) The silanization of CdSe/ZnS particles with phosphonate silane has been described by
Gerion et al. 2,3 and the silanization of CdSe/ZnS particles with PEG silane has been
performed as reported by Parak et al. 3.
2) The polymer coating of Au and CdSe/ZnS particles has been described in detail by
Pellegrino et al. 1. We have followed these protocols without change. The same protocol was
applied for the polymer coating of CdSe particles.
3) We have changed our previous protocol in which the transfer of particles to aqueous
solution by ligand exchange with mercaptocarbonic acids is described 2.
The protocols for ligand exchange with mercaptocarbonic acids as used in this study are
reported below:
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Coating of CdSe and CdSe/ZnS particles with mercaptopropionic acid
First, CdSe or CdSe/ZnS particles (as prepared in organic solvent as described above)
were washed one time by precipitating them with methanol and redissolving them in
chloroform. The particles were then precipitated by the addition of methanol and the sample
was centrifuged and the supernatant discarded. The ligand exchange on the semiconductor
particles was carried out by taking the wet precipitate (approximately 10 nmol of red
fluorescent particles, or 40 nmol of green fluorescent particles) and adding 2 ml of anhydrous
DMF (N,N-Dimethylformamide, purchased from Sigma, #22,705-6). A homogeneous
distribution of the particles, which did not dissolve, was established by vortexing the sample.
Then, equal molar amounts of mercaptopropionic acid (200 ml, purchased from Sigma,
#M580-1) and 2-mercaptoethanol (160 ml, purchased from Sigma, #56,867-2) were added.
After vortexing the solution turned transparent in the case of CdSe/ZnS particles. The CdSe
cores did not produce a clear solution. This product was stored in the dark at room
temperature until actual experiments with the particles were scheduled. Then, the particles
were precipitated by adding 2 ml of deionized water and centrifugation. The particles were
resuspended in deionized water. The addition of 50-100 ml Base (TMAH dissolved in
methanol in a ratio of 1:3, tetramethylammonium hydroxide pentahydrate from Sigma,
#T7505) yielded a clear solution with a pH of 10. The solution was then run through two
NAP 25 gel columns (purchased from Amersham Biosciences, #17-0852-02) loaded with
deionized water in order to neutralize the pH and to clean the product of remaining reactants.
Coating of Au particles with mercaptoundecanoic acid
Tetraoctylammonium bromide stabilized Au particles dissolved in toluene have been
prepared according to standard protocols 4-7. We have followed the detailed description of the
gold synthesis reported by Pellegrino et al. 1. In this report the tetraoctylammonium bromide
ligands were then replaced by dodecanethiol ligands and the particles remained hydrophobic.
Here we performed a ligand exchange to mercaptoundecanoic acid, which resulted in
hydrophilic and thus water-soluble particles. For the ligand exchange with
mercaptoundecanoic acid we followed the protocol of Mayya et al. 8.
100 ml of tetraoctylammonium bromide stabilized Au particles dissolved in toluene as
prepared by Pellegrino et al. 1 were heated to 65°C. A hot solution (65°C) of 5.8 g
mercaptoundecanoic acid (MUA, Sigma #45.056-1) dissolved in 10 ml toluene was added.
This corresponds to a thirty-fold molar excess of MUA over the initial amount of gold. The
solution was kept at 65°C for 1 hour. Then it was stirred overnight at room temperature. The
day after a precipitate had formed. The solution was then centrifuged, and the translucent
supernatant was discarded. The precipitate was dissolved in 0.1M TRIS buffer and sonicated
to obtain a homogeneous, clear, violet solution of mercaptoundecanoic acid stabilized water-
soluble Au-particles.
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(II) Calculation of the number of surface atoms per nanoparticle and of the nanoparticle
/ surface atom concentrations
1) Calculation of the number of Cd surface atoms per CdSe particle
Given a certain radius of the particles, the number of surface atoms could be
calculated by comparing the spherical particles with a small, faceted nanorod with the same
surface. We assume, that we find the same number of atoms on a rod as we would find on a
spherical particle. A rod has six lateral and two basal facets, see Figure S1a. On the lateral
(non-polar) facets of the rods one finds one Cd-Atom per 30Å2. This can be understood by
looking at a unit cell of a wurtzite structure, see Figure S1b. The unit cell has the same shape
as the rod; especially it also has the six lateral facets. Each of these facets contains one Cd-
Atom. The area of one of these facets is a•c, with a and c being the lattice constants of the
CdSe-wurtzite structure. With a = 4.28 Å and c = 7.01 Å, one obtains 30.00 Å2 for the area
occupied by one Cd-atom on the lateral facets. A rod can be constructed by adding an
adequate number of layers of atoms onto one core unit cell.
On the hexagonal basal facets of the unit cell there are three atoms. This facet can be
split into six equivalent triangles, each of them with an area of 1/2 • 31/2/2 • a2. So the total
area per atom on this facet can be calculated to 15.86 Å2. However, due to the intrinsic
asymmetry of the wurtzite structure, and due to the growth mechanism, the (0001)-facet is
only occupied by Cd atoms, whereas the opposing (000-1)-facet is composed exclusively of
Se-atoms 9, so that the overall density of atoms of one species on the basal facets, is one per
31,72 Å2, which is roughly the same as on the lateral facets.
As the lateral facets mainly constitute the surface of the rod, a density of 1 atom per 30
Å2 surface area is a good approximation. Overall the number of Cd-atoms on the surface of a
CdSe particle can be calculated as N = 4 ! r2/30Å2, whereby r is the radius of the CdSe
particle.
Figure S1: a) A schematic drawing of a rod. b) A unit cell of the wurtzite structure. Cd atoms
are drawn in blue, Se atom in yellow. In each of the lateral facets there is one cadmium atom
and one Selenium atom. Inner atoms are screened by atoms of the other species. From this
picture one can also understand the difference between the two basal facets (0001) and (000-1).
In this figure the Cd atoms have three bonds upwards, the selenium atoms only one. In the other
direction the situation is contrary. From this derives the chemical difference of the two facets.
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2) Calculation of the number of Cd atoms on the surface of the CdSe core of CdSe/ZnS
particles
Since we identified Cd as the main source for cytotoxic effects, the ZnS shell around
the CdSe cores rather has to be considered as a protection shell preventing the release of Cd
atoms from the CdSe core than as an additional source of contamination. For this reason we
consider the Cd atoms on the surface of the CdSe particle core as surface atoms, which are
shielded by the ZnS shell. Thus, the number of Cd surface atoms for one CdSe/ZnS particle is
N = 4 ! r2/30Å2 (analogues to CdSe particles), whereby r is the radius of the CdSe core and
not of the whole CdSe/ZnS particle.
3) Calculation of the number of Au atoms on the surface of Au particles
To estimate the number of atoms on the surface of Au particles a method similar to
that used for the estimation of surface atoms of the CdSe particles is employed. First, we
calculate a mean surface area AAu per atom on a particle, then we calculate the number of
atoms on the surface of a particle with given radius r as N = 4 ! r2 / AAu. In the case of the
gold particles we have to consider that gold grows in fcc-structure. We assume that the
particles’ surface is mainly constituted by (111) and (100) facets. They have a close packing,
and therefore are very stable. On the (100) facet of the unit cell there are two atoms, so with a
lattice constant of a = 4.08 Å we find a density of one atom per 8.3 Å2. On the (111) facet we
find one atom per 7.21 Å2. This can be understood by looking at a cross section of the fcc unit
cell perpendicular to the [111] axis as marked in figure S2b. We find a triangle with three
atoms on each side. The side length is 21/2 • a. One of these triangles contains 2 atoms. So we
find a density of one atom per 7.21 Å2 on the (111) facet. Looking at the model systems Au55
and Au147 (see Figure S2a and b), which have closed shells, one can easily see that their
surface is mainly constituted by (100) facets. Therefore, as an approximation, we used the
value of AAu = 8 Å
2 surface area per atom. Overall the number of Au atoms on the surface of
an Au particle can be then calculated as N = 4 ! r2 / 8 Å2, whereby r is the radius of the Au
particle.
Figure S2: a) A model of Au55. This cluster is obtained by covering one single Au atom with two
closed layers of atoms. b) A model of Au147. Marked with arrows on the (100) plane is one face of the
cubic unit cell. On the (111) plane the triangle marks six atoms that can be assigned to one cubic unit
cell.
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4) Determination of the concentration of CdSe particles and Cd surface atoms
Measurement of the CdSe particle concentration c(CdSe particles):
The concentration of the CdSe nanocrystals is evaluated according to Yu et al. 10. Here,
absorption spectra of the cores in the range of 200-800 nm were measured with an UV/visible
spectrophotometer (BIOCHROM Ultraspec 3100 pro). The absorption A at first exciton peak
at wavelength  l0  is related to the particle concentration of the sample cP = c(CdSe particles)
by 
† 
A = cP ¥ l ¥e(l0)
d
, where e(l0) is size-dependent the extinction coefficient 
10, l the
pathlength of the cuvette, and d the dilution factor. Thus the particle concentration can be
obtained from the absorption spectra.
Calculation of the concentration of cadmium atoms c(Cd surface atoms) of the CdSe
core surface in solution:
For the estimation of the number NCd of cadmium atoms on the surface of a CdSe core we
calculate 
† 
NCd =
Acore (l0)
ACd
, where A Cd = 30 Å
2 (see II.1) is the average area of one Cd atom
and Acore(l0) the core surface area. The latter value is calculated by 
† 
Acore (l0) = 4r(l0)core
2 p ,
where rcore(l0) is taken from Yu et al. 
10, in dependence of the wavelength l0 of the first
exciton peak. Thus the particle concentration cP = c(CdSe particles) can be converted to a
cadmium surface atom concentration cN = c(Cd surface atoms) according to 
† 
cN = cP ¥ NCd .
Calculation of the mass concentration of CdSe nanocrystals in solution:
The mass mNC of one CdSe particle was calculated according to 
† 
mNC = mcore = dCdSe ¥Vcore ,
using the particle volume 
† 
Vcore =
4
3
rcore
3 p  and the mass density of CdSe 
† 
dCdSe = 5.810
g
cm3
 and
ignoring the mass contribution of organic surface ligands. The mass concentration is
† 
cm = cP ¥ mNC ¥ NA , where 
† 
NA = 6.022 ¥10
23 mol-1  is the Avogadro constant.
5) Determination of the concentration of CdSe/ZnS particles and Cd surface atoms
Measurement of the CdSe particle concentration:
In the case of CdSe cores with ZnS shell we assume the same extinction coefficient as for
CdSe particles without shell to get the particle concentration. The extinction coefficient is
taken from the data publishes by Yu et al. 10. We neglect the fact that upon growing a ZnS
shell the first exciton peak of CdSe/ZnS particles is shifted to higher wavelength by 5 to 15
nm compared to CdSe cores.
Calculation of the concentration of cadmium atoms c(Cd surface atoms) of the CdSe
core surface of CdSe/ZnS particles in solution:
For CdSe/ZnS particles we calculate the number of Cd surface atoms as the number of Cd
atoms that lie on the surface of the CdSe core. For this purpose the first exciton peak of the
CdSe cores has to be determined before growing the ZnS shell around them. From the
wavelength of the first exciton peak the diameter of the CdSe core and thus the number of Cd
atoms on the surface can be derived as described above for CdSe particles.
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Calculation of the mass concentration of CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals in solution:
The mass mNC = mcore of a CdSe particle without ZnS shell was calculated according to
† 
mNC = mcore = dCdSe ¥Vcore , using 
† 
Vcore =
4
3
rcore
3 p  and the mass density of CdSe
† 
dCdSe = 5.810
g
cm3
 by ignoring the mass contribution of organic surface ligands. In the case of
an addit ional  ZnS shel l  around the CdSe part icles  the mass
† 
mZnS = dZnS ¥
4
3
p ((rcore + Drshell )
3 - rcore
3 )of the ZnS shell was added to the core mass m core to
get 
† 
mNC = mcore + mZnS , where 
† 
dZnS = 4.090
g
cm3
 is the mass density of ZnS and
† 
Drshell = 0.75nm  is an average empirical value for the thickness of a ZnS shell, derived from
TEM measurements reported by Gerion et al. 2. The mass concentration is
† 
cm = cP ¥ mNC ¥ NA , where 
† 
NA = 6.022 ¥10
23 mol-1is the Avogadro constant and c P the
concentration of CdSe/ZnS particles in M.
6) Determination of the concentration of Au particles and Au surface atoms
Measurement of the Au particle concentration:
As in the case of CdSe particles absorption spectra of the Au particles in the range of 200-800
nm were measured with an UV/visible spectrophotometer (BIOCHROM Ultraspec 3100 pro).
The absorption A at the wavelength of the plasmon peak is 
† 
A = cP ¥ l ¥e(rP )
d
, where e(rP) =
1.29•107 M-1cm-1 is assumed as extinction coefficient for our gold particle with a radius of rP
= 2.3 nm, l the pathlength of the cuvette, d the dilution factor, and cP = c(Au particles) the
concentration of Au particles in the sample.
Calculation of the concentration of Au atoms located on the Au particle surface:
As in the case of CdSe particles, for the estimation of the number NAu of Au atoms on the
surface of an Au particle we use 
† 
NAu =
AP (rP )
AAu
, where A Au = 8 Å
2 (see II.3.) is the average
area of an Au atom and Ap(rP) is the surface area of a particle with radius rP. The latter value
is calculated by 
† 
AP (rP ) = 4rP
2p , where all the Au particles used in this study had a radius of rP
= 2.3 nm as determined by TEM. Thus the particle concentration cP = c(Au particles) was
converted to an Au surface atom concentration cN = c(Au surface atoms) according to
† 
cN = cP ¥ NAu .
7) Table of the used CdSe, CdSe/ZnS, and Au samples
In order to compare our results with the observations of other groups we give here a table in
which the conversion between different ways of quantifying nanocrystal concentrations is
given.
CdSe nanocrystals
l [nm] c(CdSe particles) [nM] c(Cd surface atoms) [mM] c(CdSe particles) [mg/ml]
560 10 1.1 0.63
599 10 2.1 1.7
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l [nm] = wavelength of the first exciton peak in the absorption spectrum of the CdSe core
particle
c(CdSe particles) [nM] = concentration of CdSe particles
c(Cd surface atoms) [mM] = concentration of Cd atoms which are located on the surface of
the CdSe particles
c(CdSe particles) [mg/ml] = mass concentration of CdSe particles
CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals
l [nm] c(CdSe/ZnS particles) [nM] c(Cd surface atoms) [mM] c(CdSe/ZnS particles) [mg/ml]
508 10 0.61 0.86
510 10 0.62 0.87
560 10 1.1 1.6
599 10 2.1 3.3
l [nm] = wavelength of the first exciton peak in the absorption spectrum of the CdSe core of
the CdSe/ZnS particle (must have been determined before the growth of the ZnS shell)
c(CdSe/ZnS particles) [nM] = concentration of CdSe/ZnS core/shell particles
c(Cd surface atoms) [mM] = concentration of Cd atoms which are located on the surface of
the CdSe core of the CdSe/ZnS particles
c(CdSe/ZnS particles) [mg/ml] = mass concentration of CdSe/ZnS particles
Au nanocrystals
c(Au particles) [nM] c(Au surface atoms) [mM] c(Au particles) [mg/ml]
10 8.31 5.92
c(Au particles) [nM] = concentration of Au particles
c(Au surface atoms) [mM] = concentration of Au atoms which are located on the surface of
the Au particles with a diameter of 4.6 nm
c(Au particles) [mg/ml] = mass concentration of Au particles with a diameter of 4.6 nm
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(III) Uptake of CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals by MDA-MB-435S breast cancer cells
MDA-MB-435S breast cancer cells were purchased from American Type Cell Culture
(ATCC) and cultivated at 37°C and 5% CO2 in the media proposed by ATCC. For uptake-
experiments the adherent cells were rinsed twice with PBS without Ca++ and Mg++ (PBS,
9,55g/l, Biochrom AG, Germany) in order to reduce the concentration of adhesion-promoting
Ca++ and Mg++ -ions inside the cells. The cells were then covered with Trypsin-EDTA-
solution (Biochrom AG, Germany) and incubated at 37°C for 5 minutes. After incubation the
now detached cells were diluted in PBS, filled into test tubes and centrifuged (5 min, 300g).
The Trypsin-EDTA containing supernatant was removed and the cells were resuspended in
media. The cells were diluted to a concentration of 7 * 104 cells/ml. For all uptake-
experiments 1 ml of cell-suspension was filled into a nunc-chamber® (Nalge, U.S.). To each
chamber 10 ml of 2-10 mM solution of two types of different coated nanocrystals, fluorescing
in red and green, respectively, were added. The final concentration of each type of
nanocrystals in the serum-supplemented media was 2-10 nM. After 18 h of incubation at 37°C
and 5% CO2 the cells were rinsed twice with PBS and fresh medium was added. The cells
were then incubated for additional 4 h to allow the cells to ingest the nanocrystals.
Before visualizing the cells their nucleus was stained with DAPI (Molecular Probes,
U.S.) following the providers protocol for adherent cells. For visualizing the cells the nunc-
chambers® were mounted onto a fluorescence microscope (Axiovert 200, Zeiss, Germany)
using a 100x oil-immersion objective. For every image one channel in differential
interference contrast mode (bw) and three individual channels in the fluorescence mode were
recorded using the following filters: blue channel (DAPI): excitation: G 365, beamsplitter: FT
395, emission: BP 445/50; green channel (green nanocrystals): excitation: BP 450,
beamsplitter: FT 480, emission: BP 535; red channel (red nanocrystals): excitation: BP 546,
beamsplitter: FT 580, emission: LP 590. For excitation a 100 Watt Mercury lamp (HBO 100,
Osram) was used at half power. The acquisition times varied between 100 and 500 ms for the
different types of nanocrystals, as they have different quantum yields. Images were recorded
with a Zeiss AxioCam  CCD camera. The recorded channels were overlaid using the
microscope software (Axiovision 4.1).
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(IV) Detachment of NRK fibroblast from the cell culture substrate upon incubation with
nanocrystals
Chemicals
Ultrapure water (MilliQ-grade) was used in all experiments. Octadecyltrichlorosilane
(OTS) was obtained from ABCR, Karlsruhe, Germany. Hexadecane, hexane, chloroform,
mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), cadmium acetate hydrate (CAH), cadmium perchlorate
hydrate (CPH), selenious acid (SA), zincchloride (ZC) PBS (phosphate buffer saline),
Penstrep solution (containing 10,000 units/ml Penicillin and 10 mg/ml streptomycin-sulfate,
and 0.9% NaCl), Liquid Media Supplement (ITS) as well as trypsin were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, FG 0435), HAM’S F-12
Medium (FG 0815) and fetal bovine serum (FBS, S0115) were from Biochrom KG (Berlin,
Germany). All chemicals were used as received.
Cell culture
Normal Rat Kidney (NRK)-fibroblasts (CRL-6509) were obtained from ATCC,
Manassas, USA. As cell culture medium DMEM with 10% FBS (fetal bovine serum) and 1%
Penstrep solution was used. During incubation with nanocrystals cells were cultivated in
serum free SATO medium (HAMS F12 with 1% serum supplement ITS), which stopped cell
proliferation. Measurements had to be performed in serum free medium since for our applied
automated counting procedure (see below) it is important that cell do not proliferate and
migrate too much. Otherwise it would be impossible to verify for each individual cell whether
it is still adherent at the same place of whether it has detached from the surface.
NRK-fibroblasts were seeded in 6-wellplates  (TPP, Switzerland; polyethylene, tissue
culture treated) to a concentration of 3600 cells / cm2. Special care was taken to achieve a cell
population of separated single cells, in order to get optimal conditions for the optical counting
procedure. Adhesion of the cells was observed after 5 to 24 hours. After cell adhesion, the cell
layer was gently rinsed three times with PBS buffer, and the adherent cells were counted in
PBS buffer within 20 min. The buffer then was replaced by the incubation medium (SATO
and the toxin, i.e. Cd salts or nanocrystals, in a target concentration). SATO treatment always
caused a certain loss of cells by detachment, even without toxin. After 48 hours of incubation,
cells were rinsed three times with PBS buffer, removing detached cells, while the residual
adherent cells were counted again in PBS buffer within 20 min.
Automated procedure to count adherent cells
A computer based optical counting method was used to sensibly detect the effects of
very low toxin concentrations to the adhesion behavior of living cells. Cells were counted on
images recorded with a phase contrast microscope before and after incubation with the toxin,
and the ratio R(c) of cells adherent to the surface after / before incubation versus the toxin
concentration c is plotted. For this purpose for each individual cell which was adherent before
incubation with the toxin, it was tested if the same cell is still adherent after incubation with
the toxin. Therefore, the position of each cell within the wellplate had to be registered before
incubation with the toxin and had to be found again after 48 hours incubation with the toxin.
While the motorized xy-stage of the microscope allowed for a very precise repositioning of
the wellplate holder, placing the wellplates led to an overall repositioning error of approx. 100
µm. This contributes to the relative error of about 10% for the measured average ratios R.
While a ratio R close to zero indicates the complete detachment of the cells from the surface,
a ratio of R = 1 means that statistically every cell is found after the incubation time where it
was seeded. The reference value R(c = 0) never is found to be = 1, because of the SATO
medium. Changing the serum-containing medium to serum free SATO medium alone results
in a detachment of some cells, even when no toxin is added (i.e. c = 0). Moreover, R(c) never
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is found to be = 0 since always a certain amount of dirt, dust particles, or cell debris is
counted wrongfully as adherent cells. In the worst case this background noise in R(c) due to
cell debris and other impurities could be as high as R(c) = 0.34. In the case of the polymer
coated nanocrystals for high particle concentrations there are basically no adherent cells left
and the constant R(c) > 0 background level is due to impurities wrongfully counted as
adherent cells. Therefore, for the interpretation of our data it is important to correlate the R(c)
curve with microscopy images. Another important information additional to the R(c) curves is
result of the viability tests performed for different concentrations. These data indicate whether
the counted adherent cells are alive or dead.
In practice, for each toxin concentration approximately 20000 cells were monitored in
94 pictures taken from two wellplate chambers. This was done with an inverted optical
microscope (Axiovert 200, Carl Zeiss, Jena) in phasecontrast mode with a 4x Achroplan
objective. Hydrophobic circular glass cover slides (preparation see below) were placed to
float on the buffer surface to avoid light scattering through the meniscus of the liquid at the
chamber walls, which would result in a brightness gradient in the pictures. The pictures, taken
with a Zeiss AxioCam HRm CCD camera, showed a surface area of 2.6 mm ¥ 3.5 mm as a
black background with the light spots of adherent cells (and dirt), see Figure S3. This high
contrast and the low brightness variations of the background allowed for a computer based
particle analysis with the data evaluation software Igor Pro 4.1, running on a Dual 2.0 GHz
Macintosh PowerPC. Using the subroutine package of Igor Pro for image processing, it was
possible to automate the cell counting. For particle analysis, a threshold in the grayscale was
used for the particle detection based on the average brightness of a picture. The threshold and
a minimum value for the spot size were the necessary parameters for a reliable counting of
surface adherent particles.
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Figure S3.1: a) Phase contrast image of NRK fibroblasts in SATO medium, cultured for 24 hours, before
the addition of nanocrystals. b) Same image with the NA=198 counted cells (marked in the image) that
have been detected by the image analysis software. c) Phase contrast image of NRK fibroblasts after 48
hours of incubation in 50 nM MPA coated CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals wavelength of the absorption peak of
the CdSe core l = 508 nm, corresponding to a CdSe core diameter of d = 2.4 nm; 61 Cd surface atoms
per nanoparticle) in SATO medium. This image shows the same area of the cell culture substrate as
shown in a) and b). The area could be identified by the scratch in the surface. d) Same image with
NB=108 cells counted by the image analysis software (marked in the image). e) Overlay of image a)
(black) and c) (red). This image compares the adherent cells before (a) and after (c) incubation with the
nanocrystals. Note that a lot of cells detached from the surface upon incubation with the nanocrystals,
while the still adherent cells moved during the 48 hours incubation time in SATO medium. They show a
spindle-like shape and viability tests indicate that these cells are alive. The situation is typical for the
intoxication of the NRK fibroblasts in serum free medium and for a low concentration of cadmium. The
value 
† 
R = NB
NA
 is taken for the same concentration from in total 94 positions (pictures). The averaged
value is plotted in the diagrams R vs. concentration as one data point including the standard deviation of
R as error bar.
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Figure S3.2: a) Phase contrast image of NRK fibroblasts in SATO medium, cultured for 24 hours, before
the addition of nanocrystals. b) Same image with the NA=228 counted cells (marked in the image) that
have been detected by the image analysis software. c) Phase contrast image of NRK fibroblasts after 48
hours of incubation in 325 nM MPA coated CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals wavelength of the absorption peak of
the CdSe core l = 508 nm, corresponding to a CdSe core diameter of d = 2.4 nm; 61 Cd surface atoms
per nanoparticle) in SATO medium. This image shows the same area of the cell culture substrate as
shown in a) and b). d) Same image with NB=225 cells counted by the image analysis software (marked in
the image). e) Overlay of image a) (black) and c) (red). This image compares the adherent cells before
(a) and after (c) incubation with the nanocrystals. Note that almost no cells detached from the surface
upon incubation with nanocrystals. Adherent cells did not move on the substrate during the 48 hours
incubation in the SATO medium. They show a sphere-like shape and viability tests indicate that the cells
are dead. The situation is typical for intoxication of the NRK fibroblasts in serum free medium at high
concentration of cadmium. In general, non-adherent cells and dirt were suppressed by rinsing with PBS
buffer prior to image capturing. The value 
† 
R = NB
NA
 is taken for the same concentration from in total 94
positions (pictures). The averaged value is plotted in the diagrams R vs. concentration as one data point
including the standard deviation of R as error bar.
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Hydrophobic glass cover slides
A solution of 10 mM octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) in hexadecane was used to
functionalize the surface of glass cover slides by dip coating for one hour. Finally the slides
were rinsed with hexadecane, hexane and chloroform. The resulting surface showed
advancing contact angles of approx. 92° for water.
Fluorescence microscopy to image the nanocrystals ingested by individual cells
Fluorescence microscopy was performed on an inverted microscope (Axiovert 200
from Carl Zeiss) with a Carl Zeiss FluoArc system, using a mercury lamp HBO 100. The
filters for the fluorescence detection of the nanocrystals were the Q-dot TM 500 LP from
AHF, Germany, as well as the filter sets 15 and 49 from Carl Zeiss.
Viability test
The Viability Kit L3224 from Molecular Probes was applied to distinguish between
living and dead cells. Esterase activity of living cells converts non-fluorescent calcein-AM to
intensely green fluorescent calcein. The second agent of this kit, Ethidium homodimer-1,
enters defect cell membranes of dead cells and shows a 40-fold enhanced red fluorescence
when it binds to nucleic acids of the cytoplasm. Following the manufacturers instructions for
this test, cells were rinsed thoroughly with PBS buffer and a 4 µM solution of the agents was
applied for 45 min. The filter set 00 from Carl Zeiss was used to watch the red fluorescence,
while a 31001 filter from Chroma was used for the green fluorescence. In Figure S4 an
example of this viability test is shown.
Similar viability tests have been used by other groups to determine cytotoxic effects of
Cd ions, and CdSe and CdSe/ZnS particles 11-13. These tests are based on measuring metabolic
activity of cells or on the staining of dead cells, and are from this point conceptually different
from our experiments in which cell survival was measured in terms of cell adherence.
a)
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Figure S4:  NRK fibroblasts were cultivated for 24 hours in DMEM cell medium with serum.
After this incubation they were rinsed with PBS buffer. Further culture was performed in
serum free SATO medium containing cadmium perchlorate hydrate as cadmium source. The
viability test was applied. Pictures show an overlay of the phase contrast image and the
images of green and red fluorescence.  a) NRK fibroblasts after incubation in 0.1 mM
cadmium perchlorate hydrate. All adherent cells are marked as living (green color) and show
a spindle like shape. b) NRK fibroblasts after incubation in 5 mM of cadmium perchlorate
hydrate. Almost all adherent cells are marked as dead (red color) and show a spherical shape.
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(V) Patch clamp experiments
To further evaluate the biocompatibility of nanocrystals we conducted
electrophysiological studies of cells incubated with nanocrystals using the planar patch clamp
technique 14. Two cell lines (RBL and CHO) were investigated in regard to changes in their
morphology and their electrophysiological properties upon incubation with nanocrystals. The
CHO cell line was stably transfected to express the hERG channel and the RBL cell line used
endogenously expresses an inward rectifying potassium channel.
All cells were grown to 60-80% confluence in their standard serum-supplemented
medium as described in the ATCC catalogue. The cells were incubated with nanocrystals at
the desired concentration in their normal growth medium at 37 degrees Celsius and 5% CO2
(several hours up to 2 days). After the incubation period, cells were isolated with a brief
trypsin treatment. The resulting cell suspension was centrifuged twice at 1000 U/min for 2
minutes and the supernatant was pipetted off to remove cell fragments and debris. For
resuspension the electrophysiological recording solutions were used. The cleaned cell
suspension had a cell concentration of about one million cells per milliliter. Cells were
examined with a confocal laser microscope to validate the quantum dot uptake by
fluorescence measurements.
Figure S5: The Port-a-Patch electrophysiology workstation. In a) the chip mounting station and the
software steered suction control unit are shown. The full Port-a-Patch system including amplifier and
PC is depicted in b) and c) displays the micro structured borosilicate glass chips, which are glued
onto small twist caps. The caps contain an O-ring and are screwed onto the holder in the chip
mounting station to obtain an airtight arrangement for suction application. Electrolyte solutions and
cell suspension is pipetted onto the backside and top of the chip with standard pipettes as shown. The
solutions are electrically contacted via Ag/AgCl electrodes, which are implemented in the system.
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Electrophysiological characterization and evaluation of cell function/viability of the
cells ion channels were performed by whole cell recordings 15. All measurement have been
performed with the chip-based patch clamp technique 14 using the Port-a-Patch system by
Nanion Technologies (www.nanion.de) 16. The system uses micro structured borosilicate
glass chips for whole cell patch clamp assays in an automated format. The Port-a-Patch was
used in conjunction with an EPC-10 patch clamp amplifier (HEKA, Lambrecht, Germany)
and is shown in Figure S5.
Cells were positioned and sealed on a micron-sized aperture in the glass chips by
feedback controlled suction application. Brief suction pulses were applied to rupture the cells
membrane across the aperture to obtain access to the cells interior, e.g. getting into the whole
cell configuration. In the whole cell configuration, the current through the complete ensemble
of all ion channels in the cell membrane is recorded, allowing the investigation of the ionic
current conducted by the entire cell.
The chips for the recordings had an open aperture resistance of 2-3 MΩ. The recorded
data were filtered at 3 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz. The electrophysiological recording
solutions had the following ionic compositions (mM): extracellular (top of chip): NaCl (140),
KCl (3), MgCl2 (1), CaCl2 (1), HEPES (10), pH = 7.4, 270 mOsm; intracellular (underside of
chip): for RBL cells: K-Aspartate (120), EGTA (10), HEPES (10), NaCl (10), pH=7.2; for
CHO cells: KCl (120), NaCl (10), EGTA (10), Hepes (10), pH = 7,2. About 5 ml of cell
suspension were pipetted onto the chip and standard suction protocols of the Port-a-Patch
system were applied for cell positioning and achieving tight seal whole cell configurations.
Standard voltage protocols were applied for the recordings of ionic currents.
After the electrophysiological characterization, the patch clamped cell on the aperture
was examined with the confocal microscope to evaluate the fluorescence of nanocrystals
inside the cell. In Figure S6, images of patch clamped cells on the chip are displayed, showing
the fluorescence of the quantum dots inside the cell. Below the cell is the micron-sized
aperture in the chip, which can be perceived as a small dot. The larger circle around aperture
in the centre corresponds to the 3-D-microstructure in the chip. On the chip surface are more
cells in the vicinity of the patch clamped cell and all show the characteristic fluorescence. By
this procedure it was guaranteed, that all cells investigated had incorporated the nanocrystals.
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Figure S6: Electrical properties of RBL cells after 4 h incubation with MPA-coated CdSe/ZnS
nanocrystals (wavelength of the absorption peak of the CdSe core l = 508 nm, corresponding to a
CdSe core diameter of d = 2.4 nm; 61 Cd surface atoms per nanoparticle). Top: Currents as
obtained after incubation in 10 nM, 50 nM, and 100 nM CdSe/ZnS particles. Measurements were
performed in two different external K+ concentrations showing the characteristic inward rectifying
current of the fully functional potassium channels. The current at the higher potassium
concentration is larger due to the abundance of permeating ions. Bottom: Each picture shows a cell
positioned on the hole in the glass chip as seen under white light (WL, bright field) and as
fluorescence while excitation with 488 nm laser light. The images at the bottom show an overlay of
the bright field and fluorescence pictures.
In addition the cell morphology before and after incubation of the cells was investigated by
optical microscopy (Figures S7, S8). No changes in cell morphology could be detected at the
used concentrations and incubation time. Incubation with nanocrystals was performed for 4
hours in serum-supplemented medium.
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Figure S7: RBL cells before and after 3-4 h incubation with MPA-coated CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals
(wavelength of the absorption peak of the CdSe core l = 508 nm, corresponding to a CdSe core
diameter of d = 2.4 nm; 61 Cd surface atoms per nanoparticle). The images show RBL cells before
(a) and 3 h after (b) incubation in 5 nM CdSe/ZnS particles; RBL cells before (c) and 4 h after (d)
incubation in 10 nM; before (e) and 4 h after (f) incubation in 50 nM; before (g) and 4 h after (h)
incubation in 100 nM CdSe/ZnS particles.
Figure S8: CHO cells expressing hERG before and after incubation with MPA-coated CdSe/ZnS
nanocrystals. The images show cells before (a) and 3 h after (b) incubation in 5 nM nanocrystals
(wavelength of the absorption peak of the CdSe core l = 508 nm, corresponding to a CdSe core
diameter of d = 2.4 nm; 61 Cd surface atoms per nanoparticle); before (c) and 3 h after (d) incubation
in 5 nM nanocrystals (wavelength of the absorption peak of the CdSe core l  = 547 nm,
corresponding to a CdSe core diameter of d = 3.0 nm; 92 Cd surface atoms per nanoparticle); before
(e) and 3 h after (f) incubation in 200 nM  nanocrystals (wavelength of the absorption peak of the
CdSe core l = 547 nm, corresponding to a CdSe core diameter of d = 3.0 nm; 92 Cd surface atoms
per nanoparticle); before (g) and 10 h after (h) incubation in 200 nM (wavelength of the absorption
peak of the CdSe core l = 547 nm, corresponding to a CdSe core diameter of d = 3.0 nm; 92 Cd
surface atoms per nanoparticle).
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Nanostructuring of surfaces has evolved as an interesting re-
search target over the past decade. Electrochemical sensors
have benefited from this new technology mainly due to
modified diffusion characteristics, an increase in roughness,
new electrocatalytic properties, and sensitivity enhance-
ment.[1,2] For the application of proteins on electrodes, nano-
particles are particularly advantageous for the preservation
of activity and signal amplification.[3–7]
The use of proteins in direct communication with an
electrode provides the basis for constructing signal chains
from reaction partners in solution towards the electrode,
mainly for biosensor applications.[8–12] Cytochrome c is by
far the most intensively investigated protein with respect to
the heterogeneous electron transfer,[13–15] and was used as a
model in the present study.
Recently it has been shown that semiconductor nanopar-
ticles can not only be used as fluorescence labels for biomol-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNGecules[16–18] but can also be attached to metal electrodes for
photoelectrochemical studies.[19, 20] In this study, electron–
hole pair generation within such particles is combined with
a redox protein to obtain heterogeneous electron transfer
after photoexcitation. This is an interesting feature since it
is desirable to read out the electrochemical response of a
protein on a certain area of an electrode, which cannot be
achieved by the electrode potential only. Thus, the idea of a
light-addressable sensor is envisaged.[21,22] Nanoparticles
provide an additional advantage in this case since they
allow a higher spatial resolution compared to a bulk semi-
conductor material.
In this study, it is shown that the application of quantum
dots allows optical control of charge transfer from a protein
to an electrode. For this purpose, CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles[23]
have been immobilized on gold electrodes using dithiane
(Figure 1). The modified electrode was immersed in a phos-
phate buffer solution, light pulses of 5–20 s were applied
(wavelengths within the absorption range of the particles
lmax=525 nm), and the amperometric current response was
recorded. A photocurrent at the nanoparticle-modified elec-
trode was obtained, which resulted from electron–hole pair
generation that followed the light absorption process and
electron transfer between the nanoparticles and the gold
surface (Figure 2A). The direction of the current flow was
found to depend on the applied electrode potential.
Figure 3 illustrates this potential dependence within a range
of 500 mV to +500 mV versus a Ag/AgCl electrode. A set
of repetitive measurements (n=36) at 250 mV versus Ag/
AgCl indicated good stability of the basic system (Au/di-
thiane/quantum dots) over several hours as only an average
photocurrent decrease of 1.5 nA was observed (average
starting value=8.5 nA). This also applies to dry storage at
room temperature (1.4 nA signal decrease after five days).
However, the layer of fixed CdSe nanoparticles was not
only able to exchange electrons with the electrode but also
with redox-active substances in solution.[23] In these cases an
enhanced photocurrent was detected. For example, a light-
induced reduction current was found at 250 mV versus
Ag/AgCl when hexacyanoferrate ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(iii) ions were present in
solution (Figure 2B). Thus, an electron transfer from the
electrode via the quantum dots to the ions in solution
(acting as an electron acceptor) was achieved. As expected,
no enhanced photocurrent was measurable at +250 mV
versus Ag/AgCl, since all the ions were already in the oxi-
dized state and thus not able to transfer electrons towards
the CdSe/ZnS nanoparticles. Hence, by applying a negative
Figure 1. Schematic view of a system for photoswitchable electron
transfer from an electrode via quantum dots towards the redox pro-
tein cytochrome c (in solution). After photoexcication, a protein-
dependent photocurrent can be detected (ON) whereas in the dark
no electron transfer via the nanoparticles takes place (OFF). The
CdSe/ZnS particles were fixed to the Au surface by using dithiane
and modified with a promoter compound (e.g., mercaptopropionic
acid).
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potential in combination with a light pulse it was possible to
control the reduction of hexacyanoferrateACHTUNGTRENNUNG(iii) ions. It has to
be mentioned that the basic current without illumination
was also increased under these conditions, because the mod-
ification with dithiane and the nanoparticles did not com-
pletely block the surface for the small hexacyanoferrate
ions. However, since only the photocurrent is evaluated, this
does not limit the applicability of the measurement.
When the same electrode was used in a cytochrome c
solution no photocurrent enhancement was found upon illu-
mination. Clearly the CdSe/ZnS particles did not provide a
suitable surface for efficient electron transfer to the heme
protein. In order to decrease the hydrophobic properties of
the particle surface, the original layer of hydrophobic sur-
factant molecules on their surface was converted to a hydro-
philic one by ligand exchange using mercaptopropionic acid
or mercaptosuccinic acid. As can be seen in the inset of
Figure 4, the electrodes showed a completely different be-
havior. As cytochrome c has a redox potential at around
0 mV versus Ag/AgCl and the protein molecules are in an
oxidized state, a negative electrode potential has been ap-
plied. An enhanced photocurrent was detected starting from
protein concentrations of about 1 mm. Advantageously, the
basic current (without illumination) is only slightly influ-
enced by the addition of cytochrome c to the solution (1 nA
upon addition of 1.5 mm cytochrome c). Thus, the nanoparti-
cle modification provides a barrier for the electron transfer
when the electrode is not photoexcited. The application of
an electrode potential more positive than the redox poten-
tial (+250 mV) did not result in an enhanced photocurrent.
These experiments prove that the quantum dot layer fixed
to the gold electrode can work as a light-controlled switch
for heterogeneous electron transfer to the redox protein cy-
tochrome c. Investigations of the stability of the protein re-
sponse showed the importance of a proper interface design.
Several repeated measurements resulted in a gradual loss of
the photocurrent. However, this instability probably origi-
nated from partial blocking of the surface by denatured pro-
tein as it could be circumvented by longer modification
times of the nanoparticles within the promoter solution
(mercaptopropionic or mercaptosuccinic acid).
The photocurrent was found to increase with the con-
centration of oxidized cytochrome c in the micromolar con-
centration range (Figure 4). Thus, the system allows not
only detection of the redox state of the protein but also pro-
vides a basis for the detection of protein interactions with
small analyte molecules such as superoxide radicals, which
are able to reduce cytochrome c. In addition it may be val-
uable for the detection of analyte molecules that are con-
verted by enzymes accepting cytochrome c as an electron
donor or acceptor. The platform described here might be
extended to other redox proteins by using different promot-
er molecules for modification of the nanoparticles and by
immobilization of the proteins, thus providing the basis for
use in a protein array. By immobilizing different proteins on
Figure 2. A) Current response in a 0.1m phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)
with A1) a dithiane-modified Au electrode and A2) a dithiane/quan-
tum-dot-modified Au electrode; B) current response of a dithiane/
quantum-dot-modified Au electrode in B1) 0.1m phosphate buffer
(pH 7.4) and B2) the same buffer containing 50 mm hexacyanoferrate-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(iii). Potential: 250 mV versus Ag/AgCl; pulse time: 6 s.
Figure 3. Dependence of the photocurrent of a quantum-dot-modified
Au electrode on the applied potential (0.1m phosphate buffer
(pH 7.4), pulse time=10 s, error bars indicate the variation found
within six repeated measurements at each potential).
Figure 4. Dependence of the photocurrent on the concentration of
cytochrome c detected at a Au electrode modified with quantum
dots/mercaptosuccinic acid. The inset shows the change in current
with time following a 5 s light pulse in a) 0.1m phosphate buffer
(pH 7.4), b) a 1.5 mm cytochrome c solution, and c) a 4.5 mm cyto-
chrome c solution in the same buffer. Potential: 250 mV versus Ag/
AgCl.
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the same electrode surface and by addressing the respective
readout with a light pulse, a new generation of protein
arrays could evolve. In conclusion, we report that light-in-
duced electron transfer from a modified electrode to the
redox protein cytochrome c has been achieved.
Keywords:
cytochrome c · electrochemistry · gold · proteins ·
quantum dots
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E.4 Catalytic and seeded shape-selective synthesis of
II–VI semiconductor nanowires
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We demonstrate catalytic and seeded shape-selective growth of CdSe nanos-
tructures by a steady-state vapor-transport process. By varying the powder
and sample temperatures, we observe a transition from a regime where cat-
alytic growth is dominant to a metal-free self-induced nucleation regime. We
then show that the best structural and optical quality are obtained by using
CdSe colloidal nanocrystals as seeds for metal-free growth, as indicated by
electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and photoluminescence.
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Abstract
We demonstrate catalytic and seeded shape-selective growth of CdSe nanostructures by a steady-state vapor-transport process. By
varying the powder and sample temperatures, we observe a transition from a regime where catalytic growth is dominant to a metal-free
self-induced nucleation regime. We then show that the best structural and optical quality are obtained by using CdSe colloidal
nanocrystals as seeds for metal-free growth, as indicated by electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and photoluminescence.
r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
High-aspect-ratio semiconductor nanostructures are of
great interest due to their potential applications in
electronics and photonics [1–3]. II–VI materials, in
particular, can be grown in a variety of different shapes
such as nanowires (NWs), nanoribbons (NRs), nanosaws
(NSs), nanorods (NRDs) or multi-branched structures
[4–7]. Vapor-phase deposition techniques usually involve
the use of a metal catalyst particle to promote NW
nucleation [1,2,6–8]. Within this approach, however, the
metal may result in a source of contamination, leading to
the formation of detrimental scattering centers and intra-
bandgap deep-level states [9].
Vapor transport in a single-zone quartz tube furnace is a
widely employed approach for nanostructure synthesis
[6,7,10,11]. Several groups reported catalyst-free NWs or
NRDs by this technique [6,10,12]. In some cases, it was
claimed that homo- or hetero-epitaxial nucleation on pre-
existing crystalline surfaces was needed as a driving force
for NRD growth [6,12], although similar results were also
obtained on amorphous substrates [10]. On the other hand,
wet-chemistry also allows metal-free synthesis of NRDs in
solution [4,13]. Their dimensions, though, do not exceed a
few hundreds nanometers, limiting their potential for some
applications. Also, they cannot be selectively grown and
aligned on a substrate in well-deﬁned positions, but require
post-deposition handling.
CdSe is one of the most investigated II–VI semiconduc-
tors [4,6]. With its bulk direct bandgap of 1.73 eV, it is a
very promising candidate for photovoltaics applications.
Here we identify three different growth regimes for CdSe
nanostructures synthesis: catalytic, self-seeded and colloid-
seeded growth. We then report the catalyst-free synthesis of
CdSe NRDs and multipods by vapor transport.
2. Experimental
CdSe nanostructures are synthesized by vapor transport
in a horizontal tube, single-zone furnace reactor. Key
features of our system and synthesis procedures are
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described elsewhere [8]. For the set of experiments
described here, we use Au-patterned (0.5 nm) oxidized Si
/1 0 0S substrates for catalytic NW growth. During the
heating ramp, the catalyst layer splits into nanoislands
about 10 nm in diameter, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Bare-
oxidized Si /1 0 0S chips are used for seeded growth. CdSe
nanocrystals (5–10 nm in diameter), produced by solution
methods [14] are dispersed from chloroform onto oxidized
Si substrates for colloid-assisted growth (Fig. 1(b)). CdSe
nanostructures are characterized by ﬁeld-emission-gun
scanning electron microscopy (FEGSEM), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
photoluminescence (PL). PL measurements are acquired by
using an Ar-ion laser coupled to a micro-Raman spectro-
meter.
3. Results and discussion
We previously demonstrated that Au-catalyzed shape-
selective synthesis of CdSe nanostructures is ruled by an
interplay between surface kinetics and precursor impinging
rate [8]. For our vapor-transport furnace reactor, these two
parameters are driven by substrate and powder tempera-
ture, respectively (TS, TP). The lower triangle of the
diagram in Fig. 2 summarizes the general trends observed
for NW, NR and NS synthesis [8,15]. The main idea behind
position and shape selectivity relies on the different CdSe
vapor sticking and kinetics on different surfaces. In our
particular case, interactions between CdSe(V)–Au, CdSe(V)–
CdSe(S), and CdSe(V)–SiO2(S) (V ¼ vapor, S ¼ solid) have
to be considered. Due to the higher sticking coefﬁcient of
CdSe on Au, Au-catalyzed NWs can be grown, with no
excess CdSe deposited on the NW sidewalls or on the
uncoated SiO2 areas of the substrate (Fig. 2, lower vertex).
At higher powder temperatures, however, the thermal
energy is no longer sufﬁcient to fully desorb the incoming
precursor. Thus homoepitaxial CdSe growth occurs on
the NW sidewalls, leading eventually to a NR or NS
morphology (Fig. 2). Hence, a proper combination of
parameters allows us to control the nanocrystal shape [8].
It should be noted that, within the NWs–NRs–NSs region
of Fig. 2, position selectivity can always be achieved
by pattering the Au catalyst. This because the sticking
of CdSe vapor on SiO2 is still suppressed for these
conditions [8,16].
Within the NS regime (TP4650 1C, 450 1CoTSo500 1C),
elongated NRD branches begin to form on Au-catalyzed
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Fig. 1. (a) FEGSEM image of Au nanoislands resulting from the splitting of the patterned catalyst layer. (b) TEM image of CdSe colloids used for colloid-
assisted growth [13].
Fig. 2. Shape diagram of CdSe nanostructures obtained by varying
powder and sample temperatures. Three growth regimes are found.
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NWs or NRs (Fig. 2(a)) [8]. This indicates that Au-free CdSe
NRDs may be synthesized at higher TP compared to their Au-
catalyzed NW counterpart, though still requiring an existing
CdSe surface to promote initial nucleation. By further
increasing TP, however, the local CdSe vapor density becomes
enough for CdSe nanoislands to nucleate even on the bare
SiO2 substrate. This is the regime marked as self-seeded
growth in Fig. 2. For such a combination of parameters, it is
possible to grow nanopods and NRDs on bare-oxidized Si
chips, without the need of any metal catalyst or surface
preparation (Fig. 2(b)). In fact, two separate mechanisms take
place in a self-seeded process. The ﬁrst is the nucleation of a
CdSe seed on SiO2. For ﬁxed TP, a higher density of seeds is
achieved by lowering TS. Then, as soon as the seed is formed,
this constitutes a preferential sticking point to promote further
anysotropic epitaxial growth, similar to what happens for a
NS teeth. However, we ﬁnd that the formation of regular rods
versus multipods or more disordered structures is enhanced by
increasing TS (for ﬁxed TP). The overlap between seed
formation and NRDs growth is thus very narrow and a
compromise has to be reached between ﬁnal density and
morphology of the resulting nanostructures.
In order to overcome these limitations, we decouple
NRD growth and seed preparation by dispersing spherical
CdSe colloidal nanocrystals on Si chips prior to loading the
substrates in the vapor-transport reactor. In this case,
initial condensation of CdSe vapor on SiO2 is no longer
necessary and NRD formation can be achieved at higher
TS compared to self-seeded growth (Fig. 2, colloidal-seeded
growth region). The best uniformity in terms of NRD
morphology, length and diameter is found by following
this approach (Fig. 2(c)). In addition, colloid-seeded NRDs
tend to exhibit a spontaneous vertical alignment.
XRD measurements performed on self-seeded multipods
(Fig. 1(b)) and colloid-seeded NRDs are shown in Fig. 3.
Several powder-diffraction peaks are detected for the self-
seeded sample, which can be assigned both to cubic and
hexagonal CdSe (Fig. 3(a)). A single phase (wurtzite) is
revealed by the 2y scan in Fig. 3(b) instead. Peaks related to
Cd oxides (marked as ‘*’ in Fig. 3) are seen in both cases,
probably due to post-growth surface oxidation when expos-
ing the samples to atmosphere. XRD results indicate that
NRDs grown at higher TS by means of colloidal seeds also
offers a superior crystallographic quality. It has been reported
that CdSe tetrapods grown by solution-based techniques
exhibit a zinc blende (cubic) core and wurtzite (hexagonal)
branches [13]. However, there is also evidence that such
proposed dual-phase nucleation is not responsible for
tetrapods formation but rather this is triggered by the
presence of crystal twinnings within the wurtzite tetrapod
core [17]. Due to the wide shape distribution of our self-
seeded nanostructures, we believe that the mixed phase
detected in Fig. 3(a) accounts more for highly disordered
crystals rather than for regular cubic-core/wurzite-branch
tetrapods. On the other hand, colloidal nanocrystals guaran-
tee a much better seed uniformity, both in terms of shape and
size distribution. As an additional advantage, we emphasize
that colloidal seeds might be pre-patterned ex situ on Si
substrates by means of various techniques [4,18], whereas the
in situ self-seeding process occurs randomly on the surface
with no possible selective placement.
Finally, Fig. 4 compares the temperature-dependent optical
emission of Au-catalyzed CdSe NWs and colloid-seeded
CdSe NRDs. PL spectra in Fig. 4(a) show a broad and
structured low-energy emission band around 1.7 eV, which
may be attributed to electron-to-shallow-acceptor and
shallow-donor-to-acceptor transitions [19]. Compared to the
near-band-edge emission, such band is dominant at low
temperatures and disappears above 170K, as expected [19].
No low-energy band is found for the NRDs in Fig. 4(b). The
possibility for the Au catalyst being responsible for the
differences in PL emission is currently under investigation.
As a ﬁnal remark, we note that, unlike the CdSe colloids
PL emission (Fig. 1), NBE emission of CdSe NWs and
NRDs occurs at the bulk CdSe bandgap energy. No
quantum conﬁnement effects are observed as the Bohr
radius for CdSe is as low as 5 nm [20] (our Au-catalyzed
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Fig. 3. XRD spectra comparing the internal structure of (a) self-seeded
CdSe multi-branched nanostructures, presenting both zinc blende (cubic)
and wurtzite (hexagonal) phases and (b) colloid-assisted CdSe NRDs,
where wurtzite phase is dominant. Peaks labeled by ‘*’ are assigned to
CdO2 [17].
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NW are typically 50 nm in diameter [8]). The NRD
diameter (100–200 nm) is also much larger than the size
of the original CdSe colloids (5 nm). The dispersed
nanocrystals act only as seeds to initiate NR formation,
and do not appear to limit the NR diameter (as opposed to
Au seeds for catalytic growth). In principle, any particle or
material with higher sticking coefﬁcient than SiO2 could be
potentially suitable for such purpose. However, by choos-
ing nanocrystal seeds made of the same material as the
NRDs we can rule out undesirable contamination. Self-
driven anisotropic growth for catalyst-free NRDs is
believed to arise from a combination of material-related
properties (such as surface energy and polarity [10]) and
experimental conditions [21].
4. Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated the catalytic, self-seeded
and colloidal-assisted growth of CdSe nanostructures by
thermal evaporation in a single-zone furnace tube. Use of
CdSe colloids made possible the metal-free homoepitaxial
synthesis of NRDs in a high-TP regime, overcoming this
intrinsic self-seeded growth limitation. This solution
provides the best NRDs in terms of uniformity of
morphology, diameter, and length. Comparison of XRD
spectra on self-seeded and colloidal-assisted grown nanos-
tructures demonstrates the superior crystallographic qual-
ity of the high-TP NRDs, which exhibit uniform hexagonal
structural arrangement. Good optical quality was con-
ﬁrmed by low-temperature PL measurements.
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defects or impurities are found for the colloid-assisted NRDs, suggesting
their superior crystal quality.
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We report on the temperature and size dependence of the photolumines-
cence of core CdTe colloidal quantum dots (QDs). We show that at tem-
peratures lower than 170 K a thermally activated transition between two
different states separated by about 12-20 meV takes place. At temperatures
higher than 170 K, the main nonradiative process is thermal escape assisted
by multiple longitudinal optical (LO) phonons absorption. Moreover, we
show that quantum confinement affects both the exciton-acoustic phonons
and the exciton-LO phonons coupling. The coupling constant with acoustic
phonons is strongly enhanced in QDs (up to 31eV/K) with respect bulk CdTe
(0.7eV/K). On the contrary, the exciton-LO phonons coupling constant de-
creases as the dot size decreases (down to 14 meV with respect 24.5 meV in
the bulk).
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We report on the temperature and size dependence of the photoluminescence of core CdTe colloidal quantum
dots (QDs). We show that at temperatures lower than 170 K a thermally activated transition between two
different states separated by about 12-20 meV takes place. At temperatures higher than 170 K, the main
nonradiative process is thermal escape assisted by multiple longitudinal optical (LO) phonons absorption.
Moreover, we show that quantum confinement affects both the exciton-acoustic phonons and the exciton-
LO phonons coupling. The coupling constant with acoustic phonons is strongly enhanced in QDs (up to
31íeV/K) with respect bulk CdTe (0.7íeV/K). On the contrary, the exciton-LO phonons coupling constant
decreases as the dot size decreases (down to 14 meV with respect 24.5 meV in the bulk).
I. Introduction
Semiconductor nanocrystals have attracted considerable inter-
est in the last years, because of their potential applications to
light emitting diodes (LEDs),1,2 photovoltaic cells,3 and optically
pumped lasers.4 Colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs)
have been also coupled to biological molecules such as proteins
and DNA.5,6 These QDs bioconjugates can be used as biomedi-
cal fluorescence labels for investigating biomolecular interac-
tions and developing high-sensivity detection and imaging
systems.5,6 Nowadays, advanced colloidal synthesis techniques
allow the growth of highly monodispersed7 II-VI QDs with
high-photoluminescence (PL) quantum yield.8,9 A detailed study
of the QDs photophysics with a particular attention to nonradi-
ative processes is not only interesting for fundamental physics,
but it is also relevant to the exploitation of nanocrystals in
practical applications. To date, several relaxation processes have
been proposed to explain the photophysics of CdSe QDs, includ-
ing the thermally activated exciton transition from dark to bright
states10 and carriers surface localization in trap states.11 More-
over, it has been shown that at room temperature the main
nonradiative process in CdSe/ZnS core/shell QDs is thermal
escape, assisted by multiple longitudinal optical (LO) phonons
absorption,12 while at low temperature evidence for carrier
trapping at surface defects was found. Despite these results, the
role and the chemical origin37 of the surface defect states in the
radiative and nonradiative relaxation in nanocrystals has not been
clarified completely. The existence of surface states due to
unpassivated dangling bonds has been invoked to explain
anomalous red-shifted emission bands in colloidal nanocrys-
tals.11 On the contrary, it has been recently shown that above-
gap trap states13 affect the ultrafast relaxation dynamics14 and
the single nanoparticle PL spectra of CdSe quantum rods15 due
to charge trapping and local electric field fluctuations. These
effects are expected to be dependent on the chemical composi-
tion of the QDs on the density of surface defects and on the
nanocrystals size.
In this work, we performed a detailed analysis of the PL
temperature dependence of colloidal CdTe core QDs with
diameters varying between 4.2 and 5.9 nm. We found that the
QDs PL is due to a thermally activated transition between two
different states at low temperatures.
Moreover, we investigated the size dependence of the
coupling with both acoustical and optical phonons. We show
that the acoustic phonons coupling constant is strongly increased,
up to 31 íeV/K with respect to the bulk CdTe (0.7 íeV/K). On
the other hand, the LO phonons coupling constant is reduced
down to 14 meV for the smallest dots with respect to the bulk
(24.5 meV). We show that the main nonradiative process
affecting the PL quantum yield at high temperature is thermal
escape assisted by multiple LO phonons absorption. The average
number of phonons assisting the thermal escape increases from
4 for the 5.9 nm diameter dots up to 6 for the 4.2 nm ones,
which is in quantitative agreement with the increased energy
splitting occurring in the smaller dots.
II. Experiment
We prepared CdTe QDs of different sizes, following the
method described in ref 16. The average diameter of the dots
was estimated by TEM measurements to be 4.2, 4.9, and 5.9
nm for samples A1, A2, and A3, respectively. The QDs have
been deposited by drop casting from chloroform solution on
Si-SiO2 substrates. For each sample, we performed PL mea-
surements in the temperature range of 15  300 K in steps of
* Corresponding author. E-mail address: giovanni.morello@unile.it.
Alternate address: ISUFI + Institute for Advanced Interdisciplinary Studies,
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10 K. The samples were excited by ion Argon laser (ì ) 458
nm). The sample emission was dispersed by a monochromator
(0.32 m focal length) and detected by a Si-CCD camera. The
PL measurements were performed in vacuum in a closed-cycle
He cryostat. The absorption spectra were measured in solution
with a spectrophotometer.
III. Results and Discussion
The absorption spectra of the QDs at room temperature (see
Figure 1) show several peaks, corresponding to different optical
transitions. The first three resonances can be reproduced by the
superposition of three Gaussian bands (see Figure 1). The best
fit peak energies clearly show the blue-shift of the first
absorption peak and the increase of the energy splitting among
the confined states, as the dots size decreases. The three first
absorption peaks are due to 1S3/2 f 1Se, 2S3/2 f 1Se, and 1P3/2
f 1Pe transitions.17,18
A typical temperature dependence of the PL spectra is
reported in Figure 2, for sample A2. The spectra exhibit a weak
low-energy tail (not visible in solution) that can be assigned to
emission from the larger dots in the size distribution, enhanced
by Fo¨rster transfer (FRET)19 from the smaller dots. As the
temperature increases, the PL spectra show a red-shift of the
peak energy, increasing broadening and decreasing intensity.
In semiconductor nanostructures, the temperature dependence
of the energy gap is usually similar to the bulk semiconductor
one,20-22 except for a temperature-independent energy off-set
due to the quantum confinement. The experimental PL tem-
perature dependence is thus well reproduced by the Varshni
relation
with R and â consistent with the bulk values. In eq 1, Eg0 is the
energy gap at 0 K, R is the temperature coefficient, and the
value of â is close to the Debye temperature ıD of the material.
On the other hand, the experimental PL peak energy temperature
dependence cannot be reproduced by the Varshni relation with
“bulk-like” R and â when transitions between different states
take place in the investigated temperature range.10,11 In our case
the experimental data can be fitted to eq 1 with R and â values
consistent with bulk CdTe only for T g 150-170 K, while a
weaker temperature dependence is present at low temperature.
Values of R and â not consistent with CdTe are instead obtained
by all the data or only the T e 150 K ones. Keeping â fixed24
at the bulk value22 of 158 K we find a best fit value for R )
3.2  10-4 eV/K very close to the bulk value (3  10-4eV/K)
reported in literature.23 For temperatures below 170 K, the
experimental emission energy is lower than the extrapolated
value of the T g 170 K best fit curve with a maximum difference
¢Eg0 at 15 K of the order of 12-20 meV in the three samples.
We observe that for all the samples, the experimental data follow
a bulklike best fit curve for kBT g ¢Eg0 (where kB is the
Boltzmann constant) suggesting that a thermally activated
transition between two different states energetically separated
by ¢Eg0, takes place. This transition could be due to different
possible processes, like the dark-bright exciton transition,10 or
the transitions between intrinsic and surface states, such as
detrapping from surface trap states to intrinsic electronic states,11
or transition from intrinsic states to higher energy-localized
surface states.14 The dark-bright exciton transition can be ruled
out as the typical activation energies25 are much smaller than
the ¢Eg0 values (typically a few meV) and are strongly size
dependent, whereas in our case ¢Eg0 does not show any regular
variation with the QDs size (see Table 1). This suggests that a
thermally activated transition involving surface and core states
is responsible for the PL peak temperature dependence. More-
over, the Stokes shift at room temperature shows an expected
increase by decreasing size26 (see Figure 1): 24 meV, 42 meV,
and 52 meV for sample A3, A2, and A1, respectively. This
trend suggests that the nature of the emitting state at room
temperature is intrinsic.
To determine the different nonradiative processes affecting
carriers relaxation, we studied the PL intensity variations with
temperature. In Figure 3 we show the PL intensity dependence
on 1/kBT. For all the samples, the photoluminescence intensity
is almost constant up to about 40 K, while a first thermally
activated PL decrease is visible in the range 40-170 K, followed
by a stronger exponential decrease up to 300 K. In general, the
relaxation processes in QDs include radiative relaxation, Auger
nonradiative scattering,27,28 Fo¨rster energy transfer between dots
of different dimensions, thermal escape from the dot,31 and
carriers localization at surface states.32,33 In our excitation regime
(few W cm-2) the Auger interaction can be neglected, as the
average excitation per dot is (N0) , 1.34 Moreover, FRET can
be neglected because we do not observe significant differences
between the PL spectra obtained from liquid and solid samples.
Assuming a temperature-independent radiative lifetime due
to the strong confinement regime,29 the temperature dependence
of the PL intensity, taking into account the radiative relaxation,
a thermally activated nonradiative process (with activation
energy Ea),30 and the thermal escape is given by12
Figure 1. Room-temperature absorption and PL spectra of the
investigated samples in chloroform solutions (black lines) and best fit
Gaussians (gray lines).
Figure 2. PL spectra as a function of temperature for sample A2.
Inset: experimental energy gap for the same sample (full squares), and
best fit curve (continuous line).
Eg(T) ) Eg0 - R T
2
(T + â) (1)
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where IPL (T) is the integrated PL intensity at temperature T, I0
is the 0 K integrated PL intensity, and m is the number of LO
phonons involved in thermal escape of carriers and ELO is their
energy.35 The best fit parameters are reported in Table 1.
We observe that the best fit value of Ea is, for all the samples,
very similar to the ¢Eg0 values extracted from the PL peak
energy analysis. This suggests that the low-temperature PL
quenching process is due to the same thermally activated
transition between intrinsic and defect states that affect the PL
peak temperature dependence. In epitaxial QDs, simultaneous
presence of an anomalous energy gap temperature dependence
and of a PL quenching process with an activation energy of a
few tens of meV is typical of transitions between intrinsic and
defect states.36 In colloidal nanocrystals, some experiments on
CdTe and CdSe QDs showed the presence of emitting surface
states lying several tens of meV below the band edge emis-
sion,37,38 while theoretical results on potentially emitting surface
defect states that resonant with or at higher energy than the band
edge are also present.13 However, the exact chemical origin of
these surface states is not yet known.37 Our results can be due
to a thermally induced detrapping from a surface defect state
to a weakly radiatively coupled intrinsic state or to an unusual
thermally activated trapping. Further experiments, like time-
resolved PL, have to be performed to attribute our results to
trapping or detrapping. Another possible process can be a
thermally activated exciton migration from larger to smaller
dots.39 However, this process is unlikely because the average
distance between different QDs in our samples is of the order
of microns, too large to permit efficient FRET from small to
large dots. At T g 170 K, we observe a thermal escape process,
where the average number of LO phonons absorbed in the
process clearly increases as the dot diameter decreases from
about 4 to about 6. This is consistent with the increasing energy
difference between adjacent states due to the stronger confine-
ment of smaller dots, which leads to an increase of the energy
that a carrier has to absorb to jump from one state to the
following one. To confirm this conclusion, a quantitative
comparison between the total energy absorbed from the LO
phonons in the thermal escape given by Eescape ) m(ELO) and
the energy difference between the excited states involved in
the process is required. First of all, we remember that the thermal
escape mainly involves the carrier with the smallest energy
difference between consecutive confined state, which in our case
is the hole, due to its higher effective mass.23 Moreover, as
shown in Figure 1, the two first absorption peaks are due to
1S3/2 f 1Se and 2S3/2f1Se transitions.17,18 This allows us to
estimate the energy difference between the 1S3/2 and the 2S3/2
hole states simply as the difference between the first two
absorption peaks energies (¢E1,2 in Table 1). From the
comparison of ¢E1,2 with Eescape ) m(ELO) (see Table 1), we
observe an overall very good agreement for all the samples,
suggesting that the thermal escape involves hole states.
Finally, to study the size dependence of exciton-phonon
coupling, we analyzed the temperature dependence of the PL
broadening obtained from the Gaussian deconvolution. The
experimental values of the PL spectrum Full Width at Half-
Maximum (FWHM) (see Figure 4), obtained from a Gaussian
best fit of the spectra, clearly show that the FWHM increases
with the temperature. As the PL broadening is partially
inhomogeneous and partially homogeneous, because of exciton-
phonons scattering, we fitted the experimental FWHM to the
following equation:40
Here, ¡inh is the inhomogeneous broadening, which is
temperature independent, and it is due to fluctuations in size,
shape, and composition of the nanocrystals, ó is the exciton-
acoustic phonons coupling coefficient, ¡LO represents the
exciton-LO phonons coupling coefficient, ELO is the LO
phonon energy, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. In all the
investigated samples, the best fit curve well reproduces the
experimental data for the best fit parameters reported in Table
2.
We observe that the best fit values of the exciton-acoustic
phonons coupling constant ó are about 3 orders of magnitude
Figure 3. Integrated PL intensity dependence on the samples’
temperature (symbols) and best fit curves (continuous lines) to eq 3.
The data are scaled for clarity.
IPL(T) )
I0
1 + a(e-Ea/kBT) + b(eELO/kBT - 1)-m
(2)
TABLE 1: Best Fit Values of the Activation Energy Ea of
the Low-Temperature Quenching Process and of the
Number m of LO Phonons Absorbed in the Thermal Escapea
sample
Ea
(meV) m
¢Eg0
(meV)
ELO
(meV)
¢E1,2
(meV)
Eescape
(meV)
A1 23.5 ( 2.0 5.6 ( 1.7 21 20 ( 5 124.5 110 ( 30
A2 13.6 ( 0.7 4.9 ( 0.2 12 19.1 ( 1.5 96.5 94 ( 4
A3 15.6 ( 1.7 4.0 ( 0.3 17 22 ( 4 82.2 92 ( 7
a ¢E1,2 is the energy difference between the two first absorption
peaks, while Eescape ) m(ELO). The values of ELO and ¢Eg0 are also
reported for clarity.
Figure 4. The fwhm of the PL spectra as a function of temperature
(symbols) for the three samples and respective best fit curves (continu-
ous lines). The data of the sample A2 are vertically translated by 3
meV for clarity.
TABLE 2: Best Fit Values of ó, ¡LO, and ELO for the Three
Samples
sample
ó
(íeV/K)
¡LO
(meV)
ELO
(meV)
A1 31 ( 7 14 ( 3 20 ( 5
A2 33 ( 6 18.3 ( 0.9 20 ( 1.5
A3 14 ( 5 21 ( 4 22 ( 4
¡(T) ) ¡inh + óT + ¡LO(eELO/kBT - 1)-1 (3)
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higher than the theoretical value estimated by Rudin et al.41
(about 0.72 íeV/K) for bulk CdTe. This result is consistent with
the theoretical prediction of a strong increase of the coupling
with acoustic phonons in zero-dimensional systems.12 Moreover,
our results are also in qualitative agreement with the increase
of the acoustic phonons coupling with the increasing two-
dimensional confinement observed in CdTe quantum wells.42
Despite this qualitative agreement, we observe that the ó value,
which determines the low-temperature broadening increase,
could be affected by the intrinsic-defects state transition that
takes place below 170 K. On the contary, the best fit values of
the carrier-LO phonons coupling coefficient ¡LO, obtained in a
temperature range where the emission is intrinsic, is smaller
than the theoretical bulk value41 (¡LO ) 24.5 meV) and
decreases as the QDs size decreases. This result can also be
ascribed to quantum confinement, and it is consistent with
theoretical prediction and experimental observation.12,43,44 Fi-
nally, we did not find any dependence on the quantum
confinement for the LO phonon energy, as reported in litera-
ture,45 but its value is within the fitting error consistent with
the bulk value (21.1 meV23).
IV. Conclusions
In conclusion, we studied the temperature and size depen-
dence of the PL spectra in colloidal CdTe core QDs. We dem-
onstrated that at temperatures lower than about 150-170 K a
thermally activated transition between two different states
separated by about 12-20 meV takes place.
We demonstrated that at higher temperature, the main
nonradiative process that limits the quantum efficiency is thermal
escape, induced by multiphonon absorption. The number m of
phonons involved in the process is dependent on the dots size
and varies from 4, in smallest dots, to about 6 for the largest
ones. Finally, we have studied the size dependence of the
exciton-phonons coupling. We found that it is strongly de-
pendent on the quantum confinement. In particular, the coupling
with acoustic phonons increases with respect bulk material, and
the exciton-optical phonons coupling increases in larger dots.
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